
Cabinet

Date Wednesday 15 July 2015
Time 10.00 am
Venue The Council Chamber, Crook Civic Centre, Co. Durham, 

DL15 9ES

Business 

Part A

Items during which the press and public are welcome to attend - 
members of the public can ask questions with the Chairman's 

agreement

1. Public Questions  
2. Minutes of the meeting held on 10 June 2015  (Pages 1 - 4)
3. Declarations of interest  
Key Decisions:

4. Implementation of the Community Buildings Strategy - Report of 
Assistant Chief Executive [Key Decision: CORP/A/05/11/3]  (Pages 5 - 
34)

5. Consideration of an Article 4 Direction covering change of Use Class 
C3 to Use Class C4 for Durham City and the Introduction of an Interim 
Policy on Student Accommodation - Report of Corporate Director, 
Regeneration and Economic Development [Key Decision: R&ED/06/15]  
(Pages 35 - 106)

6. Review of Fixed Play Provision - Report of Corporate Director, 
Neighbourhood Services [Key Decision: NS/14/11]  (Pages 107 - 156)

Ordinary Decisions:

7. Children, Young People and Families Plan 2015-2018 - Report of 
Corporate Director, Children and Adults Services  (Pages 157 - 200)

8. Health Protection Assurance Annual Report 2013-14 - Report of 
Corporate Director, Children and Adults Services  (Pages 201 - 232)

9. County Durham Youth Offending Service Youth Justice Plan 
2015/2017 - Report of Corporate Director, Children and Adults 
Services  (Pages 233 - 270)

10. Early Help Strategy - Report of Corporate Director, Children and Adults 
Services  (Pages 271 - 282)



11. Treasury Management Outturn 2014/15 - Report of Corporate Director, 
Resources  (Pages 283 - 294)

12. 2014/15 Final Outturn for General Fund, Housing Revenue Account 
and Collection Fund - Report of Corporate Director, Resources  (Pages 
295 - 330)

13. Historic and Ceremonial Regalia and Property of the Charter Trustees - 
Report of Corporate Director, Resources  (Pages 331 - 352)

14. Update on Office Accommodation Programme and release of Aykley 
Heads Strategic Employment Site for Economic Regeneration - Joint 
Report of Corporate Director, Regeneration and Economic 
Development and Corporate Director, Resources  (Pages 353 - 372)

15. County Durham Climate Change Strategy and Delivery Plan - 
Durham's Vision for a Low Carbon County - Report of Corporate 
Director, Regeneration and Economic Development  (Pages 373 - 460)

16. Such other business as, in the opinion of the Chairman of the meeting, 
is of sufficient urgency to warrant consideration.  

17. Any resolution relating to the exclusion of the public during the 
discussion of items containing exempt information.  

Part B

Items during which it is considered the meeting will not be open to the 
public (consideration of exempt or confidential information)

Key Decision:

18. New Company Business Plan for the Development and Management 
of Market Housing - Joint Report of Corporate Director, Regeneration 
and Economic Development and Corporate Director, Resources [Key 
Decision: R&ED/03/15]  (Pages 461 - 548)

19. Such other business as, in the opinion of the Chairman of the meeting, 
is of sufficient urgency to warrant consideration.  

Colette Longbottom
Head of Legal and Democratic Services

County Hall
Durham
7 July 2015

To: The Members of the Cabinet

Councillors S Henig and A Napier (Leader and Deputy Leader of the 
Council) together with Councillors J Allen, J Brown, N Foster, 
L Hovvels, O Johnson, M Plews, B Stephens and E Tomlinson

Contact: Ros Layfield Tel: 03000 269708



DURHAM COUNTY COUNCIL

At a Meeting of Cabinet held in Committee Room 2, County Hall, Durham on 
Wednesday 10 June 2015 at 10.00 am

Present:

Councillor S Henig (Leader of the Council) in the Chair

Members of Cabinet:
Councillors A Napier (Deputy Leader of the Council), J Brown, N Foster, L Hovvels, 
O Johnson, M Plews, B Stephens and E Tomlinson

Also Present:
Councillors J Armstrong, J Clare, P Conway, I Geldard, B Graham, N Martin, 
H Nicholson, P Stradling, A Surtees and M Wilkes 

1 Public Questions 

There were no questions received from members of the public.

2 Minutes 

The minutes of the meeting held on 15 April 2015 were confirmed as a correct 
record and signed by the Chairman.

3 Declarations of interest 

Councillors Plews and Tomlinson declared interest in item 5 due to their positions 
on the County Durham Housing Group Board, and took no part in the discussion of 
the item.

4 Proposal to Enlarge Sherburn Village Primary School from 1 September 2015 
and to close Sherburn Hill Primary School as a separate school on 31 August 
2015 
Key Decision: CAS/01/15

The Cabinet considered a report of the Corporate Director, Children and Adults 
Services (for copy see file of Minutes) which sought approval to enlarge Sherburn 
Village Primary School from 1 September 2015 and to close Sherburn Hill Primary 
School as a separate school on 31 August 2015.
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Resolved:

That the recommendations contained in the report be approved.

5 Housing Stock Transfer - Completion Update 
Key Decision: R&ED/01/15

The Cabinet considered a joint report of the Corporate Director, Regeneration and 
Economic Development and the Corporate Director, Resources (for copy see file of 
Minutes) which updated Cabinet on the completion of the transfer of ownership of 
the Council’s housing stock to the new County Durham Housing Group Ltd and its 
component housing management organisations; Dale & Valley Homes Ltd, Durham 
City Homes Ltd and East Durham Homes Ltd on 13 April 2015. 

The Cabinet thanked all those who had been involved in the transfer which had 
been a detailed and lengthy process.

Resolved: 

That the recommendations contained in the report be approved.

6 Update on the delivery of the Medium Term Financial Plan 4 

The Cabinet considered a report of the Assistant Chief Executive (for copy see file 
of Minutes) which confirmed that the 2014/15 to 2015/16 Medium Term Financial 
Plan (MTFP 4) had been successfully delivered.

Resolved:

That the report be noted.

7 Quarter 4 2014/15 Performance Management 

The Cabinet considered a report of the Assistant Chief Executive (for copy see file 
of Minutes) which presented progress against the council’s corporate basket of 
performance indicators and reported other performance issues for the 2014/15 
financial year. 

Resolved:

That the recommendations contained in the report be approved. 
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8 County Durham Partnership Update 

The Cabinet considered a report of the Assistant Chief Executive (for copy see file 
of Minutes) which provided an update on issues being addressed by the County 
Durham Partnership and detailed key initiatives being carried out in partnership 
across the County. 

Resolved:

That the report be noted.

9 Corporate Complaints Review 

The Cabinet considered a joint report of the Assistant Chief Executive and the 
Corporate Director, Neighbourhood Services (for copy see file of Minutes) which 
requested approval of the revised Corporate Complaints Policy.

Resolved:

That the recommendation contained in the report be approved. 

10 Educational Attainment/Standards Report 2014-15 

The Cabinet considered a report of the Corporate Director, Children and Adults 
Services (for copy see file of Minutes) which summarised the support and 
intervention provided to ensure the best educational outcomes for children and 
young people in Durham.  The report detailed results from tests and examinations 
at Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 4/5 for 2014.

Cabinet members commented on the excellent results, and this was a good news 
story. They congratulated all who have been involved including young people, 
schools, and the school improvement service.

Resolved:

That the recommendations contained in the report be approved.

11 Safe Durham Partnership Plan Refresh 2015-18 

The Cabinet considered a report of the Corporate Director, Children and Adults 
Services (for copy see file of Minutes) which presented the refresh of the Safe 
Durham Partnership Plan 2015-18 for agreement.

Resolved:

That the recommendations contained in the report be approved.
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12 Local Government Declaration on Alcohol 

The Cabinet considered a report of the Corporate Director, Children and Adults 
Services (for copy see file of Minutes) which provided an overview of the 
development and purpose of the Local Government Declaration on Alcohol.

Resolved:

The recommendation contained in the report be approved. 

13 Youth Employment Initiative (YEI) County Durham 

The Cabinet considered a joint report of the Corporate Director, Children and Adults 
Services and Corporate Director, Regeneration and Economic Development (for 
copy see file of Minutes) which outlined action being taken to secure Youth 
Employment Initiative funding for County Durham to enable further action to be 
taken to reduce youth unemployment.

Cabinet members welcomed the approach being taken in tackling further youth 
unemployment.

Resolved:

That the report be noted. 

14 Assessing Development Proposals in County Durham in the Light of the 
Inspector's Interim Report on the County Durham Plan 

The Cabinet considered a report of the Corporate Director, Regeneration and 
Economic Development (for copy see file of Minutes) which detailed a Policy 
Position Statement which provided a consistent approach to determining planning 
applications in light of publication of the Inspector’s Interim Report of the County 
Durham Plan.

Councillor N Foster responded to questions from Councillors Wilkes and Martin 
regarding the delegated decision made to enter into judicial review, and student 
accommodation issues in the city in particular Article 4 directions, the issue of need, 
and the kings lodge application.

Resolved:

That the recommendation detailed in the report be approved. 
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Cabinet 
 

15 July 2015 
 

Implementation of the Community 
Buildings Strategy  
 

Implementation of Key Decision 

CORP/A/05/11/3 

 

 

 
 

Report of Corporate Management Team 

Lorraine O’Donnell, Assistant Chief Executive 

Councillor Brian Stephens, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for 
Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships 

 
Purpose of the report 

1 To review the implementation of the Community Buildings Strategy 2012 – 
2014 and to seek agreement on the steps required to conclude the community 
buildings asset transfer programme. 

2 To seek agreement to revise the Council’s approach to the provision of 
Community Buildings Grants. 

Executive Summary 

3 In 2012 the Council embarked on one of the largest asset transfer 
programmes in the country.  This involved 120 community buildings and 
aimed to create a sustainable network of buildings controlled by local people.  
After extensive work by community building management groups, staff and 
partner organisations this vision is on track to be achieved, with 87 facilities 
expected to remain as community buildings and a total of 98 to remain in 
community use.   

4 The transfer of 40 buildings to housing providers has allowed 25 of these to 
be maintained as communal rooms with investment from the housing 
provider.  This compares to five initially identified for investment by the 
Council in 2012.  Seven buildings have been or are to be converted to 
housing stock to meet local need.   

5 Although the majority of transfers have now been completed, with 40 
transferred to housing providers, 47 now in the control of local people and 18 
declared as surplus, 15 buildings with complex issues remain and this report 
seeks Cabinet approval for action to address these issues and help 
communities take control of these facilities. 

6 The capital costs associated with the 120 community buildings was estimated 
to be £11.25 million over the ten year period from 2011 to 2021.   A £2.15 
million investment fund was established to support the programme and to 
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meet 70% of refurbishment costs for 36 prioritised buildings, with the aim of 
supporting more if this was possible within the available resources.  Through 
this programme, buildings in the priority group received the investment they 
needed and a further three buildings received significant funding.   

7 In addition, most buildings accessed other sources of funding from the 
Council including Area, Neighbourhood and section 106 funding.  Due to the 
nature of the scheme a number of buildings also had immediate repairs and 
maintenance works carried out by the Council to deal with health and safety 
issues, thereby reducing the need for further capital investment.   

8 As part of the programme, local management groups have also been able to 
access external funding not available to the Council and so far they have 
raised £639,000 from external grants.  Management groups are presently 
preparing or awaiting the outcome of bids to external bodies for a further 
£5,252,587. 

9 The Council allocated £600,000 for staffing to support groups through the 
asset transfer process and to fund independent surveys and legal advice for 
management groups.  This resource allowed staffing to be provided over a 
three year period to 31 March 2015.  During this time the support team 
received many compliments for their work and in 2014 they were finalists in 
the Council’s Great Staff Great Stuff Awards (Team of the Year) for their 
achievements. 

10 Although cautious at first, management groups that have taken control of their 
community buildings are generally pleased with the outcome and feel that 
they are now better able to meet the needs of their local community.  The 
robust process followed prior to asset transfer has ensured that management 
groups have appropriate governance arrangements in place and are no 
longer personally liable.  The support provided by the VCS, through Durham 
Community Action, has also ensured that good policies and procedures are in 
place and day-to-day management arrangements have improved.   

11 The new compliance arrangements that have been developed ensure that 
management groups know what they need to do to ensure services remain as 
safe as possible and that regular checks are carried out to protect those using 
their facilities.   

12 Following investment, buildings are of a higher standard than they were.  As 
part of the business planning process management groups are ensuring that 
they understand local need, their income is sufficient to set aside resources 
for future repair and maintenance needs and that they have the right 
personnel to maintain and develop activities.  Local people now have centres 
that are more attractive, in better condition, with better facilities, and which are 
more focused on local needs and aspirations.  

13 The revenue costs associated with the 120 buildings showed expenditure of 
£870,000 in 2009/10 and this has been reduced to £240,600 in 2014/15 and 
with only minimal costs (associated with compliance checks) for the Council 
being projected in future years. 
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14 Community building management groups are presently able to apply for a 
community buildings grant from the Council, which in 2014/15 was £1,617.50 
for each building.  Although valued by a number of community building 
management groups the programme has shown that most groups are able to 
access external funding which far exceeds this amount and for many, 
represents a relatively small element of their annual running costs/reserves.  
This report seeks Cabinet approval to end this funding source on the basis 
that a reserve is put in place to support management groups facing extreme 
difficulties following this change. 

15 An evaluation, of the community buildings programme, carried out with St 
Chad’s College, Durham University concludes that the programme has largely 
been achieved because the council and local community groups have worked 
together and that community centres are now doing more to serve their local 
communities. 

16 The positive outcome of this programme has attracted interest from a number 
of other local authorities, CIPFA and universities, as it provides the 
opportunity to maintain the services valued by local people whilst reducing 
council costs.  Within Durham this approach is now being taken forward 
through the Durham Ask, with the lessons learnt putting the Council in a good 
position to take this new approach forward. 

Background 

17 On 14 September 2011 Cabinet considered a review of the community 
buildings owned and/or managed by the Council following Local Government 
Review (LGR).  This review showed significant inconsistencies in terms of 
lease agreements, usage, conditions, management arrangements and costs. 
It was therefore agreed that a new approach was needed to rationalise and 
improve these facilities for local people, which involved more than 700 
volunteers and over 21,000 users.   

18 This review initiated a major piece of consultation to determine the Council’s 
future approach towards its stock of 120 community buildings.  This 
consultation, which took place between 19 September and 12 December 
2011, involved more than 3,600 people.  It led to the development of a new 
Community Buildings Strategy, which was agreed by Cabinet on 29 February 
2012.   

19 Following agreement of the strategy, Cabinet made two further decisions on 
its implementation; firstly in July 2012 to work with housing providers 
regarding the future of communal rooms (the Council’s stock of much smaller 
community buildings, often linked to existing housing stock) and in July 2013 
to extend the flexibility of the project to address some of the concerns 
emerging from local management groups. 

20 Earlier this year, as part of the MTFP, the Council also carried out 
consultation on the future of the Community Buildings Grant, which in 2014/15 
totalled £263,652 and supported 163 centres with each receiving £1,617.50.   
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Community Buildings Strategy 

21 In February 2012 Cabinet agreed a new strategy for its stock of 120 
community buildings, with the aim of improving efficiency and securing the 
long term sustainability of those facilities most valued by local communities. 

22 The Council recognised the vital role that community buildings play at the 
heart of their local communities and the valuable work carried out by the 
dedicated volunteers who managed them.  The vision for the future provision 
of communities buildings was summarised as: 

‘To ensure that by 2014 the County has a network of sustainable, well 
placed, highly valued and well used community buildings across the 
County, which are owned or controlled by local people’. 

23 Consultation on the future of community buildings had shown there was 
support for asset transfer with investment prioritised on usage, deprivation 
and costs provided help and support was available to facilitate the necessary 
changes. 

24 This strategy therefore introduced targeted investment (from a total 
investment fund of £2.15 million) on priority community buildings, on the 
condition of asset transfer and selective withdrawal from lower priority 
buildings.  36 buildings were identified as a priority for investment (up to a 
maximum of 70%) with a further 38 identified for support and investment if 
there was any underspend. 

25 Condition surveys indicated that these buildings would require investment of 
£11.25 million over the next 10 years and an review of revenue costs showed 
annual expenditure of approximately £870,000.  In addition the consultation 
had shown that some buildings were not valued locally and had very little 
usage.   

26 In April 2012 the Council embarked on one of the biggest asset transfer 
programmes in the country.  This programme ran for three years to March 
2015 and action focused around the four key objectives set out in the 
strategy: 

a. Developing strong and vibrant communities – action was taken to 
help community building management groups to build stronger links 
with their local AAP, their local Town or Parish Council, the VCS and 
other networks and partnerships, in order to strengthen their position 
and role and maximise the support available.  This has been 
successful with management groups receiving more than £272,000 
from Area and Neighbourhood budgets and some buildings receiving 
significant investment and/or on-going revenue support from their Local 
Council.  Community buildings management groups now have a 
greater awareness of the support available and many have established 
strong links with local VCS organisations and peer support networks 
and receive regular newsletters from Durham Community Action.  They 
are now playing a stronger role in their local community. 
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b. Maximise the impact of resources available to invest in 
community buildings – feasibility studies were carried out to confirm 
the extent of works required and the investment needed for each 
building.  Action was then taken to allocate funding from the £2.15 
million community buildings capital programme and support 
management groups to raise 30% or 100% of the funding they 
required.  The capital works programme was dependent on asset 
transfer and groups raising funds for their contribution therefore most 
works are at an early stage or still to commence.  If agreed the 
proposals set out in this report would result in £150,000 remaining 
unallocated as a contingency for the programme.  Given the complexity 
of the works included within this programme, this is considered to be a 
prudent amount.  It is recommended that the allocation of this funding 
should be delegated to the Assistant Chief Executive in consultation 
with the Cabinet portfolio holder for Neighbourhoods and Local 
Partnerships to assist in the completion of the community buildings 
strategy and if any remains it should be allocated to the Durham Ask 
programme.  To maximise investment 40 properties were transferred to 
housing providers and work was carried out with funders to ensure the 
best advice and support could be given to other groups to access 
external grants.  Action was taken to close facilities which were not well 
used or valued by local people and 18 buildings were declared surplus 
for sale or demolition (although four of these remained in community 
use).  The lease arrangements for those buildings where the 
management groups already had full responsibility for all costs, repairs 
and insurance were also clarified and support provided where this was 
needed.  In addition to the Council’s £2.15 million, management groups 
have raised substantial additional resources to improve their buildings, 
to date this has totalled £911,000 with likely future bids amounting to 
£5,252,587 (taking account of planned works and extensions). 

c. Handing over control to local communities – the local benefits to 
communities of taking asset transfer of their community building were 
set out and support officers worked closely with management groups to 
help them to maxmise these benefits.  A comprehensive training and 
support package was made available to management groups and the 
risks to groups were minimised through robust business planning, with 
those buildings that would not be sustainable encouraged to close and 
move activities elsewhere.  A clear decision making process was put in 
place using the powers delegated to the Assistant Chief Executive and 
Equality Impact Assessments were carried out before any closure.  
Most management groups now feel that they are better able to meet 
the needs of their local community, for example, the chair of 
Framwellgate Moor Community Centre has stated that he had 
reservations at the start of the process but came to realise that the 
management group needed to change their approach to be fit for 
purpose and through the asset transfer process they have been able to 
ensure that their building is also fit for purpose for the first time in 40 
years. 

d. Supporting the dedicated volunteers who run community 
buildings – a time limited support team was put in place to implement 
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the community buildings strategy and support management groups to 
prepare for asset transfer and raise the capital funding required.  
Durham University, Durham Community Action and Skillsbridge all 
played an important role in providing the support, reassurance and 
advice that management groups needed, including providing bespoke 
training and mentoring when required.  Funding fayres were arranged 
and groups were given help to complete funding applications and 
changes were made to the provision of the Council’s Community 
Buildings Grant to respond to the views of management groups. 

Impact of the Community Buildings Project 

27 As a result of this programme it is anticipated that 98 centres will remain in 
community use, including 87 as community buildings, seven as housing and 
four of those identified as surplus.   

a. 41 management groups are taking control of their community building.  
26 buildings have already been transferred from the Council to local 
community groups on 30 year full repairing and insuring leases (FRI 
leases), with a further 5 buildings in the final stages of transfer to local 
groups.  A further 10 buildings require special decisions due to the 
complex issues that have emerged (these are set out below). 

b. 21 buildings are already controlled by local community groups, 
including 8 CISWO (Coal Industry Social Welfare Organisation) and 13 
facilities which have been confirmed as already on FRI leases and 
therefore already transferred to local management groups. 

c. 40 properties have been transferred to housing providers, with 25 
remaining as communal rooms, seven being converted to housing and 
8 being redeveloped or demolished. 

d. 18 properties have been declared surplus for sale or demolition.  Four 
of these have remained for community use as a CAB office, a GP 
surgery and two community facilities. 

28 Having transferred buildings on 30 year FRI leases the Council will no longer 
have the need to potentially invest a further £9.1 million in these buildings, 
which in the present financial climate would inevitably have led to the 
enforced closure of some buildings on the basis of their condition.  The 
management groups of these buildings are now able access external funds to 
facilitate these improvements as they hold FRI leases of over 25 years. 

29 The support of local Members has been critical in this process.  They have 
contributed more than £272,000 from their local budgets for these schemes, 
which can provide the foundation for the provision of many other services and 
facilities for local people and in many cases Members have offered strong 
support to enable communities to build the confidence to take control of these 
facilities. 

30 Through the programme the revenue costs associated with community 
buildings has reduced considerably and will be reduced further in 2015/16.  
The revenue costs in 2009/10 showed expenditure of £870,000.  The costs 
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associated with these buildings in 2014/15 had dropped to £240,600, with 
only minimal costs associated with compliance projected in future years when 
all transfers are completed.   

31 The asset transfer of community buildings has, in general, provided positive 
outcomes for both local people and the Council.  The programme has, 
however, been far from easy with many unexpected issues emerging along 
the way such as bats, nesting birds, dry rot, asbestos, floor heave, land and 
boundary issues etc.  Management groups have needed to address issues 
such as governance and succession as well as make difficult decisions 
regarding viability and future sustainability of their building.  However, positive 
outcomes have been achieved by the Council, communities and others 
working together in partnership. 

32 The most significant impact of this programme relates to the achievements of 
local people, who through commitment, dedication and hard work have made 
community buildings more vibrant and sustainable.  They have implemented 
stronger day to day management arrangements, taken a business style 
approach, increased usage, improved the facilities available ensuring that 
these meet the needs of local people, made their centres more attractive to 
local people and service providers and made their centres fit for purpose and 
fit for the future. 

33 One of the key outputs of the Community Buildings programme has been to 
check management groups understand their responsibilities in relation to 
compliance with regulations such as gas, water, electrical wiring, emergency 
lighting, automatic doors, asbestos, fire etc.  Training and support has been 
offered to all groups and information and proformas have been developed to 
help groups know what they must do and how often.  To support groups the 
Council is offering them the opportunity to take up a service level agreement 
with Direct Services to carry out the required checks.  In addition, the Council 
will ask groups in leased premises to provide copies of compliance certificates 
after one year and five years to provide reassurance.    

34 The future of community buildings in the County is now more positive than 
ever, with the capacity of management groups increased and the quality of 
the buildings improved.  Buildings are in better condition, voluntary 
management groups members have more personal protection, centres are 
more vibrant and better able to respond to local need, and many centres are 
now local hubs and good facilities for the provision of other public services.  
Centres also have a more robust approach to safety and compliance and 
some are now working towards ambitious plans for their local community. 

35 This has put the Council in a good position to take forward the Durham Ask.  
The lessons learnt from the community buildings programme have helped the 
Council to develop a comprehensive approach to asset transfer of facilities 
and streamline many of the steps involved.  The Council has been able 
develop a process which recognises the importance of working together with 
the local community to enable them to build their expertise and capacity to 
manage local facilities.  As a result the experience has shown that it is 
possible to reduce council expenditure whilst saving those services and 
facilities that local people most value.  In addition it has enabled local people 
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to change, develop and improve these services and facilities to more closely 
meet local requirements. 

36 An evaluation of the programme has been carried out with St Chad’s College, 
Durham University.  This highlights the lessons learnt and concludes that the 
asset transfer programme has largely been achieved because the Council 
and local community groups have worked together.  They also stated that 
many of the community organisations involved are now in better shape than 
they were, are making progress in accessing new sources of funding, and are 
doing more to serve their communities.  The full document is attached at 
appendix 2. 

Present Position 

37 Following implementation of the Community Buildings Strategy asset transfer 
work related to 105 of the 120 buildings has been completed and the work to 
asset transfer 15 buildings remains. 

38 Five management groups are expected to complete the asset transfer 
process very soon (these are Parkside Community Centre, Middleton-in-
Teesdale Village Hall, Newton Hall Community Centre, Witton-le-Wear 
Community Centre and Escomb Community Centre).  It is therefore 
recommended that officers should continue to work with these five 
community buildings to enable them to complete the asset transfer process.  
The management group of each of these buildings has faced difficult issues 
over the last two years, which have led to delays but each should now be able 
to move towards asset transfer without further problems.  However, if asset 
transfer to community groups cannot be achieved by 31 August 2015 it is 
recommended that the Assistant Chief Executive, in consultation with the 
Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships has the 
delegated authority to consider, on a case by case basis, if the offer of asset 
transfer should be removed and the future viability of the centre reviewed.  It 
is proposed that at this stage in the programme, after three years of intensive 
support, additional time to complete the asset transfer process should only be 
offered in exceptional circumstances and where delays have been beyond the 
control of the centre’s management group. 

39 One of the five buildings presently in the final stages of asset transfer is 
Middleton-in-Teesdale Village Hall, which Cabinet agreed in July 2013 could 
use the capital investment set aside for this building (£143,910) for alternative 
provision, as investment in their existing building showed poor value for 
money due to the extent of works required.  Over the last year the 
management group has therefore worked with the Teesdale AAP, UTASS 
(Upper Teesdale Agricultural Support Services) and the local school to 
develop plans for a new build development on the school site.  Progress to 
facilitate this change is going well although it is acknowledged that this work is 
unlikely to commence before 2017/18.  The management group is therefore 
preparing to sign a five year FRI lease on their existing building.  It is 
recommended that if the management group sign the short term lease on 
their present building, the Council sets aside £143,910 until March 2018 (with 
the potential to extend this if plans for the new development are progressing 
well) from the community buildings capital investment programme as a 
contribution to a new build facility in the village.  In addition it is 
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recommended that £20,000 from the fund set aside (£143,910) is made 
available for any urgent repairs and maintenance needed in the existing 
building until the new facility is available. 

40 There are 10 buildings which have more complex issues.  Each of these is 
considered below: 

1. Annfield Plain Community Centre – This centre requires significant capital 
investment (£167,168). The group were given additional support and time to 
draw together a viable business plan but with the high costs identified and the 
low level of need for the centre it was agreed that asset transfer of the Centre 
was not appropriate.  The management group were keen to continue and 
work commenced to look for alternative facilities in the community.  This 
resulted in an agreement for the management group to work with Harelaw 
school, which will move to the refurbished Greencroft School in the summer.  
It is therefore recommended that the community group remains at Annfield 
Plain Community Centre until they are able to move into the school, which is 
anticipated to be in October (when the new Head Teacher will be in post).  
During this period only Health and Safety related repairs to the community 
centre will be carried out up to a maximum of £1,000.  If any works are 
estimated to exceed this amount the future of the Centre would be reviewed 
or specific facilities isolated.  To enable the management group to continue to 
provide a full range of activities in the school it is recommended that £10,000 
from the community buildings capital programme is allocated to the school to 
enable cosmetic improvements to be made to the sports hall on the basis that 
the community group provides match funding towards the works from their 
reserves. 

2. Stanhope Town Hall – A number of public meetings have been held during 
the community building programme to seek public interest in taking control of 
Stanhope Town Hall.  Unfortunately, this work was unsuccessful.  This 
building is a prominent feature in the town and the external structure of the 
building is in relatively good condition, however there are some concerns 
regarding the interior, which will need to be addressed if the building is to 
remain open. The building is mainly used for the legacy gym.  As the public 
meetings indicated that there is no local appetite for asset transfer as a 
community building it is recommended that plans are developed to seek 
interest from beyond the local community for social enterprise or other 
community use, within the next 6 months and, if this is not possible, the 
property is put forward for disposal on the open market. 

3. Burnside Community Centre – this centre is managed by the Craghead 
Development Trust (CDT) and has 18 years remaining on the current lease, 
under the terms of which the Council is responsible for external repairs and 
maintenance (not including parking spaces).  When the community buildings 
programme first started CDT did not want to take on asset transfer, instead 
the group sought the freehold of the property to enhance their present 
position.  This was not agreed as this was not in line with the Council’s 
approach agreed in 2012.  However to facilitate asset transfer CDT was 
offered £20,000 for repairs and maintenance that may be required during the 
remaining years of their present lease, if  they accept a full repair and 
insurance (FRI) lease and take responsibility for any future costs.  This was 
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pursued and draft Heads of Terms for the asset transfer were agreed and 
signed, lease instructions were drafted and plans were sent to the Trust’s 
solicitors.  Progress was then put on hold as a number of arrangements 
between CDT and a range of Council service areas needed to be reviewed.  
As these reviews have now been completed it is recommended that work 
towards asset transfer with a contribution of £20,000 towards repairs and 
maintenance is resumed on the basis that the Management Committee 
provide a robust business plan and evidence of need with a deadline for 
completion by 31 October 2015.  If this is not possible, it is recommended that 
the offer of financial support is withdrawn and action to transfer the building 
ended.  If this offer is not pursued the Council will remain responsible for 
future external repairs and maintenance. 

4. Shotton Community Centre – This community centre is presently managed 
by Shotton Community Association.  The council has set aside an indicative 
£88,104, from the community buildings capital programme, for investment in 
this centre, which requires works amounting to an estimated £125,863. In 
addition to the community association there is also Shotton Partnership 2000 
Ltd, which is a company limited by guarantee whose aim is to regenerate 
Shotton Colliery in collaboration with Shotton Parish Council. For the purpose 
of asset transfer the community association has agreed to merge with the 
Shotton Partnership.  The community centre is currently running at full 
capacity and there are limited opportunities to bring in additional revenue with 
the present configuration.  The Shotton Partnership, working closely with 
Shotton Parish Council who have significant land holdings around the centre, 
is therefore seeking to develop the facility at a cost of approximately £1.2 
million, with proposals to secure funds through the sale of the surrounding 
Parish Council owned land and buildings and attracting external grants.  A 
pre-feasibility study has been undertaken and the Partnership has indicated 
that investment from the council of £88,104 is critical for their plans to develop 
the centre and surrounding area.  To take forward their plans the Parish 
Council has requested that the Council provides an investment of £88,104 
and gives them the freehold of the community centre, on the basis that they 
and the Shotton Partnership will be selling their existing assets to invest in the 
proposed £1.2 million scheme as well as investing an amount of £74,000 from 
their combined reserves.  The approximate market value of the community 
centre is in the region of £160,000.  In addition a potential £100,000 of s.106 
funding has been ring-fenced for refurbishment of the community centre.  It is 
proposed that the Shotton Parish Council would lease the building to Shotton 
Partnership and would take full responsibility for any repairs and maintenance 
prior to refurbishment.  The assets owned by the Parish Council and Shotton 
Partnership have been valued, by the Council, at approximately £200,000.  It 
is therefore recommended that as Shotton Parish Council and Shotton 
Partnership will be investing more than £74,000 in the community centre and 
they will be working towards raising additional funding for their £1.2 million 
scheme, the Council should give Shotton Parish Council the freehold of the 
centre.  In addition it is recommended that the Council contribute £88,104 
from the community buildings capital programme to the scheme as match 
funding.  This funding would only be released if the partnership raises the 
equivalent in match funding from external grant funders and sale of existing 
land, before 31 March 2017 for investment in this centre.  In addition a 
covenant would be placed on the sale of the land whereby if planning 
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permission is approved for any alternative use, other than community use, on 
the land within 80 years from the date of transfer, the Council will be entitled 
to 80% of the increase in land value. 

5. The Brockwell Centre – The Brockwell Centre is a relatively new facility, 
which was developed by Chester-le-Street District Council, and the 
management group have more than 90 years remaining on their present 
lease, with the council responsible for external repairs and maintenance.  
Work has been carried out with the centre to encourage the management 
group to consider transferring onto a FRI lease, however they are reluctant to 
do this given the beneficial terms of their existing lease.  The management 
group have been offered advice and support to improve their viability and to 
address problems however negotiations with the Centre regarding the existing 
lease have not resulted in a way forward which is acceptable to both the 
Council and the management group, despite offering significant financial 
support through s.106 funding.  It is therefore recommended that the 
community centre continue to operate on their existing lease, whereby the 
management group is responsible for utility bills, internal repairs and 
compliance and the Council maintains responsibility for external repairs and 
the car park. 

6. Stanley Community Centre – the asset transfer of Stanley Community 
Centre started slowly as the management group were cautious about the 
process.  The group were informed that the Council planned to invest 
approximately £150,000 in the building.  Delays occurred due to the 
management group wanting to extend the building at the same time as the 
works were to be carried out to improve the building.  Despite these delays 
the management group were planning to sign a new lease at the end of 
December 2014 and they prepared a first stage Big Lottery application to 
raise funding.  However over the winter months the existing condition of the 
building became more concerning and a structural engineer was asked to look 
at structural issues linked to the front wall, roof support and windows.  The 
funding application was therefore put on hold.  To do further investigations an 
asbestos survey of the roof space was first needed.  As the total cost of works 
required by the centre is now estimated at approximately £400,000 concerns 
were raised as to whether this building has a viable future as a community 
centre and local Members were consulted to explore alternative solutions.  
This in turn led to discussion with members of Derwentside Trust who were 
seeking funding to purchase a building from the Council that had previously 
been the Stanley Day Care Centre.  Stanley Community Centre is a busy and 
well used centre.  It was prioritised for investment as it is in a deprived area 
with no other facilities available within the LSOA (local super output area), 
however access to other facilities in the wider area could be considered if 
necessary.  It is now known that a minimum of £120,000 must be spent on the 
building before the onset of winter otherwise some parts of the building will 
need to close for health and safety reasons.  However, immediate investment 
of £120,000 will do little to address the long term viability of the building.  It is 
therefore recommended that rather than sell Stanley Day Centre (which is 
presently in the Council’s disposal programme and expected to raise 
approximately £150,000), it is offered to the management group of Stanley 
Community Centre on a 30 year FRI lease to work in partnership with 
Derwentside Trust, to explore the potential of the Day Centre being converted 
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into a community centre.  The community buildings capital programme would 
be used partly (£50,000) to contribute to the refurbishment of Stanley Day 
Centre and the remainder (£100,000) held as a contingency within the wider 
programme.  If this is not possible to go ahead with the conversion, action will 
be taken to close Stanley Community Centre and find alternative venues for 
users. 

7. Burnopfield Community Centre – This 120 year old former school is the 
Council’s only community building that is a listed building.  Prior to 2009 some 
repair works were carried out which did not comply with requirements for 
listed buildings and therefore remedial works have been necessary, which has 
caused delays.  The management group is committed to maintaining this well 
used community centre and have successfully brought in £10,000 in COMA 
funding to carry out a pre-feasibility study.  This building has been identified 
as needing in the region of £600,000 capital investment.  It was identified as 
one in which the Council would invest if resources became available.  It is 
therefore recommended that the Council provides a contribution, in terms of 
specified works, from the community buildings capital programme of up to 
£100,000 if a FRI lease is in place by 31 August 2015.  This will be possible 
from the underspend on the existing £2.15 million capital programme.  
However, if asset transfer to the management group cannot be achieved by 
this date it is recommended that the Assistant Chief Executive, in consultation 
with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships 
has the delegated authority to consider if the offer of asset transfer should be 
removed and the future of the centre reviewed. 

8. Bullion Hall – This centre has a long lease (90+ years, with the opportunity 
to extend) whereby the management group are responsible for utility bills and 
interior repairs and maintenance and the Council is responsible for external 
works.  The management group has been reluctant to take on a FRI lease of 
this building as this would lead to them picking up additional costs without any 
additional benefits.  As the Council will receive no rent for the residual term of 
the 99 year lease this building is considered to only have a nominal value.  As 
part of the community buildings programme a lot of work has been carried out 
with the management group to help them to re-evaluate their purpose, role 
and objectives.  This work has gone well and the group has submitted a range 
of funding bids and have successfully accessed funding to facilitate feasibility 
and redevelopment costs.  They are now better placed to take forward a 
strong and vibrant centre.  The group are still willing to consider asset transfer 
but would like to see this result in a positive outcome for both the Council and 
the local community.  £11,128 capital investment was set aside for this 
building at the start of the process, although the management group regularly 
carry out works and no specific works are now outstanding for this building.  
This centre is used to capacity and to enable the management group to 
provide the best opportunities for local people they must consider extending 
the property.  As the management group already has a 99 year lease (with 
approximately 91 years left to run) with the right for this to be extended it is 
recommended that the management group are offered the freehold with a 
capital investment of £20,000 to offset any repairs and maintenance costs the 
council may have faced, with the proviso that this remains as a community 
facility.  The group will be given until March 2016 to explore this alongside 
other financial models and assess the value to local people.  If freehold is 
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pursued a covenant would be placed on the sale of the land whereby if 
planning permission is approved for any alternative use, other than 
community use, on the land within 80 years from the date of transfer, the 
Council will be entitled to 80% of the increase in land value.  If this is not 
pursued the Council would remain responsible for external repairs under the 
terms of the present lease. 

9. Great Lumley – This is a well-used centre in need of significant investment 
(approximately £368,414).  In July 2013 this was one of three buildings that 
Cabinet agreed could consider utilising their indicative investment amount 
from the community buildings capital programme for a new or alternative 
facility in the locality if this would provide better value for money.   An 
independent pre-feasibility study was undertaken to consider potential 
alternatives but concluded that refurbishment of the present centre was the 
only viable way forward.  The opportunities for the management group to 
make good progress were limited by the need for the Parish Council to 
relinquish their lease for elements of land before the asset transfer could go 
forward.  Issues linked to the sports hall and the need to raise the funds 
required going forward also caused delays.  In addition, the association had 
engaged people on their management group with the appropriate skills 
however they moved on and it became likely that the group would have to 
consider closure.   However, since March 2015 the management group has 
addressed concerns regarding membership, made good progress on their 
business plan and taken steps to go through the Lottery Exceptions process 
which could open up additional sources of funding to the group.   In April 2015 
the management group were asked to put in place the following by mid-July 
2015: 

(a) A completed business plan (building on the good progress 
already made); 

(b) Completed accounts and a five year financial forecast, to show 
that the centre is sustainable;  

(c) Governance arrangements with all management roles filled by 
named officials;   

(d) Approval through the Lottery Exceptions process; 

(e) Independent legal advice on all issues related to the land. 

Good progress has been made and it is recommended that the management 
group is given until 31 August 2015 to sign the lease and then allowed to 
carry out works in a phased programme, enabling funds to be raised by the 
group. If this has not been achieved it is recommended that the Assistant 
Chief Executive, in consultation with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for 
Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships has the delegated authority to 
consider, if the offer of asset transfer should be removed and the future 
viability of the centre reassessed.   

10. Bearpark Community Centre – This centre is different from all others 
within the programme as the Council is the tenant of the Coal Industry Social 
Welfare Organisation (CISWO).  If the property is handed back to CISWO 
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they would expect the building to be in a good state of repair.  This is 
estimated to require significant investment (in excess of £200,000) due to the 
age and structure of the building.  To assist in determining a way forward for 
the building local Members have come forward to fund an options appraisal 
and community survey from their neighbourhood allocations.  Members of the 
local community have come forward to join the management group and a 
business plan is being developed to assess the building’s viability and future 
sustainability.  The Council has set aside resources, from the community 
buildings capital programme, for investment in this building and it is proposed 
that if the new management group is willing to raise 30% of the full investment 
costs that the works are carried out and CISWO is asked to allow the Council 
to sub-let the property to the management group to allow them to raise the 
funding required.  It is recommended that the management group is given 
until 30 September 2015 to complete their work on business planning and 
explore fund raising.  If this shows that the building can be sustainable the 
Council will enter into discussions with CISWO regarding subletting on a full 
repair and insurance basis.   If the business planning and work to explore 
funding opportunities has not been completed by 30 September it is 
recommended that the Head of Partnerships and Community Engagement, 
in consultation with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhoods and 
Local Partnerships has the delegated authority to consider if the Council 
should negotiate with CISWO regarding disposal and/or demolition of the 
centre. 

Maintaining a Sustainable Network of Community Buildings 

41 Maintaining this sustainable network of community buildings will be important 
in the years ahead as many of these facilities provide the opportunities for the 
delivery of local services and support for local people.  These community 
buildings will need to operate as social enterprises in order to ensure that they 
achieve sufficient income to remain sustainable.  Management groups will be 
seeking the help and support of all partners as they move forward and 
develop.  

42 Although the Council will continue to own the properties all day to day 
management and costs will be with the management groups.  This gives them 
the freedom to do things differently and access support not available to the 
Council.  This new relationship needs to be respected and supported.  The 
VCS, led by Durham Community Action, is already working with management 
groups to ensure that they can access the advice and guidance they may 
need to remain vibrant and sustainable and new peer support mechanisms 
are being developed.  It is therefore important that Council services support 
groups to access the advice and guidance available rather than step in to 
carry out work in the way that they may previously have done. 

Community Buildings Grant 

43 The Community Buildings Grant is a non-recurring grant that has been 
available for community building management groups to apply for once a year 
from Durham County Council.  The grant has not been tied to a specific 
purpose however its intended use is to help community building management 
groups become independent and sustainable. 
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44 During 2011/12 as part of the wider consultation for Durham County Council’s 
Community Buildings Strategy, a working group was set up which included 
representatives from community buildings and the voluntary sector.  The 
group devised eligibility criteria and recommended that the grant fund should 
be divided equally between all applicants meeting these criteria.   

45 The total grant amount for 2014/15 was £263,652, there were 163 successful 
applicants.  Since the review, the number of applicants has increased each 
year, resulting in the allocated grant amount being reduced from £1,843.72 to 
£1,617.50 

46 As part of the Council’s MTFP and the need to achieve significant savings it is 
proposed that this grant is removed.  A consultation exercise has been carried 
out to identify the current use of the grant, the potential impact of its 
withdrawal and the types of support needed to enable groups to become more 
sustainable without financial support from the Council.  Consultation took 
place between 19 January and 27 February 2015. 

47 A range of information and consultation methods were used to raise 
awareness and maximise participation, including a questionnaire, discussions 
with stakeholders and information on the Council’s website.  The consultation 
included all current and past recipients of the grant, as well as a range of 
stakeholders who could potentially be impacted by changes to the grant and 
others who could raise awareness of the consultation. This included a 
meeting of The Village Halls Consortium, VCS and Local Councils’ Working 
Groups. 

48 Questionnaires were sent to current applicants as well as past recipients and 
others who had registered an interest.  From these, 130 community building 
management groups completed and returned questionnaires.  121 were 
current or past recipients of the community building grant and 99 had last 
received the grant for the year 2014/15. 

49 The consultation asked those management groups that had received the 
grant (121) about the main use of their last grant and responses were 
recorded as follows: 

Main Use Frequency Percentage 
Running Costs                                                69 57% 

Building Repairs/Improvements                     29 24% 
Staff Wages                                                    5 4% 
Part Funding for project/funding bid   2 1.5% 
Publicity and Promotion                                  1  0.8% 
Held in Reserves                                            1 0.8% 

Training /Development                                   0 0% 
Extending Volunteering 0 0% 
Emergency Funds                                          0 0% 
Other 3  2.5% 
No response  11 9% 
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50 The responses indicate that many groups used it for running or revenue costs 
(57%).  Additional comments noted that many funders no longer offer funding 
for running costs.  

51 Another significant use was for building repairs or improvements, with 24% 
indicating this as the main use.   

52 The consultation also asked all respondents (130) about what other funding 
they had accessed.  The responses identified that many groups are accessing 
funding from a wide range of sources: 

a. 84 groups (65%) received funding from either the AAPs or Elected 
Member’s Neighbourhood Budget or both in the last two years. 

b. Town and Parish Councils granted funds to 40 (31%) of the 
management groups responding. (It should be noted that Town and 
Parish Councils are not present in all areas with community buildings).  

c. County Durham Community Foundation funding was received by 51 
groups (39%) in the last year. 

d. ‘Awards from All’ Lottery grant was received by 22 groups (17%). 

53 The questionnaire asked groups where they receive support, guidance and 
advice from. Responses show that many access help from Area Action 
Partnerships, 70 groups (54%) and the Community Building Support Team, 
47 (36%).  This could relate to the guidance provided to groups either 
undergoing asset transfer or seeking general advice from the Council. 12% 
accessed advice and help through the Durham County Council website.   

54 The voluntary sector provided support to 47 groups (36%), mainly through 
DCA and East Durham Trust.  15% of groups had received help from the 
Village Halls Consortium and 15% from other community building 
management groups.  This reflects the importance of peer support and 
networks through which advice and good practice can be shared.  

55 Both Skillsbridge (4%) and Durham University (4%) were noted as having 
provided advice and support to community building management groups, 
again this indicates a link with those groups undergoing asset transfer. 

56 A main focus of the consultation was to identify potential impacts from the 
removal of the grant. The responses (130) varied including impacts on the 
centre, the management group, users and the wider community.  The main 
responses included: 

a. There would be a need to reduce running costs to match reduced 
income.  13 groups (10%) stated they may need to reduce their 
opening hours to achieve this.  

b. 11 groups (8.5%) identified that there would be a need to find 
alternative funding sources including increasing fundraising activities.  
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c. A risk of closure of building was mentioned by 11 buildings (8.5%). 

d. There was reference by 9 groups (7%) to the possibility of increasing 
charges, however most of these added concern that this could lead to 
fewer users and therefore a greater loss of income making the centre 
unsustainable. 

e. 10 buildings (7.5%) expressed concern about the isolation of older or 
vulnerable users.  Especially significant from rural areas was the 
message that community buildings are a ‘lifeline’ in small villages 
where there are few or no other local facilities or restricted transport.  

f. It was suggested by 8 buildings (6%) that building standards may be 
compromised. Examples include diverting funds from building 
maintenance to running costs or their inability to pay staff. 

g. A risk to financial security was stressed by 7 Buildings (5.5%). 

57 It was important that the consultation also considered the existing data known 
about the buildings and management groups receiving community building 
grant.  This includes information regarding: reserves, annual revenue costs, 
other funding and use of the building.  The Council holds data on the 163 
grant recipients in 2014/15, which shows: 

a. For 87% of grant recipients, the grant represented less than 20% of 
their annual income, 

b. 37% of current recipients have an excess of 12 months running costs 
in reserves, 

c. 84% of community buildings currently generate a year on year surplus,  

d. 24% of buildings could face an income deficit if the grant was removed 
which range from £500 - £1,617.  Of these, all have reserves which 
would sustain them for a minimum of 12 months. 

58 Data held by the Partnership and Community Engagement (PACE) Funding 
Team was also considered as part of the consultation.  It showed that, since 
2009, community building management groups that received the Community 
Buildings Grant also received: 

a. Funding from AAP Area Budgets totalling £864,598;  

b. Funding from Member’s Neighbourhood Budget totalling £2,195,776.  

In total, since 2009 recipients of the community building grant have received 
an additional £3,060,374 from these two Council budgets. 
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59 We asked all respondents about the range and type of support that they 
would need if the grant was no longer available.   The most significant request 
was for advice with identifying funding sources and making bids, with 71 
responses stating they would find this useful.  7 groups would like help with 
legal and HR advice.  Understanding Health and Safety and compliance 
issues was also mentioned by 7 groups.  2 groups stated they needed help 
with business planning.  10 groups indicated that they would need no help at 
all.  

60 Officers also attended a meeting of The Village Halls Consortium to offer 
further information about the consultation process and to encourage greater 
participation.  Discussions closely reflect the outcomes of the questionnaire 
with a strong emphasis on the rural issues.  Those present explained that low 
usage is often due to small and disbursed populations.  Despite this, the 
village hall is often a lifeline for isolated communities. 

61 Although many groups have expressed concerns about losing the grant the 
consultation has shown that the impact would not be significant.  The funding 
that groups have accessed since 2009 from AAPs and local Members has 
significantly exceeded the level of funding previously available via the 
community buildings grant and this is increasingly being used effectively by 
those groups that are vibrant and proactively meeting local need. 

62 The main concern relates to funding day to day revenue costs, which most 
grant funding organisations will not cover.  This would suggest that an 
important type of support would be advice to increase income and how it can 
be used to cover running costs.   

63 It is therefore recommended that the Community Buildings Grant is 
withdrawn, with no standard payments made in 2015/16.  Officer support will 
be offered to all groups that have expressed concerns regarding running 
costs, with a full analysis of their income and expenditure taken into account.  
In addition a fund of £60,000 will be established for community buildings in 
2015/16 to allow a grant of up to £1,600 to be paid to any group facing 
extreme financial hardship and able to demonstrate that they have taken all 
reasonable steps to increase their income.  Payment of this fund will only be 
considered following the provision of officer support to raise alternative funds 
and final decisions regarding eligibility will be delegated to the Assistant Chief 
Executive, in consultation with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for 
Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships. 

 
Conclusion and Next Steps 

64 The Council has implemented one of the most ambitious asset transfer 
programmes in the Country.  98 of the original 120 community buildings are 
expected to remain in community use with little or no future in input from the 
Council.  This exceeds the expectations at the start of the programme.  
Significant savings have been made both in terms of capital (potentially a 
further £9.1m needed over the next 7 years, although work to-date shows that 
this may be a significant underestimate) and revenue (a saving of 
approximately £800,000 per year). 
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65 Work is now on-going with the VCS to enable community building 
management groups to access the on-going support needed to ensure that 
their buildings remain vibrant and sustainable.  As part of this programme 
significant work has been carried out to ensure that groups can sustain their 
buildings in the future and it is important that the Council continues to promote 
this independence by enabling management groups to access support and 
funding when needed rather than stepping in with direct support or resources.  
If this is not possible the alternative will be closure of the facility and 
redevelopment, demolition and/or sale of the property. 

66 Having transferred buildings to local community groups it is important that the 
groups meet all the compliance and Health and Safety requirement 
necessary.  To enable groups to do this a compliance programme has been 
established.  This commences at handover with clear information on what is 
needed, what is in place, when issues will need to be addressed and how to 
keep up-to-date with any changes.  After the first year the position will be 
checked by Direct Services, with action taken if evidence of the required 
certificates is not available.  The position will be checked again after five 
years. 

67 This programme has shown that asset transfer can have significant benefits 
for both the Council and the community.  However it requires a shift in culture.  
It is dependent on strong community engagement and the development of 
trust between local communities and the Council, the foundations for which 
have been built through the work of the AAPs. 

68 Many of the lessons learnt from this project are now being taken forward by 
the Council as part of the Durham Ask.  There has also been a significant 
amount of interest in the programme from other authorities, CIPFA and 
universities in the region. 

Recommendations and reasons 

69 It is recommended that: 

a. The allocation of £150,000 remaining in the capital programme 
should be delegated to the Assistant Chief Executive in consultation 
with the Cabinet portfolio holder for Neighbourhoods and Local 
Partnerships to assist in the completion of the community buildings 
strategy and if any remains it should be allocated to the Durham Ask 
programme.   

b. The five community buildings presently finalising the asset 
transfer process should complete the process.  However, if asset 
transfer to management groups cannot be achieved by 31 August 2015 
it is recommended that the Assistant Chief Executive, in consultation 
with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhoods and Local 
Partnerships has the delegated authority to consider, on a case by 
case basis, if the offer of asset transfer should be removed and the 
future viability of the centre reviewed. 

c. The management group of Middleton-in Teesdale Village Hall is 
given a five year lease on their present building and the Council sets 
aside £143,910, from the community buildings capital investment 
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programme, until March 2018, with the potential to extend this if plans 
for the new development are progressing well, as a contribution to a 
new build facility in the village. 

d. £20,000 from the fund set aside for Middleton-in-Teesdale Village 
Hall (£143,910) is made available for any urgent repairs and 
maintenance needed in their existing building until the new facility is 
available. 

e. The management group of Annfield Plain Community Centre remain 
at Annfield Plain Community Centre until they are able to move into 
Greenfield school, which is anticipated to be in October 2015.  During 
this period only Health and Safety related repairs to the community 
centre will be carried out up to a maximum of £1,000.  If any works are 
estimated to exceed this amount the future of the Centre would be 
reviewed or specific facilities isolated.  

f. The Council offer the management group of Annfield Plain 
Community Centre £10,000 from the community buildings capital 
programme to enable cosmetic improvements to be made to the school 
sports hall on the basis that the management group provides match 
funding towards the works from their reserves. 

g. Plans are developed to seek interest from outside the locality for 
Stanhope Town Hall for social enterprise or community use, within the 
next 6 months and if this is not possible the property is put forward for 
disposal on the open market. 

h. Officers work with Craghead Development Trust to complete the asset 
transfer of Burnside Community Centre with a contribution of 
£20,000 towards future repairs and maintenance (subject to the Trust 
providing a robust business plan and evidence of need), on the basis 
that asset transfer is completed by 31 October 2015 or that the offer of 
financial support is withdrawn and action to transfer the building ended.   

i. The Council offers Shotton Parish Council the freehold of Shotton 
Community Centre with a contribution of £88,104 from the community 
buildings capital programme to the scheme, on the condition that this 
funding is only released if the partnership raises the equivalent in 
match funding from external grant funders and the sale of existing land 
for investment in the centre, before 31 March 2017.  In addition a 
covenant should be placed on the sale of the land whereby if planning 
permission is approved for any alternative use, other than community 
use, on the land within 80 years from the date of transfer, the Council 
will be entitled to 80% of the increase in land value. 

j. The Brockwell Centre continues to operate on their existing lease, 
whereby the management group is responsible utility bills, internal 
repairs and compliance and the Council maintains responsibility for 
external repairs and the car park. 

k. Stanley Day Centre (which is presently in the Council’s disposal 
programme and expected to raise approximately £150,000) is offered 
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to the management group of Stanley Community Centre on a 30 year 
FRI lease to work in partnership with Derwentside Trust, with the 
capital investment set aside for this building (approximately £150,000) 
from the community buildings capital programme used in part 
(£50,000) to contribute to the refurbishment of Stanley Day Centre and 
in part (£100,000) to offset the capital receipt for Stanley Day Centre.  
If this is not possible action should be taken to close the building and 
find alternative venues for users. 

l. The Council provides a contribution, in terms of specified works, from 
the community buildings capital programme of up to £100,000 to 
Burnopfield Community Centre if a FRI lease is in place by 31 
August  2015.  However, if asset transfer to the management group 
cannot be achieved by this date it is recommended that the Assistant 
Chief Executive, in consultation with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for 
Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships has the delegated authority to 
consider if the offer of asset transfer should be removed and the future 
of the centre reviewed. 

m. The Council offers the management group the freehold of Bullion Hall 
with a capital investment of £20,000 to offset any repairs and 
maintenance costs the Council may have faced, with the proviso that 
this remains as a community facility.  A covenant should be placed on 
the sale of the land whereby if planning permission is approved for any 
alternative use, other than community use, on the land within 80 years 
from the date of transfer, the Council will be entitled to 80% of the 
increase in land value.  The group will be given until March 2016 to 
explore the value of this against other financial models.  If freehold is 
not pursued the Council should remain responsible for external repairs 
under the present lease. 

n. The management group of Great Lumley Community Centre is given 
until 31 August 2015 to sign the lease and then allowed to carry out 
works in a phased programme, enabling the funds to be raised by the 
group. If this is not achieved the Assistant Chief Executive, in 
consultation with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhoods and 
Local Partnerships has the delegated authority to consider, if the offer 
of asset transfer should be removed and the future viability of the 
centre reassessed.   

o. The management group of Bearpark Community Centre is given until 
30 September 2015 to complete their work on business planning and 
exploring fund raising.  If this shows that the building can be 
sustainable the Council will enter into discussions with CISWO 
regarding the future.   If this has not been achieved by 30 September 
the Head of Partnerships and Community Engagement, in consultation 
with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhoods and Local 
Partnerships has the delegated authority to consider, if the Council 
should negotiate with CISWO regarding disposal and/or demolition of 
the centre. 
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p. The Community Buildings Grant is withdrawn, with no standard 
payments being made in 2015/16.  A fund of £60,000 will be kept aside 
for community building in 2015/16 to allow a grant of up to £1,600 to be 
paid to any group facing extreme financial hardship and able to 
demonstrate that they have taken all reasonable steps to increase their 
income.  Payment of this fund will only be considered following officer 
support to raise alternative funds and final decisions regarding eligibility 
will be delegated to the Assistant Chief Executive, in consultation with 
the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhoods and Local 
Partnerships. 

q. The community building programme involved capital investment of 
£2.15 million to facilitate the asset transfer of 120 community buildings.  
The recommendations set out in this report aim to enable this 
programme to be completed.  If any of the above recommendations 
cannot be fulfilled the Assistant Chief Executive should have the 
delegated authority, in consultation with the Cabinet Portfolio Holder for 
Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships, to make appropriate changes 
to facilitate asset transfer of the remaining buildings. 

Background papers 
 

14 September 2011 – Cabinet Report ‘Community Buildings Review Findings 
and Recommendations’ 

29 February 2012 – Cabinet Report ‘Community Buildings: Consultation 
Feedback and Proposed Strategy’ 

24 July 2012 – Cabinet Report ‘Community Buildings: Communal Rooms’ 

17 July 2013 – Cabinet Report ‘Community Buildings: Progress Report’ 

 

Contact:  Donna Jefferson, County Durham Partnership Manager Tel.: 
03000 263598  
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Appendix 1:  Implications 
 
 
Finance – The community buildings project involved a £2.15 million capital 
programme for facilities on the condition of asset transfer and £600,000 time limited 
funding for a Community Buildings Team and asset transfer support fund.  The 
proposals set out in this report would utilise the amount remaining in the community 
buildings capital programme.  The revenue support was stretched over three years 
and has been fully used except for £20,000 which is committed to management 
groups for contributions to legal fees and will be paid when asset transfer is 
complete.  The annual revenue costs were identified at the start of the project at 
£870,000 and in 2014/15 had been reduced to £240,600, with only minimal revenue 
costs for compliance projected in future years after all transfers have been 
completed.  The estimated capital investment required over the next ten years was 
£11.25 million.  This will no longer be required due to asset transfer and the changes 
proposed.  The budget for community grants is presently £263,652 (in 2014/15 this 
enabled a grant of £1,617.50 to be allocated to 163 centres).  The report proposes 
that this grant ends and a £60,000 hardship fund kept for 2015/16, this will enable a 
savings to be made as part of the Council’s MTFP. 

Staffing – A time limited Community Buildings Team was initially put in place for two 
years, although with delayed appointments and vacancies this was extended to 
cover three years, although at a reduced level.  This team has now been disbanded.  
Staffing costs in community buildings were linked to caretakers (employed by CAS) 
and cleaners (employed by Neighbourhood Services).  CAS consulted on changes 
and implemented reductions prior to asset transfer and Neighbourhood Services 
moved staff as required and were able to reduce staff accordingly.  The proposals 
set out in this report could have an impact on staff remaining in one these buildings.  

Risk – A risk assessment was carried out at the start of the project and the identified 
risks were successfully mitigated.  The key risks associated with the proposals now 
put forward relate to accessing external funding to facilitate the level of capital 
investment required and for management groups to attract sufficient income to 
ensure viability and future sustainability.  In addition there will be the continued risk 
that groups will struggle to attract the volunteers facilities need to maintain services.  
To mitigate these risks the Council will continue to work with the VCS to ensure 
support and assistance to access funding continues to be available and through a 
Transformation Challenge Award funded project will seek to increase access to high 
quality volunteers.  A further risk is linked to the changes to the community buildings 
grant.  To mitigate this risk an officer within the County Durham Partnership Team 
will support groups to seek alternative funding, reserve levels have been noted, an 
emergency fund has been put in place and AAP funding has become a significant 
sources of income for groups as they have increased the range of facilities they 
offer. 

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty – Equality Impact 
Assessments (EIAs) have been carried out at all stages of the programme.  
Community buildings that have completed the asset transfer process are now better 
placed to meet the needs of those with protected characteristics within their 
communities.  If buildings have closed or face closure individual EIAs have been 
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carried out to assess and mitigate the impact.  A EIA was also carried out as part of 
the community buildings grant consultation work. 

Accommodation – The programme has improved the quality and condition of 
community buildings in the County.  Many are now able to act as hubs or locations 
for the provision of Council services allowing other facilities to be relinquished and 
resources to be more focused on staffing and service provision rather than 
accommodation. 

Crime and Disorder – Community Buildings have always been used for Police 
surgeries and PACT meetings and other safety advice sessions.  Improvements to 
community buildings allows this to continue in a better environment.  The increased 
activities provided by community buildings are also helping to prevent anti-social 
behaviour.  When buildings have closed there has been close liaison with local 
police and community organisations to prevent any anti-social behaviour linked to 
empty properties.  

Human Rights - None 

Consultation - A full programme of consultation, involving over 3,600 people, was 
carried out prior to the development of the Community Buildings Strategy in February 
2012.  Consultation on proposals for the 15 buildings remaining in the Community 
Buildings programme has been carried out on an on-going basis with the 
management groups of these buildings and local Members.  Consultation on the 
future of the Community Buildings Grant was carried out in 2015, with a 
questionnaire sent to current and past recipients of the grant as well as a range of 
stakeholders who could potentially be impacted by changes to the grant. 

Procurement - None 

Disability Issues – A disability access survey was carried out for each building 
before the programme commenced.  The findings from these assessments have 
been used to identify the works required and these have been built into the capital 
works programme. 

Legal Implications – Each asset transfer has involved a legal process to develop 
and agree FRI leases for each building.  A standard lease was developed which 
could be amended according to local requirements.  This has simplified the position 
for the Council whilst ensuring groups have clarity regarding their position.  The 
Council provided each group with funding of up to £800 to access independent legal 
advice prior to signing the lease. 
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BRIEFING PAPER: Assets or Liabilities? 
Sustaining community buildings in County Durham 
 
 

Introduction 

Local authorities have been struggling to respond to 
increasing demand for their services while their 
resources have continued to decline.  Councils in North 
East England have been under more pressure than 
most.  Over the last few years the recession and the 
government’s austerity measures have exacerbated the 
region’s problems and led to greater demand for public 
services, while these councils have also had to cope with 
above-average cuts in the funding support they receive 
from central government. 

Throughout the North East, local authorities have been 
trying to manage the pressures and lessen the impact by 
delivering services in different ways.  Durham County 
Council has particularly focused attention on developing 
a new approach to the provision of community buildings 
– with the aim of not just reducing the Council’s 
expenditure but also securing the long term sustainability 
of these buildings and the services they provide. 

Here, we examine how the Council has sought to 
transfer the responsibility for community buildings to 
local groups.  This process of ‘asset transfer’ has not 
been simple, nor easy.  But in some ways it has not been 
quite as difficult – or as contentious – as was initially 
feared.  Our discussion draws out some of the lessons to 
be learnt from this experience – lessons which Durham 
now intends to use to help restructure, transform and 
sustain other local services. 

 

Community buildings review and 
strategy 

Durham County Council has responsibility for 120 
community buildings, comprising 66 multi-use community 
centres and 54 small-scale ‘communal rooms’. Most of 
these buildings are in the towns and villages of the 
former coal-mining areas of the county. Some have 
always been County Council buildings, while many 
others were inherited from the former District Councils 
when the unitary authority was established in 2009.  

A few are old mining institutes that were originally 
established by CISWO, the Coal Industry Social Welfare 

Organisation. Some are old school buildings that were 
turned into community centres; others were purpose-
built. Some centres are very well-used, while others are 
effectively redundant. Altogether, these buildings have 
about 700 volunteers and cater for about 21,000 users.  

In 2011, the Council undertook a comprehensive review 
of these buildings, to provide the basis for a strategic 
approach to their future management—and also help 
reduce the pressure on the Council’s resources in the 
future.  The Council’s overarching aim was to create: 

 ‘A network of sustainable, well placed, highly valued 
and well used community buildings which are 
controlled by local people’.  

The review indicated considerable inconsistency in the 
operation of these buildings. In particular, they had a 
variety of lease arrangements. In a few cases, local 
groups were already fully responsible for upkeep 
because they were let on ‘Full Repairing and Insuring’ 
(FR&I) leases. In most cases, however, external repairs 
and maintenance were the Council’s responsibility, 
(while local groups—typically a ‘Community Association’-
-had responsibility for internal repairs and maintenance). 

It was evident that several buildings were no longer 
needed and could be formally closed and sold off. Some 
buildings were very run down, and many were old and 
had received little investment in recent years.  A small 
number had difficult and expensive problems such as 
extensive asbestos or roofs that needed to be replaced. 
By contrast, some were in good condition and had been 
built or refurbished within the last 20 or 30 years.   

The review estimated that, altogether,  these community 
buildings would need capital investment of at least 
£11.25m over the next ten years to bring them up to 
reasonable standard. Such a large amount of investment 
was unlikely to be forthcoming, so it was therefore 
decided that the way forward would be to commit to 
some smaller scale investment now, linking that to asset 
transfer.   A capital fund was earmarked, to be spent on 
improvements to some community buildings and, 
alongside that, the Council’s longer term liability would 
be curtailed by asset transfer. 

It was recognised that because resources were so 
limited, any investment in the Council’s community 
buildings would need to be targeted.  Consequently, the 
level of usage and the location of each building were 
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considered in the review and a priority list was drawn up.  
The objective would be to support those which were 
most needed, especially in places with few other facilities 
and relatively high levels of deprivation. 

The current condition of each building—and therefore the 
potential costs of refurbishment, were also considered in 
the review. Based on these criteria, the Council ranked 
the 120 buildings in order of priority. That exercise 
identified 36 that would be eligible for investment from 
the new capital fund.  A further 38 would be eligible for 
such investment only if resources became available.  It 
was expected that 16 would close and a further 14 
unused centres would have their closure confirmed. (And 
16 buildings would not receive this extra investment 
because they were already let under Full Repairing and 
Insuring leases)  

Under the strategy, the Council allocated a budget of 
£2.15m for capital investment in the 36 priority buildings.  
The availability of this one-off capital funding would be 
dependent on successful asset transfer.  Local groups 
would have to agree to take over full responsibility from 
the Council for all repairs and maintenance of their 
building if they were to receive the investment. Most of 
these buildings rely solely on unpaid volunteers, but 
some of the larger ones have paid staff, such as a 
cleaner or caretaker. Following asset transfer, staffing 
would also be the responsibility of the community 
organisation.  

The other buildings—the lower priority buildings—that 
were not earmarked for investment, would also be 
included in the asset transfer process and local groups 
would be encouraged to take full responsibility for them. 
In these cases there would not be the inducement of 
Council capital investment, but they could draw on 
Council support to access other sources of funding.  
Those buildings not taken on by local community groups 
could expect to receive little or no financial support from 
the Council in the future and could, ultimately, be closed. 
Local groups would therefore have to think seriously 
about how they might secure a future for their buildings.  

This strategy was developed through a fairly wide-
ranging consultation process and was generally 
recognised as being a realistic, pragmatic and 
understandable response to a difficult situation. It was 
appreciated that local groups, usually the existing 
community associations already running community 
centres,  would need a lot of encouragement and support 
to take on full responsibility for the maintenance and 
development of buildings. Most were not geared up to 
undertaking such a role; they were used to managing a 
programme of activities, not managing the fabric of their 
centres. They would need to build their capacity and 
confidence, and would have to develop longer-term 
plans. 

The key element in the Council’s strategy was the setting 
up of support mechanisms to encourage and facilitate 
asset transfer.  The Council earmarked £600,000, 
spread over two years, to provide that support. The 
major element in this support package was a team of 
officers brought together to work closely with community 
groups.  This ‘Community Buildings Support Team’ was 
established for a two year period – recognition that the 
process would take some time, but also recognition that 

there had to be a time limit to make it happen.  The 
Team’s role would be to help community organisations 
become strong enough to go through asset transfer and 
be able to sustain their centres in the future. In addition 
to the Council’s Team, some support was brought in 
from other external agencies in order to provide a 
comprehensive service for the community organisations. 
These external agencies were also able to offer 
independent advice, and provide a bridge between the 
Council and community organisations. 

The whole strategy – essentially comprising the capital 
investment fund of £2.15m together with the package of 
support services – was agreed by the County Council’s 
cabinet in February 2012.  At that point, officers and 
politicians were hoping the process would work – but did 
not really know in any detail what problems and 
challenges would have to be faced and resolved. 

 

The process 

Following agreement on the strategy, the Council put in 
place the support package.  This comprised: 

� The Community Buildings Support Team.  A group of 
seven Council officers, with expertise in areas such 
as community development, building/quantity 
surveying, and setting up training for community 
groups. 

� Durham Rural Community Council (now called 
Durham Community Action).  Support for community 
groups, particularly in relation to help with 
governance structures and management. Some 
support also provided by other local voluntary sector 
infrastructure organisations. 

� St Chad’s College, Durham University.  Two 
consultants/researchers to help community 
organisations deal with the asset transfer process 
and become more economically sustainable. 

� SkillsBridge.  This regional brokerage organisation 
organises the provision of pro-bono support from 
private and public sector organisations to assist the 
local voluntary and community sector. 

� Asset Transfer Unit.  Provision of four experienced 
‘buddies’ from other community projects to work with 
organisations moving towards asset transfer. 

� In addition, the Council set aside a fund of up to 
£180,000 to help local organisations pay for 
professional advice. This could meet the costs of 
independent building surveys, for example, and the 
fees of solicitors engaged to advise on proposed 
leases. 

Early on, it was clear that some community buildings 
could be transferred in a reasonably straightforward way, 
and without much further Council involvement or support.  
These were the 55 ‘communal rooms’ – small scale 
facilities, often consisting of a house on a Council estate 
given over to community use.  It proved possible to 
negotiate the transfer of most (39) of these to the 
existing social housing providers on these estates.  
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Where appropriate, they would continue to be used as 
community facilities; in other cases they could be 
converted for use as housing or demolished to enhance 
the environment for local residents. There was also a 
group of buildings that already had FR&I leases, and 
these were given support to become more sustainable. 

For all the other community buildings, however, a great 
deal had to be done to move them towards asset 
transfer.  

From the start, many of these community organisations 
were strongly opposed to the idea of asset transfer.  
They did not see why they should take over the 
maintenance of their community buildings.  They felt it 
was a burden they should not be expected to carry – and 
they considered that the Council were seeking to walk 
away from their responsibilities.  They were angry that 
the Council had not maintained their buildings well, and 
was now offering to invest in them primarily as a way of 
getting them to sign up to asset transfer.   

Several community organisations said it was a 
misnomer: this was not the transfer of an asset but, 
rather, transfer of a liability. And there was criticism that 
the Council were only prepared to offer 30 year leases, 
albeit it at a peppercorn rent, rather than offer the 
freehold.  Some of the sector’s local infrastructure 
organisations (Councils for Voluntary Service etc) agreed 
with these community organisations or, at least, were 
very suspicious of the Council and did not think that 
asset transfer could work. 

At the start of the process, a meeting was held in 
Durham Town Hall for all the groups running the 
community buildings in July 2012.  The Council’s officers 
explained the strategy and each of the support 
organisations said what they hoped they could offer.  
Essentially, the deal was this: organisations would be 
helped to become stronger; they would be helped to 
develop a business plan; and they would sign a 30-year 
‘full repairing and insuring’ (FR&I) lease, at peppercorn 
rent, taking on full responsibility for maintaining their 
building. 

Some, those on the priority list, would be eligible for 
capital works, to deal with current condition issues and 
projected requirements for the next five years. However, 
only 70% of the cost of those works would be met by the 
Council, with the other 30% borne by the community 
organisation as demonstration of their capacity and 
commitment.  Community organisations would be helped 
to apply for funding from charitable trusts, the Lottery 
and other sources to enable them to meet the 30% 
contribution and, in some cases, undertake other capital 
investment to improve their buildings and secure their 
longer term viability. 

In the months that followed, the Council’s Community 
Buildings Support Team and the other support 
organisations worked closely with the community groups, 
getting to know about their particular situations and 
hearing their views.  A few were keen to take over their 
building – they liked the idea of being independent and 
felt that since the Council had not done a particularly 
good job of maintaining their buildings; they would be 
better doing it themselves. They also recognised that 
there were some important new opportunities. Perhaps 

above all, freedom from Council control would mean they 
could bid for resources from the Big Lottery and 
charitable trusts and foundations—funding not usually 
available to local authorities. Some were very ambitious 
and saw this as an opportunity to get funding to demolish 
and rebuild, or at least undertake major renovation and 
expansion works. 

But most needed a lot of persuasion and moved towards 
asset transfer very reluctantly, recognising that they had 
to do this in order to secure the future of their centre 
because it was, simply, the ‘only game in town’. Once 
the initial opposition had started to die down, there were 
only a few who said they would not even consider asset 
transfer—but quite a number hoped they would not have 
to do it. 

The Council wanted to be as sure as possible that the 
community organisations had the governance 
arrangements, the capacity and skills to take over full 
responsibility for their centres.  It soon became clear that 
many were not strong enough.  In relation to 
governance, most were unincorporated, so that their 
management committees could be left open to claims of 
liability.  A few were not even registered charities.  Some 
management committees had few members or trustees, 
and really needed ‘new blood’, fresh ideas and new 
energy. Indeed, in some places, existing groups 
recognised they would not be strong enough and new 
committees had to be convened or new organisations 
formed to take things forward.  

To tackle some of these issues, the Community 
Buildings Support Team ran a series of training sessions 
on a wide range of topics. These sessions covered 
matters such as health and safety, energy efficiency, 
management skills, market research, safeguarding 
children, and applying for funding. Both the Council 
officers and the other support organisations also 
provided a considerable amount of one-to-one help with 
governance and business planning.  Unincorporated 
community organisations were taken through the 
process of becoming Charitable Incorporated 
Organisations, the recently introduced legal form of 
charitable incorporation that provides some of the 
benefits of being a company but without the burdens. 

All organisations that said they would engage with asset 
transfer had to prepare a Business Plan.  The Council’s 
format for that was comprehensive, requiring 
organisations to look at their ‘market’, do a SWOT 
analysis, present a clear and practical vision for the 
future, and show how their centre served the community.  
They also had to include future arrangements for 
compliance with statutory requirements, policies on a 
range of issues, and cash flow forecasts for the next five 
years.  

These Business Plans involved a substantial amount of 
work and often considerable input from the support 
organisations, including SkillsBridge and the University.  
Several of the community organisations were also able 
to draw on additional help from consultants funded 
through the government’s COMA (Community 
Ownership and Management of Assets) grants 
programme managed by Locality, the national network of 
community organisations. These grants were available to 
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meet the costs of feasibility studies linked to asset 
transfer. 

Each community organisation put forward their 
Expression of Interest in asset transfer. That Expression 
of Interest was submitted to a Council panel, together 
with a report summarising their Business Plan and the 
key features of each centre and the community 
organisation interested in taking responsibility for it. The 
panel evaluated each proposal and had to be convinced 
that it was viable and sustainable before agreeing to the 
transfer. 

For the 36 priority buildings, the Council’s capital 
investment was an important concern--in some cases of 
crucial importance.  The Council’s officer assessed each 
building and listed what needed to be done as part of the 
investment programme.  That list could lead to some 
debate, with community organisations saying, for 
example, that a new boiler would be needed in the next 
few years, while the Council considered that the existing 
one would serve current requirements.  

There were differences of opinion in relation to other 
issues as well. For example, some organisations were 
unhappy that the Council was insisting that capital works 
would have to be done by their in-house workforce – and 
also that 30% of the cost would need to be met by the 
community organisation. The Council said that they 
wanted their own workforce to do these works in order to 
ensure that they would be done to a good standard, 
while the community organisations felt the Council’s in-
house contractors were too expensive, not good value 
for money. In some cases, these arguments carried on 
for months. 

Gradually, organisations moved towards asset transfer 
and agreement on a 30-year lease.  The leases 
themselves sparked further challenges; some 
organisations said that they were too restrictive and too 
prescriptive.  To help the organisations, the Council 
agreed to meet legal costs of up to £800 so they could 
obtain independent advice. 

The Council had hoped that the process would have 
been largely completed, with a few exceptions, after two 
years. In fact, it has taken longer and the programme 
had to be extended for a further year, until the end of 
March 2015.  

At the end of March 2015, 96 of the 120 buildings were 
still in community use – a considerable achievement, and 
a much larger number that many had expected. Eight 
buildings were being redeveloped by housing providers 
and 19 had been declared surplus to requirements, to be 
leased, sold or demolished. 

Of the 96 still in community use, some 40 buildings had 
achieved or were working towards asset transfer to local 
groups. The rest had mostly been transferred to housing 
providers or were already on FR&I or CISWO leases. 
Only a few (ten buildings) remain to be asset transferred 
later; these have complex issues such as structural 
problems which will take longer to resolve.  

The Council considers that the programme has been 
successful in sustaining the provision of community 
buildings and has helped to make those buildings more 
attractive, better used and better managed The 

programme has also delivered significant savings: the 
Council’s annual revenue cost savings are estimated to 
amount to approximately £800,000, while potential future 
capital costs have been reduced by an estimated £8m. 

 

Lessons 

The asset transfer policy has not simply been about the 
Council off-loading responsibility for community buildings 
in order to save money.  Without doubt, money has been 
a major factor. But both the policy and the process have 
clearly been about more than just saving money. 

Asset transfer was not an entirely new departure for 
Durham County Council. A small number of leisure 
centres had previously been transferred to local groups.  
The transfer of community buildings, however, was on a 
much larger scale and involved greater political risk.  
There was a risk that it might generate difficulties for 
many elected members across the County; it therefore 
took some political courage to agree this policy.  
Moreover, it represented a departure from a well-
established culture of direct local authority provision and 
a move towards a rather different culture where 
communities are being asked to do more for themselves. 

While saving money was certainly an important motive, 
the Council’s stated policy aim was much broader (and 
more laudable) than that.  To reiterate: it was to create ‘a 
network of sustainable, well placed, highly valued and 
well used community buildings which are controlled by 
local people’.  That aim has really driven the asset 
transfer process.  Local groups have been given support 
to develop their governance arrangements, consider 
options for their buildings, look at local needs and 
opportunities, and access new sources of funding.  The 
overall intention has been to ensure that these centres 
serve their communities as well as they can, for the 
foreseeable future. 

The process has built up a great deal of experience, with 
a considerable amount of learning for all those involved.  
Some of the key lessons are: 

 

1. The asset transfer process is, above all, about 
people and relationships – and trust. 

At the start, many of the community organisations 
were hostile and felt unable to trust the Council.  
Some of that remains, but is much reduced.  That is 
largely because the members of the Community 
Buildings Support Team and those from the other 
support organisations listened, empathised and built 
relationships with the community groups.  It became 
clear that both ‘sides’ had to make concessions and 
co-operate. The Council had to recognise that the 
community groups comprised volunteers who could 
easily be overwhelmed by the demands of asset 
transfer. Moreover, the Council had to appreciate 
that volunteers have other commitments, other calls 
on their time and energies. 
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2. Support for the community groups is valuable 
and necessary – but it can be difficult to know 
what is needed. 

The Council’s initial thinking was that the groups 
needed training to help build their skills and capacity.  
And they did.  But most training events were not 
well-attended.  As it turned out, the management 
groups of these organisations often preferred one-to-
one support when the time was right for them, rather 
than a structured programme of training sessions.  
The ‘buddy’ idea did not work particularly well 
because it was too early in the process.  And it soon 
became apparent that the University’s role, initially 
concerned with promoting social enterprise, had to 
change.  Instead, the University consultants acted as 
‘honest brokers’ and ‘go-betweens’, developing 
dialogue and building trust between the Council and 
the community groups.  It was also clear that mutual 
support was important: people from different centres 
found it helpful to exchange experiences with others 
going through the same process.  In fact, one of the 
benefits of the training sessions was that they 
provided an opportunity for people to learn informally 
from each other. They could forge new contacts; 
such ‘peer support’ proved very valuable. 

Looking to the future, these community organisations 
will continue to need some support from the Council 
and others to build up income and develop their 
services. A key element of that is expected to be the 
formation of a county-wide consortium of community 
buildings to provide mutual support. It is intended 
that the voluntary sector itself will establish and 
sustain such a consortium. 

 

3. Everything takes longer than expected. 

The Council had hoped for some ‘quick wins’ early 
on which would have been useful in encouraging 
others.  That did not happen.  The process was 
drawn out for various reasons.  In some cases, 
community groups kept up their opposition, refused 
to accept that they really had to engage with it, and 
some played for time in the hope that it would go 
away.  Understandably, disagreements about what 
capital works needed to be done, who should do 
them, and who should pay for them, took a lot of 
negotiation to resolve.  Similarly, disputes over 
details of leases could be very time-consuming.  In 
addition, some buildings had issues that might not 
have been anticipated and had not been fully 
revealed by the Council’s initial surveys.  In some 
cases, for example, asbestos has been particularly 
problematic. In others, the presence of bats has 
caused difficulties. 

 

4. The Council has to be flexible. 

After a year or so, it sometimes felt as if the asset 
transfer programme was in danger of becoming 
bogged down by disputes about details – albeit 
important details.  It therefore became necessary for 
the Council to be more flexible.  One example was 
allowing organisations scope to sub-let parts of their 

premises, a matter that worried the Council’s legal 
department but is consistent with centres becoming 
enterprising, less reliant on grants and more 
concerned with securing earned income.  Another 
example was concern about problems that might 
arise soon after asset transfer, such as the need to 
replace a heating boiler.  To make some provision 
towards this, when the Council’s cabinet reviewed 
the programme in 2013, they decided to earmark 
£200,000 as a fund for emergency repairs or 
maintenance in the aftermath of asset transfer, until 
organisations had built up funds themselves.  In 
developing a flexible response, it was helpful that 
senior officers were able to make some pragmatic 
decisions on day-to-day issues, and that the Cabinet 
reviewed the process and recognised barriers to 
progress. 
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Conclusion 

The asset transfer of community buildings has largely 
been achieved because Durham County Council and 
local community groups have worked together.  At times 
it has been a fraught process, but that is hardly 
surprising.  Taking time and building trust have been the 
essential components of the process and, in the end, 
asset transfer should ensure that communities will 
continue to benefit from these buildings and the services 
they provide. 

Are community organisations receiving an asset or, 
effectively, taking on a liability? At present, the 
indications are that many of the community organisations 
are now in better shape than they were, are making 
progress in accessing new sources of funding, and are 
doing more to serve their communities. It remains to be 
seen, however, how well they will do in the longer term 
and whether they will be able to generate sufficient 
income to maintain and upgrade their buildings.  

Much will depend on the wider social and economic 
context. It can be argued that community centres in small 
former mining villages are likely to struggle to attract 
more activity because their catchments are limited, and, 
more generally, because this form of provision is 
unattractive and is often regarded as old-fashioned. On 
the other hand, with the closure of pubs and 
Workingmen’s Clubs, churches and chapels, and also 
local libraries and shops, the community centre may be a 
key remaining local asset. That presents opportunities 
for community centres, since they might accommodate 
some of those activities: hosting post office services, for 
example, or the library. The challenge is to find new uses 
and activities, so ensuring that these centres serve as 
local community hubs--and are also economically 
sustainable as successful social enterprises. Ultimately, 
these centres can only survive if people use them.   

Building on the experience of this asset transfer 
programme, Durham County Council is now developing 
a further initiative to change the way some public 
services are delivered in the County. This initiative, 
called the Durham Ask, is inviting local organisations to 
express an interest in running community services which 
may include, for example, libraries, youth clubs and the 
maintenance of public spaces. The intention is to help 
secure and sustain services under pressure from budget 
cuts, drawing on local commitment and volunteers. The 
Durham Ask will get fully underway during 2015.  
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Cabinet 
 

15 July 2015 
 

Consideration of an Article 4 Direction 
covering change of Use Class C3 to 
Use Class C4 for Durham City and the 
introduction of an Interim Policy on 
Student Accommodation 
 

Key Decision R&ED/06/15 
 

 

Report of Corporate Management Team 
Ian Thompson, Corporate Director Regeneration and Economic 
Development  
Councillor Neil Foster, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Economic 
Regeneration  

 
Introduction 

 
1. The purpose of this report is to consider the issues associated with student 

accommodation in County Durham. In this regard, this report seeks the 
authorisation to: 
A. Make an Article 4 Direction to remove permitted development rights 

under planning legislation for changes of use from dwelling houses 
(Class C3) to small Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) (Class C4) 
in parts of Durham City, and  

B. Introduce an Interim Policy on Student Accommodation to consider 
applications for both Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) and 
Purpose Built Student Accommodation (PBSA). 

  
Background 
 
2. The Council recognises the importance of Durham University to the 

County on a number of fronts, including its reputation as a world class 
university, research function, academic excellence and the benefits that it 
brings to the economy of the County and Durham City. At the same time, 
the scale of the student numbers in the City does create tensions with the 
local community.  

 
3. It is acknowledged that there can be an impact on the amenity of residents 

in areas where student HMOs are dominant. The use of an Article 4 
Direction would enable the Council to assess the acceptability of a 
proposal for an HMO, balancing the contribution that such a conversion 
will make to meeting housing demand against the potential harm that 
might be caused to the character and amenity of the surrounding area. 
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4. In the last two years Durham City has experienced, and continues to 
experience, an increase in the number of proposals for PBSA. This is a 
new phenomenon in the City as traditionally University Halls of Residence 
and HMOs have been the source of accommodation. The PBSA pipeline is 
set out at Appendix 2 of this report. 

 
A. ARTICLE 4 DIRECTION  
 
Context 
 
5. In October 2010 the Government made changes to planning rules which 

allows family homes (Class C3) to change to a small HMO with up to six 
people (Class C4) without the need for a planning application i.e. 
‘permitted development’.  However, where local authorities consider that 
there is a local need to control the spread of HMOs in specific areas they 
can use existing powers to remove this form of permitted development and 
thereby require the submission of a planning application for such a change 
between a family dwelling house (Use Class C3) and small HMO (Use 
Class C4). This is undertaken through an Article 4 Direction. 
  

6. An Article 4 Direction cannot apply retrospectively. It would have no effect 
on the existing HMOs and would not require existing landlords of HMOs to 
do anything. It cannot apply to any development that has been 
commenced at the time that a Direction comes into force. It would also not 
be applicable to Purpose Built Student Accommodation.  

 
7. HMOs can provide accommodation for a wide range of groups including 

professionals, students, migrants, and people on low incomes. In County 
Durham the majority of HMOs are located in Durham City and are 
occupied by students of Durham University. In broad terms, a House in 
Multiple Occupation (HMO) under planning legislation is defined as a 
house or flat occupied by a certain number of unrelated individuals who 
share basic amenities and is classified by the Uses Classes Order as: 

• Class C4 (between 3 and 6 residents); and 

• Sui Generis (more than 6 residents). 
 
8. An Article 4 Direction is a statement made under the Town and Country 

Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995. There is a legal 
form of words for the direction and there would be a need to define the 
area covered by the direction by reference to a map. The effect would be 
to remove permitted development rights in relation to the change of use C3 
(dwelling) to C4 (HMO) within the defined area. 

 
9. An Article 4 Direction can be implemented as an ‘immediate’ Direction or a 

‘non immediate’ Direction. It is proposed that a ‘non immediate’ Article 4 
Direction is made, as this overcomes liability for compensation. Once the 
‘non immediate’ Article 4 Direction has been authorised by Cabinet, the 
Direction can be made by Legal and Democratic Services, it will come into 
force 12 months from this point (see Appendix 6). A review of comparable 
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Article 4 directions indicates that the vast majority of these were ‘non 
immediate’ directions (Appendix 7).    

 
Local Plan Policy Context 
 
10. The relevant saved policies that are used to determine applications for 

student accommodation for the former District and Borough Councils are 
applicable where they are not in conflict with the National Planning Policy 
Framework. Policy H9 of the City of Durham Local Plan (2004) is set out at 
Appendix 3. 

 
11.  The Interim Policy as proposed in Part B of this report would support the 

assessment of proposals for HMOs (see Appendix 5).  
 
Evidence 
 
12. Government guidance1 states that when deciding whether an Article 4 

Direction is appropriate, local planning authorities should identify the 
potential harm which it is intended to address. Specifically in relation to 
shared housing, planning authorities can consider whether the exercise of 
permitted development rights would undermine local objectives to create 
or maintain mixed communities. 

 
13. An Article 4 Direction should not be introduced without evidence, a paper 

setting out the evidence has been prepared separately and is submitted 
with this report as Appendix 8 It is suggested that the evidence base in 
support of the introduction of an Article 4 Direction is finely balanced. 
Consideration has been given to: 

 

• Evidence across a range of specific issues (including crime, 
antisocial behaviour, noise and nuisance, appearance of properties, 
waste, parking and impact upon community facilities); 

• The existing concentrations of properties carrying student 
exemptions from Council Tax by postcode area, and therefore that 
the Article 4 Direction has the potential to support sustainable 
inclusive and mixed communities; and 

• The representations made at the County Durham Plan Examination 
in Public. Including the suggestion in the Inspector’s Interim Report 
that the absence of an Article 4 Direction represented an ‘escape 
clause’.  

 
The area of the Article 4 Direction 
 
14. It is proposed that the area to be covered by an Article 4 Direction would 

cover the parts of Durham City considered to be potentially desirable to 
students, taking into account the availability of facilities and distance from 

                                                
1
 Department for Communities and Local Government Replacement Appendix D to Department of 

the Environment Circular 9/95: General Development Consolidation Order 95, paragraph 2.2  
June 2012 DCLG 
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the University. It is these areas where it is considered that the 
concentrations of HMOs may affect the wellbeing of the area. The 
proposed area to be subject to the Article 4 Direction is set out at Appendix 
4.  

 
PART B. INTERIM POLICY ON STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 
 
Context 
 
15. The Assessing Development Proposals report was presented to Cabinet 

on the 10th June 2015. This report noted that it was an appropriate time to 
revisit the Council’s Policy approach to student accommodation. The 
justification for this approach is as follows:  

 

• As part of the discussions at the Examination in Public the Council 
submitted a proposed Main Examination Hearing Change to the 
County Durham Plan in respect of HMOs and PBSA. However, the 
original policy and the proposed modification were explicitly found to be 
unsound within the Interim Report; 
 

• In light of objections to the Council’s approach, the Inspector’s Interim 
Report recommended a policy for considering applications for student 
accommodation; and 
 

• The Council is continuing to receive applications for PBSA. In this 
regard, Durham City remains an attractive market for such proposals.  

 
The Interim Policy on Student Accommodation 
 
16. In the Inspector’s Interim Report on the County Durham Plan, both the 

original version of Policy 32 and the Council’s proposed Main Modification 
developed through the Examination in Public were explicitly found to be 
unsound by the Inspector’s Interim Report. On this basis it is considered 
that no weight can be given to County Durham Plan Policy 32 in decision 
making.  

 
17. The Interim Policy has been developed from the guidance contained within 

the Inspector’s Interim Report. At paragraph 104 it is stated: ‘The 
responses by [Friends of the Durham Green Belt] FDGB and [Sidegate 
Residents Association] SRA incorporated in [Document reference] DCC49 
demonstrate how Policy 32 could be amended.’ The Interim Policy as 
proposed has been developed from this document and is set out at 
Appendix 5. For purposes of comparison, Appendix 7 provides an 
overview of other Local Authorities policy approaches to PBSA. 

 
The use of the Interim Policy in Decision making  
 
18. The City of Durham Local Plan (2004) Saved Policies remain the starting 

point for decision making. A schedule of relevant Local Plan Policies is set 
out at Appendix 3. In addition, the NPPF contains a presumption in favour 
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of sustainable development in that planning authorities should grant 
permission unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies of 
NPPF. The NPPF is an important material consideration. The Interim 
Policy would hold less weight than the Local Plan Saved Policies which 
have been through the full plan making process (i.e. subject to 
Examination in Public). 

 
Process and Timetables 
 
19. The process and timetable for the making of an Article 4 Direction and the 

introduction of the Interim Policy are set out at Appendix 6. 
 
Recommendations 
 
20. Members are recommended to: 

A. Agree the  making of an Article 4 Direction under Article 4(1) of the 
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 
1995 (as amended) to remove permitted development rights in relation 
to changes of use from Use Class C3 to Use Class C4 (as defined in 
the Town and Country Planning [Use Classes] Order 1987, as 
amended). Twelve months advance notice of the Direction taking effect 
shall be given and representations will be invited for a period of 28 
days according to the timetable set out in Appendix 7. The Direction 
shall apply to the area shown on the map at Appendix 4; and 

B. Agree an Interim Policy on Student Accommodation as set out at 
Appendix 5 of this report for public consultation. 

C. Agree that any minor modifications to the Article 4 Direction and the 
Interim Policy after consultation, can be agreed by the Director of 
Regeneration and Economic Development in consultation with the 
Portfolio Holder for Regeneration and Economic Development and that 
any significant modifications would be brought back to Cabinet for 
further consideration. 

 
Background Papers 
Evidence Paper: Houses in Multiple Occupation – Article 4 Direction, Regulation 
7 Direction, Additional Licencing. (June 2015) 

 

Contact:  Mike Allum  Tel: 03000 261906  
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Appendix 1:  Implications 
 
Finance –   
Any planning application required as a consequence of an Article 4 Direction is 
exempt from the usual planning application fee, on the basis that it would have 
otherwise been permitted development. However the Council would still incur 
costs in processing the applications. 
 
There will also be costs involved in the making of the Direction particularly in 
relation to the local notification procedure. Notice of an Article 4 Direction must be 
a published in a newspaper, by site display and individually on every owner and 
occupier of every part of the land within the area or site to which the direction 
relates (unless it is impracticable because it is difficult to identify or locate them, 
or the number of owners or occupiers within the area to which the direction 
relates would make individual service impracticable. This exemption from 
individual service of notice does not apply, however, when the owner/ occupier is 
a statutory undertaker or the Crown). The Council may also be liable to pay 
compensation to those whose permitted development rights are withdrawn. 
Compensation is not payable if 12 months prior notice of the withdrawal of 
permitted development rights is given i.e. a non-immediate Article 4 Direction. 
 
Staffing –  
Administration of the scheme will be done within existing staffing levels. It is not 
known how many applications may be submitted but as there are no fees costs of 
staffing cannot be offset. The use of a 100m threshold for the assessment of 
HMOs will require the development of a bespoke data set for each application.  
 
Risk –  
The Interim Policy has been developed on the basis of a recommendation from 
the Inspector at the Examination in Public on the County Durham Plan. This 
recommendation was contrary to the Council’s stated position. If the Interim 
Policy is included in a future version of the County Durham Plan then a different 
Inspector at a future Examination may consider it to be unsound.  
 
Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty –  
Equality and diversity has been considered but this proposal is not expected to 
impact either positively or negatively on any particular group. 
 
Accommodation –  
None 
 
Crime and Disorder –  
None 
 
Human Rights –  
None 
 
Consultation –  
Consultation will be required on both the proposed Article 4 Direction and the 
Interim Policy. 
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Procurement –  
None 
 
Disability Issues –  
None 
 
Legal Implications –  
Legal opinion and advice has been sought from the Council’s in-house legal 
team. This has informed the development of this report. Should Cabinet endorse 
the recommendation, then Legal will make the Article 4 Direction.  
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Appendix 2: Purpose Built Student Accommodation Pipeline (8 June 2015) 
 

Planning Stage Site No. of beds 

 Current applications 
 

 18-29 Claypath 445 

Sunlight (Berendsen Laundry) 277 

Land to the Rear 21 Market Place 56 

Kepier Court 214 

The Gates Framwellgate Bridge 253 

Total 1245 

 Extant permission:  
Private sector led, 
independent 
of an institution   
  

Rennys Lane 350 

Sheraton Park 418 

Neville's Cross Club 36 

Durham Light Infantryman 109 

78-78A Claypath 9 

Total 922 

Extant permission:  
University Schemes Mount Oswald 1000 

Total 1000 

    

Implemented permissions Aynsley Street 223 

Magdalene Heights 198 

Total 421 

Completed schemes  Green Lane 112   

Three Tuns 50 

Total 162 

 
Refused Applications 
(within potential appeal 
timeframe)  County Hospital 363 

Total 363 

  

Grand total in pipeline/committed 4113 
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Appendix 3: Schedule of City of Durham Local Plan (2004) relevant saved 
policies.  
 
Policy H9: Multiple Occupation /. Student Households 
 
The sub-division or conversion of houses for flats, bedsits or for multiple 
occupation, or proposals to extend or alter properties already in such use will 
be permitted provided that: 
1. Adequate parking (in accordance with policy T10), privacy and amenity 
areas are provided or are already in existence; and 
2. It will not adversely affect the amenities of nearby residents; and 
3. It is in scale and character with its surroundings and with any neighbouring 
residential property; and 
4. It will not result in concentrations of sub-divided dwellings to the detriment 
of the range and variety of the local housing stock; and 
5. It will not involve significant extensions having regard to policy Q9, 
alterations or rebuilding which would unacceptably alter the character or scale 
of the original building. 

 
 
 
Policy H16: Residential Institutions and Student Halls of Residence  
New, or proposals for extensions to existing hostels, residential institutions 
and care homes will be permitted within settlement boundaries provided that: 
1. They are well related to shops, community and social facilities, and to 
public transport; and 
2. Both the location and the form of the development itself provide satisfactory 
standards of amenity and open space for the residents; and 
3. They do not detract from the character or the appearance of the 
surroundings or from the amenities of existing residents; and 
4. In the case of student halls of residence they accord with policy C3 or the 
proposal would not lead to a concentration of student accommodation such 
that it would adversely detract from the amenities of existing residents 
 
Examples of other relevant policies are listed below. It is not an exclusive list. 
There may be other appropriate policies depending on the nature of an individual 
application 

 
Historic Environment and Conservation Area 

• World Heritage Site – Protection (E3) – seeks to protect the setting of the 
WHS. 

• Durham City Centre Conservation Area (E6) – addresses design and scale 
of development issues. 

• Historic Environment (E21) – addresses possible adverse impact of 
proposals on features of historic interest. 

• Conservation Areas (E22) – seeking to avoid development or demolition 
that detracts from the conservation area. 

• Listed Buildings (E23) – seeks to safeguard listed buildings and their 
settings. 
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Transport 

• Parking (T10) – provides control over parking off the public highway 
 
City Centre Policies 

• Vitality and Viability (CC1) – seeks to protect and enhance the vitality and 
viability of the city centre 

 
Landscape 

• Existing Trees and Hedgerows (E14) – considers proposals affecting trees 
and hedgerows 

• Landscaping  - General Provision (Q5) – considers development which has 
an impact on the visual amenity 

 
Amenity 

• The Character of Residential Areas (H13) – controls new development that 
could have significant adverse effect in residential areas. 
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Appendix 4: Map of proposed Article 4 Direction area 
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Appendix 5: Proposed Interim Policy 
 

Houses in Multiple Occupation, Student Accommodation and Purpose Built 
Student Accommodation 
 
PART A: HMOs 
 
In order to promote mixed, sustainable and balanced communities and 
maintain an appropriate housing mix, applications for new build Houses in 
Multiple Occupation (both C4 and sui generis) and changes of use from any 
use to: 
 

• a Class C4 (House in Multiple Occupation), where planning 
permission is required; or 

• a House in Multiple Occupation in a sui generis use (more than six 
people sharing)  

 
will not be permitted if more than 10% of the total number of properties 
within 100 metres of the application site are already in use as licensed 
HMOs or student accommodation exempt from council tax charges. 
In all cases proposals will only be permitted where: 
 

a) the quantity of cycle and car parking provided is in line with relevant 
saved policies from the City of Durham Local Plan , the Council’s 
Parking and Accessibility Guidelines and the relevant institution's 
restrictions on students' cars; 

 
b) they provide acceptable arrangements for bin storage and other 

shared facilities and consider other amenity issues in line with 
relevant saved policies from the City of Durham Local Plan; and 
 

c) The design of the building or any extension would be appropriate in 
terms of the property itself and the character of the area in 
accordance with relevant saved polices of the City of Durham Local 
Plan. 

 
 
However, such changes would not be resisted in the following 
circumstances: 
 
d) Where an area already has such a high concentration of HMOs that 
the conversion of remaining C3 dwellings will not cause further detrimental 
harm; or 
e) Where the remaining C3 dwellings would be unappealing and 
effectively unsuitable for family occupation. 
 
Changes of use from an HMO to C3 will be supported, including policies 
and initiatives outside of the Plan that can bring funding and other 
measures to assist the re-balancing of neighbourhoods.  
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PART B: PURPOSE BUILT STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 
 
When considering proposals for new, extensions to, or conversions to, 
Purpose Built Student Accommodation (PBSA) the Council will consult with 
key stakeholders in accordance with Appendix A of the Statement of 
Community Involvement. 
 
Any proposal will be required to demonstrate: 

a) that there is a need for additional student accommodation. 
Developers should demonstrate what specific need the proposal is 
aimed at and why this need is currently unmet; 

b) It would not result in a negative impact on retail, employment, leisure, 
tourism or housing use or would support the Council’s regeneration 
objectives ; and 

c) partnership working with the relevant education provider. 
 
Proposals for new development will not be permitted unless: 
1) The development is in close proximity to an existing university or college 
academic site, or hospital and research site; 
2) The design and layout of the student accommodation and siting of 

individual uses within the overall development are appropriate to its 
location in relation to adjacent neighbouring uses. The aim is to ensure 
that there is no unacceptable effect on residential amenity in the 
surrounding area through increased noise, disturbance or impact on the 
street-scene either from the proposed development itself or when 
combined with existing accommodation;  

3) The internal design, layout and standard of accommodation and facilities 
is of a high specification; 

4) The impacts from occupants of the development will not have an 
unacceptable impact upon the amenity of surrounding residents in itself 
or when considered alongside existing and approved student housing 
provision. A management plan appropriate to the scale of the 
development shall be provided. Implementation of the management plan 
will be controlled through the use of planning conditions or an 
appropriate legal agreement;  

5) The quantity of cycle and car parking provided is in line with relevant 
saved policies of the City of Durham Local Plan, the Council’s Parking 
and Accessibility Guidelines and the relevant institution's restrictions 
on students' cars; and    

6) It has been demonstrated to the local planning authority that the 
proposals are deliverable. To be considered deliverable, sites should be 
available now, offer a suitable location for development now, and be 
achievable with a realistic prospect that PBSA will be delivered on the 
site within five years. Sites with planning permission will be considered 
deliverable until permission expires. 
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Where appropriate, proposals in accordance with the above requirements 
should contribute to the re-use of listed buildings, heritage assets and 
other buildings with a particular heritage value. 
 
Background 
 
1 Durham University is a major asset to the City, shaping the built 

environment, contributing to the cultural offer, developing highly skilled 
individuals as well being a major employer and a purchaser of local goods 
and services. The University also facilitates business and industrial 
research.  The University also facilitates business and industrial research. 
The University has recently begun a major new strategic programme of 
development including a £60M investment in the new Palatine Centre; 
relocation of some departments and support services; and the disposal or 
refurbishment of some existing properties. The aim is to rationalise the 
estate and to provide opportunities to dispose of or significantly improve 
inefficient buildings whilst ensuring it makes maximum use of its retained 
buildings and of its land holdings. 

 
2 The University set out in the Residential Accommodation Strategy (2012), 

its ambition to increase student numbers in the City from 13,500 to 15,300 
by 2020 (a 13% increase over 6 years) but it also intends to increase the 
percentage residing in purpose built student accommodation (controlled by 
the University) from 43% to 50% and has an aspiration eventually to 
achieve 70%. These figures were revised in early 2015 as part of an 
annual planning process. The number of students based in Durham (as 
opposed to Queen’s Campus, Stockton), in 2014/15 was 13,482 projected 
to rise to 13,841 in 2019/20. As part of this process it was noted that of the 
13,482 students in 2014/15, 6,392 were accommodated by the University 
leaving 7,090 to be housed elsewhere.  The Council’s Council Tax data, 
relating to the academic year 2013/14, indicates that there were 
approximately 6,300 students living in student exempt properties within the 
DH1 postcode area. The Council Tax data identifies properties where the 
only occupants are students. Whilst this data reflects different reporting 
periods, it suggests that some students are living outside of University 
accommodation or HMOs. It may be that these students are living at 
home, in mixed households (student and non-student) or outside the DH1 
postcode area. 

 
3 The student housing market is not static - there needs to be upgrading of 

some existing provision; there needs to be choice in the market; and there 
is a pressing need for some of the areas of the City that are now virtually 
saturated with student HMOs to be relieved and regenerated.  Policies 
32(A) and 32(B) for HMOs and for PBSAs respectively will help to realize 
all these needs. 

 
4 Wherever possible the increase in student numbers should be 

accommodated in purpose built student accommodation designed and 
managed in a way that meets the needs of students on-site which will 
attract student take-up. When considering proposals for new, extensions 
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to, or conversions to, Purpose Built Student Accommodation (PBSA), the 
Council will consult with key stakeholders in accordance with Appendix A 
of the Statement of Community Involvement. 

 
5 East Durham and Houghall Community College, New College Durham, 

The University Hospital of North Durham, St John’s College and St Chad’s 
College are other further education establishments in Durham City; and 
there are also Colleges of Further/Higher Education in Bishop Auckland, 
Consett and Peterlee within County Durham, and in Darlington and other 
major towns around the County’s borders. Future expansions of these 
establishments may impact on the requirement for student accommodation 
and the situation should be kept under review. At the present time, 
however, the predominant issue of HMOs and PBSA is in Durham City 
and these strategic policies are directed there. 

 
HMOs 
6 In broad terms, a House in Multiple Occupation (HMO) under planning 

legislation is defined as a house or flat occupied by a certain number of 
unrelated individuals who share basic amenities and is classified by the 
Uses Classes Order as Class C4 (between 3 and 6 residents); and Sui 
Generis (more than 6 residents). Planning permission is not required for 
changes of use from Class C3(residential) to Class C4(HMO) unless an 
Article 4 Direction has been made for a particular locality.  HMOs can 
provide accommodation for a wide range of groups including 
professionals, students, migrants, and people on low incomes. In County 
Durham the majority of HMOs are located in Durham City and are 
occupied by students of Durham University. 

 
7 The University is an intrinsic part of the City, bringing a range of jobs, 

students and researchers benefiting the economy of the County as a 
whole. It is also a large university in relation to the size of the City and as a 
result students make up a significant proportion of the term time population 
contributing greatly to its economy and vibrancy. However there can also 
be an adverse impact on the amenity of residents and local businesses in 
areas where student HMOs are dominant. This policy will therefore be 
used to assess the acceptability of a proposal for an HMO, balancing the 
contribution that such a conversion will make to meeting housing demand 
against the potential harm that might be caused to the character and 
amenity of the surrounding area and the suitability of the property 
concerned. 

 
8 The Student HMOs are not spread evenly throughout the City. The highest 

concentrations are in the viaduct area, where over 90% of all properties 
are thought to be HMOs, and the adjoining areas of St Nicholas and 
Crossgate. In recent years, more students have been occupying houses 
around Elvet and Whinney Hill, which is very close to the main University 
campus and students' union. There is a general perception that students 
want to live as close to the city centre as possible. However, because of 
increasing demand, students are also moving into other areas including 
the Sands, Neville's Cross and Gilesgate. It is estimated that there are 
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around 350 HMOs that fall under mandatory HMO licensing. It is also 
suggested that there are an additional 1,200 - 1,400 two storey or smaller 
HMOs in Durham City. This may be an underestimate as not all HMOs are 
occupied by students. Members of the community have a desire to see 
HMOs return to family use. 

 
9 In areas where the community  is considered unbalanced due to the 

number of HMOs, the Council is committed to removing permitted 
development rights on applications for C3 dwellings to allow the local 
authority to refuse change of use to C4.  This is achieved by making an 
Article 4 Direction  

 
10 Part A of the Policy uses a threshold of 10% of the total properties in an 

area already being HMOs or student accommodation or the population 
within those properties exceeds 20% of the population in that area.  These 
'tipping points' have been derived from, and are in line with, section 2 of 
the ‘National HMO Lobby Balanced Communities and Studentification 
Problems and Solutions’, which was published in 2008. 

 
11 In order to assess the percentage of HMOs or student exempt properties 

within 100m of an application for an HMO, the Council will use Council Tax 
information consisting of those properties with Class N exemption mapped  
using the Council’s GIS mapping system.  

 
12 In relation to parking each application will be assessed on an individual 

basis taking into account the capacity of the street, the controlled parking 
zone (CPZ), and any education providers restrictions on students having 
cars whilst attending that institution 

 
13 Poor management of rubbish and recycling at HMOs can lead to 

unattractive frontages, problems with vermin and raise concerns over 
health and safety. Such issues can affect the amenity of nearby properties 
and may lead to complaints from neighbouring residents. These matters 
should therefore be appropriately addressed at the planning application 
stage. Applications will be expected to be accompanied with appropriate 
details of how household waste and recycling will be stored and presented 
for collection at the property. This should include layout drawings of the 
application site and its surroundings, clearly indicating the bin storage 
area. Acknowledgment should be made of the fact that the occupiers of an 
HMO may generate more waste than a single household with the same 
number of occupiers. 

 
  
Purpose Built Student Accommodation 
 
14 Purpose Built Student Accommodation (PBSA) is accommodation built, or 

converted, with the specific intent of being occupied by students – either 
individual en-suite units or sharing facilities. PBSA is a building which is 
not classified as Use Class C4 or anything licensable as an HMO. 
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15 The Council has received an increasing number of enquiries from 
developers regarding purpose built accommodation proposals. Recent 
planning applications show that this may lead to potential oversupply of 
student bed-spaces when compared to demand from the projected growth 
in student numbers. The consideration of ‘need’ for additional student 
accommodation which developers must  undertake shall  include, but not 
be limited to, waiting lists for existing places (both University and privately 
owned stock) and should consider the potential contribution of schemes 
with planning consent.  

 
16 Assessing proposals for new purpose built accommodation against the 

criteria above will ensure that schemes are progressed in appropriate 
locations which meet the Council’s regeneration priorities. In seeking to 
meet need, the Council recognises that PBSA can increase choice for the 
student population. On this basis, the level of need identified within 
Durham University’s Residential Accommodation Strategy is not 
considered to be a ‘ceiling’.  

 
17 However, new student accommodation should not be built at the expense 

of general housing as the Council must address the need for new family 
and affordable housing. In order to protect the delivery and supply of sites 
for general housing, proposals for purpose built student accommodation 
on sites allocated for general housing in this Plan, will not be generally 
acceptable. 

 
18 The provision of further bed-spaces in PBSA may assist in enabling 

students to choose managed accommodation rather than HMOs. The 
impacts of a large number of students living in an area can be more easily 
mitigated when they are living in purpose built accommodation rather than 
a number of HMOs. 

 
19 Applicants or developers of PBSA will be expected to produce a 

management plan. This should set out what measures will be put in place 
to ensure the best integration of the development with the local community 
and neighbours. It will also address issues such as (but not limited to), the 
tenants moving in and out at the beginning and end of each term, 
management of the building, tenancy agreements, fire and health and 
safety and community liaison.  

 
20 The County Durham Parking and Accessibility Standards for Non 

Residential Development 2014 were approved by the Council on 7th May 
2014. They include standards for student accommodation. The standard in 
Durham City is different from the rest of the county in recognition of the 
fact there is a controlled parking zone ( CPZ) and students would not be 
issued with permits to park in the CPZ. It requires 1 space per 5 members 
of staff plus disabled persons parking space. No requirement is made for 
student car parking if the accommodation is within the CPZ. Outside the 
CPZ the requirement is 1 per 5 members of staff plus 1 space per six 
students. 
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21 Cycling parking requirements are a minimum of 1 enclosed covered space 
per 5 students plus 1 short stay space per 20 students. 

 
Article 4 Direction 
 
22 Article 4 directions are one of the tools available to local planning 

authorities in responding to the particular needs of their areas. They do 
this by allowing authorities to withdraw the ‘permitted development’ rights 
that would otherwise apply by virtue of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Order 1995 as amended. An Article 4 
Direction does not prevent the development to which it applies, but instead 
requires that planning permission is first obtained from the local planning 
authority for that development. 

 
23 The Council has sufficient evidence for the making of an Article 4 Direction 

in Durham City for the removal of permitted development rights in relation 
to changes of use from Use Class C3 to Use Class C4 (as defined in the 
Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987, as amended. The 
area of the City that will be covered if the Direction is approved will be set 
out in a report and subject to consultation. 
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Appendix 6: Timetable and Procedure 

 

Part A: Article 4 Direction 

Stage  Actions Dates 

Evidence 
Development 

Develop background Paper for Article 4  December 2015 – May 2015 

Prepare recommendation for Head of 
Planning and Assets 

May 2015 

Approval Head of Planning and Assets to endorse 
recommendation 

June 2015 

RED MT 11 June 2015 

CMT 24 June 2015 

Cabinet Pre Agenda 3 July 2015 

Cabinet  Briefing  13 July 2015 

Cabinet  15 July 2015 

Process of Making 
an Article 4 
Direction  

Legal to make the Direction July 2015 

Legal to comply with publicity 
requirements (press and site notice, serve 
notice on owner / occupiers, notifiy Sos) 

August 2015 

Consultation period (minimum 21 days) September  / October 2015 

Having taken into account any 
representations, the Direction confirmed 
any time after 28 days and up to 12 
months from publicity (assuming SoS 
does not specify a longer period than 28 
days) 

November 2015 

Legal comply with publicity requirements 
of confirmation – press and site notice, 
serve notice on owner occupiers and 
notify SoS 

November 2015 

Confirmation of 
Article 4 

Direction comes into force 12 months 
after publicity requirements satisfied 
(consultation period and confirmation 
period can run concurrently with 12 month 
period) 

July  2016 

 

Part B: Interim Policy  

 
Stage  Actions Dates 

Evidence 
Development 

Consider options for Interim Policy May 2015 

Prepare recommendation for Head of 
Planning and Assets 

June 2015 

Approval Head of Planning and Assets to endorse 
recommendation 

June 2015 

RED MT 11 June 2015 

CMT 24 June 2015 

Cabinet Pre Agenda 3 July 2015 

Cabinet  Briefing  13 July 2015 

Cabinet  15 July 2015 

Consultation The  Interim Policy would be subject to 
public consultation for a period not less 

September  / October 2015 
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Stage  Actions Dates 

than 6 weeks 

The comments made during the 
consultation would be considered with any 
amendments made to the Policy; 

November 2015 

Adoption The comments and any amendments 
would be reported to Cabinet. 
 

November / December 2015 
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Appendix 7: Review of Article 4 Directions and PBSA Policy Approaches.  
 

City / Town Immediate / 
Non 

Immediate 

Date 
implemente

d 

Area PBSA Policy? Quantitative / 
Qualititive need 
for PBSA within 

Policy? 

Ashford Non-
immediate 

1 December 
2012 
 

4 wards Draft Local Plan 
not yet published 
– no existing 
policy 
 

N/A 

Barking & 
Dagenham 
 

Non-
immediate 

14 May 2012 Boroughwide Early stages of 
Local Plan – no 
existing policy 
 

N/A 

Basingstoke Non-
immediate 

22 July 2012 Basingstoke 
Town, 
Chineham, 
Old Basing 
and Oakley 
 

No N/A 

Bath Non-
immediate 

1 July 2013 City of Bath 
 

No N/A 

Bournemouth Non-
immediate 

16 
December 
2011 
 

Boroughwide No N/A 

Brighton Non-
immediate 
 

5 April 2013 5 wards Yes – but to be 
subject to 
Examination 
 

No requirement for 
need in Policy. 
Separately 5 sites 
allocated for PBSA 
 

Bristol Non-
immediate 

11 
December 
2011 

5 wards No N/A 

Non-
immediate 

21 October 
2012 
 

2 wards 

Canterbury Non-
immediate 

25 February 
2016 

City of 
Canterbury 
and a number 
of adjoining 
wards 
 

Yes – but to 
subject to 
Examination 

Qualitative – 
concentration of 
students 

Charnwood Non-
immediate 

12 February 
2012 
 

Loughborough No N/A 

Cheshire 
West & 
Cheshire 

Non-
immediate 

8 July 2013 Garden 
Quarter Area 
of Chester 
 

No N/A 

Exeter Non-
immediate 

1 January 
2012 

Parts of 4 
wards and the 
whole of St 
James ward 
less 9 streets 
 

Yes Qualitative – 
concentration of 
students 

Hastings Non-
immediate 

2 July 2012 Boroughwide Yes No requirement for 
need in Policy 

Hillingdon Non-
immediate 

24 March 
2013 

2 Wards No N/A 

Hull Non-
immediate  

9 October 
2013 

Part of the 
avenues, 
Pearson Park, 
Newland, 

Saved Policy 
(2000) 

Qualitative - 
Concentration of 
similar uses (not 
specific to students) 
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City / Town Immediate / 
Non 

Immediate 

Date 
implemente

d 

Area PBSA Policy? Quantitative / 
Qualititive need 
for PBSA within 

Policy? 

Newland Park, 
Inglemire and 
Beverley Road 
areas 
 

Leeds Non-
immediate 

10 February 
2012 

Part or all of 
14 wards 

Yes Qualitative – 
concentration of 
students 
 

Manchester Non-
immediate 

8 October 
2011 

Citywide Yes Qualitative - 
Developers 
required to 
demonstrate need 
for a scheme 
 

Milton Keynes Non- 
immediate 

23 
December 
2011 

Boroughwide No N/A 

Immediate* 30 
December 
2010 lapsed 
30 June 
2011  

Boroughwide 
excluding 
wards of 
Hanslope 
Park, Olney, 
Sherington 
and 
Danesborough 
 

Newcastle Non-
immediate 

25 
November 
2011 

Parts of six 
wards 

Yes – states 
PBSA should be 
focused within the 
Urban Core 

No requirement for 
need in Policy 

Non-
immediate 

9 December 
2012 

Parts of two 
wards 

Non-
immediate 

9 August 
2013 

St Gabriels 
Estate, Heaton 

Northampton Immediate* 14 February 
2011 

Wards of 
Sunnyside, St 
David’s and 
Obelisk 

No N/A 

Non-
immediate 

28 February 
2012 

Wards of 
Castle, 
Abington, 
Trinity, 
Phippsville, 
Semilong, 
Kingsley, 
Kingsthorpe, 
St David’s, 
Sunnyside, 
Spring Park, 
Obelisk and 
Delapre and 
Briar Hill 
 

Nottingham Non-
immediate 

11 March 
2012 

Citywide No specific policy 
but requirement to 
consider housing 
mix in areas of 
high concentration 
of student 
households 
 

Qualitative - No 
specific policy but 
requirement to 
consider housing 
mix in areas of high 
concentration of 
student households 
 

Oxford Non- 24 February Citywide Yes Quantatitative – the 
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City / Town Immediate / 
Non 

Immediate 

Date 
implemente

d 

Area PBSA Policy? Quantitative / 
Qualititive need 
for PBSA within 

Policy? 

immediate 2012 
 

policy seeks to 
ensure that the 
provision PBSA 
keeps pace with 
any increase in 
student numbers**.   

Ormskirk Non-
immediate 

December 
2012 

Ormskirk and 
Aughton 
 

Yes Qualitative – need 
for increased 
provision is to be 
demonstrated 
 

Plymouth Non-
immediate 

14 
September 
2012 

12 
neighbourhoo
ds in the City 
of Plymouth 
 

No specific policy 
but requirement to 
consider housing 
mix and student 
accommodation 
should not 
dominate 
 

No specific policy 
but requirement to 
consider housing 
mix and student 
accommodation 
should not 
dominate 
 

Portsmouth Non-
immediate 

1 November 
2011 

Citywide Yes – an SPD  
October 2014 

Qualitative – 
acknowledges need 
at the current time – 
will monitor to avoid 
an oversupply 
 

Preston Non-
immediate 

28 January 
2013 

Plungingtoon; 
Moor Park; 
Deepdale; 
Ashton, 
Tulketh; 
Avenham, 
Broadgate, 
Frenchwood 
and around 
County Hall 
  

Yes Qualitative – 
proposals for 
student 
accommodation will 
need to be justified 
considering existing 
supply of and need 
for student 
accommodation 

Sheffield Non-
immediate 

10 
December 
2011 

City Centre 
area 

No – but Student 
Accommodation 
Strategy 2014-
2019 

No – but Council 
will create 
information pack for 
developers detailing 
supply, demand 
and design 
 

Southampton Non-
immediate 

23 March 
2012 

Citywide No – but City 
Centre Action 
Plan (2015) states 
PBSA will 
generally be 
supported 
 

No  

Thanet Non-
immediate 

4 February 
2012 

District wide No 
 

N/A 

Warwick Non-
immediate 

1 April 2012 6 wards No N/A 

Welwyn 
Hatfield 

Non-
immediate 

12 January 
2012 

Citywide No N/A 

Winchester Non-
immediate 

11 April 2016 Stanmore area No N/A 

York Non-
immediate 

20 April 2012 Citywide Yes – but to be 
subject to 
examination 
 

Qualitative – PBSA 
will be supported 
where there is a 
proven need 
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*Only two local authorities, Milton Keynes and Northampton, appear to have 
made an immediate Article 4 direction in relation to HMOs. In both cases, these 
were restricted to relatively small areas of ‘peak’ concern and were accompanied 
or followed by non-immediate Article 4 directions in relation to larger areas. Both 
of the immediate cases were implemented soon after the change in the permitted 
development rights in 2010 and early 2011.  
 
To note, Milton Keynes subsequently allowed the immediate direction to lapse 
because they had doubts about their ability to enforce it and concerns about the 
possibility of compensation payable.  

 
** The Oxford LPA Policy does have a quantitative element. The policy seeks to 
ensure that the provision PBSA keeps pace with any increase in student numbers 
It states that planning permission will only be granted for additional 
accommodation where the University can demonstrate that the number of full-
time students at the University, who live in Oxford but outside of university-
provided accommodation, will, before the particular development is completed, 
be below the 3,000 level and once that figure is reached, thereafter will not 
exceed that level. All future increases in student numbers at the two Universities 
as a result of increases in academic/administrative floor-space must be matched 
by a corresponding increase in purpose built student accommodation.  
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Appendix 8 Evidence Paper: Houses in Multiple Occupation – Article 4 
Direction, Regulation 7 Direction, Additional Licencing. (June 2015) 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to consider the evidence for the introduction of: 

 an Article 4 Direction in relation to change from Use Class C3 to Use 
Class C4;  

 a Regulation Article 7 Direction in relation to lettings boards and  

 an Additional Licensing Scheme for Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO). 
 
 
1.2 This report has been prepared following discussions the County Durham Plan 

Examination in Public Matter 13 Part 2. At this session the representors called 
for the introduction of an Article 4 Direction, a Regulation 7 Direction and an 
Additional Licencing Scheme. This was related to discussions on Policy 32: 
Houses in Multiple Occupation and Student Accommodation, of the County 
Durham Plan.  
 

1.3 As part of these discussions it was noted that the introduction of an Article 4 
Direction, an Article 7 Direction and Additional Licensing was outside of the 
scope of the County Durham Plan. It was set out that each of these elements 
would require evidence that is distinct and separate from the evidence base 
for a Local Plan.  

 
1.4 Furthermore, it was set out that when evidence has been considered 

previously, it has not supported the need for the introduction of an Article 4 
Direction. The Council commissioned the Building Research Establishment to 
explore the opportunity for an Article 4 Direction. The study1, which reported 
in 2012, did not recommend the introduction of an Article 4 Direction or an 
Additional Licensing Scheme.  
 

1.5 However, in recognition of the concerns raised, the Council provided a 
commitment to revisit the appropriateness of Article 4 and Article 7 Directions. 
This report also considers the scope for an Additional Licencing scheme. 

 

  

                                            
1
 BRE (2012) The need for Additional HMO Licensing and Article 4 Direction in Durham City: a feasibility study. 

County Durham Plan Examination Library Part 1 (Doc ref H15) 
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2.0 Context 
 
The County Durham Plan 
 
2.1 At the Preferred Options stage of the County Durham Plan (2012)2, Policy 10 

Student Accommodation, allocated a site at Mount Oswald as being suitable 
for purpose built student accommodation (PBSA). Policy 10 also stated that 
proposals for student accommodation would be permitted provided that the 
development did not conflict with other policies in the Plan.  

 
2.2 Following representations made at the Preferred Options consultation stage, 

Policy 32 Houses in Multiple Occupation and Student Accommodation, was 
developed for inclusion as part of the Pre-Submission Draft version of the 
Plan. This Policy provided a means to consider applications for a change of 
use from Use Class C3 to C4, where planning permission is required, or C3 to 
HMO in a sui generis class.  

 
2.3 Policy 32 was considered at the County Durham Plan Examination in Public 

on the 17th of October 2014. As an outcome from this session, the Inspector 
requested that the Council met with objectors in order to develop a revised 
Policy. At the Hearing session and at this subsequent meeting, those seeking 
a change to the Policy sought a commitment within the Policy that the Council 
would introduce an Article 4 Direction to control HMOs, a Regulation 7 
Direction to control lettings boards and an Additional Licensing Scheme. The 
Council submitted a document reflecting the different positions of those 
seeking a change to the Policy and a revised version of Policy 32 seeking to 
incorporate as many of the objectors aspirations as possible3. In this 
document, which set out the Council’s proposed Main Modification to the 
Policy it was set out in the supporting text that that evidence for an Article 4 
Direction would be considered. Those objecting to the submitted version of 
Policy 32 submitted a version of Policy 32 which reflected their aspiration that 
the supporting text should make specific commitment to the Council’s 
willingness to implement an Article 4 Direction4. 

 
2.4 On the 18th February 2015 the Council received the Inspector’s Interim 

Report5. At paragraph 4, in providing a summary of the Inspector’s interim 
views it is stated (amongst other things) ‘There are concerns about the 
content and soundness of policies in relation to Houses in Multiple Occupation 
and Student Accommodation. The Proposed Main Examination Hearing 
Change for Policy 32 is not sound, effective or sufficient to achieve more 
balanced communities’; The Inspector specifically considers Houses in 
Mutiple Occupation and Student Accommodation at paragraphs 102 – 104 of 
his report. Here, the Inspector suggested an alternative policy wording, as set 
out in DCC49 by those objecting to the Policy.  Legal advice to the Council on 
the status of Plan policies in the light of the Interim Report suggests that they 

                                            
2
, County Durham Plan Preferred Options (2012) 

3
 EIP library Part 2, DCC42, Policy 32 Student Accommodation Comparison Table (12/11/14) 

4
 EIP Library Part 2, DCC49, Correspondence received regarding HMOs/PBSA (14/11/14) 

5
 EIP Library Part 2, INSP5 Inspector’s Interim Report (18/02/15) 
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can carry only very limited weight, unless they are not subject to significant 
objection, nor adverse comment in the Interim Report – when they could 
attract more than very limited weight. Policy 32 (as included in the submission 
draft) is subject to significant objection and the Council’s proposed change is 
subject to adverse comment in the Report. Further, the Inspector’s proposed 
policy wording has no status in terms of a Council position upon it nor has it 
been subject to consultation. As such no weight can be ascribed to the 
Council’s Policy 32, or the Inspector’s proposed Policy 32. 

 
Student populations in County Durham 
 
2.5 The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)6 notes that out of the 

223,803 occupied dwellings in County Durham, 1,504 of these are student 
lets – that is less than 1%. The student lets are concentrated within the 
Central Durham Delivery area, with 42.0% of all wholly student rented 
dwellings are located in Central Durham, and of this number 25.5% are 
located in Durham City. This serves to demonstrate that concentrations of 
student accommodation is predominantly an issue for Durham City. 

 
Durham University Student Population  
 
2.6 The following table shows the Durham University student numbers over the 

last 10 years7. It only gives the figures for Durham City. It does not include 
Queens Campus, Stockton. The numbers include home and overseas 
students in each category. This table demonstrates that there has been a 
general increase in the number of students within Durham City over the past 
10 years.  

 
Year Undergraduates Postgraduate 

Research 
Postgraduate 
Taught 

Total 

2014/15 10,727 1,592 2,632 14,951 

2013/14 10,377 1,552 2,453 14,382 

2012/13 10,085 1,533 2,467 14,085 

2011/12 9,906 1,600 2,343 13,849 

2010/11 9,669 1,587 2,442 13,698 

2009/10 9,542 1,600 2,339 13,481 

2008/09 9,400 1,495 2,173 13,068 

2007/08 9,471 1,404 2,138 12,993 

2006/07 9,662 1,191 1,849 12,702 

2005/06 9,728 1,144 1,963 12,835 

 
 
Further and Higher Education in Durham City  
 
2.7 Durham University is a major asset to the City, shaping the built environment, 

contributing to the cultural offer, developing highly skilled individuals as well 
being a major employer and a purchaser of local goods and services. The 
University also facilitates business and industrial research. The University  set 
out its ambition to increase student numbers in the City from 13,500 to 15,300 

                                            
6
 County Durham Strategic Housing Market Assessment 2013 Update  

7
 https://www.dur.ac.uk/student.registry/statistics/summary/1.1summary/ 
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by 2020 (a 13% increase) but it also intends to increase the percentage 
residing in purpose built student accommodation (controlled by the University) 
from 43% to 50%.8 Since the Residential Accommodation Strategy was 
published in 2012 the University has revised its figures and estimates that 
student number in the City will rise by 359 by 2020. (See table at Appendix 4) 

 
2.8 The University is an intrinsic part of the City, bringing a range of jobs, students 

and researchers benefiting the economy of the County as a whole. It is also a 
large university in relation to the size of the City and as a result students make 
up a significant proportion of the term time population contributing greatly to 
its economy and vibrancy. However there can also be an impact on the 
amenity of residents and local businesses in areas where student HMOs are 
dominant. 

 
2.9 New College, East College and University Hospital of North Durham are 

institutions within Durham City that also contribute to the student population 
within the City. 

  
2.10 Over a period of time some Durham City residents have expressed concern in 

relation to the increase in student numbers and the associated increase in 
students living in HMOs. It has been suggested that communities have 
become imbalanced, that there has been an increase in crime and antisocial 
behaviour and that there has been an impact on the amenity of local residents 
as a result of students living in HMOs. At the Examination in Public it was 
requested that the Council introduce an Article 4 Direction to control HMOs, a 
Regulation 7 Direction to control lettings boards and an Additional Licensing 
Scheme. The Pre-Submission Draft Consultation Feedback Report (EiP Doc 
Ref: C1), sets out the main concerns residents of the City have in regard to 
student accommodation and Policy 32. Although there are education 
establishments and students across the County, the issues have been raised 
by residents of Durham City. 

 
BRE report 2012 The need for Additional HMO Licensing and Article 4 
Direction in Durham City: a feasibility study. 
 
2.11 The Council commissioned BRE to consider the case for Additional Licensing 

and an Article 4 Direction. This work formed part of the evidence base for the 
development of the County Durham Plan.  

 
2.12 The brief was for the study was to carry out a feasibility study to establish 

whether there is sufficient evidence to consider introducing an Additional 
HMO Licensing scheme and to identify the key barriers to introducing it or 
making it work in practice. This involved assessing: 

 the efficacy of management of the non-licensed HMOs 

 the physical condition of the HMOs 

 the physical condition of the area and environment 

                                            
8
 Durham University Residential Accommodation Strategy 2012-2020 (2012) County Durham Plan 

Examination Library Part 1 (Doc ref H16) 
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 the incidence and severity of crime and anti-social behaviour in this area 
and other areas of Durham County Council 

 the opinions and ideas of landlords who own the HMOs and those owning 
other tenanted property 

 the opinions of other owners in the area 

 the opinions of residents and occupiers 

 the opinions of partner organisations. 
 
2.13 Another method of controlling the proportion of HMOs relative to other types 

of stock is via the use of additional planning controls using an Article 4 
Direction. The Brief given to the appointed consultants (BRE), asked them to 
also consider the opportunities for an Article 4 Direction. This could be used 
either instead of, or in addition to, Additional HMO Licensing. The information 
gathered above will help inform the decision as to whether this may be a 
feasible option. However, because this measure will only serve to help to 
prevent more HMOs being created, the following additional information was 
also examined: 

 

 the housing market conditions concerning dwellings suitable for and 
currently being let as small HMOs 

 opinions and ideas of residents and occupiers, landlords and others about 
these more ‘marginal’ areas where student numbers have been starting to 
increase. 

 
2.14 BRE was involved in collecting the above information by carrying out focus 

groups, meetings and interviews. The team devised survey forms to collect 
key information about dwelling and area condition overall and detailed 
information about the internal condition of unlicensed HMOs. These surveys 
were carried out by DCC environmental health officers. The BRE team also 
assisted DCC to prepare a consultation questionnaire about Additional HMO 
Licensing and a potential Article 4 designation. 

 
2.15 The final report, ‘The need for Additional HMO licensing and Article 4 

Direction in Durham City: a feasibility study’, (August 2012 is in the 
Examination library as part of the Councils evidence base for the County 
Durham Plan (Doc Ref: H15). 

 
BRE report findings and caveats 

 
2.16 The report concluded that at this stage the evidence did not suggest it was 

appropriate to introduce either an Additional Licensing Scheme or an Article 4 
Direction. 
 

2.17 There are concerns that the Brief given to BRE may not have made clear 
some of the divisions of responsibilities between the agencies operating in 
Durham and may not have clarified what some of the agencies do. These 
issues are explored below. However it is believed these issues do not affect 
the overall thrust and conclusions of the report. 
 

Issues raised 
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2.18 The report makes reference to the University but contact seems to have been 

limited to the Students Union and not the Estates and Buildings Department. 
This may have been a fault of the Brief or of the project management in not 
making it sufficiently clear who should be consulted. This affects a number of 
points attributed to the University and means that higher level strategic input 
from the Estates Department wasn't made at the time and some wider 
implications have not been drawn. These points were considered in 
subsequent discussions between representatives of the Council and the 
University. 
 

2.19 The report mentions a University Code of Standards Scheme covering 70% of 
all student HMOs as being current whereas, this Scheme ceased to operate in 
2010. 
 

2.20 There is said to be confusion as to who had responsibility to ensure that 
students deal with refuse and waste. It's not clear whether it should be the 
Council, the University, the landlord or the agent. In fact most of these have 
limited responsibility although it is accepted they could encourage students to 
act correctly and responsibly. 
 

2.21 Advertising boards are said to blight the area and advertise to burglars that 
properties are occupied by students and will either be empty or contain lots of 
high value equipment or items. There is no evidence for the suggestion that 
student properties disproportionally attract burglars. The Complete University 
Guide9 ranks Universities according to crime rates. The latest ranking using 
data compiled from www.police.uk from May 2012–April 2013, correlating 
crime and population for wards falling within three miles of the main campus, 
for burglary, robbery and violent crime, normalised for population density, puts 
Durham second lowest in terms of crime rates for universities in England and 
Wales. In relation to the first point, 'To Let' boards are mostly used in 
December / January / February for the following academic year. This is where 
they are used at all as a lot of properties are advertised through the Internet. 
 

2.22 In relation to noise nuisance, the report states that the University hotline is 
appreciated by residents and provides a good response for one off major 
incidents. In fact the University security responds at all times and to the 
incident whether or not it involves students. This is recorded in the Durham 
University Security Reports. The University also uses its disciplinary powers 
against students found guilty of anti-social behaviour (ASB). For example, 
students can be fined by their colleges for ASB even when living out. 
 

2.23 According to the report, stakeholders were frustrated at the lack of productive 
communication between groups and especially with the University. The 
Council meets with the University on a regular basis. The University is 
represented on the AAP Board, the City Centre Development Sub-Group, the 
Neighbourhoods Sub-Group and Residents Associations. 
 

                                            
9
 Extract from the Complete University Guide - Crime in University Cities (2014) 
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2.24 The report claims that local shops, services and amenities are increasingly 
geared towards students at the expense of older, more settled residents. This 
is suspected to be incorrect with Durham City's retail offer believed to benefit 
from the student population as opposed to the offer that would be available if 
the students weren't there. The report also states that areas with high 
proportions of student properties which are empty for predictable periods of 
the year make the area vulnerable to burglary and other property crime. As 
has been stated above this is not born out by the statistics. Durham City is a 
low crime area. 
 

2.25 Durham is described in the report as a small city with a population of around 
20,000 of whom 12,733 are full time students at Durham University. The 
population is actually about 47,000 with around 14,000 students. The report 
acknowledges that the University is a major employer and says that it 
indirectly supports a number of local enterprises, for example, taxi firms, 
newsagents and takeaways. Whilst accepting this is true it underestimates the 
massive economic impact the University has both locally, regionally and 
nationally. 
 

2.26 There is a statement in the report that most undergraduate students want to 
'live out'. However first-years must 'live in'. This is an integral part of the 
University's collegiate model. Second years must 'live out', for third years it's 
optional. 
 

2.27 It is considered that even with the qualifications and further explanations 
regarding the issues raised, the conclusions of the BRE report would not be 
altered as the issues could be held to be background or clarification points. 
 

Report Conclusions 
 

2.28 The report identifies a number of perceived problems that were identified by 
stakeholders: 

 The condition of HMOs 

 Lack of regulation and enforcement 

 Refuse 

 Advertising 

 Anti-social behaviour 

 Communication 

 Lack of sustainable communities 
 

2.29 These issues are considered throughout the report. It concludes that an 
additional licensing scheme would not address many of the problems. There 
are several other courses of action available to DCC to deal with the problems 
related to the properties themselves and any nuisance caused. The options 
include: developing a landlord Accreditation Scheme in conjunction with the 
University that complies with the Unipol code; using existing legislation and 
enforcement powers to tackle poor conditions and management standards; 
and reviewing and improving refuse and recycling facilities and services in 
Durham City.  
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2.30 In relation to an Article 4 Direction the report considers that what is really 
needed before any decision is made about an Article 4 Direction is an open 
and constructive dialogue between all the key parties (DCC, the University, 
students, residents and landlords) to create an agreed strategy for coping with 
the number of students. DCC also needs to consider producing for Durham 
City a Supplementary Planning Document on sustainable communities or 
mixed use. Providing purpose-built accommodation to cope with this 
expansion (and some existing students) would take some of the pressure off 
the City centre. However, its location, design and management need careful 
thought to ensure that it does not create additional problems. The Council 
would need to consider carefully which area any Article 4 Direction should 
apply to. Designating just the ‘new’ student areas and leaving the established 
student areas unprotected would probably just make the problems with high 
densities, refuse, noise etc. in the established student areas even worse than 
they are now. The Council would also need to consider how rules and or 
quotas are set and how these are measured and policed. 
 

Commentary 
 

2.31 The evidence suggests that there is further work to be undertaken before the 
case for an Additional Licensing Scheme could be made out and that the 
evidence for an Article 4 Direction is finely balanced. Some of the perceived 
problems will not be solved by a planning solution but involve closer working 
between the various stakeholders. Prematurely opting for Additional Licensing 
or an Article 4 Direction could be open to legal challenge by affected parties if 
the Council could be considered to be continuing without having explored all 
the alternatives. 
 

2.32 An Article 4 Direction is not backdated. It cannot undo what has already 
happened in an area. There are no funds available to incentivise conversion 
of an HMO back to a dwelling. This has been proposed by some local 
authorities as a possible aid to rebalancing communities. One consequence of 
the introduction of an Article 4 Direction may be to cause existing 
homeowners in an area with a high concentration of HMOs to have difficulty in 
selling their property or for the value of their property to decrease. This is 
because they may find it difficult to sell to another owner occupier because of 
so many students nearby, and a landlord may not buy because of the 
restricting effect of the Article 4 Direction. 
 

2.33 The University's Residential Accommodation Strategy 2012 - 2020 sets out 
that the expected number of students in Durham City will be around 15,300 
students (up 1,800 from the 2012 baseline). If more of these students can be 
accommodated in purpose built accommodation (there are schemes for such 
accommodation being discussed), then it has been suggested this is likely to 
take pressure off existing HMOs. However the occupancy of properties is 
outside of the planning system. This is not something that the Council would 
have control over. The University intends to increase the proportion of 'livers-
in' from its current level of 43% to a minimum of 50%. 

 
Purpose Built Student Accommodation (PBSA) 
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2.34 The issue of student accommodation in Durham City has become more 

prominent in recent months because the City has been stated to be good 
place invest in PBSA. PBSA in general is said to produce a good return on the 
investment.10 As a result there have been a number of applications for PBSA 
of varying size and in varying locations around the City.  

 
2.35 Some people argue that all student accommodation is a detriment to the City.  

Some argue PBSA is not good for the city creating concentrations of students 
and stopping the land being used for other purposes. .(Doc Refs: RS139 and 
RD47)) Others believe that an increase in the amount of PBSA will mean 
students will vacate HMOs and move into PBSA releasing HMOs for family 
use or will be left vacant.(Doc Ref RS154).  

 
2.36 It is considered that PBSA contributes to the range and choice of 

accommodation for students. Institutions are not able to provide 
accommodation for all of their students so students will seek private 
accommodation. New build or converted PBSA gives an option other than the 
private rented sector (HMOs and smaller units).  

 
2.37 Some of the respondents to the Statement of Matters have suggested that if 

HMOs become vacant they will be occupied by families. The Council believes 
that if students do vacate HMOs it is unlikely they will be occupied by families. 
Some HMOs will not be considered suitable for family use because of 
reconversion costs.  In addition, Some HMOs will not have sufficient external 
space in terms of play area or garden space. Some will be surrounded by 
other HMOs which may put families off moving into an area. Furthermore, if 
there is a fall in demand for HMOs (resulting from competition from PBSA) the 
landlords may have the financial flexibility to reduce the rents to encourage 
occupancy.. HMOs will also appeal to occupiers other than the student 
population.  
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3.0 Article 4 Direction 
 
Introduction  

 
3.1 Article 4 Directions are one of the tools available to local planning authorities 

to respond to the particular needs of their areas. They do this by allowing 
authorities to withdraw the ‘permitted development’ rights that would 
otherwise apply by virtue of the Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 1995 as amended. An Article 4 Direction does 
not prevent the development to which it applies, but instead requires that 
planning permission is first obtained from the local planning authority for that 
development. 

 
3.2 Local planning authorities should consider making Article 4 Directions only in 

those circumstances where evidence suggest that the exercise of permitted 
development rights would harm local amenity or the proper planning of the 
area. 

 
3.3 In relation to HMOs an Article 4 Direction would be made to allow for the 

removal of permitted development rights in relation to changes of use from 
Use Class C3 to Use Class C4 (as defined in the Town and Country Planning 
(Use Classes) Order 1987, as amended. If an Article 4 Direction is considered 
to be appropriate a decision would also have to be made as to what area of 
the City would be covered. An Article 4 Direction would not be retrospective 
and would not affect the situation as it is now. There would not, as a result, be 
a reduction in the number of HMOs. 

 
Policy and Guidance 
 
3.4 NPPF Paragraph 200 states that the use of Article 4 Directions to remove 

national permitted development rights should be limited to situations where 
this is necessary to protect local amenity or the wellbeing of the area (this 
could include the use of Article 4 Directions to require planning permission for 
the demolition of local facilities). Similarly, planning conditions should not be 
used to restrict national permitted development rights unless there is clear 
justification to do so. 

 
3.5 The Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) also sets out general information 

about permitted development rights and the use of Article 4 Directions to 
remove them.  

 
3.6 The Government report ‘Evidence Gathering – Housing in Multiple Occupation 

and Possible Planning Responses’ (CLG 2008) looks at the potential 
problems caused by high concentrations of HMOs and considers the current 
and potential mechanisms to address these problems. Within the report, the 
following issues are said to be associated with high concentrations of HMOs. 
These issues will be considered in this report when assessing the need for an 
Article 4 Direction: 

 Anti-social behaviour, noise and nuisance; 
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 Imbalanced and unsustainable communities; 

 Negative impacts on the physical environment and streetscape; 

 Pressures upon parking provision 

 Increased crime; 

 Growth in private rented sector at the expense of owner-occupation; 

 Pressure upon local community facilities and; 

 Restructuring of retail, commercial services and recreational facilities to 
suit the lifestyles of the predominant population 

 
The scope of any Article 4 
 
3.7 Provided there is justification for both its purpose and extent, it is possible to 

make an Article 4 Direction covering: 

 Any geographic area from a specific site to a local authority wide 

 Permitted development rights related to operational development or 
change in the use of land 

 Permitted development rights with temporary or permanent effect 
 
3.8 Article 4 Directions cannot be used in relation to any type of development 

other than those explicitly granted permitted development rights through the 
GPDO, nor can they be applied retrospectively to development undertaken 
before a Direction comes into force, nor to development that has been 
commenced at the time that a Direction comes into force. 

 
Procedural considerations 
 
3.9 In procedural terms there are two main types of Article 4 Direction: 

 Non-immediate Directions (permitted development rights are only 
withdrawn upon confirmation of the Direction by the local planning 
authority following local consultation); and 

 Immediate Directions (where permitted development rights are withdrawn 
with immediate effect, but must be confirmed by the local planning 
authority following local consultation within six months, or else the 
Direction will lapse). 

 
3.10 Any planning application required as a consequence of an Article 4 Direction 

is exempt from the usual planning application fee. 
 
3.11 Before April 2010 the Secretary of State had to confirm certain Article 4 

Directions, but now it is for the local planning authorities to confirm all Article 4 
Directions (except those made by the Secretary of State) in the light of local 
consultation. 

 
3.12 A local planning authority can, by making a subsequent Direction, cancel an 

Article 4 Direction made by them. To modify an Article 4 Direction, an LPA 
would have to cancel the existing Directions and prepare a replacement 
Direction. Where a Direction would cancel an existing Article 4 Direction, the 
same procedures apply as for making a new Direction of that type. 
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3.13 If a local planning authority makes an Article 4 Direction, it can be liable to pay 
compensation to those whose permitted development rights have been 
withdrawn, but only if it then subsequently: 
 refuses planning permission for development which would otherwise have 

been permitted development; or 
 grants planning permission subject to more limiting conditions than the 

general permitted development order 
 
3.14 The grounds on which compensation can be claimed are limited to abortive 

expenditure or other loss or damage directly attributable to the withdrawal of 
permitted development rights. Compensation is not payable if notice of the 
withdrawal of development rights was published in the prescribed manner not 
less than 12 months or more than the prescribed period before the withdrawal 
took place. 

 
DCC and Article 4 Direction - Timetable and procedure 
 
3.15 The decision to make an Article 4 Direction can be taken by the Council’s 

Cabinet. The Head or Planning and Assets has delegated powers in para 16 
of Table 4 of the Delegation Scheme, to authorise the making of an Article 4 
Direction (currently page 77 of the Constitution).  Once a report instructing 
Legal to make a Direction is signed off and Legal make the Direction, the 
procedure would be as follows: 

 

 Place notice of making of the Direction in local press and site notice. 

 Serve notice of making of the Direction upon every owner & occupier 
affected unless it is impracticable to do so. 

 At the same time as the above, notify the Secretary of State of the making 
of the Direction and send a copy of it and the statutory press/site & 
ownership/occupier notifications to the National Planning Casework Unit. 

 A consultation period of not less than 21 days would then follow. 

 At the end of no less than 28 days, having taken into account any 
representations received during the consultation period, the Direction may 
then be confirmed with or without modification (NB a further round of 
consultations is required if modification is proposed).  Non Immediate 
directions cannot come into force until after confirmation has taken place 
which cannot be before the 28 day period or such longer period as the 
Secretary of State may specify (and could be any time up to two years 
from publication).  Immediate Directions come into force as soon as the 
publicity requirements above are met but will expire 6 months after they 
are made unless confirmed within that time.   

 Notice of confirmation of the Direction to be advertised, site notice and 
owners/occupiers to be notified in same way as above as well as 
notification to the Secretary of State. 

 
 

Considering the requirement for an Article 4 Direction 
 
3.16 In considering whether an Article 4 Direction is appropriate, this paper seeks 

to draw upon three specific areas: 
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i. The balance of evidence across a range of issues.  
ii. The extent to which an Article 4 direction would support sustainable 

inclusive and mixed communities 
iii. Representations and discussions at the Examination in Public on the 

County Durham Plan on Policy 32 – Student Accommodation, including 
the suggestion in the Inspector’s Interim Report that the absence of an 
Article 4 Direction represented an ‘escape clause’. 

 
 
i. Evidence 
 
3.17 As stated above, local planning authorities should consider making Article 4 

Directions only in those  circumstances where evidence suggest that the 
exercise of permitted development rights would harm local amenity or the 
proper planning of the area. 

 
3.18 The following section sets out evidence in relation to a number of issues, in 

order to consider the potential benefits of an Article 4 Direction. We have tried 
to match the issues identified in the Government report ‘Evidence Gathering – 
Housing in Multiple Occupation and Possible Planning Responses’ (CLG 
2008), mentioned above. We have attempted to use official data whether from 
and external agency or the Council’s information system.. …  

 
3.19 When considering evidence the following issues have been considered 

a) Crime 
b) Antisocial Behaviour 
c) Noise Nuisance 
d) Appearance of properties 
e) Waste  
f) Parking  
g) Community Facilities 
h) the private rented sector in the City of Durham 

 

a) Crime 

The Complete University Guide11 ranks UK universities according to various 
factors. One of these is crime. Official data for crime specifically against 
students is not available, so the Guide states it has taken professional 
advice on the crimes most relevant to students and looked at – burglary, 
robbery and violent crime. The statistics are not specific to students but 
relate to the whole population of the defined area. The Guide lists the 
annual reported incidents per thousand residents for the period May 2013–
April 2014, within wards or electoral divisions of which parts are within 3 
miles of the main university or college campus, normalised for population 
density. The data is compiled from www.police.uk. Burglary includes 
offences where a person enters a house or other building with the intention 
of stealing; robbery includes offences where a person uses force or threat 
of force to steal; violent crime includes offences against the person such as 
common assaults, grievous bodily harm and sexual offences. Using this 

                                            
11

 http://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/ 
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data, the Guide ranks Durham as the fifth lowest University town in terms of 
the number of incidents. 
Durham University students sometimes seem to be considered to be a main 
source of antisocial behaviour incidents in the City. “Students cause 
problems for settled residents through anti-social behaviour and pressure 
on on-street parking” (DCNPPF Doc Ref RS141). 
 
This perception is not however supported by crime data. Indeed students 
are often the victims of crime. This is noted in response to recent 
consultation on applications for PBSA where the Police Architectural 
Liaison Officer’s response has noted that security measures are needed 
because students are often the victims of crime, and are targeted for 
burglary getting laptops and bicycles stolen. 
 
The website UK Crime Stats (reference as footnote) provides maps, 
reporting and analysis of monthly crime data in England and Wales. The 
data is provided by police force and the individual force breaks down the 
data by neighbourhoods. A number of the neighbourhoods cover Durham 
City and are relevant when considering the issues that are said to relate the 
impact of students on the population.  
 
The data records the number of incidents in various categories but does not 
differentiate between population types. It is not possible to say if the 
incidents recorded have been committed by students or against students. 
The neighbourhoods have different populations. Analysis of the data 
comparing incidents per head of population across various neighbourhoods, 
suggests that those neighbourhoods that cover an area that could be called 
Durham City, do not have the highest number of incidents.  

 

b) Anti-social Behaviour  

Anti-social behaviour is not defined by the police but is a category of 
incident that they record on a monthly basis (the data is recorded as 
number of incidents in a month). In the Durham City neighbourhood the 
highest number of incidents seem to occur in October. (66 in October 2013 
and 76 in October 2014). This compares with, for example, 31 in December 
2013 or 60 in June 2014. A potential interpretation of these figures is that 
these are ASB incidents caused by students starting a new University year. 
It is not a pattern that is replicated in other police neighbourhoods where 
students live and may be a reflection of the number of pubs in the Durham 
City neighbourhood. The total number of ASB incidents for the Durham City 
neighbourhood is 500 for the year covering December 2013 to November 
2014 which is the latest period covered by the data. 
 

 

c) Noise and nuisance 

The Council’s Environmental Protection Team responds to complaints 
about noise. The data goes back to 2011 when a new record management 
system was introduced (Civica). For the period 1 April 2011 to 31 
December 2014, there have been 6,640 noise complaints made across the 
whole County.  Within the BRE study boundary for the same period, there 
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were: 
 

 38 noise complaints directly linked to HMOs 

 29 noise complaints from other domestic properties 

 43 noise complaints from commercial properties 

 35 noise complaints where the concern address could not be 
identified. These include cases where the complainant does not 
provide specific details of the complaint and where the noise is not 
premises specific e.g. street buskers.  

 

 

d) Appearance – internal and external 

See paragraphs 5.5 to 5.15 below 
 

 

e) Waste 

Some consultees to the Pre-Submission Draft Plan considered that there 
was an increase in litter due to the fact that there had been a 
disproportionate increase in A5 uses i.e. street food which was taxing local 
resources (waste removal). This was related to the suggestion that there 
had been an increase in the amount of A5 uses due to the increased 
number of students in the area. 
 
The BRE report states that the physical survey of HMOs involved assessing 
how far refuse provision, short-term rubbish and long-term rubbish were a 
problem. Comparable information was collected for a sample of non-HMO 
properties in these areas as well enabling comparisons to be made. As the 
survey was conducted from January to April, it only reflects the position 
during term times; comments from the focus groups make it clear that 
problems are most severe at the end of the academic year. 
 
The report looked at the differences between the management of long-term 
and short term rubbish in HMO and non-HMO properties, as assessed by 
inspecting officer whilst conducting the physical survey, with HMOs being 
more likely to have problems with both. Yet, short-term rubbish was 
deemed a minor issue for a third of HMOs and only a significant problem for 
6%. 
 
The report states that it is clear from responses to both the consultation and 
the focus groups that landlords, students and residents all have a rather 
different perception of what constitutes a significant problem with respect to 
rubbish and litter. Data from the consultation questionnaire showed that, 
49% of owner-occupiers regarded rubbish and litter as a significant problem 
compared with 11% of student occupiers and 2% of landlords. 
 
From the interviews and focus groups, it was clear that rubbish associated 
with HMOs in Durham was a major problem for neighbouring owner 
occupiers. This applied to household refuse and recycling as well as large 
items (furniture and white goods) and building waste when work is carried 
out to properties. The neighbourhood warden estimated that about half the 
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time spent dealing with rubbish and litter in the city centre related to student 
housing. Green back lanes were a particular problem in some areas. There 
was a great deal of criticism of the council’s refuse service, particularly the 
adequacy of refuse bins provided; and many constructive suggestions were 
made for improvements. However, different groups vary in their perceptions 
about who should take responsibility for sorting out these problems: the 
council, the landlords or the students themselves. According to the BRE 
report, landlords, residents and the neighbourhood warden generally 
agreed that the main causes of the problems were that: 

 Student households generate more waste than an ‘average’ household 
because there are more of them in a house. They eat more takeaways 
and often shop/cook separately. 

 The bins provided are not adequate to take this additional waste. 
Additional waste is left in bags which the contractor employed by the 
council will not take (apart from areas where there is ‘bag only’ 
collection). 

 Some students are ‘not good’ at putting out refuse. As set out 
previously, the survey found that one third of properties had a minor 
issue with 6% of properties having a significant issue.. Residents, 
landlords and the Accommodation Office have provided students with 
information about collection rules, days and what goes in which bin but 
these do not seem to have had much impact. 

 Recycling facilities are sometimes inadequate. Recycling can also be 
confusing as it is different in different parts of the country, and so the 
new intake of students has to learn about the system in Durham. 

 
The green back lanes are unadopted and so no-one has responsibility for 
them. As a consequence, some of the most severe problems happen here. 
This, however, would be the case regardless of tenure and this issue pre-
dates conversion of dwellings to HMOs. 
 
The Council’s Environmental Protection Team record complaints received 
about domestic waste. For the period 1 April 2011 to 31 December 2014, 
there have been 4,263 complaints about domestic waste made across the 
whole County. Within the BRE study boundary for the same period, there 
were: 

 

 16 complaints directly linked to HMOs 

 19 complaints from other domestic properties 

 9 complaints found on inspection to relate to commercial premises 

 28 complaints where the concern address could not be identified e.g. 
back lanes or open land.  

 
The Council’s waste management service in conjunction with the University 
has organised special collections at the end of term to help deal with the 
increase in rubbish when the students leave. 
 
The Council’s Community Action Team (CAT) was active in Durham City 
between October and December 2014 working to clear some of the back 
lanes of rubbish in the City. They were helped by students who gave their 
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time and effort voluntarily. The CAT investigated and resolved 19 cases of 
accumulations and 5 cases where the refuse provision was deemed 
inadequate.  
 

 

f) Parking 

As with many university towns students are encouraged not to bring cars 
with them. The BRE physical survey of HMOs involved rating the parking 
provision in the block of houses. Comparable information was collected for 
a sample of non-HMO properties in these areas as well. There were 
problems for parking in over 40% of areas with HMOs, but for non-HMO 
properties this figure was only 20%. However there were notable 
differences depending on the area. Parking was considered to be a 
particular problem in the Whinney Hill area, but there were also problems in 
over 80% of a block of houses in the Sands, Nevilles Cross and traditional 
student areas (Viaduct etc,) 
 
Responses to both the BRE consultation and the focus groups indicate that 
landlords, students and residents all had a rather different perception of 
what constitutes a significant problem with respect to parking. Data from the 
consultation questionnaire showed that, 36% of owner-occupiers regarded 
parking as a significant problem compared with 10% of student occupiers 
and 9% of landlords. 
 
Durham University has clear regulation about students and cars set down in 
the Residential Licensing of Motor Vehicles (see Appendix 3. This states 
that “Every student of the University who lives within the designated area of 
Durham City and who keeps or causes to be kept for his/her use, any motor 
vehicle must obtain a University Motor Licence”. Students can be fined if 
they are found not have a licence. Separately to this, the local authority has 
a controlled parking zone in some parts of Durham City, which means that 
residents need to pay for a permit, and in theses area a maximum of two 
permits are issued per household. The University also decides which 
students can have vehicles and limits to two per household the number of 
permits that it will issue if a student lives in a shared house. Some 
respondents to the consultation would like to see this go further and even 
introduce a ban on students bringing cars into the city. One remarked ”We 
would like the council not to issue parking permits to households which 
don’t pay council tax”. Others saw ‘inadequate and overpriced’ parking as a 
more general problem affecting Durham and not simply caused by students. 
 
Residents in Whinney Hill noted that cars were parked and left in situ for 
long periods (many months) and the problems had increased over the years 
as more students had moved into the area. They commented that the 
number of cars parked on the road restricted the level of service 
received by residents by delivery vehicles, utility companies and others, 
who complained that they could not park in the area and would, at times, 
refuse to attend a property because it was located on Whinney Hill. A 
landlord with properties in the Viaduct area also felt that parking was a 
problem in this area, and residents also reported incidences of dangerous 
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driving down the very narrow streets. 
 
Durham University in its Code of Conduct for Students Living Out of 
College, acknowledges that the two main sources of complaints from local 
residents are drunkenness and inconsiderate use and parking of cars or 
other vehicles. 
 
There limited parking available in Durham and this is acknowledged with 
restrictive requirements in relevant planning applications. 
 

 

g) Vitality and Viability of the Town Centre.  

It has been suggested that there is an impact on the retail offer in the City 
due to the number of students. For example it is said that there has been a 
disproportionate increase in the number of fast food takeaways but this is a 
national trend and has happened in other parts of County Durham where 
there are limited student numbers. 
 
The Council’s Town Centre Surveys give an indication of the situation over 
the last three years. There has been an increase in Durham City of 0.9%  in 
the number of A5 uses compared with the total number of retail units. 3.2% 
of the total are now A5 use in the City. This compares with, for example, 
3.5% in Stanley town centre, 4.3% in Bishop Auckland town centre, 4.5 in 
Chester le Street, and 9.1% in Consett. These are all increases since the 
2014 survey. In the case of Consett the increase has been 2.3%. Shildon 
and Ferryhill are examples of where the percentage of A5 uses have 
dropped. (Shildon -1.0%, Ferryhill -2.3%.) 
 
The issue of the closure of the Waitrose store is also raised by people who 
object to students and student accommodation. (Example Doc Ref RD4712). 
These responses state that Durham is the only place where a Waitrose has 
closed. This is incorrect. The Durham store opened in 2005 and closed in 
2008. The Southport store opened in 2004 and closed in 2006 and the store 
was vacant until late 2013 when new owners took it over. Since Durham, 
the Dartford store has closed and the Hertford store is closing once 
planning issues for the new store are sorted out. The issues around its 
closure of the store were not to do with students. 

 

f) Community facilities 

A number of consultee responses to the Pre-Submission Draft Plan 
suggested that PBSA schemes result in the loss of community assets or 
benefits in that the land or building is lost to other uses including residential 
uses. A recent outline planning permission (DM/14/01418/OUT), to change 
the Kingslodge Hotel in Waddington Street into student accommodation, 
was refused partly on the grounds that the proposal would lead to the loss 
of a community facility. On appeal this aspect of the original decision was 
not accepted by the Inspector. He stated that, “…there is no policy in the 
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 http://durhamcc-consult.limehouse.co.uk/file/3196555 
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City of Durham Local Plan that expressly protects such valued hospitality 
businesses, or the employment they offer, from a change to another use.”  

 

g) Growth in the private rented sector against owner occupation 

Using Census data the Council has analysed the percentage change in 
households from 2001 to 2011. This is in relation to owner occupation and 
the private and social rented sectors. In Durham City, during this period, the 
proportion of housing in owner occupation has reduced and conversely the 
proportion of housing within the rented sector has increased. There has 
been some switching between private and social renting. It is not possible 
to say that this has been due to a change in tenure attributable to an 
increase in students. Over the same period there have been fundamental 
changes in the housing market and an increase in the rented sector may be 
due to issues with the availability of mortgages. 

 
3.20  The individual evidence sections detail any known data and the data sources.  

The number of incidents recorded by the official statistics may not be a 
completely accurate figure due to the way incidents are reported, whether it is 
to the University or the police and therefore how they are dealt with. Because 
of the uncertainty it is considered that it is best to use published data from the 
police, complaints data held by the Council and other relevant data sets rather 
than any anecdotal evidence.. However it is not always certain that reported 
incidents actually relate to students or occupiers of HMOs or ‘general’ 
residents of the City. The police have suggested that all incidents should be 
reported to them rather than the University. 

 
3.21 The University has its own security service and incidents are reported to 

them. They respond whether or not it is ultimately identified that perpetrators 
are students. The University has a range of powers to deal with bad behaviour 
if it has been caused by students ranging from fines to expulsion from the 
University.  

 
ii. Sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities 
 
3.22  NPPF paragraph 50 notes the importance of creating sustainable inclusive 

and mixed communities. Whilst it is acknowledged that defining an 
‘imbalance’ in any given community and seeking to address this through 
policy terms mat be undesirable, as the market has a role in deciding upon 
relevant concentrations of properties in any given area. It is considered that 
HMOs can be considered to be a special case for two reasons.  

 
3.23 Firstly, the Council has an understanding of the concentrations of students 

living in HMOs within any defined postcode area. There are a number of 
areas in Durham City where student populations in HMOs are close to all of 
the properties within an area. It is acknowledged that this has changed the 
character of the area over time. It is considered that any area with an over 
dominance of one type of accommodation may not represent a sustainable, 
inclusive and mixed community. 
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3.24 Consideration can be given to the proportion of HMOs that can be 
accommodated within a given community, whilst still ensuring that the 
community remains ‘balanced’. For instance, a lot of local authorities use a 
threshold figure stating that permission will not granted for change of use if 
the concentration of existing HMOs is above a certain percentage of the total 
dwelling stock in a defined area. The issue of how do define the threshold has 
been considered by a number of local authorities but most of them use work 
done by the National HMO Lobby. 

 
3.25 The Lobby is a network of local community associations trying to redress the 

perceived impact on their communities of concentrations of shared houses or 
houses in multiple occupation (HMOs). The Lobby published a paper 
(National HMO Lobby ‘Balanced Communities & Studentification Problems 
and Solutions’ (2008) which examines what is meant by ‘community’ and then 
considers ‘balanced communities’. It states the key problem identified by the 
members of the Lobby is demographic imbalance in their neighbourhoods, 
which leads to rising problems and declining community…to unsustainability. 

 
3.26 The Lobby proposes that a balanced community is a community which 

approximates national demographic norms. It states that a number of points 
must be made.  

 First of all, this definition is not prescriptive: it is not intended to specify that 
all communities should match these norms (rather, it provides guidance to 
those communities who feel that they have become imbalanced).  

 Secondly, it is descriptive: that is, it is based on the norms as they are, 
here and now (they were different in the past and will change in the future, 
they are different in other countries) – the point being that they reflect 
contemporary experience.  

 Thirdly, the reference is to approximations, not tight criteria.  

 Finally, the definition is variable – different norms will be relevant in 
different circumstances.  

 
3.27 The Lobby looks at Census data (2001) and the Survey of English Housing to 

consider what is meant by the norm. Allowing for a certain deviation from the 
norm, the Lobby’s particular criteria for a balanced community are (a) not less 
than 60% families, (b) not more than 33% one person households, and (c) not 
more than 10% HMOs. 

 
3.28 There is discussion about how large the area covered should be and says that 

are a range of possibilities. (a) Street or block [Glasgow], (b) Neighbourhood 
comprising several streets [Loughborough], or (c) Community comprising 
several neighbourhoods [Leeds]. The Lobby does not suggest a preference. 

 
3.29 The tipping-point is the threshold at which a deviation departs so far from the 

norm that a community tips from balance to un-balance. With regard to 
HMOs, the Lobby says the tipping-point can be expressed in terms both of 
population (20%) and of properties (10%).  
 
(1) The HMO tipping-point occurs when HMO occupants exceed 20% of the 
population. Normally, HMO occupants account for about 15% of the 
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population – the tipping-point represents a 33% deviation. It also significantly 
exceeds the whole of the ‘young adult’ band of the population (16-29 year-
olds are 17.5%). (Any community begins to seem unbalanced when any of the 
five main age-bands exceeds one-in-five of the population.)  
 
(2) The HMO tipping-point also occurs when HMOs exceed 10% of the 
properties. Normally, HMOs account for 7% of households – the tipping-point 
represents a 50% deviation. At the same time, given the comparatively large 
numbers in HMO households, if HMOs are 10% of households, then their 
occupants account for about 20% of the whole population (depending on the 
local balance of families and one-person households).  
 
The most common cause of a tipping-point for HMOs is demand by students 
for shared houses - or studentification. 

 
3.30 The National HMO Lobby’s analysis is criticised by the Residential Landlords 

Association:  
http://www.cabinet.leicester.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=59914 
The RLA dispute it and say, “Various percentage figures are put forward often 
– 10 per cent, 15 per cent, or 20 per cent – which, again, is convenient to the 
campaigners’ case. How can campaigners truly say that a ‘community’ 
(whatever that may mean) begins to feel unbalanced when any of the five 
main age bands exceed a particular percentage of the population, or because 
of different tenure ratios? What evidence is there for this assertion other than 
it suits someone’s case?  

 
In Headingley, campaigners suggested that the HMO tipping point would 
occur when HMOs exceed 10 per cent. In reality, this is a self-serving 
argument with no known basis other than campaigners’ personal views, 
simply because they do not like living in student communities.  
We would urge local councillors and officials to be wary of these kind of 
pseudo social scientific arguments which are put forward to justify restrictions; 
particularly as, legally, local authorities must not look at the character of the 
occupant – instead they have to consider small HMOs of all kinds irrespective 
of who lives in them.” 

 
3.31 On balance, it is considered that there is merit in the proposition that a 

community can become un balanced by a dominance of HMOs. The 
proportion at which a tipping point is defined or even the point at which it is 
considered that such concentrations are to the detriment of housing stock 
would be a matter for Policy and decision making.  

 
 
3.32 Secondly, HMOs in Durham City are predominantly occupied by students. 

This can impact upon the community in two ways. Firstly, outside of term time 
the properties are often vacant. This can have an impact upon the wider 
community and an impact upon the character of the area in that properties 
remain empty over a period of time. Secondly, student populations tend to be 
more transient in nature living in properties on a year to year basis. This can 
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have an impact upon residents living in an area for longer durations in terms 
of its impact upon community cohesion and integration.  

 
 

3.33 Therefore, if it is accepted that a community can become imbalanced as a 
result of concentrations of HMOs, then in line with paragraph 200 of NPPF 
this would form the basis of the justification for an Article 4 Direction in relation 
to need to protect the wellbeing of an area.  

 
iii. Representations and discussions at the Examination in Public on the County 
Durham Plan on Policy 32 – Student Accommodation 
 
3.34 The County Durham Plan was subject to Examination in Public in October – 

November 2014. At the Examination, a number resident groups and others 
sought the introduction of an Article 4 Direction within Durham City13. This 
demonstrated that there was considerable support for an Article 4 from local 
residents associations and related bodies. As an outcome from the 
Examination the Council provided an undertaking to revisit the evidence for an 
Article 4. Whilst any Article 4 Direction would be subject to consultation, this 
considerable support has in itself formed part of the justification for re 
considering the appropriateness of an article 4 in terms of its impact on 
protecting the wellbeing of an area.    

 
Bringing together the evidence  
 
3.35  From giving consideration to the areas as set out above, it is considered that 

the case for an Article 4 Direction can be made in principle. It is important to 
note that it is considered that the evidence is finally balanced. In respect of 
the evidence presented across a range of issues, it is noted that in many 
circumstances HMOs do not seem to have a disproportionate impact upon the 
issues. However, conversely, where there are impacts then the Article 4 
would be of benefit in reducing future concentrations of HMOs where issues 
may occur.  

 
3.36 With regard to the aim of securing mixed and balanced communities it is 

recognised that concentrations of HMOs can be a cause of issues for the 
wider community and can change the character of an area over time. It is 
therefore considered that in practice an Article 4 would serve to support the 
wellbeing of an area. 

 
3.37 Finally, the views of those representing residents groups at the Examination in 

public is factored into the assessment of an Article 4, and whilst this will be 
given further consideration by the way of a formal consultation, it is 
recognised that a proportion of Durham City residents consider that an Article 
4 would be of benefit. 

 
3.38 Taking account of these considerations, it is considered that a case can be 

made for the introduction of an Article 4 Direction. However, in considering the 

                                            
13

 County Durham Plan Examination in Public note of hearing: Matter 13 Part 2 
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potential impact of an Article 4 direction it has to be borne in mind that it would 
not apply retrospectively. 

 
Defining the area of an Article 4 Direction 
 
3.39 If an Article 4 Direction was considered appropriate for the City a key question 

that would need to be considered is what area it should cover. Some local 
authorities make city wide Directions; others look at the proportion of HMOs in 
a particular area and consider making Directions that cover a ward. It is also 
possible to make a Direction that covers a number of streets. As set out in 
paragraph 2.5 of this report, the greatest concentrations of HMOs are in 
Durham City although it is acknowledged that there are HMOs and student 
accommodation in other parts of the County.  

 
3.40  In giving consideration to the area for the Article 4 Direction, Direction there is 

recognition that there may be implication and potentially unintended 
consequences depending upon where the boundary is drawn. These matters 
are explored in the following paragraphs.  

 
3.41 For instance, in deciding on an area for an Article 4 direction, it is understood 

that in some circumstances, landlords in an area covered by an Article 4 
Direction may decide not rent properties to families as the use can’t be 
‘flipped’ back to an HMO. The potential inflexibility of an Article 4 direction for 
landlords can therefore potentially have the unintended consequence of 
limiting family occupancies within the Article 4 area.  

 
3.42 In addition, there are areas of Durham City which do not have a high 

concentration of HMOs. It may be that an effect of an Article 4 Direction is to 
push new HMOs out from the high concentration areas to lower concentration 
areas. Whilst this may serve to support mixed and balanced communities,in 
some instances this has had the effect of increasing car usage as students 
have further to travel to the university. Given the scale of Durham City, this is 
less likely to be an issue 

 
3.43 As within any geographical based area of control, an Article 4 Direction may 

serve to displace HMOs to adjacent areas, and further Article 4 Directions 
may not be capable of being applied quickly enough. An outcome of this could 
be that councils are tempted to apply controls across their whole area from 
the start. Possible displacement to other areas will lead to less flexibility in 
housing markets in those areas, since it is generally assumed that flexible use 
will increase the value of C4 properties. Landlords may buy up small family 
housing stock to rent out in cheaper areas. This could be exacerbated by 
housing benefit changes which might lead to an influx of residents looking for 
cheap accommodation.  

 
3.44 An Article 4 Direction consultation which will take 12 months, may lead to an 

unmanaged rush of HMO-related development contrary to community wishes 
ahead of Article 4 Directions being made, and that once they are in place, 
HMOs would simply move to the nearest non Article 4 area within the City or 
surrounding area  
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3.45 One consequence of making an Article 4 Direction can be that in areas of high 

concentrations of HMOs, owner occupiers wanting to move have difficulty 
selling their property. This is because a family may not want to buy the 
property because of the nearby HMOs and a landlord may not want to buy 
because, due to the Article 4 Direction, it can’t be converted to an HMO. The 
owner occupier can end up being trapped, or with a property that takes a long 
time to sell, or may have to accept a reduction in the price.  

 
3.46 Some local authorities deal with this by having an exceptions policy stating 

that in areas where there is already an exceptionally high proportion of HMOs, 
consideration will be given to permitting further conversions. Another solution 
is to exclude areas of high concentrations of HMOs from an Article 4 Direction 
– in other words to aim the effect of the Direction on those areas where the 
concentration of HMOs is currently low. This will only have an effect on an 
area in the future, as an Article 4 Direction has no impact on the existing 
HMOs. 

 
The proposed Durham City Article 4 Area 
 
3.47 It is proposed that the area to be covered by an Article 4 Direction would be 

the area defined by the Durham City Conservation area with the addition of 
the areas south of the A690 and Broomside Lane, north of Sunderland Road, 
west of Dragon Lane and north of Sherburn Road. The Article 4 Direction area 
would also differ from the conservation area to the west, where it would 
include the area west of Newcastle Road, bordered by the East Coast 
Mainline, Broom Lane, Neville’s Cross Bank, Lowes Barn Bank and Potters 
Bank.  

 
3.48 The intention is that the Article 4 Direction covers the parts of Durham City 

considered to be most desirable by students taking into account availability of 
facilities and distance from the University. It is these areas where it is 
considered that the concentrations of HMOs affect the wellbeing of the area. It 
should be noted that the boundary does not cover all of the built up elements 
of Durham City. Residential areas where there are lower concentrations of 
HMOs would be excluded from the Article 4 area. 

 
Consultation and objections 
 
3.49 During the process of making an Article 4 Direction there has to be 

consultation for a period of six weeks. The representations are then 
considered and a decision is made as to whether to proceed with the Article 4 
Direction. Following the consultation, the comments made will have to be 
carefully considered.  

 
3.50 As examples Sunderland City Council note that they received two responses 

in support of their Article 4 Direction and no written responses opposing it. 
They did receive a phone call from a landlord who wanted be able to 
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interchange between the C3/C4 Uses without the need for planning 
permission. 

 
3.51 Manchester City Council record that ten people / organisations made 

representations, of which six were in support of the Direction and three were 
objecting /raising concerns. One comment did not express support for or 
objection to the Article 4 Direction but wanted clarification. In the Council 
Confirmation of Article 4 Direction report, Manchester note 7 points raised by 
those supporting the Direction and 8 by those opposing 

 

Case Study 
Manchester Delegated Powers Report – Confirmation of Article 4 Direction – 
17 January 2011 
 
Ten people/organisations made representations, of which six were in support 
on the Direction and three were objecting/raising concerns. One comment did 
not express support for or objection to the Article 4 but asked for clarification 
on certain points.  
 
Supporting representations 
People and organisations who supported the Article 4 Direction felt that high 
concentrations of HMOs caused problems in neighbourhoods, including:- 
1. High concentrations of HMOs cause imbalance in communities 
demographically which changes the nature of these areas in terms of the 
facilities offered. 
2. As the character of these areas is eroded long terms residents have left, to 
be replaced by a transient adult population. 
3. The amount of housing suitable and available for families has been 
reduced as owner occupation levels fall. 
4. Environmental problems associated with HMOs themselves as they are 
often grossly expanded and frequently neglected: for example refuse in 
gardens, overflowing bins, ‘to let’ signs. 
5. Anti-social behaviour such as late night noise from individual houses as 
well as from bars and clubs. 
6. Increased crime. 
7. There should be an outright moratorium on HMO formation in specific 
areas. 
 
Objecting representations 
Organisations which objected to the introduction of an Article 4 Direction or 
had concems about the potential impact of a Direction once it comes into 
effect raised the following issues: 
A. A citywide Article 4 Direction is not justifiable or necessary: problems 
associated with high concentrations of HMOs are confined to a few streets 
only and do not overlap significantly with the non-student population. 
B. Other parts of Manchester suffer from more serious forms of anti-social 
behaviour and they do not have high concentrations of HMOs. 
C. Identified areas with high concentrations of HMOs should be exempt from 
any restrictive policies and identified as a student community’. 
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D. Introduction of an Article 4 Direction is contrary to the government’s 
objective to remove unnecessary planning applications from the system. 
E. The evidence used to justify the Article 4 Direction relates to issues such 
as anti-social behaviour etc which are not planning considerations. 
F. Object to the negative assumptions made about occupants of HMOs, 
particularly students. The universities are a key driver for the economy in 
Manchester and their efficient operation should not be undermined. 
G. Concerns about the unintended negative consequences once an Article 4 
Direction comes into effect such as rental increases which could affect  
student numbers and the need for a rigorous enforcement regime. 
H. The Council needs to make it clear that the Article 4 Direction can be 
amended quickly in response to strategically important developments as they 
arise. 
 
In response to the representations, it was noted that the number in support is 
greater than the number against and that this provided the basis for the 
justification of the Article 4 Direction. . 
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4.0 Regulation 7 Direction 
 
Introduction 
 
4.1 The amount of lettings boards in certain areas around the City have caused 

some people concern over the years. As a result, after consultation since 
2010 in the Conservation area of Durham City, the council has issued a 
Voluntary Code of Conduct. The requirements of the Code for the display of 
adverts promoting Student Lettings within Durham city area are as follows: 
 No more than two boards from a single agent being displayed in a street 
 No multiple boards on a single property 
 No To-let boards being displayed when a window notice is displayed 

advising the property is let 
 No boards displayed prior to 1st Nov or after 31st Jan 
 No Boards displaying 'let-by' after the 14 days permitted after completion 

of the let. 
 All Boards should relate to the property on which they are displayed 
 No generic adverts being displayed in the guise of a to-let board 

 
4.2 There will always be some boards visible as the lettings agencies are 

businesses and need to advertise. There will never be a situation where there 
are no boards. The Code also only applies to lettings boards and not sale 
boards. Neither the Code nor legislation applies to boards placed inside 
windows.  

 
4.3 The Code of Conduct is working. Two estate agents are not complying fully 

but have reduced the number of boards they display. There is photographic 
evidence of the reduction in boards that has happened over the period the 
Code has been in place.  

 
4.4 The legislation14 states that boards must be taken down 14 days after the 

tenancy has been created but it is difficult for the Council to show exactly 
when the contract was exchanged. Some properties take longer to let than 
others meaning the boards are up for longer. These properties are often 
owned by landlords who don’t live in the area and perhaps take less care of 
the properties making them less desirable to tenants. 

 
4.5 There has been an increase in the number of lettings companies. Some of 

these companies are subsidiaries or linked to existing lettings companies. 
These new companies are sticking to the rules but the overall effect is a small 
increase in the number of boards. 

 
4.6 Landlords should not be displaying boards if the dwelling has been fully let. 

However the Council is aware that some landlords, for example, with a six- 
bed property may let five of the six rooms leaving the sixth vacant thus 
theoretically still needing a lettings board on the outside of the property. 

 

                                            
14
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The Legislation 
 
4.7 The Town and Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) Regulations 

2007 specify a number of cases where boards are given consent 
automatically (Deemed Consent) and therefore can be displayed without 
Express Consent from the local planning authority.  

 
4.8 If any of the conditions for Deemed Consent are not satisfied, then the display 

requires Express Consent from the Council.  
 
4.9 In cases where boards displayed with Deemed Consent are detracting 

seriously from the character or appearance of buildings or streets or cause 
serious injury to the general amenity of an area, the Secretary of State can 
issue a Direction (under Regulation 7 of the 2007 Regulations) cancelling 
Deemed Consent rights in the area(s) specified in the Direction. Therefore the 
display of all ‘To Let’, ‘For Sale’ and similar boards needs Express Consent 
from the Local Planning Authority. 

 
Options / Issues 
 
4.10 The voluntary code has had an effect in Durham City reducing the number of 

boards put up by landlords or agents. Implementation of a Regulation 7 
Direction would have implication in terms of staff time available for 
enforcement and prioritisation of enforcement issues. Should a student 
housing licensing or accreditation scheme be introduced, then conditions 
could be added to cover the use of letting boards.  

 
Next steps 
 
4.11 Statistical analysis shows that in 2009 there were 869 boards displayed in 

2009 and 345 in 2015. The number of complaints have reduced from 99 in 
2009 to 8 in 2015 (June). This is against a background of an increase in the 
number of agents from 13 to 23 in six years.  It is therefore considered that 
the voluntary code has had a positive effect in Durham City. On this basis it is 
not considered that a Regulation 7 Direction is required at the current time 
although this will be kept under review. 
 

Case Studies 
An article in Planning Resource15 published on 19 September 2014 looked at 
the experience Newcastle had introducing a Regulation 7 Direction and 
compared it with Leeds who introduced a Direction in 2006. In Newcastle 
consultations on the direction option began in 2011. The council formed a 
stakeholder group early on, involving residents, councillors, landlords and 
agents. It undertook surveys in March and September 2012 and in January 
2014 to ascertain the number and density of boards displayed across the 
proposed area. The findings, with supporting photographs, were used to 
compile an updated evidence report in April 2014. 
 

                                            
15
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The initial request for ministerial approval of the direction, submitted in July 
2013, prompted three objections. The secretary of state requested a public 
hearing, which took place May 2014. The council was informed that the 
application had been successful in August. 
 
The council consulted on three options: continuing with a voluntary ban; 
introducing restrictions on size and position; or a ban on all boards without 
express consent. There was a general consensus in favour of a complete 
ban, not only among residents but also lettings businesses, who felt this 
would provide a level playing field.  
 
Other cities have successful applied for a regulation 7 direction but it is 
thought Newcastle may be the first big city to be granted a complete ban over 
such a large area. 
 
The article compared the experience in Leeds. Leeds City Council first 
introduced a Regulation 7 Direction in 2006 in Headingley, Hyde Park and 
Woodhouse in response to high concentrations of letting boards. Rather than 
imposing a blanket ban, the council allows boards to be displayed where they 
comply with a locally agreed code. The council also operates a voluntary code 
in adjacent areas, enforced mainly by community groups and landlord 
associations. 
 
In the view of Leeds Council the timescale taken to gain approval of the 
Direction in Newcastle was typical. For example building consensus between 
stakeholders is a crucial part of the process and requires a long lead-in time. 
Eight years after the Leeds direction procedure came in, the consensus 
among stakeholders is that it has been a success. However, it has not been 
without difficulties. Preparing the direction and enforcing the code has placed 
considerable pressure on resources. 
 
In Leeds community expectations now have to be managed with a view to 
potential expansion of the area covered, despite widespread support among 
stakeholders. Some landlords and agents try to circumvent the direction, for 
example by displaying posters in windows. This frustrates residents and 
landlords who do abide by the code. 
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5.0 Additional Licensing Scheme 
 
Introduction 
 
5.1 Local authorities already have to license HMOs that are over three storeys as 

part of the mandatory licensing scheme.  
 
5.2 The Housing Act 2004 Part 2 provides councils with the powers to introduce 

licensing of privately HMOs in specific areas. Additional licensing schemes 
are no longer subject to Government approval, but can only be enacted where 
there is sufficient evidence to support them. Section 56 of the Housing Act 
2004 gives powers to local housing authorities to designate areas, or the 
whole of the area, within their district, as subject to additional licensing in 
respect of some or all of the HMOs in its area that are not already subject to 
mandatory licensing. 

 
The Legislation 
 
5.3 Before making an additional HMO licensing designation for a particular type of 

HMO, or for a particular area, a local authority must: 
 

 Consider that a significant proportion of the HMOs of that description in the 
area are being managed sufficiently ineffectively as to give rise, or to be 
likely to give rise, to one or more particular problems either for those 
occupying the HMOs or for members of the public 

 Have regard to any information regarding the extent to which any codes of 
practice approved under section 233 have been complied with by persons 
managing HMOs in the area in question 

 Consider whether there are any other courses of action available to them 
(of whatever nature) that might provide an effective method of dealing with 
the problem or problems in question 

 Ensure that the exercise of the power is consistent with its overall housing 
strategy 

 Seek to adopt a co-ordinated approach in connection with dealing with 
homelessness, empty properties and anti-social behaviour affecting the 
private rented sector, both as regards combining additional licensing with 
other courses of action available to them, and as regards combining such 
licensing with measures taken by other persons 

 Consider that making the designation will significantly assist them to deal 
with the problem or problems (whether or not they take any other course of 
action as well) 

 Consult persons likely to be affected by the designation and consider ny 
representations made in accordance with the consultation and not 
withdrawn. 

 
5.4 In the Housing Act “anti-social behaviour” means conduct on the part of 

occupiers of, or visitors to, residential premises which causes or is likely to 
cause a nuisance or annoyance to persons residing, visiting or otherwise  
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Property Condition 
 
5.5 Durham County Council commissioned BRE to carry out a feasibility study to 

establish whether there is sufficient evidence to consider introducing an 
Additional HMO Licensing scheme and to identify the key barriers to 
introducing it or making it work in practice. This involved assessing 

 the efficacy of management of the non-licensed HMOs 

 the physical condition of the HMOs 

 the physical condition of the area and environment 

 the incidence and severity of crime and anti-social behaviour in this area 
and other areas of Durham County Council 

 the opinions and ideas of landlords who own the HMOs and those owning 
other tenanted property 

 the opinions of other owners in the area 

 the opinions of residents and occupiers 

 the opinions of partner organisations. 
 
5.6 The report identifies a number of perceived problems that were raised by 

stakeholders: 

 The condition of HMOs 

 Lack of regulation and enforcement 

 Refuse 

 Advertising 

 Anti-social behaviour 

 Communication 

 Lack of sustainable communities 
 

These issues were considered throughout the report. 
 
5.7 In preparation for the BRE report ‘The need for Additional HMO licensing and 

Article 4 Direction in Durham City: a feasibility study (August 2012), external 
surveys were carried out on 619 properties (55 licensed HMOs, 303 
unlicensed HMOs, 248 non-HMOs, and 13 other HMOs). These collected 
information on the external condition of the buildings themselves and on the 
surrounding area. A detailed internal survey of 120 unlicensed HMOs focused 
on internal property condition and asked the students occupiers for their 
views.  

 
5.8 The survey found that HMOs are more likely than non-HMO properties to 

have problems with the exterior repair of the building or 
appearance/management of the exterior and curtilage. The overall level of 
these problems is similar in licensed and unlicensed HMOs, although 
unlicensed HMOs built before 1920 were more likely to have significant 
problems with the external building fabric than licensed HMOs of the same 
age.  

 
5.9 The full survey of 120 unlicensed HMOs undertaken by DCC staff for the BRE 

report provided some useful and objective information on conditions in these 
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properties. Most of these (69%) were two-storey houses, 29% had three 
storeys and 21% were flats. Only six properties had any rooms located in a 
basement. The overall internal condition was scored as fairly poor in about 
10% of cases. The incidence of HHSRS Category 1 or actionable (band D or 
E) Category 2 hazards was significantly less than the national average for all 
private rented accommodation. The most common hazards related to falls on 
stairs, damp and mould, and fire. However, the incidence of HHSRS hazards 
that required action (including those related to fire) was lower than the 
average for private rented housing in England as a whole. 

 
5.10 Percentage of HMOs with actionable HHSRS hazards (n=120) 

Hazard Percentage of Category 1 or high 2 hazards 
Damp and mould    4.2% 
Crowding and space   0.8%  
Falls on the level 0   0.8% 
Falls between levels   3.3% 
Cold      0.8% 
Entry by intruders    0.8% 
Falls on stairs    6.7% 
Fire hazard     4.2% 
Other      5.8% 

  
5.11 The surveyors made a detailed assessment of how far the fire detection 

measures met those specified in the council’s own standard. The survey 
found that 65% of dwellings had a least one bedroom that lacked adequate 
measures. Some 57% lacked adequate measures in kitchens, 54% in living 
rooms and 14% in circulation space. Over half (55%) of surveyed dwellings 
required a fire door to be fitted to the kitchen, a further 40% required one to be 
fitted to the living room and 30% required fire doors fitting to at least one 
bedroom. However, this needs to be put into the context that less than 5% of 
dwellings surveyed presented a fire safety hazard that should have been 
actionable under HHSRS. 

 
5.12 A minority of dwellings had problems with heating and ventilation. Overall, the 

surveyors assessed that only three dwellings had insufficient heating in the 
living room and four had insufficient heating in one or more bedrooms. 
However, in 10% of these 120 dwellings, students reported that they had 
problems with the heating and in 7% that there was not enough hot water. 
Surveyors assessed that 13% had insufficient ventilation in the bathroom and 
7% had insufficient ventilation in the living room. Over 20% had insufficient 
electric sockets in at least one bedroom and 11% had insufficient sockets in 
the kitchen. 

 
5.13 Disrepair to the floors or internal walls was only apparent in one of the 

surveyed dwellings, but dampness was much more common. Some 22% had 
damp problems in the bathroom and 8% in the kitchen. Only 4% of dwellings 
had problems with cleanliness in the bathroom and 3% had such problems in 
the kitchen. However, 19% had some blocked drains at the time of survey and 
38% did not have sufficient drying facilities. 
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5.14 DCC’s own standard specifies that every bedroom occupied by a student 
should be a minimum of 6.5m2 in area. However, the survey found that 32 of 
the 120 HMOs surveyed (26%) had at least one bedroom below this minimum 
size. In 14% of the surveyed properties, students felt that overcrowding was a 
problem. 

 
5.15 The internal survey of unlicensed HMOs involved the surveyors assessing the 

overall interior management of the property as well as noting whether specific 
items were present. Overall, interior management was rated as good in 21% 
of these properties and fairly good in 40%. Overall 10% were assessed as 
fairly poor in this respect with the remainder rated as neither good nor poor. 
Only 43% had the landlord contact details or gas safety certificate displayed 
and less than two thirds (63%) had adequate clothes drying facilities. Some 
95% were assessed as having sufficient refuse storage inside and 93% 
having sufficient refuse storage outside. The surveyors also rated other 
aspects of management on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘no problems’ to 
‘significant problems’. The least problematic aspects related to provision of 
sufficient hot water, electrical supply and hall lighting. The aspects most likely 
to be problematic related to fire safety; 41% were assessed as having 
significant problems with respect to evidence of smoke alarm checks and 8% 
with other maintenance of means of escape. 

 
5.16 The survey also examined the external condition of these properties and of 

other non-HMO properties in Durham to assess whether there were any 
significant differences in the condition of HMOs and non-HMOs. The survey 
assessed structural issues (condition of chimney stack(s), roof structure/roof 
covering, foul drainage, rainwater goods, wall structure/wall surface, windows, 
doors and paths/yards) and management factors (condition of gardens, the 
overall decorative state, the existence of long-term or short-term rubbish/ 
refuse provision and whether vandalism/graffiti are present). HMOs were 
found to be significantly more likely (p<0.001) to have problems relating to the 
building structure and management issues than non-HMOs. However, it is 
important to note that very few HMOs were observed to have major disrepair 
or major management issues. 

 
5.17 The focus groups formed by the BRE researchers and consultation 

questionnaires sent out by them, showed that the different groups varied in 
their perceptions about the condition of HMOs in Durham. Overall, 15% of 
those who responded to the questionnaire felt that poor maintenance of 
privately-rented houses/flats was a significant problem and 13% felt that it 
was a problem. However, this varied considerably by type of respondent – 
only 2% of landlords regarded this as a significant problem, compared with 
16% of students living in HMOs and 28% of owneroccupiers. 

 
Councils Environmental Protection Team 
 
5.18 The Council’s Environmental Protection team deal with complaints and advice 

requests in relation to HMOs. As stated previously these issues are recorded 
on the Civica record management system which has been in place since 
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2011. The categories of requests in relation to HMOs, together with the 
number dealt with from 2011 to 23 December 2014, are listed below: 

 
Request for advice    144 
Poor Management    93 
Other      56 
Disrepair     25 
Unlicensed property    17 
Not to standards    11 
Means of escape    2 
TOTAL     348 

 
5.19 There are a number of enforcement actions that can be taken against  

landlords if officers have concerns about the management of HMOs. Since 
2011, there have been no prosecutions or other enforcement actions taken. 
During this period, informal actions proved to be adequate to resolve all 
concerns. However officers from the Environmental Protection Team haven’t 
found it necessary to go to that formal stage. If there is an issue it is reported 
to the landlord and the matter is put right and the case is closed. 

 
5.20 The Report concluded that an additional licensing scheme would not address 

many of the problems. There are several other courses of action available to 
DCC to deal with the problems related to the properties themselves and any 
nuisance caused. The options include: developing a landlord Accreditation 
Scheme in conjunction with the University that complies with the Unipol code; 
using existing legislation and enforcement powers to tackle poor conditions 
and management standards; and reviewing and improving refuse and 
recycling facilities and services in Durham City 

 
Further legislation 
 
5.21 A number of Statutory Instruments such as The Management of Houses in 

Multiple Occupation (England) Regulations 2006 (SI No 372) provide a 
regulatory framework for how HMOs should be managed. These apply to all 
HMOs whether licensed or not. The particular SI mentioned, sets out a duty 
on the manager of the property to provide information; to take safety 
measures; to maintain water supply and drainage; to supply and maintain gas 
and electricity; to maintain common parts, fixtures and fittings and appliances; 
to maintain living accommodation; and waste disposal facilities. There is also 
a duty to maintain the external parts of an HMO and certain duties imposed 
on the occupiers of HMOs. 

 
5.22 In other words there is an existing legislative framework that imposes duties 

on the manager of an HMO (whether or not licensed), that cover a number of 
areas that objectors to HMOs and the perceived problems they bring raise as 
concerns.  

 
5.23 A decision on whether to introduce an Additional Licensing Scheme is one for 

Neighbourhood Services, but the fact of the existing legislative framework and 
the fact that officers have not needed to issue a formal notice on an HMO 
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owner, is an indication that an Additional Licensing Scheme is unnecessary at 
this time. 

 
Additional actions 
 
5.23 It is stated in paragraph 5.3 above, that before a local authority considers an 

additional licensing scheme, it should consider whether they are any actions it 
could take which it hasn’t done which alleviate the problems raised. Arguably 
Durham County Council hasn’t done this yet. As an example for the last two 
years the Council has been working with the University to develop a Landlord 
Accreditation Scheme. In order to avoid any doubt or confusion over 
responsibilities or liabilities for the operation of the scheme, it is the intention 
of the Council to take sole responsibility for the entire scheme operation. 
Durham University and Durham Students Union have both agreed to this 
change and remain supportive of the proposed aims and objectives of the 
scheme. Details are being finalised and it is hoped the scheme will begin in 
mid-2015. Such a scheme would need time to bed-in before it could be 
evaluated. The success, or failure, of the scheme would be taken into account 
in any re-evaluation of whether additional licensing should be introduced at 
any time in the future.  
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6.0 Summary of Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
 
6.1 As has been mentioned previously none of the options (Article 4 Direction, 

Regulation 7 Direction and Additional Licensing Scheme), can be 
implemented quickly. They will take at least a year to introduce.  Careful 
consideration will need to be given to whether there is sufficient evidence to 
introduce any of the options. In considering the evidence available in relation 
to crime, anti-social behaviour and impact upon residential amenity, it may be 
that there are unreported incidents, which cumulatively have a negative 
impact upon amenity. However this paper, as has been stated earlier, has 
been prepared using reported evidence rather than anecdotal evidence.  

 
6.2. Government guidance16 states that when deciding whether an Article 4 

Direction is appropriate, local planning authorities should identify the potential 
harm which it is intended to address. Specifically in relation to HMOs, 
planning authorities can consider whether the exercise of permitted 
development rights would undermine local objectives to create or maintain 
mixed communities. 

 
6.3 It is suggested that the evidence base in support of the introduction of Article 

4 Direction is finely balanced. Consideration has been given to evidence 
across a range of specific issues (including crime, antisocial behaviour, noise 
and nuisance, appearance of properties, waste, parking and impact upon 
community facilities) the extent to which an Article 4 Direction has the 
potential to support sustainable inclusive and mixed communities and finally, 
consideration has been afforded to the representations made at the County 
Durham Plan Examination in Public. It is considered that ultimately priority 
should be given to the opportunity that an Article 4 Direction would provide to 
support the creation of stronger communities and an Article 4 would support 
this aim by assisting to develop a good mix of housing. 

 
6.4. In some areas of Durham City, private rented shared housing makes up a 

significant proportion of the housing stock, which has led to the argument that 
communities are no longer mixed, and therefore not sustainable. Such 
housing is characterised by a younger, more transient population and this 
affects community stability. An Article 4 Direction will, where appropriate, 
restrain further shared housing by enabling planning control over smaller 
shared houses 

 
6.5  This report has also given consideration to a Regulation 7 Direction and an 

Additional Licensing Scheme. However it is suggested that the evidence to 
date does not support the making of such things at the present. This situation 
will be reviewed periodically, but other actions and interventions such as a 
landlord accreditation scheme should be tried first and given time in order to 
assess their impact. 

                                            
16

 Department for Communities and Local Government Replacement Appendix D to Department of 
the Environment Circular 9/95: General Development Consolidation Order 95, paragraph 2.2  June 
2012 DCLG 
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7.0 Next Steps 
 
7.1 A report will be prepared setting out the case for an Article 4 Direction. In 

respect of a Regulation 7 Direction and an Additional Licensing Scheme, the 
situation will be monitored and separate reports may be prepared in the 
future.  
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Appendix 1:  Impact assessments 

 
 
Finance – Should the ALS proceed, the overall cost to the Council associated with 
the introduction and administration of an ALS will be balanced by income generated 
through the application of an appropriate licence fee. Any financial implications 
arising from the final decision on ALS will be reported through the MTFP. 
 
The introduction of a Regulation 7 Direction will not generate any further income for 
the Council and may incur further costs arising from dealing with any planning 
appeals or as a result of choices having to be made about the use of time and 
resources to enforce the Regulation as against other enforcement.  
 
The introduction of an Article 4 Direction will not generate any further income for the 
Council and may incur further costs arising from dealing with any planning appeals.  
 
Staffing – Within EHCP there is sufficient skilled and experienced staff to address 
the issues associated with HMO’s in Durham City.  
 
The introduction of an Article 4 Direction or Regulation 7 Direction would lead to an 
increase in officer workload resulting from having to process planning applications 
and deal with any appeals.  
 
Risk – The legislative factors for the Council to consider in adopting an additional 
HMO licensing scheme have not been met. Should the Council decide to introduce 
such a scheme anyway, there is a significant business risk that it will face a legal 
challenge by way of a judicial review. This may also be considered to be the same in 
relation to the two possible Directions. 
 
Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty – the report is in line with the 
equality and diversity policies. 
 
Accommodation – None  
 
Crime and Disorder – effective management of HMOs is directly linked to a 
reduction in incidence of ASB 
 
Human Rights – the report adheres to the Human Rights Act.  
 
Consultation – the proposals for the introduction of additional HMO licensing have 
been subject to wide and detailed consultation. This is detailed in the BRE Report.  
 
Procurement – the commissioning of the BRE study was subject to detailed 
discussions and agreement with the Corporate Procurement Manager. There are no 
further procurement issues. 
 
Disability Issues – improvements in HMO housing conditions are directly related to 
improvements in quality of life for all occupiers and visitors of HMOs.  
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Legal Implications – the legal case for the introduction of an additional HMO 
licensing scheme has not been met.  
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Appendix 2 
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Appendix 3 

General Regulation XI - Motor Vehicles and Pedal 
Cycles 
(Durham is a comparatively small city and the parking and garaging facilities which it offers are 

limited. The proportion of students to the total population is exceptionally high and the streets, for 

the most part, are exceptionally narrow. The University has neither the space nor the finance to 

enable it to make adequate provision for parking or garaging facilities for more than a very small 

proportion of students and staff. University policy is therefore to strongly discourage unnecessary 

usage of motor vehicles by students within the city, and to work towards restricting student 

parking to those students who exceptionally are required to have access to their own vehicle as 

part of their academic programme.) 

 

*1. A student who keeps or uses a motor vehicle in Durham City must conform with the 

regulations for the parking of vehicles on University or College property which may be issued 

from time to time by the appropriate authorities. 

 

*2. No student may leave a motor vehicle overnight on Palace Green or any other University or 

College car park without written permission from the appropriate University or College authority. 

It should be noted that limitations of space will normally make it impossible for the appropriate 

authorities to grant such permission except in a very small number of cases. 

 

3. Every student of the University who lives within the designated area of Durham City and who 

keeps or causes to be kept for his/her use, any motor vehicle must obtain a University Motor 

Licence issued on the authority of the Deputy Warden on the written recommendation of the 

Head of their College or a duly appointed deputy. 

a) To be eligible for the granting of a licence, a student must be:  

 

i) A graduate living in College, or 

 

ii) An undergraduate living in College accommodation who has exceptional individual special 

needs such as medical need or need related to academic work, or 

 

iii) An undergraduate living in College who will use the vehicle for the agreed purposes of a 

University Department, or a University or College club or society. 

 

iv) A student living out of College provided that no more than two licences will be issued to a 

single residential address. The issue of a licence will be subject to any other parking restrictions 

operating in the area in which the car will be parked or garaged. 
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Please note: an undergraduate student in his/her first year of study will not normally be eligible 

for the granting of a licence except in circumstances covered in (ii) above. 

b) Applications for a licence must indicate what parking or garaging facilities are intended which 

shall be to the satisfaction of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Deputy Warden. 

c) An application for a licence must be made no later than seven days after the vehicle being 

brought into the designated area. Once granted, a licence shall be valid until the end of the 

current academic year. 

d) The issue of a licence will be conditional on the person to whom it is issued being able to 

provide relevant documentation to the Deputy Warden, to include a current insurance policy 

document, vehicle registration (VIN) document and driver’s licence. 

e) The issue of a licence does not in itself constitute permission to park on any land controlled by 

the University for which a separate permit will be required. This includes Palace Green. Such 

permission will only be granted when a specific need is identified. Vehicles entering on to 

University property shall be subject to any additional regulations (eg wheel clamping) as are 

advertised from time to time. 

f) Breaches of regulations may lead to the imposition by the relevant Head of College of fines not 

exceeding levels to be determined annually by Council for first and subsequent offences. 

 

Note: The maximum fine for failing to licence your vehicle is £50 for a first offence and the 

maximum fine for any subsequent offence will be £100.  

g) These regulations do not apply to the short-term hiring of motor vehicles or the receiving of 

driving instruction. 

h) A student who intends to drive a group transport vehicle, or to tow a trailer as part of an 

activity organised through or by the University (including its Colleges, Departments and Student 

Organisations), must comply with relevant sections of the University Health and Safety Manual 

and meet the requirement for the Approval of Drivers. 

i) For the purposes of the above sections: 

i) The Deputy Warden may, on behalf of Council, appoint an appropriate person to administer 

and control the issuing of licences within these regulations. 

ii) The “designated area of Durham City” will be defined from time to time and shall be specified 

areas within a 5-mile radius of Durham Cathedral, within which the Deputy Warden, in 

consultation with the President of Durham Students' Union, deems it convenient to travel on foot 

or by public transport. 

iii) Land controlled by the University and University property will be taken here to include land 

and property owned by the Recognised Colleges of St Chad’s and St John’s. 

 

4. Interference with any barrier, bollard or sign on University property relating to the control of 

vehicle parking, or damage thereto, will be regarded as a breach of these regulations. 
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5. 

(a) Breaches of regulations may lead to the imposition by the appropriate University authority of 

fines not exceeding levels to be determined annually by Council for first and any subsequent 

offences. 

 

(b) With respect to breaches of these regulations occurring on University property, such fines 

may be imposed before a wheel clamp is removed from the vehicle whose driver has not 

observed the University's parking regulations. Permission to bring a motor vehicle on to 

University or College property at any time may also be withdrawn temporarily or permanently. 

 

Note: The maximum fine for a first offence other than a Residential Vehicle Licensing Offence will 

be £50 and the maximum fine for any subsequent offence will be £100. 

6. Cycles brought onto University property must not be left in a position where they are likely to 

create a hazard, obstruct other vehicles or pedestrians, or access to buildings; nor must they be 

taken inside any University building. In the event of a breach of this regulation the University 

reserves the right to remove the offending cycle (including removal of any locking device) and to 

impose a fine not exceeding a level to be determined annually by Council upon the owner before 

he or she is again allowed to take possession of the cycle. 

Note: The maximum fine will be £50. 

 

7. For the purpose of the above sections "the appropriate authorities" shall be as prescribed from 

time to time by Council. Until further notice they shall be as follows:- 

(a) For all College property: the Head of College concerned, or a duly appointed deputy. 

 

(b) For all other University property: the Director of Estates and Buildings or his/her Deputy. 

The above authorities may from time to time prescribe such additional regulations as they shall 

see fit for the control or the use or parking of motor vehicles in the areas for which they are 

responsible. 

 

(c) In other cases: the City Liaison Officer or, in his or her absence, a Pro-Vice-Chancellor. 

*Separate regulations on motor vehicles and pedal cycles apply to students at the Queen's 

Campus, Stockton. 
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Appendix 4 - Detailed Student Population Projections – University 

 
 

Total Total Total Total Total Total

3,369 3,360 3,380 3,395 3,399 3,400

3,291 3,282 3,302 3,316 3,320 3,321

55% 55% 55% 55% 55% 55%

98% 98% 98% 98% 98% 98%

6,779 6,954 6,974 7,001 6,961 6,981

1,502 1,278 1,258 1,244 1,240 1,239

25% 21% 21% 21% 21% 21%

22% 18% 18% 18% 18% 18%

2,129 2,067 2,092 2,114 2,133 2,141

1,256 1,156 1,156 1,156 1,156 1,156

21% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19%

59% 56% 55% 55% 54% 54%

1,205 1,235 1,248 1,284 1,312 1,319

343 289 289 289 289 289

6% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

28% 23% 23% 23% 22% 22%

13,482 13,616 13,693 13,793 13,805 13,841

6,392 6,005 6,005 6,005 6,005 6,005

6,741 6,808 6,847 6,897 6,903 6,921

47% 44% 44% 44% 43% 43%

7,090 7,611 7,688 7,788 7,800 7,836

777 729 729 729 729 729

663 622 622 622 622 622

75% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70%

85% 85% 85% 85% 85% 85%

1,281 1,388 1,428 1,481 1,444 1,451

177 235 235 235 235 235

20% 26% 26% 26% 26% 26%

14% 17% 16% 16% 16% 16%

13 63 83 103 103 103

8 30 30 30 30 30

1% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

62% 48% 36% 29% 29% 29%

34 33 35 37 39 40

2

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

6% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2,105 2,213 2,275 2,350 2,315 2,323

850 887 887 887 887 887

1,053 1,107 1,138 1,175 1,158 1,162

40% 40% 39% 38% 38% 38%

1,255 1,326 1,388 1,463 1,428 1,436

4,146 4,089 4,109 4,124 4,128 4,129

3,954 3,904 3,924 3,938 3,942 3,943

57% 57% 57% 57% 57% 57%

95% 95% 95% 96% 96% 96%

8,060 8,342 8,402 8,482 8,405 8,432

1,679 1,513 1,493 1,479 1,475 1,474

24% 22% 22% 21% 21% 21%

21% 18% 18% 17% 18% 17%

2,142 2,130 2,175 2,217 2,236 2,244

1,264 1,186 1,186 1,186 1,186 1,186

18% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17%

59% 56% 55% 53% 53% 53%

1,239 1,268 1,283 1,321 1,351 1,359

345 289 289 289 289 289

5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

28% 23% 23% 22% 21% 21%

15,587 15,829 15,968 16,143 16,120 16,164

7,242 6,892 6,892 6,892 6,892 6,892

7,794 7,914 7,984 8,072 8,060 8,082

105% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

46% 44% 43% 43% 43% 43%

8,345 8,937 9,076 9,251 9,228 9,272

(50% target)

Total

(50% target)
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(50% target)

Number

Beds Taken

Number

Beds Taken
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Cabinet 
 

15th July 2015 
 

Review of Fixed Play Provision  
 

Key Decision NS/14/11 
 

 

 
 

Report of Terry Collins, Corporate Director Neighbourhood 
Services 
Cllr Maria Plews, Portfolio Holder Leisure, Libraries & Lifelong 
Learning 
 
Purpose of the Report 

1. The purpose of this report is to approve a development framework for future 
play provision within the County.  The framework supports the Council’s 
continued commitment to play by establishing a minimum core offer for fixed 
play provision in order to develop fairer and more equitable access to play 
across the County in the future. 
  

2. Whilst providing a framework to shape and inform decisions on future 
provision the report recommends the retention of all existing play sites with 
the exception of a small number that are beyond economic repair. The report 
also proposes how the framework outcomes can be achieved by further 
working with members, community groups, Parish and Town Councils. 
 

Background 

 
3. Play is an essential part of every child’s life. It allows them to discover a sense 

of wellbeing, develop their emotional responses and helps them to manage 
risk. It improves their interpersonal skills and increases their ability to interact 
with other children in their community. It also has many health benefits in 
terms of helping prevent obesity and increases resilience to mental health 
problems.  

4. The Council recognises play as an important aspect of their corporate 
ambitions, with its strong cross cutting links across the Altogether Better for 
Children and Young People, Altogether Healthier and Altogether Safer 
Partnerships.  It is therefore important that the Council embraces this and 
goes forward with developing a fair and equitable offer for fixed play provision 
across the County in order to address the current imbalances. 

5. Public health in County Durham has developed the Healthy Weight Strategic 
Framework which seeks to achieve a sustained upward trend in healthy 
weight for children and for all adults by 2020.  This review supports one of the 
key strategic actions within the framework ‘to maximise affordable 
opportunities available to become physically active’.  Fixed play provision 
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clearly provides such opportunities and makes a positive contribution to this 
agenda.  

6. The Council has continued to recognise the importance of play, and since 
2009, following the move to a unitary authority, has continued to work with 
communities to further develop play provision. The Authority was successful 
in obtaining Playbuilder Funding of circa £1m and in total has invested in 
excess of £2.1m of capital resources in the development of play over this 
period.   

7. A report was previously presented to Cabinet outlining the Council’s proposals 
to adopt an approach3 to reviewing fixed play provision in order to address 
the substantial variations across the former districts. Cabinet agreed that the 
Council would need to undertake an extensive consultation exercise on this 
approach. The report also addressed short term issues following member 
requests to invest neighbourhood budgets in fixed play whilst this framework 
was in development.  This resulted in a further investment of £350,000.  

8. The report highlighted that the Council is responsible for 176 of the 334 fixed 
play sites in the county. There are increasing pressures from various funding 
sources and community groups to develop new fixed play sites; it is therefore 
necessary to determine a framework for the allocation of resources. This will 
allow the distribution of provision to develop in a more equal and fair manner.  

 
9. It should be noted that the Council also has a number of fixed play sites 

across the County that are aged and in need of significant improvement or 
removal.  Without an agreed framework for the distribution of play sites the 
Council is often criticised and challenged when these play sites are taken out 
of a community.  This issue is intensified if residents perceive that 
neighbouring communities are getting a better offer.   

 
Consultation  

10. In developing a framework, consultation was undertaken in three stages. A 
comprehensive engagement plan was developed and delivered for each 
stage. The first stage, presented a proposed minimum core offer which 
related to the settlement hierarchy. The consultation plan set out to consult 
the wider community regarding these proposals before further consultation 
with town and parish councils.  

Phase 1 

11. The method of engagement for phase 1 was primarily based on a web survey 
along with presentations at AAP Forum Events. A full range of 
communications mechanisms were used to raise awareness of the 
consultation and information was widely circulated to countywide 
organisations and individuals including One Point Service, youth 
centres/clubs, schools extranet, customer access points, libraries, leisure 
centres and media releases. The following is a summary of the key findings 
from the 224 questionnaires received from the general public:  

• 82% of respondents felt play provision should be based on the current 
population of young people not the settlement hierarchy. 
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• More than three-quarters of respondents felt main towns should be 
divided into play sectors. 

• Proximity to other facilities was the most common factor which should 
influence the location of play sites. 

12. The consultation did not require any changes to the previously reported 
minimum core offer other than it should be linked to child population instead of 
the settlement hierarchy. This resulted in an extensive exercise to determine 
child population in relation to developing the play offer.  

 
Phase 2 

 
13. The second phase of consultation focused on how future and current 

provision would be affected if the proposed core offer were to be 
implemented. This consultation was primarily with Town and Parish Councils 
and social housing providers in the form of three countywide workshops, 
officers also presented at the County Durham Association of Local Councils 
meeting.   
 

14. All of the 115 Town and Parish Councils received a briefing note setting out 
the proposed core offer following stage 1 of the consultation, and were invited 
to the workshops. Seventeen Town and Parish Councils attended with one 
other Town Council providing a written response. The following is a summary 
of the key findings : 
 

• Overall agreement with the proposed county-wide minimum Core Offer (as 
outlined below); 

• Overall agreement with the proposed play site types (A,B,C); 

• Overall agreement with splitting up of larger towns and settlements into 
play sectors; 

• There was a general willingness to investigate further the transfer of play 
sites which would be deemed beyond the minimum core offer as part of 
this framework.  

 
15. In general the consultation process provided a positive response to the 

proposals put forward, with both processes clearly supporting the need for a 
countywide strategic approach to the distribution of children’s play.    
 
Phase 3 
 

16. The third and final stage of the consultation focused on elected members with 
subsequently a particular focus on the larger settlements in County Durham 
which have a child population greater than 1,000. The report sets out below 
the application of play sectors for these settlements.  
 

17. Officers attended group meetings and provided an overview of the work to 
date and the proposed framework. There was general acceptance on how the 
minimum core offer was to be applied across the county; however, further 
consultation was requested on the use and location of play sectors.  
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18. A further 15 consultation events took place with the elected members whose 
electoral divisions fell within the 15 settlements initially listed. The following is 
a summary of the key outcomes 
 

• Greater clarity on how new housing development will impact upon the 
provision of fixed play 

• Additional play sectors for Consett, Durham City and Stanley 

• An acceptance of the play sectors for Crook and Shildon, however, an 
agreement that investment be prioritised initially to sites at Glenholme and 
Hackworth Parks. 

• Peterlee and Horden (initially one settlement) be dealt with as two 
independent settlements for the purpose of play sites 

• Removal of Dalton-Le-Dale from the Seaham settlement 

• The redrawing of play sector boundaries in Anfield Plain 

• A number of minor corrections to the location and type of play site defined 
on the maps 

 
Minimum Core Offer  
 
19. The consultation process has clearly identified that child population should be 

the key factor in determining the Council’s Minimum Core Offer.  The previous 
report used The County Durham Settlement Study Hierarchy to align future 
fixed play provision to settlement type. However, the categories (type A, B or 
C) of play provision remain unchanged.  

 
20. In the absence of any national guidance it is proposed that the starting point 

for the provision of fixed play in the future be set at 100 children of the age of 
16 and under.    

 
21. Therefore, the future offer of fixed play is: 

 
Settlements with fewer than 100 children and young people - aged 16 
and under. 

 

• No fixed play provision allocated, however, a suitable play space 
should be identified and protected for the purpose of child’s play. 

 
Settlements with Children and young people numbers within 100/200 
 

• Type ‘A’ - Younger Children’s Fixed Play site suitable for children aged 
8 years and under. These areas usually have no more than 5 items of 
equipment (of different types).  

 
Settlements with Children and young people numbers within 201/500 
 

• Type ‘B’ - Younger / Older Children’s Fixed Play site suitable for 
children aged up to 12 years. These areas may have 5 to 8 items of 
equipment (of different types).  

 
Settlements with Children and young people numbers are within 501/999  
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• ‘Type ‘C’ - Items of fixed play suitable for all ages including teenage 
provision. These provide for social interaction as well as activities such 
as skateboarding, trim trails, BMX bikes and ball court space. In some 
cases they may consist solely of a ‘youth shelter’ in an appropriate 
open area. These areas do not include provision for motorised sports. 

 
Settlements with children and young people numbers exceeding 1000  
 

• Play Sectors – Settlements with children and young people’s 
populations in excess of 1,000 are significant urban areas in which 
main roads, railways and other infrastructures may limit the safe 
movement within these settlements. The allocation of provision has 
therefore been divided into play sectors, taking into account the local 
constraints presented in each settlement.  Each ‘sector’ will qualify for a 
play site (please note that it is not possible to allocate child population 
numbers to each sector as they are not coterminous with data models 
for population spread such as parish wards or lower super output 
areas).  
 

• Within such areas the total population size will therefore not be the 
determining factor in determining the number of sites but more so the 
complexity of the settlements infrastructure. A smaller town with rail, 
river and main road constraints may therefore receive a greater 
allocation than a larger town without such constraints to safe 
movement. For example 

 
Durham City has a child population of 4,794 and is dissected by the 
A1M, A690, A691, A167, East Coast Railway Line and the River Wear. 
It is divided into 12 play sectors.  
 
Consett has a child population of 5,779 and is dissected by the A691 
and A692.  It is divided into 8 play sectors  
(See appendix 2 for maps of the proposed sectors for the above) 

 

• Within these settlements consideration needs to be given to the overall 
play offer. Each play sector will be allocated a type B provision. 
However, it is recognised that there will be a mix of type A,B,C 
provision across the settlement.    

 
22. Where two or more settlements are within close proximity or adjoining, then 

the combined total of children and young people may be taken into 
consideration when determining the play type. Any decision to adjoin 
settlements will be made in consultation with local members.  
 

23. It is recognised that child populations will fluctuate, and officers will review 
settlement population data as and when it is published. New housing 
developments will also change the allocated provision of a settlement and an 
approach to this is set out below.  

 
24. With a total of 247 settlements across County Durham it is inevitable that a 

number will fall below the starting point for the provision of fixed play.  It is 
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important that in these areas that green space is protected to ensure children 
have a safe place to play, as advocated by Play England.  

 
25. It should be noted that the above is intended as a minimum core offer.  Town 

and Parish Councils as well as other organisations may choose to provide in 
excess of this offer.  The prioritisation of future Council capital investments 
and indeed funding opportunities will be to ensure the minimum core offer is 
delivered across the County.  This framework will provide a strategic 
approach to ensure this is achieved. 

 
26. There are 158 fixed play sites across the County that are under Town and 

Parish Council, Community or private developer ownership or management 
and in many areas they are the sole provider of these facilities. It is proposed 
that this provision contributes to determining whether the core offer is met.  
 

Housing Developments 
 

27. Housing developments impact upon both population figures and the physical 
boundaries of a settlement.  It is important that play provision is reviewed at 
the earliest stages of planning.  Historically developers have created play 
sites to enhance their developments and assist sales with a view that the 
council will adopt the site.  
 

28. This approach is not sustainable and it is important that early needs 
assessment takes place.  If a new development does not significantly 
increase the population or change the settlement boundary then it is unlikely 
that additional play sites will be adopted. Developers could however, be 
required to invest in existing sites elsewhere in the settlement or indeed take 
a decision to develop and maintain their own site in perpetuity.  The latter is 
often done by the developer charging an annual fee to residents. 
 

29. The Council will not intervene in developer – resident arrangements unless 
the provision aligns with this framework i.e. the settlement or play sector does 
not meet the minimum offer. Furthermore the adoption of any site must also 
pass the standards test and the Council will refuse to adopt sites that are not 
to standard regardless of whether the offer has been met.  
 

30. There will be developments that are significant enough to require additional 
play sites as they either create new play sectors or increase child population 
figures to a level at which fixed play is required. The council will work with the 
developer in designing appropriate play and ensuring the site is constructed to 
an accepted standard.  These sites will be adopted and will be subject to a 
commuted sum for their ongoing maintenance.  
 

31. If a settlement has existing play and a new development increases the child 
population to a level that changes the type of provision, an assessment will 
take place with an emphasis on improving existing provision rather than 
creating additional. This will be conducted in consultation with elected 
members and Town or Parish Councils.  
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Impact of Proposal   
 
32. To understand the outcome of the proposals Appendix 3 identifies County 

settlements, their under 16 population, the proposed minimum core offer that 
should be achieved and the current provision from the Council as well as 
Town and Parish Councils.  
 

33. The key outcomes of applying this framework are the identification of: 
 

• 15 settlements that do not meet the proposed Core Offer of which: 
 

� 6 have no provision 
� 5 play sectors require provision 
� 4 require an increased or enhanced offer. 

 
� 80 play sites are beyond the minimum core offer of which 10 

play sites are considered as being beyond economic repair. 
 
Next Steps  

 
34. The purpose of any framework is to provide a context in which future 

decisions can be made. Having developed the nature and scope of a 
proposed minimum core offer the above section considers this against current 
provision. With this insight  the following recommendations are proposed as 
next steps:  
 

• The 15 settlements identified as having below the minimum offer are 
prioritised for development. A funding strategy is to be developed that 
considers all opportunities that exist for grant and partnership funding 
including the allocation of 106 monies. These settlements in 
alphabetical order are: 

 
1. Blackhall Colliery and Rocks 
2. Burnopfield 
3. Castle Eden  
4. Chester-le-Street 
5. Consett 
6. Crook 
7. Easington Village 
8. Ebchester 
9. Flinthill 
10. Perkinsville 
11. Shildon 
12. Stanley 
13. Station Town 
14. Wellfield 
15. Wheatley Hill 

 

• Although the framework identifies a number of sites above the core 
offer, these sites will be retained and maintained whilst they provide an 
attractive and sustainable play opportunity. Of the 80 sites which fall 
into this category 10 are currently beyond economic repair, interest has 
been shown regarding 5 of the sites which could be transferred into 
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Town or Parish Council ownership, with the respective councils 
committing to develop the site. The remaining five should be removed 
for reasons set out below. 

 
Sites to be transferred  

 
1. Broompark Play Area (transfer completed) 
2. David Terrace, Quarrington Hill  
3. Finchale Avenue, Brasside  
4. Station Road, Waterhouses (transfer completed) 
5. South Lea, Witton Gilbert 
 
 

Sites for removal  
 

1. Clink Bank, Witton Gilbert, this is one of 4 play sites located in the 
village and is in a very poor condition. There has been recent 
investment in 2 other sites within the village of which the parish and 
community chose as their preferred locations.  

 
2. Dunelm Place, Shotton Colliery; this site currently has one piece of 

equipment which is damaged located in a fenced area with safety 
surfacing.  

 
3. Hillside View, Sherburn Village; this site currently sits on the edge 

of the village in a poor location with 3 pieces of equipment in excess 
of 30 years old. The community invested to develop a new site at the 
leisure centre as opposed to refurbishing this site due to its location 
issues. 

 
4. Racecourse, Durham City; this site currently has 3 pieces of 

equipment that are dated and unattractive. The site does not sit 
within a dedicated community and recent investment has been made 
into the St Oswalds site within the same play sector. It is however, 
noted that this site does attract visitors who use the riverside walks 
and any future developments in this area should consider some play 
provision. 

 
5. St Johns Road, High Pittington; The community have recently 

invested in another site within the village which was chosen as the 
preferred location. The site is unattractive and in a poor condition 
whilst being close to elderly accommodation.  

 

• Further work via the ‘Big Ask’ will take place in relation to further 
exploring the potential for communities to take responsibility for these 
play sites. 

 
35. The above steps will all be undertaken in liaison with elected members, Town 

and Parish Councils and local communities.  In five areas where fixed play 
sites need to be removed efforts will be made to protect the space for informal 
play.  
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Equality Impact Assessment 
 
36. An EIA has been undertaken and reviewed following consultation phases 

(appendix 4). The framework will however have a greater impact upon young 
people.  

 
Conclusion 

 
37. The Council recognises the importance of play alongside the need to set out a 

framework for the future investment in play provision across the County. The 
consultation clearly identifies that our communities and partner organisations 
also value play provision. It is a recommendation of this report to retain a 
number of sites beyond the minimum core offer set out within the framework, 
clearly demonstrating that Durham County Council is committed to children’s 
play. On this basis the council will retain 166 of its current 176 sites. It is 
hoped that a further five will be transferred as part of the Big Ask whilst five 
will be removed as they have reached the end of their operational life. 
 

38. The consultation exercise demonstrated that residents support the fair 
distribution of fixed play through the establishment of the minimum core offer 
based primarily on child age population.   

 
39. In the absence of any national guidance, officers have been required to 

develop local standards in order to establish a fair and equitable core offer for 
Council provision. The Council requires this strategic framework to assist in 
prioritising future capital and revenue spend.  

 
40. The Council will continue to designate officer time in supporting communities 

in developing opportunities that they are able to sustain beyond a core offer. 
However it recognises the need to sustain and develop play in a controlled 
manner that allows for a high quality of service.  

 
41. The Council often has to make decisions which are unpopular when play sites 

are in poor condition.  The framework is intended to help direct investment 
into existing facilities rather than the creation of new ones if they are not 
deemed necessary.  
 

42. During the phase 2 consultation four Town & Parish Councils have expressed 
an interest in transferring ownership of 5 of the 10 play sites currently 
identified as beyond economic repair, 2 of which have now been transferred. 
This clearly demonstrates a willingness from partners to protect play 
opportunities beyond this core offer and that they share the County Councils 
intention of protecting play sites.  

 
43. The Council continues to invest in play provision and the adoption of a fair 

and equitable framework will strengthen the Councils position in accessing 
funding opportunities as and when they arise.  The core offer will be used to 
determine investment priorities, focusing, firstly on gaps in provision. Ensuring 
that both internal and external investment is targeted to the areas of greater 
need. 

 
44. The Town and Parish provision is of great value and the Council will continue 

to work with this sector to develop better play opportunities.  The Council 
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remains committed to providing opportunities for children and young people 
and will continue to invest in play. Play sites will only be removed for reasons 
of safety and economic viability. The removal of any play facility is a last 
resort and the Council will always seek to find alternatives to play site 
removal.  

 
Recommendations and reasons  
 
45. It is recommended that: 

a. The Council continues to support play across the County through the 
provision of fixed play sites.  

b. 166 of the Council’s 176 play sites are retained and maintained; the 
remaining 10 play sites identified as being beyond economic repair are 
transferred or removed. 

c. The framework for future provision as set out in this report is adopted 
including:  

i. The use of child populations as the key factor in determining the 
proposed minimum level of provision. 

ii. The thresholds for types of play areas as defined in section 21. 

iii. The use of the defined play sectors in highly populated 
settlements 

d. A funding strategy will be developed that gives priority to the 15 
settlements that are identified as being under provided.  

e. Officers continue to work with Members, Town and Parish Councils 
and local communities through the ‘Big Ask’ to assist in developing 
provision. 

f. The approach to new developments be agreed as set out within the 
report 

 

Background papers 
Cabinet Report 24th July 2012  
2001 census 
2011 census – first data release (DCC document) 
 

Contact:  Stephen Howell Tel: 03000 264577 
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Appendix 1:  Implications 
 
Finance: Capital and Section 106 monies 
 
Staffing: None   

Risk: The risks associated with the implications of this report are identified within a 
risk register.  One risk is identifiable as reportable as set out below.  
 
Risk Description Potential 

Impact 
Measures to mitigate the risk (if not already 
in place, state implementation date) 

Risk 
Owner 

1. If a 
framework for 
Fixed Play 
Provision is 
implemented, 80 
existing play 
sites may 
exceed the core 
offer and 
therefore be 
deemed beyond 
the minimum 
requirement. 

Perceived 
unfairness by 
stakeholders. 
 
Reputational 
damage to the 
Council. 

1. Removal of additional play sites will 
be a last resort. Consultation will 
take place with other providers such 
as Town and Parish Councils 
(where exist) or community groups 
about the possible transfer of 
ownership. 

 
2. Removal of additional play sites will 

be linked to their economic viability 
and safety. 
 
 

Steve 
Howell 

 

The safe provision of play sites is beyond the scope of this report as the Council will 
continue to monitor and repair/remove those play sites not meeting Health and 
Safety requirements.  This will remain unchanged by this report.  

 

Equality and Diversity/Public Sector Equality Duty: An EqIA impact assessment 
has been carried out and is available.  
 
Accommodation: None 

Crime and Disorder: None 

Human Rights: None 

Consultation: The development of the policy has been consulted upon and is set for 
further consultation regarding its implementation. Full consultation results will be 
placed on the councils website following approval of the framework 

Procurement: None 

Disability Issues: Some play sites that will be removed will have dedicated 
equipment for disabled users 

Legal Implications: Legal advice has been sought. Issues relating to funding grants 
will need to be checked before any play site is removed. 
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Appendix 2  
Please refer to attached sample play sector maps for Durham City 2.a and Consett 
2.b 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
Please refer to attached spreadsheet 
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Settlements with over 1000 Appendix 3a.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

A B C D E F G

Settlements (fail 

to meet core 

offer)

0-15 

2001 

census

0-15 

2011 

census 

Number 

Play 

Sectors 

Fixed Play 

DCC 

Ownership 

Fixed Play 

Parish / Town 

Councils

sites beyond economical 

repair 

Annfield Plain & 

suburbs 1433 1192 2 2 0

Barnard Castle 

(including 

startforth and 

Stainton Grove) 1056 1001 5 3 6

Bishop Auckland 

(including West 

Auckland & St 

Helens & South 

Church) 4878 4372 7 8 1

Chester-le-

Street 4310 4051 6 7 2

Consett & 

suburbs 5205 5779 8 7 2

Crook 1560 1711 3 2 0

Durham City 5897 4794 12 16 8 Racecourse  

Ferryhill 2011 1527 3 0 4

Horden 1081 2 0 5

Murton 1314 1204 3 2 4

Newton Aycliffe 5101 5088 8 5 12P
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Settlements with over 1000 Appendix 3a.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

A B C D E F G

Peterlee 5718 3871 5 1 6

Seaham 4126 3973 5 1 8

Shildon 2016 1797 3 1 1

Spennymoor 3103 3187 6 8 5

Stanley & 

suburbs 3495 4198 6 5 0

68 64 1
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Settlements with 500-999 CYP Appendix 3b.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

A K L M N O P Q

Settlements (fail to 

meet core offer)

0-15 2001 

census

0-15 2011 

census Core Offer

Fixed Play 

DCC 

Ownership 

Fixed Play 

Parish / Town 

Councils

sites beyond economical 

repair 

Willington 861 998 C A,B,C

Brandon 808 979 C C

Sacriston 914 950 C C,B

Wingate 699 854 C C

Shotton Colliery 808 848 C A C dunelm place play area

Sedgefield 801 846 C B,B A,C

Chilton 743 821 C B, B,B,C

Coxhoe 646 815 C C

Langley Park 719 782 C C

Blackhall Colliery & 

Rocks 944 774 C B,B,B,B 

Ushaw Moor 624 761 C C B Broompark (transfer to PC)

Easington Village 736 696 C B

Bowburn 668 637 C C

South Hetton 490 609 C A, A,B,C

Great Lumley 639 607 C C

The Trimdons 600 602 C B,C,C

Pelton 650 592 C A,A,C A

Wheatley Hill 592 587 C A

Easington Colliery 498 586 C C,B,B 

Esh Winning 491 580 C C

Burnopfield 530 574 C A,B 

Trimdon Village 574 526 C B C

Ouston 536 522 C C

Lanchester 636 518  C B,B,B,B,C

Sherburn Village 413 515 C C/A hillside view play area

Total 24 33 3
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Settlements with 200-499 CYP Appendix 3 c.

Settlements (fail to 

meet core offer)

0-15 2001 

census

0-15 2011 

census Core Offer

Fixed Play 

DCC 

Ownership 

Fixed Play Parish 

/ Town Councils sites beyond economical repair 

Coundon 522 498 B B

Fishburn 405 498 B A,B,C

Thornley 485 434 B B,B

Tow Law 372 431 B A, A,A B

Bearpark 228 425 B C/B

Fencehouses 

Woodstone Village 269 423 B B B

West Cornforth 460 392 B C

Urpeth 383 B

Witton Gilbert 274 373 B C/B/B/A clink bank and findon avenue play areas

Meadowfield 318 351 B A,B

Wolsingham 288 347 B B

West Rainton 286 337 B C/B

Low and High Etherley 

and Toft Hill 385 331 B B

Tanfield Lea 484 323 B B

Langley Moor 320 310 B B

Bournmoor 362 299 B B

Dipton 264 284 B B

Medomsley 288 281 B B

Pelton Fell 281 274 B C B

Dene Valley 292 269 B C/C A

High and Low 

Pittington 197 268 B C/A St Johns Road, high pittington 

Kelloe 279 265 B C

Sunnybrow 246 264 B C

Evenwood   242 255 B B

Hunwick 181 253 B B

Haswell 184 238 B A,B

Bloemfontein/The 

Middles 108 234 B B
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Settlements with 200-499 CYP Appendix 3 c.

Perkinsville 230 B

Stanhope 229 226 B B,C  A

Tantobie 242 224 B B

Cockfield 207 223 B B

Flinthill 207 219 B

New Brancepeth 188 217 B C/A

Howden le Wear 234 216 B C

Staindrop 182 210 B B

High Shincliffe 165 206 B B

Sherburn Hill 140 206 B B

Craghead 177 200 B C

Total 38 18 3
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Settlements with 100-199 CYP Appendix 3d.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

A K L M N O P

Settlements (fail to meet core 

offer)

0-15  2001 

census 

0-15  

2011 

census Core Offer

Fixed Play DCC 

Ownership 

Fixed Play 

Parish / Town 

Councils

sites beyond 

economical repair 

Ebchester 167 196 A

Bishop Middleham 234 192 A C

Burnhope 201 178 A B B

Station Town 174 A

Gainford 151 171 A B

Grange Villa 157 132 A C

Byers Green 121 130 A A, B

Ludworth 104 127 A C

Newfield Ch Le St 101 126 A B

Stanley Crook 77 125 A C

Leeholme 103 123 A C

Billy Row 157 120 A B

Hesleden 109 120 A B

Kirk Merrington 133 117 A B

Parkhill 129 113 A A/C

Frosterley 99 111 A B

Roddymoor 95 109 A C

Middleton in Teesdale 141 108 A B

Castle Eden 73 106 A

Nettlesworth 37 106 A B

Toronto 80 106 A C

Wellfield 88 106 A

West Pelton 134 106 A B

Quarrington Hill 129 105 A B/A

Church street play 

area
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26

27

A K L M N O P

Total 16 8 1
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

A K L M N O P

Settlements 

0-15 2001 

census 

0-15 2011 

census Core Offer

Fixed Play 

DCC 

Ownership 

Fixed Play 

Parish / Town 

Councils sites beyond economical repair 

Pickering 

Nook/Hobson 105 96

Cassop 84 94 B

Cotherstone 81 89 B

Auckland Park 87

Crookgate Bank 87

Shadforth 48 82 B

Bowes and Gilmonby 40 80 B

Oakenshaw 89 75 C

Brasside 72 A Finchale Avenue play area (Parish to lease )

Haswell Plough 83 70 A

Waterhouses 71 68 B A,B Station Road (Parish to lease)

Esh 79 67

Butterknowle 65 63 B

No Place 89 63 A

Shincliffe 71 63 B

Escomb 72 62 C

Hamsterley Colliery 79 62

Hamsterley Forest 57 62

Witton Park 77 62 C

Ingleton 63 61 C

Hawthorn 67 60 A B

High Handenhold 68 60

Kimblesworth 58 60 C

Plawsworth 42 57

Waldridge 39 55 B

Mickleton 58 53 B

Seaton 52 52

Croxdale 89 50 B/A

Newfield Bishop 74 50 B

Witton le Wear 74 50 A
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32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

A K L M N O P

Hamsterley Mill 75 48

Hutton Henry 93 47 A

Chester Moor 43 46 C

Lambton Park 16 46

Edmondsley 85 45 C

Fir Tree 43 44

Grants Houses 42 40 A

Low Westwood 41 40 A

Sunniside 66 40 C

Broompark 47 39

Tanfield/Sleepy Valley
110 39 C

Woodland 75 39 B

Brancepeth 61 38

East Law 36 37

Eggleston 54 36 B

Westgate 42 36 B

Beamish 51 35

St Johns Chapel 46 35 A

Binchester 54 34 B

Middridge 68 33 B

Stainton 36 33 A

Woodside 31 32

Copley 28 30 B

Hett 40 29

Winston 42 29 B

North Close 56 28

Barningham 31 27

High Hesleden 35 27 B

Rookhope 37 27 B

Cornsay Colliery 38 26 B

Iveston 32 26

Satley 32 26 B

High Grange 52 25

Littletown 21 25 AP
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66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

A K L M N O P

Whorlton 39 25 A

Eastgate 23 23

Edmundbyers 17 22

North Bitchburn 26 22

Ovington 27 22

Ramshaw 22 C

East Hedley Hope 28 21 B

Maiden Law 48 20

Helmington Row 43 19 B

Romaldkirk 27 19 B

Medomsley Edge 61 18

Quebec 30 18 B

Hunderthwaite 14 17

Mordon 40 17

Rainton Gate 7 17

Spring Gardens 23 17

Lartington 17 16

Sunderland Bridge 17 16

Bolam 9 15

Copley Lane 10 15

Wearhead 29 15 A

Little Thorpe 11 14

Rushyford 29 14

High Lands 24 13 A

Leamside 15 13

Rokeby 10 13

South Cleatlam 18 13

Tursdale 10 13 A

Westerton 9 13

Etherley Grange 16 12

Evenwood Gate 14 12

Mainsforth 19 12 A

South Side 15 12

Crawley Side 24 11 A

Crimdon 22 11
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101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

A K L M N O P

Daddry Shield 25 11 A

Ireshopeburn 16 11 B

Wear Valley Junction 14 11

Cleatlam 17 10

Hunstanworth 10 10

Hutton Magna 21 10

Lintzford 5 10

Middlestone Village 13 10 A

Old Quarrington 8 10

Boldron 12 9

Cowshill 22 9 A

High Westwood 10 9

Bradbury 18 8

Esperley 12 8

Wackerfield 5 8

Burnt Houses 6 7

Cornsay 7 7 A

Holmside 21 7

Hummerbeck 12 7

Leasingthorne 8 7

Phoenix Row 10 7

Ruffside 4 7

Lintz Green 5 6

Newbiggin 22 6

Old Cassop 6 6

Sheraton 17 6

Sherburn House 8 6

Blackhouse 15 5

Clough Dene 13 5

Headlam 5 5

Hilton 5 5

Morley 9 5

Wilks Hill 7 5

Lanehead 6 4

Scargill 4 4P
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136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

A K L M N O P

West Blackdene 5 4

Brignall 4 3

Cold Hesledon 3 3

Greta Bridge 4 3

Little Newsham 4 3

Morton Tinmouth 3 3

Muggleswick 18 3

Wycliffe 3 3

High Urpeth 5 2

Dalton-le-Dale A

Total 25 38 2
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Equalities and Diversity Impact Assessment 
 
 

 
REVIEW OF FIXED PLAY PROVISION 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 4 
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Durham County Council – Altogether Better equality impact assessment form 
 

NB: Equality impact assessment is a legal requirement for all strategies plans, functions, policies, 
procedures and services.  We are also legally required to publish our assessments. 
You can find help and prompts on completing the assessment in the guidance from page 7 onwards.  
 

Section one: Description and initial screening 
Section overview: this section provides an audit trail. 

Service/team or section: 
Sport and leisure Services, Outdoor Sport and leisure 

 
Lead Officer: 
 Strategic Manager, Sports and Leisure 
 Planning and Policy Team Leader 

 

Start date: 
02 July 2012 
Reviewed 1st May 2013  
Reviewed 28th October 2013  
Reviewed 23rd January 2014 
Reviewed 1st August 2014 

Subject of the Impact Assessment: (please also include a brief description of the aims, outcomes, operational 
issues as appropriate) 
 
County Durham has a population of just under 500,000, of which 120,000 are children and young people aged 0-19 years, covering 
a large geographical area of 862 square miles.   
 
The review will consider the need to establish a ‘core offer’ of fixed play site provision across County Durham.  This will involve a 
series of consultation activities; initially focussing on -  the factors and considerations that will be used to inform the core offer; the 
identification of bonafide third party groups who may consider adopting sites, in excess of the Council’s offer and capturing the 
views of the area action partnerships in relation to their provision and the delivery of the Council’s offer.  
 

 
Who are the main stakeholders: General public / Employees / Elected Members / Partners/ Specific 
audiences/Other (please specify) –  
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• Children and young people 

• Disabled people 

• Residents and visitors of County Durham  

• Voluntary Sector (community/residents associations) 

• Town and Parish Councils  

• AAP’s 

• Elected members  

• Children’s Trusts 

• Local Children’s Boards 

• Police 

 
Is a copy of the subject attached?  No 
 
If not, where could it be viewed? Please contact Durham County Council’s Outdoor Leisure Services 
Initial screening  
 
The assessment process will remain open throughout the duration of the play review and will be refreshed in parallel with key 
decision making points in the process. 
 
Though play is enjoyed by people of all ages, fixed play facilities are of higher value to children and young people.  
 
 Children and young people should have access to quality play facilities in order to promote health and well being 
 
The review aims to introduce a fairer and more equitable distribution of fixed play sites throughout the county.  
 
Reviewed October 2013  
 
The core offer has not as yet been agreed and as a result further consultation has not taken place. The target date for action 2 is 
now be January 2014 and the EIA review date will adjusted accordingly to January 2014.   
 
Reviewed January 2014 
 
Action 2- Further consultation will take place once core offer has been agreed – target date now adjusted - February 2014 
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Reviewed 1st August 2014 –  
 
Following Phase 2 of the consultation  
 
 
 

 
Prompts to help you: 
Who is affected by it? Who is intended to benefit and how?  Could there be a different impact or outcome for some groups?  Is it 
likely to affect relations between different communities or groups, for example if it is thought to favour one particular group or deny 
opportunities for others?  Is there any specific targeted action to promote equality? 
 

Is there an actual/potential negative or positive impact on specific groups within these headings?  
Indicate :Y = Yes, N = No, ?=Unsure 
Gender 
 

N Disability Y Age Y Race/ethnicity 
 

N Religion 
or belief 

N Sexual 
orientation 

N 

What evidence do you have to support your findings? 
 
Consultation Results (Extracts relating to Equality) 
 
A significant countywide consultation was developed to achieve the broadest possible response, including 
attendance at and feedback from Area Action Partnership events. 
 
Information was forwarded to the County Durham Disability Partnership, with links to the 
online survey, to be circulated to all interested parties. Groups represented include: 

• Gay Advice Durham and Darlington 

• Blind Life Durham 

• Durham Police 

• Learning Disability Parliament 

• County Durham Society for the Visually Handicapped 

• Darlington Association on Disability 
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• Durham City and District Access for All 

• Developing Initiatives Supporting Communities 

• Mental Health Trust 
 
Stakeholder Feedback 
224 responses were received via an online questionnaire and paper surveys  
Feedback from members of eXtreme Sensory Support group was also received 
( 
Consultation Questionnaire – Summary of results 
• Most respondents visited the type of play area which has up to five pieces of 
equipment. 
• Nearly two-thirds of respondents felt play provision should be based on settlement 
type. 
• More than three-quarters of respondents felt main towns should be divided into play 
sectors. 
• Four-fifths of respondents felt play provision should be based on the current 
population of young people, with an age of up to 14 years being considered for play 
provision. 
• Proximity to other facilities was the most common factor which should influence 
distribution of play sites. 
• All four suggested destination parks each received support from more than 70% of 
respondents. 
 
 
 
 
 
Which type of play site do you mainly visit? 
 
 
 
Type of play site Number Percentage 
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Type A (small with up to five items of 
equipment)    

  

75 33.5% 

Type B (large with up to five items of 
equipment)       

 

74 33% 

Type C (large with equipment and other 
facilities such as skate parks, bmx tracks, 
multi use games area) 

 

48 21.4% 

I don't use fixed play sites 

 
27 12.1% 

Total  224 100% 

 

Population  
 
Population 
Allocation of play sites might also be based on population levels within cities, towns and 
villages. This could be based upon: 
• the current overall population levels 
• the current population levels of younger people 
• predictions about the future number of young people 
Question 5: Do you think that the number of fixed play sites should be based on: 
the current overall population of the area yes/no 
the current population of younger people of the area yes/no 
the predicted future population of young people of the area yes/no 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Population base Number of responses received 
 
Percentage of respondents saying ‘yes’ 
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the current overall population 70 46.4% 
the current population of young people 133 81.6% 
the predicted future population of young 
people 

117 75.5% 

 

Question 6: If the population of young people was to be used to inform the fair 
distribution of fixed play sites, up to which age should be considered? 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
Other 
 
 
Age Number of responses received Percentage 
10 3 1.7% 
11 3 1.7% 
12 4 2.2% 
13 0 0.0% 
14 68 38.0% 
15 5 2.8% 
16 53 29.6% 
17 5 2.8% 
18 28 15.6% 
All ages  2 1.1% 
Other  3 1.7% 
Total responses received  179 100% 
   

 

 
 
 
Question 7: What is the main factor that you feel should influence the distribution of play 
sites? 
Population 
Proximity of other facilities P
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Ease of access 
Other 
 
Factor Number of responses received Percentage 
 
 
Population 

42 22.3% 

Proximity of other facilities 74 39.4% 
Ease of access 48 25.5% 
Ability to maintain site 3 1.6% 
Actual/projected use 2 1.1% 
All areas should have facilities 4 2.1% 
All of the options 3 1.6% 
Child population 2 1.1% 
In areas lacking facilities 3 1.6% 
Itinerant population 1 0.5% 
Population & Ease of access 2 1.1% 
Population & Proximity of facilities 1 0.5% 
Settlement locality 1 0.5% 
Proximity to facilities & Ease of access 2 1.1% 
Total responses received 188 100% 

 
Destination Parks 
 
Developing destination parks would make County Durham a more attractive place to live 
and visit and would encourage visitors to spend time participating in the parks attractions. 
A 'Destination park' is defined as: 'a play area that, whether design or otherwise, attracts a 
range of people from a wider area and may be treated as a day out. For instance, it may 
attract users from neighbouring towns or districts.' - Department of Education (DfE) 
County Durham's current destination parks are: 
 
 
Riverside Park, Chester-le-Street 
Hardwick Park, Sedgefield 
It is proposed that Durham County Council develops more destination parks. The 
following are proposed: 
Allensford Park, Consett 
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Wharton Park, Durham City 
Town Recreation Ground, Bishop Auckland 
Scar Top, Barnard Castle 
 
Would you support the creation of destination parks at: 
 
• Allensford Park, Consett 
• Wharton Park, Durham City 
• Town Recreation Ground, Bishop Auckland 
• Scar Top, Barnard Castle 
 
Yes/No/No opinion/don't know 
 
 

 
Location Number of responses received Percentage of respondents saying ‘yes’ 
Allensford Park, Consett 71 71.7% 
Wharton Park, Durham 97 78.9% 
Town Recreation Ground, Bishop Auckland 71 71.0% 
Scar Top, Barnard Castle 73 71.6% 

 
Equalities Information gathered as a voluntary part of the survey 
 
What is your gender? 

Gender  Number of responses 
Received 
 

Percentage 
 

Male 58 33.1% 

Female 117 66.9% 
Total responses 175 100% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
What is your age group? 
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Age group  
 

Number of responses received 
 

Percentage 
 

Under 16 3 1.7% 
16-24 6 3.4% 
25-34 40 22.9% 

35-44 69 39.4% 
45-54 30 17.1% 
55-64 17 9.7% 
 

17 9.7% 

65+ 10 5.7% 
 

10 5.7% 

Total responses 175 100.0% 
 

175 100% 

 
Do you consider yourself to be a disabled person? 
 
 
Disabled Number of responses 

received 
 

Percentage 
 

Yes 9 5.3% 
 

No 160 94.7% 

Total responses 169 100 
No 160 94.7% 
 
 
What is your religion or belief? 
Religion/belief Number of responses received 

 
Percentage 
 

Christian 107 66.5% 
 

None 54 33.5% 
Total responses 161 100% 

 
 
161 100.0% 
 
How would you describe your sexuality? 
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Sexuality Number of responses 

received 
 

Percentage 
 

 

Bisexual 1 0.7%  
Heterosexual 152 99.3% 

 
 

Total 153 100%  
 
 
What is your ethnicity? 
 
Ethnicity Number of responses 

received 
 

Percentage 
 

Mixed race 1 0.6% 
White  158 99.4% 

Total responses 159 100% 
 
eXtreme group Sensory Support – Young People’s feedback on play parks review 
(note – feedback replicated below exactly as received) 
 
The group met on Wednesday 28 Nov and discussed play parks as part the their agenda. 
 
The following comments were made regarding play parks in their local areas and the 
young people came up with some ideas which they feel would improve play parks and 
parks in general. 
 
a) Some villages in County Durham don’t have parks and some places have pay areas and 
parks – it seems unfair that not everywhere is equal. 
 
b On the whole park equipment isn’t oof, its old and adtes and often broken. 
 
c) Because play parks aren’t that nice or invitied they can becaome not well used. When this 
happens they start to be used for the woring think, like people hangig out and drinking. 
 
d) Play parks are usually aimed at young ones and there’s never equipment for older ones, 
this emans that the older ones have nothignto us. They try to use the little stuff and it 
breaks. It also gets them in trouble and means people think they are no good and a 
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nuisance. 
 
e) There are swings, but never enough for a whole friends group, that’s why older ones try 
using little baby swings and break the or get stuck. 
 
f) Paly park should have more to them, if you want children and young people to play hten 
you should provide them with enough stuff to be able to play, like lots of big and small 
swings, advemture stuff suitable for older age groups, seating for parents of younger ones 
and young people, places to shelter, zip wires, bmx tracks, skate parks. 
 
g) If there was lots to do in one area that would be better. 
 
h) If friends could all go along to one pace and everyone had something they could do, go on 
the swings, use their bike or skateboard or just sit and chill that would be better. 
 
i)Not many praks in county durham are inclusive for people with disabilities, the one in 
 
j)Stanhope is good. All play [arks in future should be made to be fully inclusive. 
 
k) Generally parks in County Durham are very boring. They have mainly, flowers, a bowling 
green for old people (where young people aren’t welcome) maye a cricket club that is all 
locked up and a playpark, usually aimed at young children. Park are somewhere young 
people can go to be with their friends but often there’s nothing there for them to do so they 
just wander around ior mess about and make nose, they are often asked to leave parks 
because of this. 
 
l) If parks had more going on then maybe young people wouldn’t get so bored, would be 
doing things that look positive to adulst and therefore they would be left alone and would 
be allowed in parks. 
 

Consultation Phase 2  
 
Summary of Results  
 

• Overall agreement with the proposed core offer 

• Overall agreement with the proposed countywide strategy 

• Overall agreement with the proposed play site types (A,B,C) 
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• Overall agreement with splitting larger towns and settlements into play sectors 

• Other key areas of interest were issues around transfer of sites, maintenance and double taxation, although these topics 

were not directly being consulted on.  

concern as to variation in population because of caravan parks – The proposals are based upon the number children in 

population of the settlement. It should be noted that the Ramshaw facility will not be impacted as it is under the control of the 

Town/parish council.  

children/youngsters moving from one village to another – This refers to children moving from Willington to Oakenshaw. The 

children will have the option of staying in Willington. Children will have the choice as to which play area they want to use, 

however the provision is based upon the settlement.  

provision for older children/teenagers within that particular settlement – the settlement in Great Aycliffe is not at risk. Children 

and Young people will travel to a skate park on their bicycles.  

Choosen sites should take on board any particular wishes of the parents and children of the area – further consultation will take 

place once the policy is implemented to identify local priorities  

Communities divided into distinct and separate areas by roads rivers or major obstructions – each site will be looked at on a 

case by case basis. The council has a duty of care to the public in such cases as Croxdale where the settlement is divided by 

the A167.  

 

The consultation results are available with the report.  

 

 
Decision: Proceed to full impact assessment – Yes    Date:02-07-2012 
If you have answered ‘No’ you need to pass the completed form for approval & sign off. 
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Section two: Identifying impacts and evidence- Equality and Diversity 
Section overview: this section identifies whether there are any impacts on equality/diversity/cohesion, 
what evidence is available to support the conclusion and what further action is needed. 
 Identify the impact : does this 

increase differences or does it 
aim to reduce gaps for 
particular groups? 

Explain your conclusion, 
including relevant evidence 
and consultation you have 
considered. 

What further action is 
required?  
(Include in Sect. 3 action 
plan) 

Gender 
 
 

No negative impact has been 
identified. 

There is no evidence in the 
consultation that gender is an 
issue.  

 

Age 
 
 

The core offer will include a 
range of different types of fixed 
play provision depending upon 
children and young people 
population numbers  
a) equipment suitable for 
children aged 8years and 
under (no more than 5 items of 
equipment)  
b) equipment suitable for 
children aged 12 years and 
under (no more than 4-8  items 
of equipment)  
 
c) equipment suitable for 
children aged 12 years and 
over in addition to the above 
this will include for example 
skate parks BMX tracks and 
ball courts.  
  

See above eXtreme group 
Sensory Support – Young 
People’s feedback on play 
parks review 
 
 
Comments d,e,k 
 
 
 
Comments d,e,f, 
 
 
 
 
Comments d,e,f,h, k,l  
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Seating where appropriate will 
be considered during the 
design phase of fixed play 
provision. 
 
The core offer will focus on 
children and young people 
aged 0-15 years  
 
Positive impact for children and 
parents. It will enable children 
and young people to enjoy the 
outside and play. 
 
Comments from Phase 2 of 
the consultation  
 
Concern as to variation in 
population because of caravan 
parks. 

 

 

 

 

Children/youngsters moving 
from one village to another. 

 

 
These comments will be 
considered within the 
development of the core offer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The proposals are based 
upon the number children in 
population of the settlement. It 
should be noted that the 
Ramshaw facility will not be 
impacted as it is under the 
control of the Town/parish 
council. 

 

This refers to children moving 
from Willington to 
Oakenshaw. The children will 
have the option of staying in 
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Provision for older 
children/teenagers within that 
particular settlement. 

 

 

Choosen sites should take on 
board any particular wishes of 
the parents and children of the 
area  

 

Communities divided into 
distinct and separate areas by 
roads rivers or major 
obstructions   

Willington. Children will have 
the choice as to which play 
area they want to use, 
however the provision is 
based upon the population of 
children within settlement.  

 

The settlement in Great 
Aycliffe is not at risk. Children 
and teenagers will travel to 
skate parks on their bicycles. 

 

Further consultation will take 
place once the policy is 
implemented identifying  local 
priorities. 

 

Each site will be looked at on 
a case by case basis. The 
council has a duty of care to 
the public in such cases as 
Croxdale where the 
settlement is divided by the 
A167.  

 

Disability 
 

Consultation results indicated 
that there should be access to 

Comments  i, j 
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 all fixed play areas. Any paths, 
gates  installed leading into the 
play areas will take into 
consideration the needs of the 
disabled 
 
Potential negative effect where 
sites exceed the core offer  
 
Positive effect where the core 
offer isn’t met 
 
Where new equipment is 
provided, disability and sensory 
needs will be considered.  
 
Play areas will provide some 
equipment suitable for children 
with disabilities. 
 

These comments will be 
considered within the 
development of the core offer  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comment a  
 
 
Comment d,e,f,g,h,i,j,l 
 

Race/Ethnicity 
 
 

No negative impact has been 
identified. 

There is no evidence from the 
consultation that any negative 
impact has been identified 

 

Religion or belief 
 
 

No negative impact has been 
identified. 

There is no evidence from the 
consultation that any negative 
impact has been identified 

 

Sexual  
Orientation 
 
 

No negative impact has been 
identified. 

There is no evidence from the 
consultation that any negative 
impact has been identified 
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How will this promote positive relationships between different communities? 
 
The review should lead to greater equitability of provision across the County 
 

 
 

Section three: Review and Conclusion 
Summary: please provide a brief overview, including impact, changes, improvements and any gaps in evidence. 
 
The assessment process that will remain open throughout the duration of the play review and will be refreshed in parallel with key 
decision making points in the process. 
 
The consultation resulted in comments supported many of the aspects of the review i.e. provision of equipment reflect age range, 
proximity to other facilities and accessibility of fixed play being important to those who responded to the questionnaire.  

 
 
Action to be taken Officer responsible Target  

 Date 
In which plan will this 
action appear 

1) Young people including those who are disabled, and 
their carers, will be specifically involved in consultation, 
and their views will be sought on the factors to be used 
in assessing levels of provision. 
 

Outdoor Sport and 
Leisure Officer 

Completed Neighbourhoods Services 
Equalities Monitoring 

2)Further consultation will take place once core offer 
has been agreed. 

Outdoor Sport and 
Leisure Officer 

Complete  Neighbourhoods Equalities 
Monitoring  

Review  Outdoor Sport and 
Leisure Officer 

September 
2015  

 

When will this assessment be reviewed? 
 

Date:  September 2015 
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Are there any additional assessments that need 
to be undertaken in relation to this assessment? 

No 

Lead officer - sign off:  Steve Howell Head of Sport and Leisure 
 

Date: 6/07/2012 
Reviewed 1st May 2013  
Reviewed 30th October 
2013   
Reviewed 24th January  
2014 
Reviewed 1st August 
2014 
 

Service equality representative - sign off:  Mary Readman Customer Relations, 
Policy, Performance and Communications Manager 
 

Date: 6/07/2012 
Reviewed 1st May 2013  
Reviewed 30th October 
2013  
Reviewed 24th January 
2014  
Reviewed  1st August 
2014 
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Cabinet 
 
15 July 2015 
 
Children, Young People and Families 
Plan 2015-2018 
 

 
 

Report of Corporate Management Team 

Rachael Shimmin, Corporate Director of Children and Adults 
Services 

Councillor Ossie Johnson, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Children and 
Young People’s Services 

  
Purpose of Report 
 
1. The purpose of this report is to present Cabinet with the refreshed Children, 

Young People and Families Plan (CYPFP) 2015-18 (attached at Appendix 2). 
 
Background 
 
2. The refresh of the CYPFP has been informed by the Joint Strategic Needs 

Assessment (JSNA), the Community Safety Strategic Assessment and a 
number of policy drivers.    

 
3. An Equality Impact Assessment has been undertaken as part of the process for 

developing the CYPFP. 
 
4. Consultation took place between July 2014 and April 2015 on the refresh of the 

CYPFP. This has involved children and young people (including young carers), 
families, voluntary and community sector organisations, NHS partners, local 
authority colleagues, Education partners, Local Safeguarding Children’s Board, 
Durham Constabulary, Overview and Scrutiny Committee and Area Action 
Partnerships. 

 
5. Investing in Children hosted a number of agenda days to gather young people’s 

views on various topic areas, and The Bridge Young Carers Project undertook 
consultation with young carers in some of their group sessions to inform the 
CYPFP.   
 

6. In October 2014, the Health and Wellbeing Board hosted an engagement event 
which included a workshop to look at health issues relating to children and 
young people.  Families from Making Changes Together, a group of parents of 
disabled children, attended the event and feedback has been used in the 
refresh of the CYPFP. 
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7. The issues which young people consider important to them include:  
 

• Delivery of sex education in schools 

• Risk taking behaviour including smoking, drinking, drugs and 
unprotected sex 

• Places to go and things to do; access, availability, transport and costs 

• Self-Harm 

• Emotional health and wellbeing/stress 
 

8. Children and young people attend each meeting of the Children and Families 
Partnership to raise issues that affect them.  Feedback on the actions taken 
forward by the Children and Families Partnership is fed back to the children and 
young people to ensure accountability and transparency.  Any health related 
issues that are raised are fed into the Health and Wellbeing Board for 
information or action through the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy. 
 

9. Various policy drivers influence the work of the Children and Families 
Partnership.  Policy drivers that have influenced this plan include Early 
Education and Childcare reforms that have provided free early education and 
childcare to the 40% least advantaged 2 year olds, the Troubled Families 
programme, known locally as Stronger Families that supports households who 
have financial and social problems and child poverty. 

 
10. Growing up in poverty has a significant impact on children and young people 

both during their childhood and beyond.    The proportion of children living in 
poverty in County Durham continues to be greater than the England average.  
A poverty steering group is in place, led by the Assistant Chief Executive of 
DCC, to look at the wider impact of child poverty. 

 
11. The CYPFP will support the child poverty agenda by ensuring that children and 

young people realise and maximise their potential by implementing the Early 
Years Strategy and the Team Around the School model so that early help is 
provided to young people and their families in need of additional support.  The 
CYPFP also aims to give young people the best start in life to ensure that 
young people are more resilient through the development of a Children and 
Young People’s Mental Health, Emotional Wellbeing and Resilience Plan.   A 
Think Family approach will also be adopted to support families, for example 
through parenting programmes delivered through the One Point Service. 
 

Refresh of the Children Young People and Families Plan 2015-18 
 
12. The vision for the CYPFP has been re-affirmed as: ‘All children, young 

people and families believe, achieve and succeed’. 
 
Strategic Objectives and Outcomes Framework 
 
13. The Strategic Objectives and Outcomes Framework for the CYPFP is provided 

below.  This also aligns to the Altogether Better for Children and Young People 
section of the Sustainable Community Strategy:  
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• Strategic Objective 1: Children and young people realise and 
maximise their potential 

� Children are supported to achieve and develop during their Early 
Years 

� Children and young people are supported to achieve and attain 
during school years to prepare them for adulthood 

� Young People are supported to progress and achieve in 
education, employment and training to achieve their potential 

� Children with additional needs are supported to achieve and 
attain 

 

• Strategic Objective 2: Children and Young People make healthy 
choices and have the best start in life 

� Negative risk taking behaviour is reduced 
� Children and young people are more resilient 
� A range of positive activities are available for children, young 

people and families 
 

• Strategic Objective 3: A Think Family approach is embedded in our 
support to families 

� Early intervention and prevention services improve outcomes for 
families 

� Children are safeguarded and protected from harm 
� Children who cannot live with their families achieve permanence 

and stability 
 
Strategic Actions 
 
14. The CYPFP includes a number of Strategic Actions that identify the key areas 

of work which the Children and Families Partnership will focus on, linked to 
objectives and outcomes.   

 
15. There are a total of 29 Strategic Actions in the CYPFP.  New actions that have 

been added for 2015-18 are shown in Appendix 3. 
 

16. A hard copy of the CYPFP has been made available in the Members’ library.  
The CYPFP will also be available on the Children and Families Partnership’s 
website, which is part of the County Durham Partnership website. 

 
Delivery Plan 
 
17. More detailed actions outlining the work taking place to achieve the Strategic 

Actions are included in the CYPFP Delivery Plan which was presented to the 
Children and Families Partnership on 15th June 2015.   
 

18. The CYPFP is monitored robustly and progress on the performance indicators 
is reported to the Children and Families Partnership on a quarterly basis with 
progress against actions from the plan reported on a six monthly basis. This 
allows partners the opportunity to challenge each other and ensure that 
services are delivered in a timely and effectively way to achieve good outcomes 
for children, young people and families.  As well as providing performance 
highlights, the Children and Families Partnership also receives information on 
areas for improvement.   
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19. In addition to performance monitoring through the Children and Families 

Partnership a subset of performance indicators from the CYPFP is reported to 
the County Durham Partnership and Cabinet under the “Altogether Better for 
Children and Young People” theme.  Overview and Scrutiny Committees are 
also provided a subset basket of indicators to provide them with oversight of the 
performance for children and young people. 

 
Recommendations 

 
20. Cabinet is requested to: 

 

• Receive and endorse the Children, Young People and Families Plan 
2015-18 (Appendix 2). 

 
 

Contact: Peter Appleton, Head of Planning and Service Strategy, Children and 
Adults Service     Tel: 03000 267 381 
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Appendix 1:  Implications 
 
Finance - There are no financial implications.  
 

Staffing - There are no staffing implications. 
 

Risk – There are no risk implications 
 

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty -  The CFP has engaged and 
consulted with children, young people and families, to ensure that their voices are 
heard, shared and reflected within the CYPFP.   
 
An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed which considers the impact of 
the CYPFP on specific groups including gender, age, disability, race/ethnic origin, 
religion/beliefs and sexual orientation.   
 
Accommodation - There are no accommodation implications. 
 

Crime and Disorder – The CYPFP is aligned with and contributes to the current 
priorities within the Youth Justice Plan and Safe Durham Partnership Plan. 
 

Human Rights – Human rights have been considered in the production of this plan. 
Children and young people have been central to the development of this strategic 
plan and the plan has ensured that their voices are heard. 
 

Consultation – Extensive consultation has been carried out in the development and 
approval of this plan. Partners, parents, families, children and young people have all 
been provided an opportunity to shape the direction and the content of this plan at 
each stage. 
 

Procurement - There are no procurement implications. 
 

Disability Issues – The views and needs of families and children with disabilities 
have been considered and reflected in the plan and the needs of children with 
disabilities remains paramount to the work of the Children and Families Partnership. 
 

Legal Implications – There are no legal implications. 
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Appendix 2 
 
Children, Young People and Families Plan 2015-18 attached as a separate 
document  
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Appendix 3 – Children, Young People and Families Plan 2015/18 - New 
Strategic Actions 

 
School representatives on the Children and Families Partnership highlighted that the 
transition from primary to secondary school needed to be addressed in the CYPFP: 

  

• Ensure a seamless transition between primary and secondary 
phases which promotes optimal emotional resilience and 
academic progress 

 
An action in relation to improving education, employment and training opportunities 
for looked after children and care leavers has been added to ensure this vulnerable 
group receives adequate support on leaving school:   
 

• Work in partnership to improve education, employment and 
training opportunities for looked after children and care leavers 

 
Consultation with key stakeholders (including young people) identified bullying and 
harassment as a priority for the Children and Families Partnership:    
 

• Provide a range of support to schools to tackle bullying and 
harassment 

 
 The following Strategic Action has been developed by DCC Neighbourhoods Service 

and will link to the Culture and Sport Strategy that is being developed: 
  

• Provide a wide range of physical activity opportunities across 
County Durham to support more active lifestyles for children and 
young people and contribute towards tackling ‘lifestyle 
conditions’. 
 

Think Family is a multi-agency approach that seeks to provide early intervention for 
families that have problems and cause problems to the community around them.  
Linked to this work is the Early Help Strategy that will ensure services transform their 
focus towards effective early intervention and prevention.  The following action is 
also included in the Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy: 
 

• Support families using a Think Family approach to address their 
needs at the earliest opportunity 

 
Child Sexual Exploitation is a joint issue between the Safe Durham Partnership, 
Health and Wellbeing Board and Children and Families Partnership.  Durham Local 
Safeguarding Children Board has created the Educate and Raise Awareness of 
Sexual Exploitation (Erase) brand to tackle Child Sexual Exploitation. The 
information around Erase offers parents and carers advice on how to communicate 
with their children about who they speak to online and offline: 
 

• Work with the Local Safeguarding Children Board in tackling Child 
Sexual Exploitation  

 
The Counter Terrorism and Security Act places a duty on a range of organisations 
(known as Specified Authorities) to have due regard for the need to prevent people 
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from being drawn into terrorism. The Local Authority will take a lead role and put in 
place arrangements to safeguard and support those who are vulnerable to 
radicalisation. Every school will be required to understand the risk of pupils being 
drawn into terrorism and know how to respond: 
 

• Put in place arrangements in schools to safeguard and support 
those who are vulnerable to radicalisation  
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Foreword  

The Children and Families Partnership 

works to ensure effective services are 

delivered in the most efficient way to 

improve the lives of children, young 

people and families in County Durham.  

This includes targeting resources at 

groups that are most in need. 

 

The Children, Young People and 

Families Plan (CYPFP), is the single 

overarching, multi-agency plan for the 

delivery of priorities for children and 

young people in County Durham.      

 

Consultations have taken place with 

key partners and organisations to 

inform this refresh of the CYPFP for 

2015-18. 

 

We will also continue to support 

children and young people from their 

early years, through school years and 

through to gaining employment, 

training or apprenticeships.   

 

All partners will work together to 

empower families and communities 

using the minimum necessary statutory 

intervention. 

 

We will work to avoid need by offering 

effective preventative services, 

identifying need early and offering 

practical support. Where a child's 

wellbeing or safety is compromised, we 

will act swiftly to ensure safeguards are 

in place, including use of legal powers 

where unavoidable.   

 

If we succeed in working in this way, we 

believe the numbers of children who 

need to be looked after and those with 

a protection plan will decrease, and we 

will increase the number of families 

receiving help at an earlier level. 

 

Helping children and young people to 

make the right choices is a key focus 

for the partnership.  We recognise that 

this needs to include the views of 

children and young people so that we 

work collectively to make 

improvements. 

 

The most powerful views we get are 

those from young people.  It is 

important that we listen to these views 

and embed them within our plans. 

 

There is a strong commitment from the 

Children and Families Partnership to 

improve the lives of the children and 

young people of County Durham to 

ensure that the vision is met so that:  

 

‘All children, young people and families 

believe, achieve and succeed’ 

 

 
Rachael Shimmin 
Chair  

Corporate Director of Children and  

Adult Services 

 
Anna Lynch 
Vice Chair  

Director of Public Health County Durham 
 

 
Councillor Ossie Johnson 
Portfolio Holder for Children  

and Young People’s Services 
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Background 

A new Children, Young People and 

Families Plan (CYPFP) was developed 

in 2014, following a review of the 

membership, governance 

arrangements and priorities for the 

Children and Families Partnership 

(CFP).  

 

The CYPFP has been refreshed for 

2015-18 to ensure that it is fit for 

purpose and continues to meet the 

needs of children and young people.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been informed by evidence in the 

Joint Strategic Needs Assessment and 

the Community Safety Strategic 

Assessment. 

 

 

 

 

Demographics 

Between 2001 and 2013, the 0-17 

population in County Durham has fallen 

by 5.9% which is a slightly smaller fall 

than the North East region of 7.5%, 

while the national trend is reversed and 

saw an increase in the 0-17 population 

of 2.8% over the same period. By 2030, 

the number of children and young 

people aged 0-17 is projected to 

increase by 6.5%, reversing some of 

the declining trends seen prior to 2011. 

 

Between 2001 and 2013, due to the 

increase in birth rate, the 0-4 age group 

in County Durham increased by 

10.7%.  As a result of an increase in the 

birth rate, it is expected that there will 

be in the region of 1,220 more primary 

aged pupils by 2023/24 than there 

were in 2013/14.   
 

Consultation 

Consultation has taken place with 

young people through Investing in 

Children (IIC) reference groups and with 

young carers through The Bridge Young 

Carers Service.  

 

IIC is a Community Interest Company, 

that works alongside children and 

young people, and adults who provide 

services for them, to create a range of 

effective ways in which they can 

exercise their right to have a say, often 

resulting in improvements in the 

services themselves.  IIC has hosted a 

number of agenda days to gather 

young people’s views on various topic 

areas.  

 

The Bridge Young Carers Service 

provide a service to young carers across 

County Durham, they aim to support 

young people who have challenging 

caring roles with a family focused 

approach. The aim is to enable young 

carers to aspire to and achieve their full 

potential.  

 

The Bridge has undertaken 

consultation with young carers in some 

of their group sessions to inform the 

CYPFP.   

 
The Children and Families 

Partnership also undertake surveys 

to seek the views of children of 

school age in County Durham on a 

range of key issues to help inform 

the development of plans and 

services across County Durham.  

 

Previously a survey has been 

undertaken every 2 years with a 

selection of schools who take part on a 

voluntary basis, focusing on year 

groups 6 and 9.  A new survey of 

secondary schools was undertaken 

between January and March 2015. 
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The One Point Service undertakes a bi-

annual survey that has been designed 

by children, young people and parents, 

to evaluate the impact and quality of 

the Service’s work. 

 

Consultation has also taken place 

through partner organisations and 

Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

 

The Health and Wellbeing Board hosted 

an engagement event in October 2014, 

which was attended by over 240 

people.  This included a workshop to 

look at health issues relating to 

children and young people. Families 

from the Making Changes Together 

group attended the event.  Feedback 

from this event has been taken into 

account in the refresh of the CYPFP for 

2015-18.  

  

Issues which young people consider 

important to them include:  

 

 Delivery of sex education in 

schools 

 Risk taking behaviour including 

smoking, drinking, drugs and 

unprotected sex 

 Places to go and things to do; 

access, availability, transport and 

costs 

 Self-Harm 

 Emotional health and 

wellbeing/stress 

 

It is important to link with children 

and young people and engage 

families.  Young people attend each 

meeting of the Children and Families 

Partnership to raise issues that affect 

them.  It is important that we feed 

back our actions to young people to 

ensure accountability and 

transparency. This is a commitment 

from the Children and Families 

Partnership.  Any health related issues 

are also fed into the Health and 

Wellbeing Board for information or 

action through the Joint Health and 

Wellbeing Strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commitments of the Children and 

Families Partnership 

 

Investing in Children Membership 

Award 

The Children and Families Partnership 

achieved the Investing in Children 

Membership award, which gives 

national recognition for good practice 

and active inclusion of children and 

young people in dialogue and change. 

The Partnership will strive to renew this 

membership annually. 

 

Young Carers Charter 

The Children and Families Partnership 

is pledging to support young carers by 

signing the Young Carers Charter, 

recognising that young carers are 

young people first and carers 

second.  The Children and Families 

Partnership acknowledges that young 

carers have the same rights as all other 

children and young people and should 

have access to the same facilities, 

services and support that is available to 

other young people across County 

Durham. Work will continue to gain this 

accreditation during 2015. 

 

Mental Health Champion 

The Vice-Chair of the Children and 

Families Partnership is a nominated 

mental health champion, whose role  
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includes promoting wellbeing and 

initiating and supporting action on 

public mental health. 

 

Stakeholders 

The Corporate Director of Children 

and Adults Services is chair of the 

Children and Families Partnership 

and the Director of Public Health 

County Durham is vice-chair. 

 

The following organisations are 

represented on the partnership: 

 

 Durham County Council 

Children and Adults Services 

 Durham County Council, Public 

Health  

 Durham County Council, 

Regeneration & Economic 

Development 

 Durham County Council, 

Neighbourhoods  

 Durham County Council, 

Portfolio Holder and Cabinet 

Support for Children and 

Young People’s Services  

 North Durham and Durham 

Dales, Easington & Sedgefield 

Clinical Commissioning Groups 

 Tees, Esk and Wear Valleys, 

NHS Foundation Trust 

(Children and Adolescent 

Mental Health Services) 

 County Durham and 

Darlington NHS Foundation 

Trust 

 Durham Constabulary 

 Durham Association for 

Primary Headteachers (DAPH) 

 Durham Association of 

Secondary Heads (DASH) 

 Durham Association for 

Special Schools (DASS)  

 Durham College Principals 

Group  

 Voluntary and Community 

Sector 

 Local Safeguarding Children 

Board 

 NHS England, Cumbria and 

North East Sub-Regional 

Team. 

(NB this not an exhaustive list) 

 

Two-way communication links have 

been developed to ensure effective 

partnership working between 

stakeholders. 
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Vision 

The vision for the Children, Young 

People and Families Plan is: 

 

‘All children, young people and 

families believe, achieve and 

succeed’ 
 

To achieve this vision, three Strategic 

Objectives have been agreed by the 

Children and Families Partnership, 

along with ten outcomes. 

 

Objectives 

The following objectives were agreed by 

the Children and Families Partnership 

in September 2013 and reaffirmed in 

September 2014 for 2015/16: 

 

 Children and young people 

realise and maximise their 

potential 

 Children and young people 

make healthy choices and 

have the best start in life 

 A Think Family approach is 

embedded in our support for 

families. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcomes 

A number of outcomes have been 

developed to provide focus and reflect 

the work of the Children and Families 

Partnership.  

 

A chart showing the Objectives and 

Outcomes of the Children, Young 

People and Families Plan is illustrated 

on the next page.  

 

Delivery Plan 

A delivery plan will be developed to 

take forward the objectives and 

outcomes in the CYPFP. 

 

The delivery plan will list the actions we 

will take to achieve the objectives and 

outcomes.  It will detail what we will do 

and when we will do it, and progress 

against the delivery plan will be 

monitored by the Children and Families 

Partnership.  Regular performance 

updates will be presented to partners at 

the Children and Families Partnership 

meetings to ensure accountability and 

transparency. 
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OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES FOR THE CHILDREN YOUNG PEOPLE AND FAMILIES PLAN 

Children and young 
people realise and 

maximise their 
potential

Children with 
additional needs 
are supported to 

achieve and attain

Young people are 
supported to 
progress and 

achieve in 
education, 

employment and 
training to achieve 

their potential

Children and 
young people are 

supported to 
achieve and attain 

during school 
years to prepare 

them for 
adulthood

Children are 
supported to 
achieve and 

develop during 
their Early Years

Children and young 
people are more 

resilient

A range of positive 
activities  are 
available for 

children, young 
people and families

Negative risk taking 
behaviour is 

reduced

A Think Family 
approach is embedded  

in our support for 
families

* Children and young 
people make healthy 
choices and have the 

best start in life

Children who cannot 
live with their 

families achieve 
permanence and 

stability

* Shared objective for the Health and Wellbeing Board and the Children and Families Partnership

Early intervention 
and prevention 

services improve 
outcomes for 

families

Children are 
safeguarded and 
protected from 

harm
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Strong Partnership Working 

Partnership working between the One 

Point Service and the Improving 

Progression Partnership, along with 

schools, further education providers, 

training providers and employers, has 

led to the lowest ever level of young 

people who are Not in Employment, 

Education and Training (NEET). We will 

continue to strive to reduce this 

number. 

 

The Voluntary and Community 

Sector (VCS) is represented on the 

Children and Families Partnership.  

This representative also has a 

close link with the Altogether 

Better for Children and Young 

People VCS representative as part 

of the County Durham Partnership 

VCS working group. 

 

Durham Voice is a central 

information point for the VCS 

sector that produces a weekly 

update of a wide range of 

information from across County 

Durham which the Children and 

Families Partnership utilises to 

share relevant information with 

the VCS. 

 

Work has taken place to ensure there 

is an enhanced interface between Area 

Action Partnerships (AAPs) and the 

Children and Families Partnership and 

Health and Wellbeing Board. 

 

Representatives from the local 

authority, CCG’s and the VCS are 

working together to ensure that 

projects delivered at a local level  

reflect the priorities identified in the 

Children Young People and Families 

Plan and the Joint Health and 

Wellbeing Strategy. 

 

Further areas of alignment between 

partners in relation to sharing 

engagement and communication 

opportunities, and utilising any 

potential funding opportunities to 

develop joint bids linked to key areas of 

the work linked to the Children Young 

People and Families Plan and the Joint 

Health and Wellbeing Strategy will 

continue to be progressed during 2015. 

 

 
 

A Partnership approach is being taken 

to address Child Poverty.  Partners will 

seek to support the most vulnerable 

members of our community and 

address inequalities. A poverty steering 

group is in place, led by the Assistant 

Chief Executive of DCC, to look at the 

wider impact of child poverty. 

   

Growing up in poverty has a significant 

impact on children and young people 

both during their childhood and beyond.  

Almost a quarter of children in County 

Durham are living in poverty compared 

to an England average of one fifth.   

     

In relation to the wider welfare reform 

and poverty issues, County Durham has 

the scope to provide a wide range of 

support and innovative and targeted 

interventions.  To facilitate this and to 

ensure that the actions are as effective 

as they can be, partners are 

concentrating on developing joined-up 

intelligence and joined-up services. 

 

This coordinated and collaborative 

approach helps to ensure that people 

in need are signposted to and receive 

the correct support and that the 

assistance and schemes developed 

are based on a clear and detailed 

appreciation of the issues involved, for 

example, housing services are 
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signposting people to debt and 

benefits advice and employability 

support, where this is deemed 

appropriate. 

 

Through schemes such as the Stronger 

Families programme, (known nationally 

as Troubled Families) which is designed 

to work with families facing multiple 

and complex challenges, there is the 

potential to broaden the range of 

support provided to include benefits 

and financial advice to help families 

become more financially resilient and 

independent. 

 

Similarly, there are increasing calls for 

partners to work with schools to help 

address poverty issues, be it through 

the provision of breakfast clubs and the 

availability of food during school 

holiday activities, to future life skills as 

part of the curriculum or support for 

parents with basic skills issues. 

 

Public Health has commissioned an 

integrated and holistic Wellbeing for 

Life Service to improve health and 

wellbeing and tackle health inequalities 

in County Durham.  This service will be 

delivered by a consortium of providers 

in County Durham which includes the 

VCS, local authority and NHS 

Foundation Trust.   

The children and families element of 

the Wellbeing for Life Service includes: 

 strengthening the resilience of 

children, young people and 

families by delivering an 

academic resilience 

programme in schools and 

training community volunteers 

to support families 

 the inclusion of family health 

trainers as part of the school 

nursing team to add value to 

Family Initiative Supporting 

Child Health project (FISCH) to 

enable greater consideration of 

the social determinants of 

health impacting upon 

achieving a healthy weight. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Close working with Durham 

Constabulary in evident in a number of 

key areas, including the Stronger 

Families Programme. 

 

The Chief Constable is the Police  

lead for Troubled Families, and is 

working closely with the Durham 

County Council Think Family team to 

ensure that there is no duplication of 

work.  Think Family is a multi-agency 

approach that seeks to provide early 

intervention for families that have 

problems and cause problems to the 

community around them. 

 

Analysis of Child Sexual Exploitation 

(CSE) prevalence across County 

Durham has been undertaken by 

Durham Constabulary on behalf of the 

Missing and Exploited Group (a sub 

group of the LSCB) to ensure an 

effective joint agency response to CSE. 

 

By sharing knowledge, partners are 

developing greater customer insight 

into which people need most help, the 

issues they face, where they are 

located and how we can reach them to 

offer advice, help and support. 
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County Durham Partnership Priorities 

The County Durham Partnership (CDP) 

is the overarching partnership for 

County Durham and is supported by 

five thematic partnerships, one of 

which is the Children and Families 

Partnership.   

 

Each of these has a specific focus, as 

outlined below along with their 

strategic objectives: 

 

 The Economic Partnership   

Aims to make County Durham a 

place where people want to live, 

work, invest and visit whilst 

enabling our residents and 

businesses to achieve their 

potential 
 

• Thriving Durham City 

• Vibrant and successful towns 

• Sustainable neighbourhoods 

and rural communities 

• Competitive and successful 

people 

• A top location for business 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Children and Families 

Partnership   

Works to ensure effective services 

are delivered in the most efficient 

way to improve the lives of 

children, young people and families 

in County Durham  

 

• Children and young people 

realise and maximise their 

potential 

• Children and young people 

make healthy choices and have 

the best start in life 

• A think family approach is 

embedded in our support for 

families 

 The Health and Wellbeing Board   

Promotes integrated working 

between commissioners of health 

services, public health and social 

care services, for the purposes of 

improving the health and wellbeing 

of the people in the area 

 

• Children and young people 

make healthy choices and have 

the best start in life 

• Reduce health inequalities and 

early deaths 

• Improve the quality of life, 

independence and care and 

support for people with long 

term conditions 

• Improve the mental and 

physical wellbeing of the 

population 

• Protect vulnerable people from 

harm 

• Support people to die in the 

place of their choice with the 

care and support they need 
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 The Safe Durham Partnership  

Tackles crime, disorder, substance 

misuse, anti-social behaviour and 

other behaviour adversely affecting 

the environment and seeks to 

reduce re-offending 

 

• Reduce anti-social behaviour 

• Protect vulnerable people from 

harm 

• Reduce re-offending 

• Alcohol and substance misuse 

harm reduction 

• Embed the Think Family 

approach 

• Counter terrorism and 

prevention of violent extremism 

• Reduce road casualties 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Environment Partnership  

Aims to transform and sustain the 

environment within County 

Durham, maximising partnership 

arrangements to support the 

economy and the wellbeing of local 

communities. 

 

• Deliver a cleaner, more 

attractive and sustainable 

environment 

• Maximise the value and 

benefits of Durham’s natural 

environment 

• Reduce carbon emissions and 

adapt to the impact of climate 

change 

• Promote sustainable design 

and protect Durham’s heritage 
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Cross thematic areas of focus such as 

employment, education, transport and 

crime and disorder are addressed 

through the Sustainable Community 

Strategy (SCS) which is the over-arching 

strategic document for County Durham.  

The SCS also has links to other plans 

such as the Regeneration Statement, the 

County Durham Plan, the Local Transport 

Plan and the Housing Strategy as well as 

the Safe Durham Partnership Plan, Joint 

Health and Wellbeing Strategy and 

Children, Young People and Families 

Plan. 

 

The SCS will provide particular focus  

on the following cross thematic areas of 

focus: 

 Job creation 

 Mental wellbeing 

 Think Family 

 Volunteering 

 Inequalities 

 Alcohol 

 

These priorities were featured in the 

workshop sessions at an event the 

County Durham Partnership hosted in 

November 2014, to share good practice, 

shape the future of partnership working 

across the county and to launch the 

revised SCS 2014/30.    

 

Workshops were dedicated to each of 

the six cross thematic areas of focus 

which highlighted how a broader 

perspective to these key issues can add 

value to existing work programmes to 

ensure that the work of the County 

Durham Partnership makes a real 

difference to facilitate change in the 

longer term to improve outcomes for 

local people. 

 

Shared Objectives and Issues 

The CYPFP objective ‘Children and young 

people make healthy choices and have 

the best start in life’ is shared with the 

Health and Wellbeing Board and is 

therefore also included in the Joint Health 

and Wellbeing Strategy (JHWS). 

 

Some health issues which relate to 

children, young people and families, such 

as childhood obesity, breastfeeding and 

smoking in pregnancy are included in the 

Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy and 

will be led by the Health and Wellbeing 

Board with support from the Children and 

Families Partnership. 

 

The Joint Health and Wellbeing has six 

strategic objectives and covers both 

children and adult health and social care 

needs.  The JHWS can be accessed at: 
www.durham.gov.uk/jhws 

 

Issues such as teenage conceptions will 

be dealt with jointly by the Children and 

Families Partnership and Health and 

Wellbeing Board. 

 

The Children and Families Partnership and 

Safe Durham Partnership have a shared 

priority to embed the Think Family 

approach.  

 

Issues such as bullying, which includes 

ensuring young people stay safe online 

and road safety, are issues that will be 

addressed jointly by the Safe Durham 

Partnership and Children and Families 

Partnership. 

 

The following cross thematic areas of 

focus will be dealt with jointly by the 

Children and Families Partnership, Health 

and Wellbeing Board and Safe Durham 

Partnership: 

  

 Mental Health 

 Harm caused by drugs 

 Harm caused by alcohol  

 Illicit tobacco 

 Self-harm and suicide 

 Domestic abuse 

 Child Sexual Exploitation 

 Think Family 
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National Policy Context  

Various policy drivers influence the 

work of the Children and Families 

Partnership.  Below is a summary of 

recent policies that have influenced the 

development of this plan. 

 
Children and young people realise and 

maximise their potential 

 

Early Education and Childcare 

(September 2013) 

The government committed to 

extending early years provision for 2 

year-olds to around 20% of the least 

advantaged children from September 

2013.   

 

From September 2014 this was further 

extended to the 40% least advantaged 

2 year-olds, and local authorities 

received £755 million of government 

funding, to further increase the number 

of children eligible for free early 

education and childcare.  This enables 

local authorities to focus on identifying 

and supporting disadvantaged children 

to take up their early education place. 

Free early education and childcare 

places can be accessed through 

maintained nursery schools, children’s 

centres and private day nurseries. 

 

 

Early Years Pupil Premium (EYPP)  

(June 2014) 

Children aged 3 and 4 are entitled to 

15 hours a week of funded early 

education for 38 weeks of the year.  

The EYPP, which will be introduced in 

2015, will complement the entitlement 

by providing nurseries, schools and 

other providers of government-funded 

early education with an additional 

£300 a year for each eligible child 

accessing the full 570 hours with the 

aim of improving the quality of 

education that these children receive.   

The government has also provided £50 

million extra funding in 2015-16 to 

nurseries, schools and other providers 

of government-funded early education 

to provide better access to early 

education and improve the quality of 

provision to support disadvantaged 3 

and 4-year-olds.  

 

 

GCSE and A Level Reform  

(April 2014)  

The government has reformed GCSE’s 

and A levels to ensure they better 

prepare students for further and higher 

education and employment. 

 

The national curriculum contains the 

programmes of study and attainment 

targets for all subjects, at all key stages 

(except key stage 4 science which is to 

be phased in from September 2016). 

 

All maintained schools in England 

started teaching these programmes of 

study from September 2014, with the 

following exceptions: 

 in the 2014 to 2015 academic 

year, pupils in years 2 and 6 

should be taught the pre-2014 

programmes of study in 

English, mathematics and 

science.  These pupils will sit 

the current key stage 1 and 2 

tests respectively, and new 

tests will be available from 

2016 

 key stage 4 programmes of 

study for English and 

mathematics should be taught 

in year 10 from September 

2015 and year 11 from 

September 2016. 
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The new AS and A levels will be linear 

qualifications ensuring students 

develop the skills and knowledge 

needed for progression to 

undergraduate study.  

 

New A levels subjects to be taught 

from September 2015 include art and 

design, biology, business, chemistry, 

computer science, economics, English 

language, English literature, English 

language and literature, history, 

physics, psychology, and sociology.  

New A level subjects to be taught from 

September 2016 include dance, 

design and technology, drama, music, 

physical education, and religious 

studies.  

 

 
 

 

New primary school tests  

(March 2014) 

New tougher primary school tests in 

Maths and English will come into 

force from 2016, ensuring no child 

leaves primary school without being 

able to read or write and with a solid 

grounding in maths.  This will provide 

a solid foundation for secondary 

school so that all children can 

master the skills needed for the 

workplace or further education.   All 

topics in the curriculum will be 

tested as part of the new 

assessments and the complicated 

system of levels will be scrapped and 

instead pupils will be given ‘a scaled 

score’ showing how they compare to 

the expected standard for their year. 

 

Raising Participation Age  

(March 2013) 

Since 2013, young people are 

required to continue in education or 

training until the end of the 

academic year in which they turn 17.  

In 2015, they will be required to 

continue until their 18th birthday. 

 

 

 

 

 

Future of Apprenticeships in 

England  

(October 2013) 

The government’s reforms will 

ensure the quality of apprenticeships 

will be improved and become more 

rigorous and responsive to the needs 

of employers. 

 

Children and Families Act 2014 

The government has radically reformed 

the Special Educational Needs system 

so that it extends from birth to 25, 

giving children, young people and their 

parents greater control and choice in 

decisions, and ensuring needs are 

properly met.   

 

From 1 September 2014 local 

authorities had to publish a ‘local offer’ 

which ensures that parents and young 

people have access to a single source 

of coherent and complete information 

to manage their choices with regard to 

services.   

 

Old statements are now replaced with a 

new birth-to-25 education, health and 

care plan, offering families personal 

budgets and improving cooperation 

between all the services that support 

children and their families, particularly 

requiring local authorities and wider 

health partners to work together. 
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The Act also reforms the systems for 

adoption, looked after children, family 

justice and foster care: 

 

 Children in Care: every council is 

required to have a ‘virtual school 

head’ to champion the education 

of children in the authority’s care 

 Adoption Reform: will ensure 

children can benefit more quickly 

from being adopted into a loving 

home 

 Family Justice: delays will be 

removed, ensuring that children’s 

best interests are at the heart of 

decision making 

 Statutory rights to leave and pay 

for parents and adopters 

 Foster care: local authorities are 

legally obliged to support every 

young person who wants to stay 

in foster care until their 21st 

birthday.  The government has 

provided £40m of funding over 

the next 3 years to put the 

support arrangements in place.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

Children and young people make 

healthy choices and have the best start 

in life 

 

Serious Crime Bill (June 2014) 

To better protect all children from harm 

the Serious Crime Bill clarifies the 

offence of child cruelty, in section 1 of 

the Children and Young Persons Act 

1933, to make it explicit that the 

offence covers cruelty which causes 

psychological harm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Criminal Justice and Courts Bill 

(February 2014) 

The Criminal Justice and Court Bill 

introduces two new criminal offences of 

willful neglect or ill-treatment in health 

and social care following 

recommendations made by Robert 

Francis QC in relation to the public 

inquiry into care at Mid Staffordshire 

Foundation Trust.   

 

The offences to be introduced in  

2015 will apply to: 

 all formal healthcare provision for 

children and adults in both the 

NHS and private sector, other 

than in specific excluded 

children’s settings and services 

which are already subject to 

existing legislative and regulatory 

safeguards 

 all formal adult social care 

provision, in both the public and 

private sectors, including where 

care is self-funded; and,  

 individuals and organisations  

paid to provide or arrange for the 

provision of these health and 

adult social care services, but with 

the offence for organisations 

formulated differently from that 

for individuals.  
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Care Act (2014) 

The Care Act places new duties on local 

authorities to assess young people in 

advance of their 18th birthday, if they 

are likely to have ongoing needs for 

care and support.  The Act also requires 

local authorities to continue children’s 

services until an adult needs or carer’s 

assessment has taken place, and a 

decision has been reached about the 

young person’s care and support.  This 

ensures there is no gap in provision of 

care and support when people move 

from children’s to adult social care.   

 

Under the Act, local authorities are 

required to look at family 

circumstances when assessing an 

adult’s need for care, which means, for 

example, making sure that the position 

of a young carer within a family would 

not be overlooked.  The Act also makes 

it clear that a local authority may 

combine an assessment of a young 

carer with the needs assessment of the 

adult he/she cares for.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Think Family approach is 

embedded in our support for 

families 

 

Troubled Families (July 2013) 

The government’s national ‘troubled 

families’ programme (known in County 

Durham as Stronger Families) has been 

extended to help a further 400,000 

households who have financial and 

social problems. 

 

In August 2014 the government 

announced a further expansion of the 

programme with work to begin in 2014 

in 51 of the best performing areas 

(including Durham), ahead of the 

national 5 year programme which 

starts in 2015.   

 

An additional £200m will be made 

available in 2015/16 (over 5 years) to 

help “high risk” families address 

challenges of worklessness, anti-social 

behaviour and truancy.  

 

As well as expanding from working with 

school-age children to those under 5, 

the wider programme will also have a 

particular focus on improving poor 

health. 

 

 

 

Children who run away or go 

missing from home or care 

(January 2014) 

Statutory guidance setting out the 

steps Local Safeguarding Children 

Boards, local authorities and their 

partners should take to stop 

children going missing and to 

protect those who do. 
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Working Together to Safeguard 

Children (April 2013) 

This sets out how organisations and 

individuals should work together to 

safeguard and promote the welfare 

of children and how practitioners 

should conduct the assessment of 

children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Care Leavers Strategy (October 2013) 

This sets out, in one place, the steps 

the government is taking to support 

care leavers to live independently once 

they have left their placement.  It 

includes a wide range of commitments 

from government to improve the help 

and support available to young people 

leaving care across all areas of life. 

 

 

Counter Terrorism and Security Act 

(2015) 

This places a duty on a range of 

institutions (referred to as ‘Specified 

Authorities) that must, in the exercise 

of their functions, have due regard to 

the need to prevent people from being 

drawn into terrorism.  The Local 

Authority will take a lead role and put 

in place arrangements to safeguard 

and support those who are vulnerable 

to radicalisation.  Every school will be 

deemed a specified authority and will 

be required to understand the risk of 

pupils being drawn into terrorism and 

know how to respond. 

 

 

 

 

Inspections 

As well as the aforementioned policy 

drivers, the inspection frameworks 

listed below have also been considered 

in the development of the CYPFP:  

 

Early Years Inspections  

(October 2013)  

Early years providers are subject to a 

tougher early years inspection 

framework, which makes it clear that 

only provision which is ‘good’ or 

‘outstanding’ is good enough for young 

children.  

 

The Ofsted rating of ‘satisfactory’ has 

been replaced with ‘requires 

improvement’ to make it clear that 

anything less than ‘good’ is not good 

enough for young children.  

 

The New Framework for School 

Inspections (January 2013)  

The new inspection framework focuses 

more clearly on the most important 

aspects of a school’s work.  Inspectors 

make a judgement about the 

effectiveness of the school’s leadership 

and management and also make a 

judgement about the school’s overall 

effectiveness. 
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Inspection of Local Authority Education 

Support Services (June 2013)  

The re-introduction of inspection aims 

to assist local authorities in their duty 

to promote high standards and 

fulfilment of potential in schools and 

other education and training providers 

so that all children and young people 

benefit from, at least, a ‘good’ 

education. 

 

Integrated inspections to assess the 

contribution of all professionals to the 

help, care and protection of children 

and young people (June 2014) 

From April 2015, joint Children’s 

Services inspections will take place 

with a focus on how well agencies work 

together to protect children and 

address specific areas of concern, such 

as sexual exploitation of children and 

young people.  

 

Ofsted, the Care Quality Commission as 

well as Her Majesty's Inspectorate of 

Constabulary and Her Majesty's 

Inspectorate of Probation plan further 

consultation in the summer to refine 

the joint inspection model. 

 

 

 

 

 

Single Inspection Framework for  

child protection and services for  

looked after children (Nov 2013) 

The Single Inspection Framework (SIF) 

for Children’s Services covers children 

in need of help and protection, services 

for looked after children and care 

leavers and the Local Safeguarding 

Children Board (LSCB). The inspection 

framework judges the overall 

effectiveness of services including a 

number of key judgement areas. 
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Strategic Objective 1 

Children and young people realise and 

maximise their potential 

 
Why this remains a priority 

It is widely recognised that the early 

years of a child’s life have a powerful 

influence on the rest of their lives. This 

will be addressed by the CFP through 

the Early Years Strategy. 

 

Educational achievement and 

attainment also remains a key priority 

for the government and the Children 

and Families Partnership and is 

reflected in the government’s 

educational reforms.  

  

Increasing the number of young people 

in education, employment and training 

is a key priority for the government.  

The Children and Families Partnership 

is committed to this and providing 

opportunities for all groups in society, 

including care leavers, young people 

who offend, teenage parents and gypsy 

roma travellers.  This will be addressed 

through the Improving Progression 

Partnership’s ‘Believe, Achieve and 

Succeed’ Plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition, the needs of children with 

special educational needs are reflected 

in the priorities of the Children and 

Families Partnership through the 

implementation of a Special 

Educational Needs and Disability 

Strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The evidence 

 Between 2001 and 2013, the 0-17 

population in County Durham has 

fallen by 6% which is a slightly 

smaller fall than the North East 

region of 7.5%, while the national 

trend is reversed and saw an 

increase in the 0-17 population of 

2.8% over the same period. By 

2030, the number of children and 

young people aged 0-17 is projected 

to increase by 6.5%, reversing some 

of the declining trends seen prior to 

2011. 

 Between 2001 and 2013, due to the 

increase in birth rate, the 0-4 age 

group in County Durham increased 

by 10.7%.  As a result of an increase 

in the birth rate, it is expected that 

there will be in the region of 1,220 

more primary aged pupils by 

2023/24 than there were in 

2013/14.   

 At Key Stage 2 (ages 7-11), 79% of 

pupils achieved a Level 4 or above 

in reading, writing and maths, which 

was better than the national 

average of 78%. 

 

“There needs to be more 

apprenticeships and job 

opportunities” 
Source: IIC reference group 

 

“The Local Offer has lots 

of useful information on 

it” 
Source: Local Offer website 

feedback 
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 Performance for the 2013/14 

Academic Year identifies that in 

County Durham 57.6% of pupils 

achieved 5 or more A*-C GCSEs 

including English and Maths. County 

Durham is exceeding the national 

performance of 56.6% (state funded 

schools). 

 The achievement gap between 

pupils eligible for free school meals 

(FSM) and their peers achieving 5 

A*-C GCSE grades or equivalent, 

including English and maths at Key 

Stage 4, improved from 30 

percentage points in the 2012/13 

academic year to 29.2 percentage 

points in 2013/14 (provisional). 

 20.6% of pupils with Special 

Educational Needs & Disabilities 

(SEND) achieved 5 A*-C GCSEs, 

including English and Maths which 

was higher than the national 

average of 20.3%. 

 4.7% of Looked After Children who 

were in care for at least one year 

achieved the equivalent of at least 5 

A*-C GCSEs, including English and 

Maths, compared to the national 

achievement of 12%. 

 At ‘A’ Level 53.5% of pupils 

achieved 2 or more A*-B’s, which 

was better than the national figure 

of 46.6%, whilst 98.7% of pupils 

achieved 2 or more A-E’s, which was 

higher than the national average of 

98%. 

 In 2014/15, 6.7% of 16 to 18 year 

olds were not in employment, 

education or training (NEET).  This 

was better in County Durham than 

the North East as a whole (7%) but 

was worse than the national 

average of 4.7%. 

 

Achievements 

Some of our achievements are detailed 

below: 

 

Team Around the School (TAS) is a new 

initiative developed by the One Point 

Service in partnership with a number of 

secondary schools.  It adopts a Think 

Family approach providing early help to 

improve young people’s engagement in 

their education and to reduce the 

number exclusions and the rate of 

persistent non-attendance. 

 

As part of the ‘September Guarantee’ to 

ensure 16 and 17 year olds receive an 

appropriate place in education or 

training, 98.6% of 16 year old school 

leavers received an offer of education or 

training in a school, college, work based 

training provider, or an apprenticeship 

(up from 97.5% in 2013). The 

proportion of 17 year olds who received 

an offer was 93.0% (up from 90.4% in 

2013). 

 

One Point has delivered TAS in 

partnership with 22 secondary schools, 

and the plan is to offer all secondary 

schools TAS by September 2015.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The challenges ahead 

Further work is required to 

improve early years provision in 

County Durham by targeting those 

most in need.  The 

implementation of the Community 

Delivery Model, which brings 
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services closer to where children 

and families live and also 

makes better use of community 

buildings (for example, schools, 

libraries, community centres and 

leisure centres) will ensure the 

delivery of the full Children’s 

Centre Core Purpose across a 

range of venues improving 

accessibility for 

children and families. 

 

Education Development Services 

will respond to the government’s 

changes in the curriculum to 

continue to narrow the attainment 

gap for looked after children and 

those on free school meals with 

those of their peers. 

 

The Improving Progression 

Partnership and the Looked After 

Children Strategic Partnership will 

ensure that provision is available 

to ensure that all 16-18 year olds 

are able to participate in 

education, employment or 

training, including vulnerable 

groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Case study  

P has previously attended ‘Parenting’ courses but has not progressed into any  

full-time learning.  A One Point Personal Advisor (OPPA) was working with P 

following a referral from her Health Visitor, to discuss possible options 

available to her. 

 

One of which was a European Social Fund  course, aimed at 16-19 year old 

parents not in education, employment or training..  It was an ideal chance for 

P to meet other young parents, build confidence and self esteem and gain 

some certificates with a view of progressing into further Education, 

Employment or Training.  

 

Whilst P was on the course, her children accessed the crèche onsite.  P said 

afterwards that the children developed a lot socially, and she felt that 

accessing crèche facilities in the future would not be as daunting. 

 

P had a lot of personal issues going on during the 10 week programme, yet 

she still attended the course.  P found it kept her positive and gave the 

children some time in the crèche.   She enjoyed the relaxed learning 

atmosphere and found the sessions very useful.  

 

Following the course, P decided she was interested in catering as a future 

career and started a catering course in September 2014.  Everything is going 

well, P is enjoying he course and the children are enjoying the crèche.   P said 

that she appreciated the support and admits that without the additional 

support from her OPPA, she would not have been organised enough to start 

the catering course.  P is in touch with another girl from the course and they 

often meet socially. 
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Outcome 1: Performance indicators 

 Prevalence of breastfeeding at 6-8 weeks 

 Percentage of children in the Early Years 

Foundation Stage (EYFS) achieving a 

Good Level of Development 

 Gap between achievement of a good 

level of development of children eligible 

for free school meals and the rest at 

EYFS 

 Percentage of children aged 0-4 year 

registered and having sustained contact 

(Children’s Centres) 

 Percentage of Children’s Centres 

achieving a good or better inspection 

outcome  

 Child development at 2-2 ½ years 

(indicator still in development nationally) 

 The Gap between the lowest achieving 

20% in the EYFS Profile and the rest 

Outcome 2: Performance indicators 

 The percentage of children 

reaching Level 2b+ at the end of 

Key Stage 1 in Reading, Writing 

and Maths 

 Achievement of 5 or more A*-C 

grades at GCSE or equivalent 

including English and Maths (%) 

 Percentage of pupils making at 

least three levels of progress 

between KS2 and KS4 in English 

 Percentage of pupils making at 

least three levels of progress 

between KS2 and KS4 in Maths 

 Achievement gap between 

County Durham pupils eligible for 

Pupil Premium and County 

Durham pupils not eligible for 

Pupil Premium funding achieving 

5 A*-C GCSE’s including English 

and Maths at Key Stage 4  

 Achievement gap between 

County Durham pupils eligible for 

Pupil Premium and County 

Durham pupils not eligible for 

Pupil Premium funding achieving 

Level 4 in Reading, Writing and 

Maths at Key Stage 2 

 Primary school persistent 

absence rate 

 Secondary school persistent 

absence rate 

 Number of permanent exclusions 

Strategic Actions and Performance 

Indicators 

The strategic actions state what we are 

going to do to achieve the objectives and 

outcomes.  The performance indicators are 

used to check actions are delivering 

improved outcomes.   

 

Outcome 1: Children are supported to 

achieve and develop during their early years 

 Implement the Early Years Strategy to     

     ensure children and families will be        

     supported to achieve good outcomes. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcome 2: Children and young people 

are supported to achieve and attain 

during school years to prepare them for 

adulthood 

 Improve achievement in all phases 

of education by raising standards 

and narrowing gaps in performance 

between pupil groups.  

 Implement the Team Around the 

School model, so that early help is 

provided to young people and their 

families in need of additional 

support.      

 Ensure a seamless transition 

between primary and secondary 

phases which promotes optimal 

emotional resilience and academic 

progress. 
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Outcome 3: Performance indicators 

 Percentage of pupils on Level 3 

programmes in community 

secondary schools achieving 2 A 

levels at Grade A*-E or 

equivalent 

 Percentage of 16 to 18 year 

olds who are not in education, 

employment or training (NEET) 

 Percentage of 16-18 year olds 

whose status in relation to 

Education, Employment or 

Training (EET) is 'Not Known' 

 Percentage of young people 

gaining a Level 2 qualification 

by the age of 19 

 Percentage of young people 

gaining a Level 3 qualification 

by the age of 19 

Outcome 4: Performance indicators 

 Looked after children reaching 

Level 4 in Reading, Writing and 

Maths at Key Stage 2 

 Looked after children achieving 5 

A*-C GCSE (or equivalent) at KS4 

including English and Maths (%) 

 Children with SEND reaching Level 

4 in Reading, Writing and Maths at 

Key Stage 2 

 Children with SEND achieving 5  
A*-C GCSEs (or equivalent) at Key 

Stage 4 (with English and Maths) 

Outcome 3: Young people are 

supported to progress and achieve in 

education, employment and training to 

achieve their potential 

 Increase the participation of young 

people in learning and reduce the 

number of young people Not in 

Education, Employment or Training   

 Work in partnership to improve 

education, employment and training 

opportunities for looked after 

children and care leavers. 

 Develop and support the 

implementation of County Durham 

Youth Employment Initiative.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcome 4: Children with additional 

needs are supported to achieve and 

attain 

 Implement the Special Educational 

Needs and Disability Strategy 2014-

2018, based on the findings of the 

SEND Review, to enable joint 

commissioning of services and 

support for individual children 

across education, health and social 

care   

 Sustain and promote the attainment 

and achievement of Looked after 

Children.  
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Strategic Objective 2 

Children and young people make 

healthy choices and have the best start 

in life 

 

Why this remains a priority 

This is a shared priority with the Health 

and Wellbeing Board.  The objective is 

aimed at ensuring that young people 

reduce negative and sexual health risk-

taking behaviours e.g. offending, 

smoking, drinking alcohol, teenage 

conceptions. It also aims to make 

children and young people more 

resilient.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

This objective also addresses feedback 

from young people that they require 

activities to be made available to them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The evidence 

 The under 18 conception rate per 

1000 15-17 year olds for January to 

December 2013 (33.8) is higher than 

the North East (30.6) and England 

averages (24.3 per 1,000). 

 In 2012/13, the rate of young people 

admitted to hospital as a result of self-

harm was 410.5 per 100,000 10-24 

years population.  This was higher 

than the national rate of 346.3 per 

100,000. 

 Alcohol-related hospital admission 

rates for children and young people 

under 18 (81.5 per 100,000), higher 

than the regional rate of 72.2. Durham 

is ranked 18th worst out of 326 Local 

Authority Areas. 

 The number of first time entrants to 

the youth justice system continues to 

fall with a 16% reduction from 251 to 

210 between 2012/13 and 2013/14.  

 64% of young people who offend and 

received a health assessment (120 of 

188) identified emotional and mental 

health as a risk for re-offending, with 

9% (16 of 188) of these identifying it 

as a serious risk for re-offending. 

 Around 10% of children and young 

people suffer from a classifiable 

mental disorder requiring intervention. 

 

Achievements 

Some of our achievements are detailed 

below: 

 

County Durham Youth Offending 

Service (CDYOS) has won the Children 

and Young People Now Youth Justice 

Award 3 times in 4 years (2010, 2012, 

2013). 

 

CDYOS’ Intensive Employability 

Programme won the award in 2013. 

This provides an intensive package of 

wraparound support for more than 50 

young people per year aged 16-18, 

including prolific offenders, high crime 

causers, and young people who have 

been in custody.  With evidenced 

success in reducing re-offending and 

increasing participation in training and 

employment, it provides excellent value 

for money, saving the criminal justice 

system in excess of £300,000 per year. 

 

A two year ‘Teen parent pathway’ 

project commenced in October 2014 to 

address inequalities and provide 

“There’s still a lot of people who 

smoke in play areas and parks 

where children are playing, which 

needs to be stopped.  Not only 

might children see it and think it’s 

normal, but it could affect their 

health too”   

Source: IIC reference group 

 

“Young people need activities to 

keep them off the streets and stop 

them from getting involved in 

things that they shouldn’t be 

doing” 

Source: IIC reference group 
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support to overcome the additional 

barriers to education and employment 

they face. 

 

A suicide and attempted suicide alert 

process has been implemented for 

young people at risk of suicide or 

self-harm. 

 

The challenges ahead 

We will continue to reduce re-offending, 

first time entrants to the youth justice 

system and custody levels for young 

people by reviewing strategies and 

implementing new ways of working. 

 

Work will be undertaken to address 

risk-taking behaviour by young people 

e.g. smoking, alcohol use, and sexual 

health. 

 

One of the key areas to address is the 

emotional wellbeing of children and 

young people, including those from 

ethnic minority communities and  

young people who are lesbian, gay, 

bisexual or transgender.   We will do 

this through the Mental Health 

Implementation Plan which brings 

together all the strands of mental 

health and wellbeing to better support 

people who need it.  This will include 

the Children and Young People’s 

Mental Health, Emotional Wellbeing 

and Resilience Plan.    
 
Children who are bullied are more  

likely to suffer from low self-esteem 

which can have a significant impact  

on academic attainment.  The Children 

and Families Partnership is committed 

to supporting schools to address this 

issue. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic Actions and  

Performance Indicators 

The strategic actions state what we are 

going to do to achieve the three 

objectives and ten outcomes.  The 

performance indicators are the things 

we can check to see if the actions are 

having the desired impact.  

 

Strategic actions relating to childhood 

obesity, breastfeeding, smoking in 

pregnancy and alcohol and drugs are 

included in the Joint Health and 

Wellbeing Strategy and will be led by 

the Health and Wellbeing Board with 

support from the Children and Families 

Partnership.  Details of these actions 

can be found in the JHWS which can be 

accessed at: www.durham.gov.uk/jhws 
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Outcome 5: Performance indicators 

 Under 16 conception rate per 

1000 population 

 Under 18 conception rate per 

population 

 First time entrants to the Youth 

Justice System aged 10-17  

 Proven re-offending by young 

people (who offend) in a 12 

month period 

 Percentage of children aged 4-5 

classified as overweight or obese 

 Percentage of children aged 10-

11 classified as overweight or 

obese 

 Alcohol specific hospital 

admissions for under 18's (per 

100,000 under 18 years 

population) 

 Percentage of children who 

frequently drink alcohol 

 Percentage of mothers smoking 

at time of delivery 

 Percentage of children who 

frequently smoke 

 Percentage of exits from young 

person’s treatment which are care 

planned (alcohol & drugs) 

 

Outcome 5: Negative risk‐taking 

behaviour is reduced 

 Further reduce re-offending by 

children and young people, by fully 

implementing the new youth 

justice assessment framework 

(ASSETPlus) which allows an end-

to-end assessment and one record 

to follow a young person 

throughout their time in the youth 

justice system 

 Work with partners to implement 

the County Durham Youth Justice 

Plan and reduce first time entrants 

to the youth justice system 

 Reduce custody (both sentences 

and remands)  

 Support the reduction of teenage 

pregnancies (under 18 

conceptions) in County Durham by 

delivering interventions that are in 

line with evidence and best 

practice.  

 Work in partnership to increase 

awareness and provide education 

to young people and their parents 

on the risks of alcohol and ensure 

that adequate control on the sale 

of alcohol is in place and effective 

treatment services are available. 
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Outcome 6: Performance indicators 

 Emotional and behavioural health 

of looked after children 

 Young people aged 10-24 years 

admitted to hospital as a result of 

self-harm (rate per 100,000 

population aged 10-24 years) 

 Percentage of CAMHS patients 

who have attended a first 

appointment within 9 weeks of 

their external referral date 

 Percentage of children who have 

been bullied at school 

 

Outcome 7: Performance indicators 

 Percentage of children regularly 

taking part in activities and clubs 

at school / not at school 

 Percentage of children who 

would like to attend activities 

and clubs outside of school 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcome 6: Children and young people 

are more resilient 

 Work together to reduce incidents of 

self-harm by young people   

 Continue to improve the mental 

health and emotional wellbeing of 

children and young people and 

ensure interventions and services 

are effective and available to those 

who need it.  

 Ensure health, social care and third 

sector organisations work together 

to identify and support young carers  
 Provide a range of support to 

schools to tackle bullying and 

harassment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Outcome 7: A range of positive 

activities are available for children, 

young people and families 

 Provide a wide range of physical 

activity opportunities across County 

Durham to support more active 

lifestyles for children and young 

people and contribute towards 

tackling ‘lifestyle conditions’. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case study 

L is a 16 year old male with emotional and 

learning difficulties, which affect his 

confidence and concentration.  He struggles to 

communicate with new people, often causing 

panic and frustration, leaving him unable to 

deal with simple issues, which in turn causes 

further frustration that can lead to negative 

behaviour.   

 

L engaged in a 7 week Project4U course and 

was encouraged to participate in new learning 

areas which strengthened his self-esteem and 

motivation skills.   

 

The course covered a varied programme such 

as outward bounds and visits to a number of 

venues using different types of transport.  L 

displayed an improved mature attitude when 

visiting a restaurant for lunch, and restaurant 

staff commented on his positive and polite 

behaviour, which helped him realise what he 

can achieve in life with the right attitude and 

support.    

 

L left Project4U with an “I can do” attitude and 

expressed his thanks to staff for their support, 

and the group asked to meet socially in the 

near future.          

 

Attendance at Project4U made L feel more 

confident and resilient, and determined to 

engage at college to follow his aspirations. 

 

L is continuing with his education and has 

formed mutual friendships with staff and peers 

at college and stated he is ‘’so happy’’. 
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Strategic Objective 3 

A Think Family approach is embedded 

in our support to families 

 

Why this remains a priority 

Think Family is a multi-agency 

approach that seeks to provide early 

intervention for families that have 

problems and cause problems to the 

community around them.  

 
 

Partners across County Durham 

including Durham Constabulary are 

committed to tackling the complex 

needs of families that persist between 

generations through the Stronger 

Families Programme (known nationally 

as Troubled Families) which is 

designed to work with families facing 

multiple and complex challenges.  

 

 

Phase 1 of the Stronger Families 

Programme focused on helping 

families who: 

 Have children who don't attend 

school or who are excluded. 

 Are involved in crime or anti-social 

behaviour or crime. 

 Are not in work.  

 Are high-cost and have a range of 

health issues. 

 

A Single Lead Professional/Key Worker is 

assigned and a ‘team around the family’ is 

put in place to coordinate the support to 

achieve a range of positive and sustainable 

outcomes for the family. 

 

The success of this programme has been 

recognised by The Department of 

Communities and Local Government. 

 

Durham is one of fifty-one early starting 

programmes for phase 2 of the national 

troubled families programme. The 

expanded programme provides an 

opportunity to further target those families 

which have multiple and complex needs. 

 

The 5-year phase 2 programme will work 

with a total of 4,330 families in County 

Durham, and will target families who have: 

 Parents and children involved in crime 

and antisocial behaviour. 

 Children who have not been attending 

school regularly. 

 Children who need help (for example 

those that don’t take up the early 

years entitlement). 

 Adults out of work or at risk of 

financial exclusion and young people 

at risk of worklessness. 

 Families affected by domestic 

violence and abuse. 

 Parents and children with a range of 

health problems. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This objective is also aimed at ensuring 

that children are safeguarded and 

protected from harm and that early 

intervention and prevention services are 

in place which is in line with the 

Transformation of Children’s Care. 

 

It also aims to address the adoption 

reforms outlined in the Children and 

Families Act to ensure that more 

“I have always refused support 

in the past as I was scared 

about what would happen. I 

wish I had stopped burying my 

head in the sand earlier as the 

Stronger Families support has 

really helped my family” 

Source: Stronger Families service user 
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children can benefit more quickly from 

being adopted into a loving home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The evidence 

County Durham’s Stronger 

Families programme had 

identified and worked with 1,695 

families as of February 2015. 

 

1,185 families in County Durham have 

been ‘turned around’ through the 

Stronger Families Programme to 

February 2015, equating to 89.8% of 

the target for May 2015. 

 

Latest data shows that 23.5% of 

Children in Need referrals occurred 

within 12 months of the previous 

referral. This has achieved the target of 

28%, is an improvement from last year 

and is consistent with the 2013/14 

national average of 23.4%. 

 

The percentage of Looked After 

Children (LAC) with 3 or more 

placements in 2014 was 5.1%, which is 

a significant improvement from 12.9% 

in 2013/14 and is better than the 

national and regional averages. 

 

 
 

Achievements 

Some of our achievements are detailed 

below: 

 

Introduced a Single Assessment 

Framework and Single Front Door (First 

Contact Service) for referrals in 

Children’s Services to ensure early help 

to families. 

 

Since we implemented the First Contact 

service in April 2014, the number of 

children, young people and families 

referred for a formal social care 

assessment has decreased by 33%. 

 

Implemented the Multi-agency 

Safeguarding Hub (MASH) to improve 

information sharing and joint action. 

 

The Pre-Birth Intervention Service won 

three awards at the Children and Young 

People Now Awards. This pioneering 

service intervenes before children are 

born, to ensure that they get the best 

start in life, working with highly 

vulnerable families which have 

previously had children taken into care.  

 

Developed the Early Help Strategy to 

ensure services transform their focus 

towards effective early intervention and 

prevention. 

 

There has been a sustained downward 

trend in the number of children looked 

after since 2011/12 and an increasing 

trend in the number of children adopted 

since 2010/11. 

 

Durham LSCB has created the 

‘Erase’ brand (Educate and Raise 

awareness of Sexual Exploitation) to 

tackle child sexual exploitation.  

ERASE offers parents and carers 

advice on how to communicate with 

their children about who they speak 

to on-line and off-line. 

 

“Thank you very much for all your 

help and support over the last 10 

months. We are so unbelievably 

happy and A has now made our 

family complete. Thank you for 

going that extra mile” 
Source: Adopters 
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Outcome 8: Performance 

indicators 

 Percentage of families 'turned 

around' by the Stronger 

Families Programme 

 Percentage of Children in Need 

(CIN) referrals occurring within 

12 months of previous referral 

 Children becoming the subject 

of a child protection plan for a 

second or subsequent time (%) 

Within 2 Years of the previous 

plan 

 Number of Early Help 

Assessments completed by 

One Point Service 

  
 

Durham was successful in securing 

£3.26 million from the Children’s 

Social Care Innovation Fund to 

identify and meet the needs of 

children sooner, to address the root 

causes of problems to reduce the 

numbers of families who are re-

referred for support. 

 

The challenges ahead 

The Early Help Strategy will be 

implemented to ensure those in need 

receive the relevant services as soon as 

possible to reduce the need of costly 

high level intervention at a later date.  

 

 

Ensure effective joint agency response 

to child sexual exploitation / sexual 

violence and children who go missing 

from care and home.   

 

The government wants to see more 

children being adopted by loving 

families with less delay, The Children 

and Families Act supports the reforms 

that include improving support for 

adoptive families. 

 

The Counter Terrorism and Security Act 

places a duty on a range of institutions 

to have due regard to the need to 

prevent people from being drawn into 

terrorism.  The Local Authority will take 

a lead role and put in place 

arrangements to safeguard and support 

those who are vulnerable to 

radicalisation.  Every school will be 

required to understand the risk of pupils 

being drawn into terrorism and know 

how to respond.  

 

Strategic Actions and  

Performance Indicators 

The strategic actions state what we 

are going to do to achieve the three 

objectives and ten outcomes.   

The performance indicators are the 

things we can check to see if the 

actions are having the desired impact.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcome 8: Early intervention and 

prevention services improve 

outcomes for families 

 Implement the Early Help Strategy 

to better support families who 

have additional needs at an 

earlier point. 

 Implement statutory changes in 

relation to Health Visitors and 

Family Nurse Partnerships. 

 Support families using a Think 

Family approach to address their 

needs at the earliest opportunity 
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Outcome 10: Performance 

indicators 

 Rate of Looked After Children 

per 10,000 population 

 The number of children 

adopted as a percentage of 

those children leaving care 

 

Outcome 9: Performance 

indicators 

 Rate of children with a Child 

Protection Plan per 10,000 

population  

 Percentage of Child Protection 

Plans lasting two years or 

more at point in time and for 

Child Protection Plans which 

have ended during the year 

 Children killed or seriously 

injured in road traffic 

accidents 

 Hospital admissions caused by 

unintentional and deliberate 

injuries in children (rate per 

10,000 aged 0-14 years) 

 Hospital admissions caused by 

unintentional and deliberate 

injuries in young people (rate 

per 10,000 aged 15-24 years) 

 The number of children who 

are reported missing 

 The number of referrals 

received where Child Sexual 

Exploitation is identified as an 

issue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcome 9: Children are safeguarded  

and protected from harm 

 Work in partnership to support 

vulnerable children at risk of harm 

and work to stop abuse taking 

place.  

 Protect children from harm from 

breathing second hand smoke  

 Promote safety for outdoor play.  

 Work with the Local Safeguarding 

Children Board in tackling Child 

Sexual Exploitation  

 Put in place arrangements in 

schools to safeguard and support 

those who are vulnerable to 

radicalisation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcome 10: Children who cannot  

live with their families achieve 

permanence and stability 

 Continue to implement the fostering 

and adoption reforms as laid out in 

the Children and Families Act to 

streamline processes and provide 

permanence and stability.  

 Continue to reduce numbers of 

Looked After Children.  

 
 

 

Case study 

With the support of the Adoption Service, A and 

her husband adopted their two sons over 10 

years ago. They decided to adopt two children 

as they always wanted more than one child and 

thought it would be great to keep the children 

together.  

 

“The boys aged five and seven would probably 

have remained in long term foster care if we 

hadn’t adopted them. The boys were really close 

to each other when they first arrived which was 

lovely but we were concerned that they didn’t 

know how to play with other children.  

 

Over time we encouraged them and they soon 

developed friendships making many friends 

whilst maintaining a brotherly relationship. The 

boys are now 18 and 16 years old and typical 

teenagers!  I’m so proud of the boys they have 

both left school with good exam results and are 

excited to be planning their futures at college 

and in the army.” 
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Children, Young People & Families Plan – Glossary 

Abbreviation Description 

CDP County Durham Partnership 

The overarching partnership for County Durham,  made up of key public, private and voluntary sector organisations that work together 

to improve the quality of life for the people within County Durham. 

CDYOS County Durham Youth Offending Services 

County Durham Youth Offending Service works with young people and partner agencies to prevent re-offending. 

CFP Children and Families Partnership 

County Durham Children and Families Partnership has a strategic responsibility for delivering better outcomes for children, young 

people and their families in County Durham. 

Child and 

Adolescent 

Mental Health 

Services 

Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services help children and young people with their mental health and well-being and are usually 

provided by a multi-disciplinary team of mental health professionals. 

Children and 

Adults Services 

 

Children and Adults Services bring together a number of council functions which contribute to the County Durham Partnership vision of 

Altogether Better Durham. 

  

In particular, the relevant themes are: 

 Altogether better for children and young people  

 Altogether healthier  

 Altogether safer  

 Altogether wealthier 

Children in 

Need 

 

Children in need are defined in law as children who are aged under 18 and:- 

 Need local authority services to achieve or maintain a reasonable standard of health or development. 

 Need local authority services to prevent significant or further harm to health or development. 

 Are disabled. 

Clinical 

Commissioning 

Groups 

Groups of GPs and other health care professionals who have the responsibility for commissioning health and care services in their 

area from April 2013, in partnership with local authorities and local communities. 
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Common 

Assessment 

Framework 

The Common Assessment Framework was a key part of delivering frontline services that were integrated and focused around the 

needs of children and young people. It was a standardised approach used by practitioners to assess children's additional needs and 

decide how these should be met.  This was replaced by the Single Assessment from April 2014. 

CYPFP Children, Young People and Families Plan 

The Children, Young People and Families Plan is the single overarching, multi-agency plan for the delivery of priorities for children and 

young people in County Durham. The plan sets the vision for The Children and Families Partnership including services around children 

and young people. 

DAPH Durham Association for Primary Headteachers 

This group is set up to represent the clusters of schools across the authority. It meets on a monthly basis and the issues that are 

discussed revolve around the issues that schools are facing, nationally and locally. 

DASH Durham Association of Secondary Heads 

As a group of schools and academies in County Durham, Durham Association of Secondary Heads believe there should be professional 

collaboration.  The professional practice aspires to be collaborative and equitable, whilst developing, promoting and sharing good 

practice. 

DASS Durham Association for Special Schools 

This group consists of the Head Teachers of Durham Special Schools and aims to share ideas experience and practice in order to 

promote and improve the delivery of special education; promote links and cooperation between member schools; provide mutual 

support and professional help between members and to communicate with the local authority on common issues. 

Durham 

County Council 

Local authority which performs all council functions in the County Durham area. 

Early Years 

Foundation 

Stage 

The Early Year’s Foundation Stage sets the statutory standards that all early years providers must meet. This includes all maintained 

schools, non-maintained schools, independent schools and all providers on the Early Years Register. 

Education 

Health and 

Care Plan 

Education Health and Care Plans were introduced across England & Wales during 2014. The Plans themselves originate from the 

Children & Families Act which is currently being processed through the House of Commons.  

EYPP Early Years Pupil Premium 

Children aged 3 and 4 are entitled to 15 hours a week of funded early education for 38 weeks of the year.  The EYPP, which will be 

introduced in 2015, will complement the entitlement by providing nurseries, schools and other providers of government-funded early 

education with an additional £300 a year for each eligible child accessing the full 570 hours with the aim of improving the quality of 

education that these children receive. P
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First Time 

Entrants 

First Time Entrants to the criminal justice system are classified as offenders, (aged 10 – 17) resident in England and Wales, who 

received their first reprimand, warning, caution or conviction, based on data recorded on the Police National Computer. 

FSM Free School Meals  

A free school meal is a school meal provided to a child or young person during a school break and paid for by government. 

GCSE General Certificate of Secondary Education 

The General Certificate of Secondary Education is an academic qualification awarded in a specified subject, generally taken in a 

number of subjects by students aged 14-16 in secondary education in the UK. 

Health and 

Wellbeing 

Board 

Statutory forum of key leaders from health and social care working together to improve the health and wellbeing of the local 

population and reduce health inequalities. 

Joint Health 

and Wellbeing 

Strategy 

A legal requirement to ensure that CCG’s and the local authority work together through the Health and Wellbeing Board and agree the 

services that should be prioritised within the strategy. 

Local 

Safeguarding 

Children Board 

Local Safeguarding Children Boards were established by the Children Act 2004 which gives a statutory responsibility to each locality to 

have this mechanism in place. LSCBs are now the key system in every locality of the country for organisations to come together to 

agree on how they will cooperate with one another to safeguard and promote the welfare of children.  

Looked After 

Children 

Children in public care, who are placed with foster carers, in residential homes or with parents or other relatives. 

NEET Not in Employment, Education or Training 

A young person (16-24) who is "Not in Education, Employment, or Training". 

OFSTED Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills 

An independent and impartial organisation who inspect and regulate services which care for children and young people, those 

providing education and skills for learners of all ages. 

OPPA One Point Personal Advisor 

One Point provides a variety of free advice and support and a range of activities for children, young people and families. They support 

children, young people and their families from early pregnancy to the age of 19 years and for some children and young people who 

have a disability, up to the age of 25 years. Their Personal Advisors are trained and qualified to deal with concerns and support 

parents and children. 

SCS Sustainable Community Strategy  

Vision for the local area and umbrella strategy for all the other strategies devised for the area. 
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SEN / SEND Special Educational Needs / Special Educational Needs and Disability 

Children who have needs or disabilities that affect their ability to learn. For example: 

 Behavioural/social (e.g. difficulty making friends). 

 Reading and writing (e.g. dyslexia). 

 Understanding things. 

 Concentrating (e.g. Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder). 

 Physical needs or impairments.   
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Contact details
Any comments or queries about
this document can be directed to:

Policy, Planning and Partnerships
Children and Adults Services
County Hall
Durham
DH1 5UG

Telephone: 03000 267318

Children, Young People
and Families Plan
2015/2018

altformat.cas@durham.gov.uk
03000 261 381

CAS11903 Children and Adults Services, CMI Team 2014
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Cabinet 
 

15 July 2015 
 

Health Protection Assurance Annual 
Report 2013-14 
 

 

 
 

Report of Corporate Management Team 

Anna Lynch, Director of Public Health, County Durham 

Councillor Lucy Hovvels, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Adult & 
Health Services 

 
Purpose of the Report 

1. This report provides an overview to Cabinet of health protection assurance 
arrangements in County Durham and updates on relevant activity from April 
2013 to March 2014.   

 
Background 
 
2. In the context of health system reforms brought about by the Health & Social 

Care Act 2012, new health protection responsibilities are in place across the 
various bodies established in the new system (NHS England, Public Health 
England and Clinical Commissioning Groups).  Also, specific additional health 
protection responsibilities have been allocated to local authorities as part of 
their remit for public health.  The protection of the health of the population is 
one of the five mandated responsibilities given to local authorities as part of 
the Act.  The national Public Health Outcomes Framework includes indicators 
in relation to health protection. 
 

3. The Director of Public Health (DPH) for County Durham is responsible under 
legislation for the local authority’s new public health functions.  The DPH also 
has responsibility for “the exercise by the authority of any of its functions that 
relate to planning for and responding to, emergencies involving a risk to public 
health”. 
 

4. Durham County Council’s new responsibilities for public health include 
ensuring that local arrangements to protect the health of the population are 
robust and fit for purpose.  Threats to the health of the public include 
infectious diseases, chemicals and poisons, radiation and emergency 
response and environmental health hazards.  
The main issues include: 
 

• Implementation of robust Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and 
Response of both major and smaller scale incidents 

• Robust Environmental Health services 
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• Implementation and Quality Assurance of Immunisation Programmes 

• Implementation and Quality Assurance of Screening Programmes. 
 

5. New arrangements were established in Durham during 2013-14 to support the 
assurance role and to ensure information and intelligence is available on a 
timely basis and is monitored.  During 2013-14 there was a strong focus on 
bringing the new organisational arrangements fully up to speed. 
Arrangements were tested through a number of incidents such as the measles 
outbreak in England and Wales.  The current assurance arrangement are 
detailed in paras 9 to 13 of this report.  
 

6.  The North East Public Health England centre continues to deliver the 
functions delivered by former Health Protection Agency staff pre the 2013 
changes. 
 

7. NHS England is responsible for commissioning all of the screening and 
immunisation programmes that were formerly the responsibility of PCTs.  
 

8. Regular liaison between Directors of Public Health and the Centre Director of 
Public Health England, and the Head of Public Health for NHS England has 
been established via the monthly North East DPH meeting. 

 
Assurance arrangements in County Durham  
 
9. PHE established the County Durham & Darlington Health Protection Group 

and this brings together organisations involved in protecting the health of the 
population (terms of reference attached at Appendix 2).  A DCC Consultant in 
Public Health attends and provides assurance to the DPH in relation to 
general health protection issues.  More detailed information regarding PHE’s 
role is detailed in a briefing at Appendix 3.  

 
10. NHS England established the Durham, Darlington and Tees Screening and 

Immunisations Oversight Board with sub groups that consider specific 
screening or immunisations programmes.  The Oversight Board is attended 
by a DCC Consultant in Public Health who provides assurance to the DPH in 
relation to screening and immunisation programmes.  The management of 
incidents and the quality assurance for screening programmes are reported 
separately to the DPH.  
 

11. The arrangements detailed in para 10 are under review due to the re-structure 
of NHS England locally to become a sub-regional office covering Cumbria and 
the North East.  A draft assurance framework has been presented to the 
DsPH network and will be progressed by NHS England.  
 

12. The DsPH for County Durham and Darlington established the County Durham 
and Darlington Healthcare Acquired Infections Assurance Group in 2013.  
This has wide membership from all provider organisations (terms of reference 
attached as Appendix 4).  This enables both DsPH to have a clear line of sight 
to all providers in County Durham and Darlington.  
 

13. NHS England established the County Durham & Darlington and Tees Local 
Health Resilience Partnership in 2013.  One of the responsibilities of the 
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LHRP is to provide the DPH with assurance that the health sector has well 
tested plans to respond to major incidents that contribute to multi-agency 
emergency planning.  The current terms of reference are attached as 
Appendix 5 although these are currently under review due to the NHS 
England restructure.  
 

14. Durham County Council Internal Audit has undertaken a review of the health 
protection assurance arrangements and preliminary feedback indicates no 
obvious gaps or deficiencies.  
 

Performance 
 

15. Both PHE, NHS England and the lead nurse for healthcare acquired infections 
have produced annual reports for 2013/14 (these are the latest available).  
These are available on request from the DPH.  
 

16. PHE’s annual report covers the NE geography and includes details of the 
prevention and surveillance of communicable diseases, the control of specific 
diseases such as meningococcal meningitis and septicaemia, their response 
to communicable disease outbreaks and incidents; emergency preparedness, 
resilience and response, environmental issues and quality and health 
inequality issues in health protection.   
 

17. The annual report is supplemented by quarterly reports to the DPH that detail 
outbreaks and issues in County Durham.  
 

18. Overall, there are no issues that the DPH has concerns about in relation to 
the health protection function discharged by PHE.  Communications are very 
robust and effective and PHE keeps the DPH well informed of contemporary 
issues impacting on the Durham population.  
 

19. NHS England’s annual report covers County Durham, Darlington and Tees 
and is supplemented by geographical data and information presented to the 
Screening and Immunisation Oversight Board.  This information is also 
provided directly to the DPH.  The data provided is not adequate to enable 
local variations to be identified and therefore hides health inequalities.  This is 
being progressed with NHS England by DsPH.  
 

20. Overall, the universal immunisation programme demonstrates high uptake 
rates across County Durham, higher than the NE and England averages for 
most programmes.  
 

21. There are three cancer screening programmes (breast, cervical and bowel 
cancer), six antenatal and newborn screening programmes and the two 
further non cancer screening programmes for diabetic eye and abdominal 
aortic aneurysm screening (AAA) delivered to the County Durham population.  
 

22. Performance for the three cancer screening programmes demonstrated good 
uptake rates for the County Durham population, higher than the NE and 
England averages.  
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23. Where data is available for the six antenatal and newborn screening 
programmes, performance for the County Durham population is good 
although there are data reporting issues with providers that NHS England 
expects to resolve.   This will ensure that data is provided for all antenatal and 
newborn screening programmes in the future.  
 

24. The providers delivering the diabetic retinopathy screening achieve the 
national quality standard attendance rate of 70% but no published data for the 
AAA screening is available for 13/14.  The National Screening Programme 
has put in place a quarterly data collection process for 14/15. 
 

25. The annual report of the Lead Nurse for infection prevention and control 
details the range of support and interventions initiated to reduce healthcare 
acquired infections and reports in year activity details.  
 
This information is reported directly to CCGs and action plans are put in place 
to address identified issues.  These are reported to the CCGs’ Governing 
Bodies as part of the quality reports.  

 
Conclusion 
 
26. The health protection functions delivered by a range of organisations in 

County Durham demonstrates good performance and effective arrangements 
are in place that assure the DPH that the health of the population is 
adequately protected.  
 

27. Good communication exists between the commissioners of the various 
programmes and the DPH and remedial and corrective interventions are 
instigated when necessary.  Escalation procedures are in place in the event 
the DPH needs to raise concerns.  
 

Recommendations 
 
Cabinet is requested to: 
 

• Note the content of the report 

• Note that the performance is generally higher than the NE and England 
averages for most immunisation and screening programmes.  

• Note that the DPH is satisfied that effective assurance processes are in 
place, that issues or concerns can be escalated appropriately and Internal 
Audit has confirmed this. 

• Note that the DPH discharges the health protection responsibilities on 
behalf of the Secretary of State for Health and the local authority.  

 
Background Papers 
1 Health Protection Group Terms of Reference. (Appendix 2) 

2 Health Protection Assurance Document. February 2015. (Appendix 3) 
 

3 Health and Social Care HCAI Group, Terms of Reference. (Appendix 4) 
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4 Durham, Darlington & Tees Local Health Resilience Partnership, Membership 
and Terms of Reference. (Appendix 5) 
 

 

Contact:  Anna Lynch, Director of Public Health, County Durham 

Email:      anna.lynch@durham.gov.uk                  
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Appendix 1:  Implications 
 
 
Finance  
No implications from this report.  
 
Staffing 
No implications from this report.  
 
Risk 
No implications from this report.  
 
Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty 
No implications from this report.  
 
Accommodation 
No implications from this report.  
 
Crime and Disorder 
No implications from this report.  
 
Human Rights  
No implications from this report.  
 
Consultation   
No implications from this report.  
 
Procurement   
No implications from this report.  
 
Disability Issues    
No implications from this report.  
 
Legal Implications 
No implications from this report.  
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County Durham and Darlington Area Health Protection Group

Terms of Reference April 2013

Purpose of the Group

To provide a forum:

1. To discuss strategic and operational health protection issues.
2. To review outbreaks and incidents (local, regional and national) and learn from lessons 

identified.
3. To provide a forum where cross-boundary and cross- organisational issues can be 

discussed and solutions identified.
4. To identify local priorities alongside implementing national policy and guidance.
5. To identify any joint training and development needs

Accountability

The group does not have a formal accountability or governance structure. 

Membership

Organisation Representatives
Director of Public Health for Durham County Council Nick Springham, Consultant in Public 

Health
Director of Public Health for Darlington Borough 
Council

Miriam Davidson, Director of Public 
Health, Darlington Borough Council

Environmental Health Durham County Council County Durham Health Protection 
Manager plus EHOs

Environmental Health Darlington Borough Council Environmental Health Manager 
Darlington plus EHOs

County Durham and Darlington Infection Prevention 
and Control Team

Infection Control Nurse

County Durham & Darlington NHS Foundation Trust Consultant Medical Microbiologists
Northumbrian Water Limited Water Quality Manager

PHE Food Water and Environment Laboratory York Heather Aird
Public Health England North East Health Protection 
Team

Consultant in Health Protection for 
County Durham & Darlington patch

Public Health England North East Health Protection 
Team

Senior Health Protection Nurse / Nurse 
Consultant for patch

PHE Newcastle / Newcastle Hospitals Laboratory Jennifer Collins 
Durham Darlington and Tees Area Team NHS England Andy Summerbell

Other attendees as appropriate for the meeting e.g. public health trainees. 

Chair 

The group will be chaired by Consultant in Health Protection (Proper Officer) for the County 
Durham and Darlington patch. 
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Frequency of meetings

The committee will meet quarterly. 

Administrative support

Administrative support will be provided by the health protection team.

Date for review

These terms of reference to be reviewed in April 2014.
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Health Protection Assurance Document 

PHE Centre North East: Health Protection Team

February 2015

1 Purpose of the report

1.1 This report describes the arrangements for delivering health protection 
services to the people of the north east. In the context of this report health 
protection covers the investigation and control of communicable disease and 
other chemical/environmental hazards, incident and outbreak management, 
access to specialist advice in relation to epidemiology, microbiology, 
chemicals, radiation, communications and EPRR. 

1.2 The purpose of the report is to provide Directors of Public Health, the NHS 
England, Clinical Commissioning Groups and PHE with evidence that can be 
used for internal and external assurance processes. 

2 Delivering the health protection team response. 

2.1 The staff establishment for the HPT at 1 March 2015 comprised:

 1 Deputy Director for Health Protection (DDHP)
 4 Consultants in Health Protection (CHP)
 4 Senior Nurses (SN)
 6.8 Nurses/Practitioners

The HPT is supported by administrative staff that are part of the business 
management team supporting the PHE Centre (PHEC).

2.2 For the purposes of health protection the northeast is divided into four areas, 
north of Tyne (Northumberland, North Tyneside and Newcastle); south of 
Tyne (Gateshead, South Tyneside and Sunderland); Durham and Darlington 
(Durham and Darlington); and Tees (Hartlepool, North Tees, Middlesbrough 
and Redcar and Cleveland). 

2.3 A consultant and a senior nurse are aligned to each of four areas and provide 
a first point of contact for all operational and strategic activities. They routinely 
attend multiagency meetings in relation to health protection issues and lead 
on incident and outbreak management. This arrangement pre-dates PHE and 
has been in place for over ten years. It provides partner organisations with a 
point of contact with two senior members of staff in the HPT who understand 
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the specific issues of the areas they cover. Cross-cover arrangements are in 
place between CHP and SNs for annual leave or absence from work. This 
arrangement ensures that Directors of Public Health in particular are able to 
build up an effective working relationship with their named CHP and senior 
nurse.

2.4 Enquiries, case investigation, contact tracing and follow up of notifications is 
performed principally by the nurses/practitioners with additional cover from 
senior nurses. This is done on a north east wide basis with referral of more 
complex cases, incidents and outbreaks to the identified patch consultant/ 
senior nurse (or identified cover if not available). Escalation criteria are in 
place to determine what is referred to senior staff.

2.5 The HPT operates a de minimis staffing quota of 50% during office hours. A 
consultant and senior nurse is available during office hours to provide 
additional resilience.

2.6 The HPT operates a two-tier on call service. Senior nurses, 
nurse/practitioners and public health trainees who are deemed to be 
competent to perform this role staff the first on call rota. Competence is 
determined by passing the Part 1 exam, successfully completing their three 
month HP attachment, undergoing a scenario test and annual refresher 
weeks with the HPT. The second on call rota is staffed by the DDHP, CHP 
and the Consultant Field Epidemiologist. 

2.7 The majority of the interaction between PHE and local partners is through the 
HPT, but the delivery of the health protection response involves working 
jointly with other co-located PHE services such as the Field Epidemiology 
Service (FES), Centre for Chemicals, Radiation and Environmental Hazards 
(CRCE), Communications and EPRR colleagues. Strong links also exist with 
local and national microbiology services. This arrangement ensures that 
specialist advice is available to HPT staff and partner organisations when 
responding to health protection issues. 

2.8 In addition to these locally based services the HPT has access to national and 
international expertise via the Centre for Infectious Disease, Surveillance and 
Control, (Colindale), Emergency Response Department (Porton) and CRCE 
(Chilton).

2.9 The strength of the structure and integrated working arrangements of the HPT 
in the north east was recognised as an example of good practice by the 
Health Protection Agency (predecessor organisation to PHE) and this has 
continued since the inception of PHE. 

2.10 PHE also have embedded staff in NHS England providing specialist advice 
and services in relation to screening and immunisation.
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3 Ways of working

3.1 The HPT works to a set of national guidelines in relation to the control of 
infectious disease. These are supplemented by local Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs). The following multi-agency plans have been developed:

 Outbreak Control Plan (stipulation that DsPH are members of an 
Incident or Outbreak Control Team)

 Infectious Disease Plan
 Incident Response Plan
 STAC Plan
 Influenza Plan
 Operational Pandemic Flu Plan
 Radiation Plan
 Mass Casualties Plan
 Critical Care Escalation Plans
 Ebola Plan
 Mass Vaccination Framework

Consultants and EPRR staff are also actively engaged in supporting the 
development and testing of plans developed by other organisations and the 
LRFs. 

3.2 In addition to formal plans, the HPT will routinely inform DsPH of any enquiry, 
case or incident that is considered to be of significance or could attract media 
or political attention. 

3.3 The HPT and FES produce a range of stakeholder reports with varying 
degrees of frequency depending on what is being reported. As at January 
2015, twenty reports were routinely produced on a weekly (4), monthly (3), 
quarterly (8) and annual basis (5). A further 10 reports are produced for use 
by HP staff to ensure that every effort is made to identify possible links 
between cases and to identify outbreak that might not be obviously linked to 
one source or exposure. In addition, the HPT produces an Annual Report in 
June each year summarising the most significant activities and issues of the 
previous year and providing data at a local authority level for all major 
infectious diseases. The Annual Report contains a comprehensive list of the 
stakeholder reports produced for the previous year. 

3.4 The HPT supports and where necessary provides system leadership to multi-
agency arrangements across the north east. These arrangements include:

 Attending Health and Wellbeing Boards and other local authority 
meetings to provide guidance, training, advice and information on HP 
matters.
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 Providing consultant level support to Local Resilience Forums and 
other senior staff to support the sub-group structures of LRFs.

 Fulfil the STAC Advisor role in the event of a major incident.
 Administer the STAC Rota and provide updates and annual training for 

DsPH in support of their role of STAC chair.
 Provide consultant level support to the Local Health Resilience 

Partnerships.
 Act as Proper Officers for local authorities, and Port Health/Medical 

Officers for specific elements of public health law. 
 Chair the ‘Ways of Working Group’ comprising of DsPH, NHS AT 

representatives, CCG representative and PHE.

3.5 Since April 2013 one CHP has been working on a contracted basis (the 
equivalent half a day per week) with the NHS Areas Teams to provide system 
leadership across the NHS/PHE specifically in relation to EPRR, Influenza 
and the development of multi-agency plans covering the north east. 

3.6 The HPT is committed to improving the quality of the services it provides to 
the public and to partner organisations. It does this by:

 An annual quality improvement programme comprising audits and 
review. All staff including admin staff have an objective to participate in 
at least one audit/service review per year.

 Regularly contribution to national and international conferences 
through posters and presentations.

 Contributing to the evidence base through research and publications.
 Continuous customer satisfaction monitoring.
 Delivers the high level national PHE objectives locally.
 Annually sets more locally sensitive objectives to improve effectiveness 

and efficiency.

An evaluation of the success of these objectives is contained each year in the 
Annual Report.

3.7 The HPT recognises that other organisations also have statutory 
responsibilities to protect the public and works closely with them to ensure 
that this is done in a co-ordinated and coherent way. This involves:

 Full engagement and participation in Local Resilience Forums and 
associated sub-groups.

 Deputy Director for Health Protection sits on the Local Health 
Resilience Partnership.

 Consultants and senior nurses meet with Environmental Health 
colleagues in various forums to discuss and agree ways of working. 
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3.8 The North East HPT has a strong track record in developing, delivering and 
participating in training sessions. Such sessions range from ad hoc events in 
response to an emerging issue, to more planned updates such as STAC 
training and learning from incidents and outbreaks. 

4 Conclusion

4.1 This document summarises the structure and ways of working of the HPT 
internally and externally with partner organisations. It describes the processes 
by which the team seeks to protect the public from communicable disease, 
support partner organisations in their responsibilities, provide assurance to 
DsPH in their role to protect local populations and offer system leadership 
where appropriate. 

Paul Davison
Deputy Director for Health Protection
Health Protection Team
PHE Centre: North East
February 2015
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Department of Infection Prevention and Control
Public Health

Durham County Council 
County Hall

Durham
DH1 5UJ

Tel:  03000 267 685

Health and Social Care HCAI Group

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Role 

The Group is responsible for providing information and assurance to the Director of 
Public Health, who is responsible for overseeing HCAI across the health economy.

Responsibilities of the Group

The Group is responsible for providing information and assurance to the Director of 
Public Health that appropriate arrangements are in please to prevent, manage and 
reduce healthcare associated infections.

In particular the Group will 
- secure delivery of the HCAI agenda across the health economy.  Specifically 

MRSA bacteraemia and clostridium difficile, and other relevant key infections
- identify new and innovative approaches to reducing HCAI, piloting those 

where existing evidence is incomplete
- share learning which arises from root cause analysis or local incidents.

Membership

Director of Public Health, Durham County Anna Lynch
Council (Chair)
Director of Public Health, Darlington Miriam Davidson
Borough Council
Lead Infection Prevention and Control Nurse Jean Armstrong
Consultant in Public Health Lynn Wilson
Medicines Optimisation Pharmacist Alastair Monk 
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Senior Contracts Officer -  Angela Coates
Development  and Commissioning
Lead Senior Nurse IPC and Physical Health Care - Angela Ridley
Tees, Esk and Wear Valley  
Consultant Microbiologist County Durham and Dr David Allison
Darlington Foundation Trust
Consultant in Health Protection Deborah Wilson
Director of Nursing Darlington CCG Elizabeth Graham
Director of Nursing, DDES CCG Gillian Findley
Director or Nursing, Quality and Development Liz Herring 
Commissioning Services Manager - Adults, Louise Lyons
Wellbeing & Health
Director of Nursing CDDFT Mike Wright
Senior Nurse Infection Prevention and Tricia Gordon
Control CDDFT
NHS England Durham, Darlington and Tees David Charlesworth
area team
Head of Information Services - The North of Valerie Maddison
England Commissioning Support Service (NECS)
Director of Nursing at BMI Healthcare Jill Neasham
Director of Nursing and Quality for Durham, Bev Reilly
Darlington and Teesside Area Team
Director of Clinical Quality and Primary Care Dinah Roy
Development DDES
Clinical Pharmacist CDDFT Stuart Brown

Chair of Group

The Chair of the Group will be the Director of Public Health
Deputy Chair of Group – Consultant in Public Health

Quorum 

The Quorum will consist of:

- Director of Public Health
-  Representative from provider organisations, CCG and Infection Prevention 

and Control team

Frequency of Meetings

The group will meet quarterly.  Each meeting will include an agenda and supporting 
papers which will be forwarded to members 5 working days before the meeting. 
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Relationships with other Committees 

The Group will receive information and assurance from CDDFT and TEWV Infection 
Prevention and Control Committees and Public Health England Infections 
Committee.

Review Date

June 2014

Jean Armstrong
Lead Infection Prevention and Control Nurse
18 July 2013
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Context
1. These are the Terms of Reference for the Local Health Resilience Partnership (LHRP) that 

covers the geographical area of County Durham and Darlington Local Resilience Forum 
(LRF) and Cleveland LRF.

2. The LHRP will provide a strategic forum for local organisations to facilitate health sector 
preparedness and planning for emergencies at LRF level. 

3. Members of the LHRP will be Executive Representatives who are able to authorise plans 
and commit resources on behalf of their organisations. They will be able to provide 
strategic direction for health EPRR in their area.

4. The identified lead Director of Public Health (DPH) and the NHS Commissioning Board 
Area Team (NHS CB AT) Director responsible for EPRR will co-chair all meetings.

Purpose of this partnership
The key responsibilities of the LHRP are to:

5. Facilitate the production of local sector-wide health plans to respond to emergencies and 
contribute to multi agency emergency planning.

6. Provide support to the NHS, Public Health England (PHE) and DPH representatives on the 
LRFs in their role to represent health sector EPRR matters.

7. Provide support to NHS CB AT and PHE in assessing and assuring the ability of the health 
sector to respond in partnership to emergencies at an LRF level.

8. Each constituent organisation remains responsible and accountable for their effective 
response to emergencies in line with their statutory duties and obligations. As with LRFs, 
the LHRP has no collective role in the delivery of emergency response.

Terms of reference
9. The LHRP will give strategic leadership on EPRR for the health organisations and 

communities of the LRF area, delivering some of their duties under the Civil Contingencies 
Act (CCA) 2004, National policy and Regional level guidance.  Specifically the LHRP will:
a. Regularly assess the local health risks and priorities taking into consideration the 

different needs of local communities to ensure preparedness arrangements reflect 
current and emerging threats.

b. Set an annual EPRR work plan, based on information from the national and local risk 
registers (including the National Risk Assessment and Community Risk Registers), 
national planning assumptions, lessons learnt from previous incidents and 
emergencies, advice from the health communities and specific local health needs. 
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c. Facilitate the production and authorisation of local sector-wide health plans to respond 
to emergencies and contribute to multi-agency emergency planning, ensuring that 
these plans include provision for mutual aid between organisations within the LRF area

d. Provide a forum to raise and address concerns relating to health emergency planning, 
resilience and response.

e. Assess performance of NHS provided care
f. Provide strategic leadership to the planning of responses to incidents likely to involve 

wider health economies (more than one organisation), for example winter capacity 
issues.

g. Ensure that health is represented cohesively on the LRF and similar EPRR planning 
groups.

h. The LHRP may delegate practical tasks to operational representatives from member 
organisations (such as planning and testing). Where this is the case, Terms of 
Reference for the work will be established and made available to all members. The 
Terms of Reference for these groups will be included as Appendices to this document. 
(See Paragraph 14)

i. Ensure LHRP priorities are informed by the community risk register and agreed with 
the LRFs.

10. The LHRP will provide support to the NHS CB, Local Government and PHE in ensuring    
that member organisations develop and maintain effective health planning arrangements 
for major emergencies and major incidents. Specifically, to ensure:
a. That the plans reflect the strategic leadership referenced and thus will ensure robust 

service and local level response to emergencies.
b. Coordination between health organisations is included within the plans.
c. That there is opportunity for co-ordinated exercising of local and service level plans in 

accordance with Department of Health (DH) policy and the CCA 2004.
d. That the health sector is integrated into appropriate wider EPRR plans and structures 

of civil resilience partner organisations within the LRF areas covered by the LHRP.
e. That co-ordination and understanding between the LRFs and local health providers is 

reviewed and continually improved.
f. That provision is in place to coordinate with neighbouring LHRPs, (and where 

appropriate EPRR organisations in neighbouring Devolved Administrations) and 
regional arrangements are in place to develop and maintain mutual aid and integrated 
health response arrangements.

g. That arrangements (including trigger mechanisms and activation and escalation 
arrangements) are in place for providing and maintaining health representation at 
multi-agency controls (Gold/Silver commands) during actual or threatened 
emergencies.

h. That there is a mechanism to ensure all local parties in EPRR keep their colleagues 
and the Chairs of the LHRP informed of any potential or actual incidents, so that 
planned handling, leadership and any escalation process can be followed effectively.  

11. The LHRP may also undertake tasks on behalf of the NHS CB Area team and/or Public 
Health England,  for example:
a. Providing a framework for local assurance, including maintaining a quantifiable and 

accurate assessment of the effectiveness of the resilience capability and capacity 
across all member organisations.

b. Recommending training and exercising requirements and developing a programme to 
meet these.
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c. Providing an overview of the effectiveness of member organisations business 
continuity arrangements.

d. Identifying any gaps in current preparedness across the health sector. Providing a 
network to share and promote best practice and learning.

12. All work undertaken by the LHRP, on behalf of public sector organisations must pay due 
regard to equality and diversity in line with the Public Sector Equality Duty.

13. Note that accountability cannot be delegated, and should the LHRP undertake these or 
any other delegated tasks, a Terms of Reference must be prepared delineating the 
responsibility and clearly stating the accountable organisation(s).

Format and frequency of meetings
14. The LHRP will meet, as a minimum, quarterly.

15. Meetings will be held within existing estate and infrastructure with costs for meetings (e.g. 
refreshments, stationery etc falling to the organisation “owning” the building).

16. Costs for task and finish groups will be borne by the member organisations “where they 
fall”. (I.e. there is no expectation of cross charging for time spent attending meetings, 
working on specific projects, travel, hosting meetings etc.)

17. In the event that a planning activity indicates specific spending need and this is agreed 
(including where appropriate with the LRFs), the member organisations are expected to 
contribute to the costs.

18. All meetings will be formally documented and minutes shared with all relevant health 
organisations within the LHRP area.  These minutes will be publicly available upon 
request, subject to appropriate consideration of any restricted/sensitive items.

19. All meeting and event organisation will take account of individual members equality and 
diversity needs e.g. mobility issues.

20. Reports will be submitted 5 working days prior to meetings and minutes circulated a 
maximum of 14-day post meetings.

21. The secretariat will be provided by the NHS CB AT. 
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Membership

22. The initial membership of the shadow LHRP is as follows:

Organisation Role

NHS CB Durham Darlington & Tees AT Co chair, Member both LRFs

NHS Tees (Lead DPH-LA) Co chair, Member Cleveland LRF

NHS County Durham & Darlington (Lead 
DPH-LA) 

Member LHRP and  CD&D LRF

HPA (PHE) NE HPU Member LHRP and both LRFs

North East Ambulance Service Member LHRP and both LRFs

County Durham & Darlington FT Member LHRP

North Tees & Hartlepool FT Member LHRP

South Tees FT Member LHRP

Tees, Esk & Wear Valley  FT Member LHRP

CCG Member LHRP

NoECCN Member LHRP

Trauma Network 

Adult & Children Services                                  

Member LHRP

Member LHRP
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Appendices 
APPENDIX 1

Durham, Darlington and Tees Local Health Resilience Partnership
Health and Social Care Resilience Group (H&SCRG)

Terms of Reference

Purpose of Group
The Durham Darlington and Tees Health and Social Care Resilience Group (H&SCRG) is a 
practitioner level group which is responsible for co-ordinating the development of health and 
health related social care resilience arrangements, capability and capacity to respond to 
emergencies and major incidents as part of a multi agency response. 

Terms of Reference:
 To be the planning focus for health and health related social care emergency 

preparedness issues within the Durham, Darlington and Tees Local Health Resilience 
Partnership (LHRP) / Local Resilience Forum (LRF) area, providing appropriate advice 
and guidance as required

 To be the planning focus for surge management preparedness and co-ordination within 
the Durham, Darlington and Tees LHRP / LRF area, providing appropriate advice and 
guidance as required

 To interpret and co-ordinate the operational implementation of national, regional and local 
guidance / requirements in relation to emergency preparedness across the Durham, 
Darlington and Tees LHRP health and social care economy

 To develop the necessary multi agency plans required by the priorities set by the LHRP 
and / or LRF Business and Policy Group. 

 To review, maintain and make recommendations for the revision or deletion of existing 
multi agency plans coming within the remit of the group

 To ‘horizon scan’ and consider / highlight possible future risks, threats and challenges 
facing individual category 1 and 2 responders and other associated organisations in 
meeting the requirements of the Civil Contingencies Act under the remit of the group

 To prepare and agree with the LHRP and the Business and Policy Groups an annual 
targeted action plan for delivery of the agreed priorities coming within the remit of the 
group

 To consider the following specific (but not exclusive) areas of risk and prepare 
appropriate plans where necessary:
- Surge management
- Adverse weather
- Pandemic influenza
- Mass casualties
- Outbreaks

 To ensure that health emergency preparedness arrangements dovetail with those of the 
partner agencies within the LRF

 To identify health and social care related gaps in multi agency plans and highlight with 
the relevant theme group / Business and Policy Group 
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 To develop opportunities for multi agency working and share good practice
 To identify any gaps in multi agency training / awareness in respect of health and health 

related social care issues
 To facilitate joint exercising of plans between health and LRF partners

Accountability
The H&SCRG, and any related task and finish groups, are accountable to the Durham, 
Darlington and Tees LHRP and the County Durham and Darlington LRF Strategy Board and 
Cleveland LRF Chief Officer Group (via the Business and Policy Group). The LHRP will be the 
definitive source of strategic and expert health advice for the LRF. 

Information from the group (including copies of minutes and other documentation produced) 
will be shared with LHRP and LRF members through the relevant secretariats.

The H&SCRG will prepare an annual work plan for the approval of the LHRP and the LRF 
Business and Policy Group

A flow chart showing the reporting structure of the group is attached at Annex 1, which also 
shows the links to other emergency preparedness groups / forums.

Membership
Membership of the group consists of representatives from the following agencies: 
 NHS England Area Team (Chair / Convener)
 LHRP Co-ordinator (secretariat)
 County Durham & Darlington NHS Foundation Trust
 County Durham & Darlington NHS Foundation Trust Community Services
 North Tees & Hartlepool NHS Foundation Trust
 North Tees & Hartlepool NHS Foundation Trust Community Services
 South Tees NHS Foundation Trust
 South Tees NHS Foundation Trust (Community Services)
 North East Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust
 Tees Esk and Wear Valley NHS Foundation Trust
 Durham County Council
 Darlington Borough Council
 Hartlepool Borough Council
 Middlesbrough Borough Council
 Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council
 Stockton Borough Council
 Public Health England 
 Voluntary Organisation
 Northern Doctors
 LRF Co-ordinator County Durham & Darlington
 LRF Co-ordinator Cleveland
 Clinical Commissioning Group representative

Other personnel / organisations may be co-opted onto the group as and when required.
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Chair / Secretariat
The H&SCRG will be convened and chaired by Andy Summerbell, Head of Emergency 
Preparedness, Resilience and Response (EPRR), NHS England Area Team. Sally Johnston 
will be vice chair.

The area team Co-ordinator will provide secretariat support for the H&SCRG but administrative 
support for any task and finish groups will be the responsibility of the relevant group to 
organise.

Role of the Chair / Vice Chair
The chair and vice chair should have broad knowledge and experience of the H&SCRG issues 
and should be able to lead the work of the group and facilitate multi agency working.

The chair and / or vice chair will represent the H&SCRG at meetings of the LHRP, Business 
and Policy Groups and other appropriate LRF or regional meetings.

The chair and / or vice chair will work with the appropriate secretariats to prepare and submit 
reports on behalf of the H&SCRG to the LHRP and Business and Policy Groups on a quarterly 
basis.

The chair and vice chair will agree an action plan for progression of its area of work and, where 
appropriate, designate members or task working groups to take that work forward.

The chair and / or vice chair will keep the LHRP and Business and Policy Group informed of 
any issues that may need its assistance to be progressed.

The chair and vice chair will, with the support of the secretariat, agree a schedule of meetings 
with the members of the H&SCRG and distribute agendas and minutes of proceedings 
accordingly.

Where the chair or vice chair are unable to attend a meeting of the H&SCRG the members 
present should appoint a suitable member to assume that role for the duration of the meeting.

Meeting Frequency
The DDT H&SCRG will initially meet bi-monthly, with additional meetings being convened as 
required. This will be reviewed in April 2014 or earlier if appropriate. 

Quorum
The minimum number required for a valid meeting to take place will be when at least three 
NHS and two local authority members from each LRF are in attendance to make up the 
quorum. 

Method of Working
Members are expected to routinely attend meetings and to actively contribute to the process of 
driving forward the EPRR agenda. This will include commenting on relevant documentation 
and ensuring that information is shared within their own organisation as appropriate and that 
relevant colleagues are fully engaged as necessary.  
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If members are unable to attend, an appropriate representative must be sent in their place.

Where necessary task and finish groups will be formed, each of which will have a specific 
remit, be required to prepare separate terms of reference and report back to the H&SCRG on a 
regular basis.

These terms of reference will be reviewed annually. However, an interim review will be carried 
out six months after the establishment of the group (October 2013).

DDT Health and Social Care Resilience Group 
June 2013 
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Cabinet  
 
Date: 15 July 2015 
 
County Durham Youth Offending Service 
Youth Justice Plan 2015/2017 
 

 

 
 

Report of  Corporate Management Team  

Rachael Shimmin, Corporate Director Children and Adult Services  

Cllr Ossie Johnson, Portfolio Holder for Children and Adult 
Services 

 
 
Purpose of the report 
 
1. This report presents the Youth Justice Plan 2015/17 to Cabinet and requests 

that Cabinet recommends its approval to Council.   
 
Background 
 
3. Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) are statutory partnerships, established under 

the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, with the principal aim of preventing offending 
by children and young people. Local Authorities are responsible for establishing 
a Youth Offending Team – County Durham Youth Offending Service in Co. 
Durham – within their area. Police, National Probation Service (NPS) and 
Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) are statutorily required to assist in their 
funding and operation. 

 
4. It is the duty of each local authority, after consultation with the partner 

agencies, to formulate and implement a statutory annual youth justice plan 
setting out: 

• How youth justice services in their area are to be provided and funded 

• How the YOS will be composed and funded, how it will operate, and what 
functions it will carry out. 

 
5. CDYOS is accountable to a multi-agency Management Board, chaired by the 

Head of Children’s Services, DCC. Membership and governance are reviewed 
annually in line with ‘Modern Youth Offending Partnerships – Guidance on 
Effective Youth Offending Team Governance in England’ (MoJ/YJB, November 
2013) to ensure they remain robust in a complex, changing operating 
environment. 

 
6. Legal and data requirements placed on the YOS and the Management Board 

include: 
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• Complying with the statutory requirements laid out in s.38 to 40 of the 
Crime and Disorder Act 1998, and other relevant sections of the Act 

• Complying with National Standards for Youth Justice and reporting 
requirements for Community Safeguarding and Public Protection incidents 

• Adhering to the relevant Youth Justice Board (YJB) data recording 
guidance 

•  Approving the annual Youth Justice Plan 
 
Youth Justice Plan 2015/17 
 
7. A copy of the Youth Justice Plan is attached for information.  The plan highlights 

key achievements for 2014/15, key priorities, the service improvement plan for 
2015/16, and the partnership pooled budget. A light touch refresh will be 
produced for 2016/17. 

 
8. As stated in paragraph 3, the youth justice plan is statutory. Key requirements 

of the plan (namely: structure and governance; resourcing and value for money; 
partnership arrangements; risks to future delivery) are prescribed by the Youth 
Justice Board (‘Youth Justice Plans: YJB Practice Note for Youth Offending 
Partnerships’, YJB, March 2015).  

 
9. The plan was approved by CDYOS Management Board (1 June 2015) and will 

be presented to full Council (July 2015) for approval before submission to the 
YJB. After submission to the YJB, Youth Justice Plans are sent to Her 
Majesty’s Inspectorate of Probation (lead for YOS inspections) and are placed 
in the House of Commons library for Ministers. 

 
10. The Plan outlines how CDYOS will: 

• Reduce First Time Entrants to the Youth Justice System 

• Reduce re-offending by young people 

• Reduce the use of custody for both sentenced and remanded young 
people 

 By: 

• Improving how we communicate with young people and the interventions 
we complete with them 

• Putting victims, including young victims, and restorative justice at the 
heart of everything we do 

• Targeting our resources on those young people committing the most 
offences 

• Ensuring we have robust quality assurance and staff management 
processes in place and a skilled management team to manage those 
processes 

• Ensuring we listen and respond to what young people and their families 
are telling us 

• Ensuring volunteering, by both adults and young people, is a key 
component of the work we undertake with young people and victims 

• Ensuring that case management systems and administration support 
provide the highest quality support to staff and managers in the delivery of 
services to courts, communities and young people 
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Key Achievements 2014/15 
 
11. Key achievements are outlined in the Executive Summary. We are particularly 

proud of:     

•  improving performance in two of the three national outcome measures 
(First Time Entrants and Use of Custody); reducing remands to youth 
detention accommodation (both number of young people and bed nights); 
and reducing the number of young people re- offending and offences 
committed  

•  achieving our lowest ever number of first time entrants (FTEs): 193; a 
82.9% reduction since 2007/08 (1129 FTEs) 

•  having only 20 custodial sentences (20% less than 2013/14)  

•  our work on resettlement: 100% of young people leaving custody in 
2014/15 had appropriate accommodation available prior to release 

•  our work to support victims of youth crime 

•  embedding new roles for volunteers in service delivery and having 70 
trained active volunteers 

•  our work to become communication friendly, including our Speech, 
Language and Communication Needs Strategy and the development of a 
range of innovative resources to address young people’s speech, 
language and communication needs 

•  the development of ClearCut Communication resources – the income 
from which will be used to improve outcomes for young people who offend  
and young victims in Co. Durham 

•  implementing new ways of working to ensure value for money – while still 
improving performance 

•  being awarded County Durham Young Carers Charter for how we support 
young people who offend who are also young carers  

•  our staff and volunteers’ hard work and continued commitment to reduce 
first time entrants, re-offending and the use of custody; their work to 
improve outcomes for young people, families, victims and communities; 
and their willingness to adapt to new challenges 

 
Recommendations 
 
12. Cabinet are requested to: 
 

(i) Note the contents of this report  
(ii) Agree to recommend the plan to Council 

 

Contact:   Carole Payne, Head of Children’s Services      Contact: 03000 268657 

 
Background papers:  Youth Justice Plan 2015/2017 
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Appendix 1:  Implications 
 
 
Finance – The Youth Justice Plan contains CDYOS partnership pooled budget 
2015/16.   

 

Staffing – Staff establishment is included in the plan, in line with YJB requirements. 

 
Risk – Risks to future delivery have been considered and are included. 

 

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty – Have been considered. 

 

Accommodation – Not Applicable. 

 

Crime and Disorder – The statutory function of CDYOS partnership is the 
prevention of offending by children and young people (Crime and Disorder Act 1998) 

.  

Human Rights – Not Applicable 

   

Consultation – CDYOS Management Board and partners have been consulted 

 

Procurement – Not Applicable 

 

Disability Issues – Have been considered 

 

Legal Implications – The Youth Justice Plan ensures Durham County Council and 
statutory partners meet their legal implications to the partnership. 
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County Durham Youth Offending Service (CDYOS) 
Youth Justice Plan 2015/17           

Foreword from the Chair  

 
It is my pleasure to present the County Durham Youth Offending Service Youth Justice 
Plan 2015/17.This statutory plan reviews the work of the service over the last year and 
sets out priorities for the next 12 months. 
 
County Durham Youth Offending Service continues to achieve some remarkable outcomes 
Since 2007/08, the number of young people entering the criminal justice system has 
reduced by an impressive 83% as a result of effective joint work between the service and 
the Police.  We know that for most young people this will be their only involvement with 
youth justice, and that they will not be in trouble again. 
 
Since 2010/11 the number of young people committing offences has reduced by 51.5%, 
and the number of offences has reduced by 47%. Most of those offences had a victim, so 
that means there are many fewer victims too. That’s great news for our community as a 
whole. 
 
Many other achievements are set out in the plan, including the success of Restorative 
Justice; speech, language and communication work; community reparation and a 
reduction in the use of custody (both sentences and remands). The number of young 
people re-offending and the number of offences they commit are also reducing. 
 
CDYOS’ innovation has been acknowledged nationally, with a string of national award 
successes. CDYOS’ work over the last 12 months to improve its response to young 
people’s communication needs, including partnership work with Health and the 
development of ClearCut Communication resources, is particularly impressive. 
 
These achievements would not be possible without the full and active engagement of a 
wide range of partners, committed to working together to meet the needs of challenged 
and challenging young people.  I would like to thank the partners who make up the Youth 
Offending Service for their continued commitment of time, expertise and resources. 
 
I would also like to thank the staff of the service, under the leadership of Gill Eshelby and 
Dave Summers. Their unceasing commitment to realising the best possible quality and 
outcomes is shown in this performance. 
 
All public services are facing challenges from reduced funding, and CDYOS is no different. 
However, the service has set out realistic priorities for the future, building on the firm 
foundations built over recent years. This plan gives the full flavour of what has been 
achieved and what the next steps are.  
 
I am confident that by continuing to work together, we can continue to achieve great 
things. 

 
Carole Payne 
Chair of CDYOS Management Board 
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Executive Summary 

The Youth Justice Plan 2015/17 highlights work done to date, and key achievements and 
outcomes for 2014/15. It outlines key priorities, budget, staffing, service developments and 
the service improvement plan for 2015/16. 
 

National Outcome Measures 2014/15 

 First time Entrants (FTEs) to the Youth Justice System: 193, our lowest ever, and 
a 8.1% reduction compared to 2013/14 (210 FTEs). Well below the locally agreed 
target (less than 310). 82.9% reduction in FTEs 2007/08 – 2014/15. (Source: 
CDYOS case management system, April 2015) 
Re-offending: The latest Ministry of Justice (MoJ) data for re-offending (April 12 - 
March 13 cohort) shows a binary rate (proportion of young people re-offending) of 
38.7% and a frequency rate (number of offences per re-offender) of 1.25. The binary 
rate rose by 2% on the previous year. The slight increase in re-offending is in line 
with other YOTs in the NE and is the first increase since the April 10 – March 11 
cohort. The increase is in context of a 22.5% reduction in the number of young 
people in the cohort (631 young people in 11/12 compared to 489 young people in 
12/13); 20.9% reduction in the number of young people re-offending (239 in 11/12 
compared to 189 in 12/13); and a 15.6% reduction in the number of re-offences 
committed (from 725 in 11/12 to 612 in 12/13).  (Source: Police National Computer 
(PNC) data; MoJ, March 2015)  

 Use of Custody: Custodial sentences: 20 custodial sentences, a 20% reduction 
compared to 2013/14 (25 sentences).  Only 15 young people were sentenced to 
custody in 2014/15 compared to 22 in 2013/14 (31.8% reduction). (Source: CDYOS 
case management system, April 2015). 

 Remand bed nights: 354 bed nights in 2014/15 compared to 641 in 2013/14, a 
44.8% reduction. Remands are used only when necessary 

 
First Time Entrants 2007/08 – 2014/15 
As a result of our fully integrated pre court/out of court system which provides assessment 
and intervention at a young person’s first point of contact with the youth justice system 
(first offence), we have reduced first time entrants (FTEs) and re-offending. 
 

Between 2007/08 and 2014/15 we have achieved 82.9% reduction in first time entrants, 
from 1129 in 2007/08 to 193 in 2014/15.  
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Reducing Use of Custody 2011/12 – 2014/15 
Between 2011/12 and 2014/15 we have reduced the number of custodial sentences by 
54.5%, from 44 custodial sentences in 2011/12 to 20 in 2014/15.  
 

 
 

Over the same period we have reduced the number of remand bed nights (remands to 
youth detention accommodation) by 65.9%, from 1037 in 2011/12 to 354 in 2014/15. 
 

 
 

Number of Young People Offending and Offences Committed 2010/11 – 2013/14 
We have achieved a 46.8% reduction in the number of offences committed and a 51.5% 
reduction in the number of young people offending (2010/11 – 2014/15). This includes all 
offences committed by young people aged 10-17 years, resulting in a Pre Reprimand 
Disposal (PRD) / Pre Caution Disposal (PCD), pre court/out of court decision or a court 
conviction. 
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The evidence success of CDYOS pre-court/out of court systems in diverting young people 
from the criminal and justice system has resulted in: 

 77.2% reduction in the number of young people in the MoJ cohort between 2007/08 
and 2012/13 (from 2145 to 489) 

 74% reduction in the number of young people re-offending (from 728 to 189) 

 68.6% reduction in the number of re-offences (from 1950 to 612) 
(See table below) 

 

Year 
Number in 
the cohort 

Number re-
offending 

Binary Rate 
Number of re-

offences 
committed 

Frequency 
Rate 

2007/08 2145 728 33.9% 1950 0.91 

2008/09 1384 489 35.3% 1425 1.03 

2009/10 944 393 41.6% 1150 1.22 

2010/11 773 337 43.6% 1052 1.36 

2011/12 631 239 37.9% 725 1.15 

2012/13 489 189 38.7% 612 1.25 

(Source: MoJ data, YOT Data Summary, March 2015). 
 
In 2014/15 we:    
 
Miscellaneous 

 achieved a 53.1% reduction in the number of alcohol related offences committed 
(from 655 offences in 2010/11 to 307 in 2014/15) and a 41.1% reduction in the 
number of young people committing them (from 302 in 2010/11 to 178 in 2014/15)  

 improved the quality and consistency of our work with victims, including increasing 
victim involvement in our work with young people 

 expanded restorative justice across all orders within existing resources 

 ensured our Out of Court Disposals work and Positive Futures programme are 
integrated into the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC)’s planning for 2015/16 

 trained all staff and volunteers in restorative approaches, including 23 case 
managers and 30 volunteers trained in conferencing at level 2 and 3, to improve our 
work with victims of youth crime 

 lead partnership work on the Integrated Restorative Practice Strategy on behalf of 
the Safe Durham Partnership 

 implemented our service restructure, introducing new ways of working, and building 
resilience in the context of reducing resources 

 reshaped Positive Futures to focus on a specific cohort of young people/offences 

 developed and implemented our innovative Speech, Language and Communication 
Needs (SLCN) Strategy, initially with County Durham and Darlington Foundation 
Trust (March – Nov 14), then with North Tees and Hartlepool Foundation Trust (from 
Dec 14)  

 secured the secondment of a Clinical Lead Speech and Language Therapist to 
CDYOS (from March 2014) to improve how we work with young people with speech, 
language and communication needs. Work has included: staff training, development 
of a comprehensive range of communication friendly resources, and implementation 
of the SLCN screen and pathway for young people who offend 

 embedded Prince’s Trust accreditation in core work 
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 improved the quality of exit strategies/pathways for young people after statutory 
supervision 

 identified and embedded best practice across the whole service 

 reviewed and changed our practice in light of recommendations from HMIP Thematic 
inspections (including Resettlement, Girls in the Criminal Justice System, YOTS and 
Troubled Families) 

 implemented our Inspection Improvement Plan following our Short Quality Screening 
(SQS) Inspection (HMIP, July 2014) to address recommendations made 

 
Reducing First Time Entrants (FTEs)  

 achieved our best ever FTE figures (193 young people) 

 introduced robust risk and vulnerability processes to pre court practice 

 included FTEs/pre court in the Positive Futures Outcomes Plan 

 further integrated out of court and post court delivery, especially in respect of high 
risk young people 

 ensured a holistic model of  assessment, planning intervention and supervision 
(APIS) for pre court /out of court delivery 

 embedded the Think Family approach to all pre court/out of court work 

 developed and implemented a bespoke quality assurance process for out of court 
work 

 
Reducing Re-offending  

 implemented our Reducing Re-offending by Looked After Children (LAC) Strategy in 
partnership with Children’s Services (former children’s social care) and Durham 
Constabulary 

 reduced offending by Looked After Children in Co. Durham 

 identified a Reducing Re-offending Cohort and ensured they receive a 
comprehensive and targeted package of interventions 

 introduced Re-offending Panels to monitor work with the re-offending cohort 

 implemented Re-engagement Panels prior to breach 

 ensured the Prince’s Trust is a core part of CDYOS intervention programmes 

 implemented improved processes for exit planning after statutory supervision 

 further developed our 2 reparation units to enhance service delivery and allocated 
3,420 hours of court ordered reparation 

 expanded the use of restorative justice across all orders 

 implemented Team Manager reviews of all cases, which include young people and 
their parents/carers, to ensure their feedback improves service design and delivery 

 embedded the Think Family approach to all post court work 

 further developed our range of intervention programmes  

 worked closely with the National Probation Service and Community Rehabilitation 
Company  to ensure effective transition for young people aged 18 plus 

 
Reducing Use of Custody 

 improved the quality of work with Detention and Training Orders (DTOs), including 
resettlement after custody 

 reviewed and improved our Intensive Supervision and Surveillance (ISS) programme  

 implemented our Reducing Remand Bed Nights Strategy 

 developed and implemented a protocol with Children’s Services (former children’s 
social care) regarding Remands to Youth Detention Accommodation. 

 targeted resources, interventions and monitoring on those most at risk of custody 
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We are particularly proud, in 2014/15, of: 

 improving performance in two of the three national outcome measures (First Time 
Entrants and Use of Custody); reducing remands to youth detention accommodation 
(both number of young people and bed nights); and reducing the number of young 
people re-offending and offences committed  

 achieving our lowest ever number of first time entrants (FTEs): 193; a 82.9% 
reduction since 2007/08 (1129 FTEs) 

 having only 20 custodial sentences (20% less than 2013/14); 15 young people  

 our work on resettlement: 100% of young people leaving custody in 2014/15 had 
appropriate accommodation sourced and available prior to release 

 our work to support victims of youth crime 

 embedding new roles for volunteers in service delivery and having 70 trained active 
volunteers 

 our partnership work with Children’s Speech and Language Therapy Services, 
formerly  County Durham and Darlington Foundation Trust, now North Tees and 
Hartlepool Foundation Trust  to enable  the secondment (from March 14) of a Speech 
and Language Therapist to CDYOS to improve how we work with young people with 
speech, language and communication needs 

 our work to become communication friendly, including the development of a range of 
innovative resources to address young people’s speech, language and 
communication needs 

 the development of ClearCut Communication resources – the income from which will 
be used to improve outcomes for young people who offend  and young victims in Co. 
Durham 

 our partnership with The Royal British Legion to produce ‘bling poppies’ which has  
raised almost £1,500 for the charity from young people’s court ordered reparation 
over the last two years  

 exceeding our targets for Stronger (Troubled) Families 

 implementing new ways of working to ensure value for money – while still improving 
performance 

 securing funding from the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) to expand our 
Speech, Language and Communication Needs Strategy to improve how we work 
with young victims of youth crime and the development of communication friendly 
resources to enable them to better understand and engage in restorative justice 

 leading the Safe Durham Partnership (Community Safety Partnership) work on 
Integrated Restorative Practice – which was runner up in the Howard League 
Community Programmes Awards (RJ Category) 2014 

 being awarded County Durham Young Carers Charter for how we support young 
people who offend who are also young carers  

 our Speech Language and Communication Needs work winning the Excellent 
Service – Customer First Award (Children and Adults Services, Durham County 
Council, 2014) and being highly commended for Excellent Service in the Great Staff, 
Great Stuff Awards (Durham County Council, 2014) 

 being highly commended in the Efficiency Award (Children and Adults Services, 
Durham County Council, 2014) 

 our staff and volunteers’ hard work and continued commitment to reduce first time 
entrants, re-offending and the use of custody; their work to improve outcomes for 
young people, families, victims and communities; and their willingness to adapt to 
new challenges 
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In 2015/17 we will: 

 Reduce First Time Entrants to the Youth Justice System 

 Reduce re-offending by young people 

 Reduce the use of custody for both sentenced and remanded young people 
 
By: 

 Improving how we communicate with young people and the interventions we 
complete with them 

 Putting victims, including young victims, and restorative justice at the heart of 
everything we do 

 Targeting our resources on those young people committing the most offences 

 Ensuring we have robust quality assurance and staff management processes in 
place and a skilled management team to manage those processes 

 Ensuring we listen and respond to what young people and their families are telling us 

 Ensuring volunteering, by both adults and young people, is a key component of the 
work we undertake with young people and victims 

 Ensuring that case management systems and administration support provides the 
highest quality support to staff and managers in the delivery of services to courts, 
communities and young people  

 
See Appendix 3 (Service Improvement Plan 2015/16) for more detail.  
 

Introduction  

 
Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) are statutory partnerships, established under the Crime 
and Disorder Act 1998, with the principal aim of preventing offending by children and 
young people. Local Authorities are responsible for establishing a Youth Offending Team 
within their area. Police, National Probation Service and Clinical Commissioning Groups 
(CCGs) are statutorily required to assist in their funding and operation.  
 
It is the duty of each local authority, after consultation with the partner agencies, to 
formulate and implement a statutory annual youth justice plan setting out: 

 How youth justice services in their area are to be provided and funded; 

 How the Youth Offending Service (YOS) will be composed and funded, how it will 
operate, and what functions it will carry out. 

 
Legal and data requirements placed on the YOS and the Management Board include: 

 Complying with the statutory requirements laid out in s.38 to 40 of the Crime and 
Disorder Act 1998, and other relevant sections of the Act 

 Complying with National Standards for Youth Justice and reporting requirements for 
Community Safeguarding and Public Protection incidents 

 Adhering to the relevant Youth Justice Board (YJB) data recording guidance  

 Complying with YJB grant conditions e.g. timely submission of data; compliance with 
secure estate placement information; completion of National Standards audits and 
procedures for reviewing community safeguarding and public protection incidents  

 
County Durham Youth Offending Service (CDYOS) 
County Durham Youth Offending Service (CDYOS), a statutory multi-agency partnership, 
is part of Children’s Services within Children and Adults Services, Durham County Council.  
Active links are maintained at both strategic and operational level to the Criminal Justice / 
Community Safety arenas.  The Service is represented at strategic level in a range of key 
partnerships (e.g. Children and Families Partnership, Safe Durham Partnership (CSP), 
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Local Safeguarding Children Board, Local Criminal Justice Board, Strategic MAPPA 
Board, Think Family Partnership etc.) as well as relevant sub groups. 
 
Strategic Purpose of CDYOS  

 To prevent re-offending by children and young people 

 To reduce First Time Entrants (FTEs) to the youth justice system 

 To be achieved by delivering specialist interventions  

 Underpinned by safeguarding and public protection 
 
For 2015/16, CDYOS’ primary focus is on the following three outcome areas: 

 reducing first time entrants 

 reducing re-offending 

 reducing the use of custody (both sentenced and remanded) 

 and ensuring public protection/safeguarding by providing specialist interventions. 
 
We will embed service improvements; focus on the quality of practice; and work to ensure 
we continue to improve outcomes and focus on core business. 
 
See Appendix 3: Service Improvement Plan 2015/16 
 
We are particularly proud of: 
 our integrated pre/out of court structures which have resulted in 82.9% reduction in 

first time entrants (2007/8 – 2014/15) 
 the evidenced success of our pre court/out of court system in diverting young people 

from the criminal justice system. This has resulted in a 77.2% reduction in the 
number of young people receiving a substantive outcome (from 2145 young people in 
2007/08 to 489 in 2012/13); a 74% reduction in the number of young people re-
offending over the period (from 728 in 2007/08 to 189 in 2012/13); and a 68.6% 
reduction in the number of re-offences committed over the period (1950 re-offences 
in 2007/08 to 612 in 2012/13). (Source: MoJ data, YOT Data Summary, March 2015). 
Please note: 2012/13 is the latest data available. 

 reducing all offences committed by young people by 46.8% (2010/11 – 2014/15)   
 reducing the number of young people offending by 51.5% (2010/11 – 2014/14)   
 our specialist RJ work  to support victims of youth crime  
 our strong partnership work 
 our work to become communication friendly 
 our child centred approach – where safeguarding of young people is a priority 

alongside preventing re-offending 
 our range of professionals in the service who work to their specialist skills 
 delivering  our work in the communities where young people and families live 
 allocating 3,420 hours of court ordered reparation in  2014/15  
 our willingness to change and improve. 
 

Structures and governance  

Outcome:  Integrated strategic planning and working with clear performance 
oversight to ensure effective delivery of youth justice services.  

 
Governance – Management Board 
CDYOS is accountable to a multi-agency Management Board, chaired by the Head of 
Children’s Services, Children and Adults Services, Durham County Council.  The 
membership and terms of reference of the Management Board are reviewed annually.  
Membership is at Chief Officer or appropriate Senior Officer level.  
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The Management Board consists of:  
 Children  and Adults Services, Durham County Council (DCC) (Chair) 
 Durham Constabulary  
 National Probation Service 
 North East Commissioning Support (NECS) representing the two Clinical 

Commissioning Groups (CCGs) 
 HM Courts and Tribunals Service 
 Improving Progression of Young People Team, DCC 
 Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner  
 Durham Tees Valley Community Rehabilitation Company 
 Public Health, Durham County Council 
 SEND and Inclusion, Education, DCC 
 
Membership and governance are reviewed annually in line with ‘Modern Youth Offending 
Partnerships – Guidance on Effective Youth Offending Team Governance in England’ 
(MoJ/YJB, November 2013) to ensure they remain robust in a complex and changing 
operating environment. 
 
The Management Board (via the Chair) reports to the Children and Families Partnership, 
Safe Durham Partnership and County Durham Partnership. Durham County Council’s 
Overview and Scrutiny Committees also monitor performance against the 3 national 
outcome measures and receive annual presentations on progress against the Youth 
Justice Plan. 
 
The Management Board ensures CDYOS can deliver effective youth justice services and 
improve outcomes for young people by: 
 Providing clear performance oversight and direction 
 Receiving regular budget reports 
 Ensuring the service is adequately resourced 
 Providing clear governance and accountability 
 Reviewing the statutory partners’ budget contribution to CDYOS 
 Ensuring excellent links with the Children and Families Partnership, Safe Durham 

Partnership, Local Criminal Justice Board (LCJB), Local Safeguarding Children 
Board (LSCB) and broader partnership arena 

    
This is achieved by providing: 
 Strategic oversight and direction 
 Support 
 Partnership working 
 Planning and resources 
 
The Youth Justice Plan, after approval by the Management Board, is presented to Cabinet 
and full Council for approval before submission to the YJB. 
 
Structures 
Since October 2013, CDYOS has been part of Children’s Services, Children and Adults 
Services, Durham County Council. The Strategic Manager CDYOS is line managed by the 
Head of Children’s Services (Chair of the Management Board) and is a member of 
Children’s Services Senior Management Team.  
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Children’s Services include: 
 One Point (Integrated Children and Family Services) 
 CDYOS 
 Think Family Services 
 Secure Services 
 Child Protection and Disability  
 Looked After Children and Permanence 
 Assessment and Intervention 
 
Children’s Services provide valuable opportunities for joint work and a clear continuum of 
services which includes early help and prevention as well as specialist youth justice 
services. The Think Family and Early Help Strategies underpin all our work. The creation 
of the Single Front Door and Single Assessment (April 2014) shows the commitment to 
early help and prevention in Co. Durham. The transformation of Children’s Services which 
will commence in June 2015, via the Innovations Programme (integrating One Point, Think 
Family, Assessment and Intervention), will further strengthen joint work. 
 
Children and Adults Services, including Public Health, provide valuable opportunities for 
joint work and innovation – essential in the context of a rapidly changing partnership 
operating environment and reducing resources.  
 
Reducing Youth Crime – Integrated Strategic Planning 
The primary focus of CDYOS – preventing re-offending by young people, reducing first 
time entrants to the youth justice system and reducing the use of custody – is fully 
integrated into the following strategic plans/strategies in County Durham: 
 Safe Durham Partnership (SDP) Plan  
 County Durham Children, Young People and Families Plan  
 Durham County Council Plan  
 The Sustainable Community Strategy for County Durham  
 Safe Durham Partnership Reducing Re-Offending Strategy  
 Safe Durham Partnership Integrated Restorative Practice Strategy  
 Safe Durham Partnership Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy  
 Safe Durham Partnership Alcohol Harm Reduction Strategy  
 Safe Durham Partnership Drug Strategy 
 Think Family Strategy 
 Early Help Strategy 
 Durham Police and Crime Plan  
 County Durham Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 

 
The health needs of young people who offend are included in both the Joint Strategic 
Needs Assessment and Joint Strategic Assessment 2014.This maximises opportunities for 
joint work across Children and Adult Services, Health, Community Safety and Criminal 
Justice and ensures a co-ordinated strategic approach across County Durham. 
 
The service has developed effective links with the Police and Crime Commissioner and 
CDYOS partnership priorities are included in the Police and Crime Plan.  
 
Think Family work in Co. Durham has been improved by the active involvement of the 
service. Additional funding has been secured expand the role of CDYOS volunteers as 
family mentors for the Stronger (Troubled) Families programme. Following a successful 
pilot in early 2014, this work will continue throughout the next phase of the programme. 
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Resourcing and value for money 
Outcome: Efficient deployment of resources to deliver effective youth justice 
services to prevent offending and re-offending. 

 
CDYOS is committed to the following principles: 

 maintaining front line delivery and core services to young people and partners as far 
as possible 

 ensuring CDYOS remains in a position to improve practice and outcomes for young 
people  

 ensuring young people are safeguarded and risk is managed 

 ensuring Value for Money (VfM). 
 
These underpin all our work re budgetary management. Robust financial management is 
underpinned by regular budget reports to the Management Board.  
 
Budget 2015/16 
CDYOS budget comprises partnership funding, YJB funding and specific grant funding.  
The budget allocation is reviewed annually by CDYOS Management Board and all 
partners (Police, Probation, Health (CCGs) and Local Authority) agree funding 
contributions for the following year.  
 
The pooled budget for 2015/16 is £3,706,116. A detailed budget breakdown can be 
found at Appendix 2. 
 
86% of CDYOS budget (£3,188,272) is spent on staff costs. 93% of this is front line 
delivery. 
 
CDYOS partnership has implemented a comprehensive youth crime prevention strategy 
which includes pre/out of court and post court. Our nationally recognised fully integrated 
pre court/out of court system has evidenced success in reducing first time entrants and re-
offending and is an Invest to Save Strategy. It has resulted in a 46.8% reduction in the 
number of offences committed by young people aged 10-17 and a 51.5% reduction in the 
number of young people offending (2010/11 – 2014/15). 
 
YJB Grant Funding 2015/16 
The YJB provides 4 grants which are part of CDYOS’ pooled budget:   

  Youth Justice (YOT) Grant (England) 

  Restorative Justice Maintenance Grant 

  Remand Grant 

  Unpaid Work Order Grant 
All four grants are ring-fenced to youth justice services. 
 
Youth Justice (YOT) Grant: £753,377. This grant is for the operation of the youth justice 
system and the provision of youth justice services with a view to achieving the following 
outcomes: reduction in youth offending; reduction in the number of first time entrants to the 
justice system; reduction in the use of youth custody; effective public protection; effective 
safeguarding. 
 
Remand Framework for Children: £46,218. From April 2013, the full cost of all remand 
bed nights became the responsibility of the local authority, following implementation of that 
part of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders (LASPO) Act 2012. The 
Remand to Youth Detention accommodation (RYDA) presents a new – and major – 
burden and risk to local authorities. 
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The grant is part of CDYOS’ pooled budget. The 2015/16 grant is a 6% increase on that 
received for 2014/15 (£43,511). Actions to mitigate risk of overspend include: Reducing 
Remand Bed Night Strategy and remand/special court cover for all courts, including 
weekend and Bank Holidays.  
 
Restorative Justice Maintenance Grant: £2,000. This is to maintain capacity of 
Restorative Justice Conference Facilitation (RJCF) trained staff by ensuring Youth 
Offending Teams (YOTs) have at least 2 RJCF trainers in their staffing complement. 
 
YRO Unpaid Work Order Grant: £15,791. The responsibility for the delivery of the YRO 
unpaid work requirement for 16/17 year olds, if imposed by the courts, transferred from 
Probation/NOMS to youth offending services from 1 June 2014. This is a new 
responsibility for YOTs. The purpose of this grant is to develop effective practice in the 
way YRO Unpaid Work requirements are discharged and to provide YOTs with the 
necessary funding to create an infrastructure to allow such orders to be completed in line 
with the requirements of the Operating Model. 
 
Budget Savings 2015/16  
CDYOS has to manage within a tough budgetary environment. The Service had a budget 
reduction of £107,165 for 2015/16. Since 2011/12 CDYOS budget has been reduced by 
17.5% (£760,433). 
 
We managed the budget reductions for 2015/16 by:  

 reviewing all staffing in light of service needs and re-profiling some posts to increase 
resilience/capacity 

 formalising working arrangements for service operation 6 days per week (7 when 
necessary), including Bank Holidays, with dedicated management cover  

 deleting  vacancies to minimise risk to staff 

 reducing support/admin services 

 introducing a range of lean admin processes/operating procedures 

 reducing all non-staffing expenditure to an absolute minimum 

 maximising Durham County Council’s support structures  

 changing the way we work with local partnerships (e.g. Safe Durham Partnership/ 
Children and Families Partnership etc.)  

 
It should be noted the budget savings have been achieved while improving performance 
across a range of measures. 
 
Staffing and Service Delivery 
 
Service Delivery 
CDYOS works with young people across the whole Youth Justice spectrum (pre/out of 
court and post court):  
 prevention of offending (Safe Durham Partnership ASB  Escalation Procedures)   
 pre conviction arena (bail and remand management) 
 fully integrated  pre/out of court system (nationally recognised) 
 community sentences 
 long term custodial sentences.  
 
CDYOS ensures the delivery of court orders (both in the community and custody) in line 
with National Standards for Youth Justice, national Case Management Guidance and other 
statutory requirements. We recruit, train, manage, supervise and deploy volunteers to 
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carry out a range of functions (including the statutory delivery of Referral Orders). We 
operate a fully staffed court rota for the Youth Court, Remand Court, Crown Court and 
Special Courts (Saturdays and Bank Holidays). We ensure safeguarding and management 
of risk, including public protection, in relation to young people in the youth justice system. 
 
CDYOS works with victims of youth crime to ensure meaningful input to work with young 
people who have offended and has expanded restorative justice across all orders within 
existing resources. 
 
In 2014/15 CDYOS improved staff’s capacity and confidence to recognise and address the 
communication needs of young people who offend and young victims of youth crime via 
the development and implementation of our comprehensive Speech, Language and 
Communication Needs (SLCN) Strategy. This involved extensive training; development of 
communication friendly resources for young people who offend and young victims of youth 
crime; and development and implementation of the SLCN screening tool. 82% of staff 
report this has transformed how they work with young people.  
 
‘There was a positive developing focus on speech, language and communication needs.’ 
(HMIP, August 2014) 
 
The current phase of the strategy (2015/17), via the continued secondment of the Clinical 
Lead Speech and Language Therapist to CDYOS (now jointly funded by CDYOS and 
NTHFT), has established an effective pathway in CDYOS for specialist  Speech and 
Language  Therapy (SLT) assessment and intervention for those young people who 
require it. This is an Invest to Save strategy and will be subject to academic evaluation. 
 
See Appendix 5 (Statutory Functions) for more detail.  
 
During 2014/15 we worked with 958 cases (pre/out of court and post court) with 
31,249 contacts by CDYOS over the year. 
 
Staffing 
The Service is staffed in line, and fully complies,  with the requirements of the Crime and 
Disorder Act (1998), including: Social Workers, Probation Officers (National Probation 
Service), Police Officers, Health staff (Community Nurses), Education Officers plus a 
range of other staff e.g. Managers, Practice Improvement Officers, Victim Liaison Officers, 
Think Family Mentor, Family Support Officer, Intensive Supervision and Surveillance (ISS) 
Officer, Reparation Officer, Police staff, Speech and Language Therapist, Admin staff and 
staff who deliver a range of interventions with young people to reduce re-offending, 
including ISS, reparation, and pre court/out of court.  
 
The service has 96 staff (88.9fte) and 70 active volunteers in 2015/16, a reduction 
from 99 staff (89.34fte) in 2014/15.   
 
Some staff are seconded to CDYOS from Durham Constabulary, National Probation 
Service, North Tees and Hartlepool Foundation Trust, County Durham and Darlington 
Foundation Trust, and the Think Family Team. The vast majority are employed by DCC on 
behalf of the partnership.  
 
2015/16 will see CAMHS input in CDYOS via the Liaison and Diversion service  two year 
pilot and a 0.6fte Band 7 CAMHS nurse – in partnership with TEWV to replicate the 
learning from our SLCN strategy for young people’s emotional wellbeing. 
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As a result of the increasing complexity of cases managed, CDYOS operates a specialist 
model of case management, enabling staff to work to their expertise.  The primary focus of 
staff is on their specialist roles. Specialist case managers hold overall responsibility for 
between 15-18 cases each.   
 
We operate a multi- professional Team around the Child, maximising expertise of 
professionals in CDYOS, and utilising additional skills from outside the service as required. 
 
The integration of pre and post court staff under single line management at local level 
(2011); establishment of the countywide admin team (2012); restructure of the service into 
two office bases, facilitated by remote working/technology (February 2014); and our SLCN 
strategy have helped to build capacity and capability, improve outcomes and ensure Value 
for Money. 
 
‘Case managers knew children and young people well and could accurately and concisely 
describe why they offended and what needed to be done to reduce re-offending.’ (HMIP, 
August 2014) 
 
Staffing Structure  
As of 1 April 2015 CDYOS has 96 staff (88.9fte) and 70 active volunteers.  
 
See Appendix 4 for CDYOS Staffing Structure. 
 
85 (78.1fte) staff are employed by the Local Authority on behalf of the partnership; 3 
(2.8fte) seconded from National Probation Service; 4 (4fte) seconded from Police; 3 (3fte) 
seconded from Health (County Durham and Darlington Foundation Trust); and 1 (1fte) 
seconded from North Tees and Hartlepool Foundation Trust. 
 
Staff gender: 66 female and 30 male. 
Ethnicity of staff: 94 White British, 1 Other White and 1 White/Black African. 
Volunteer Gender: 49 female and 21 male. 
Volunteer ethnicity: 62 White British, 1 Pakistani, 1 Indian, 1 Bangladeshi, 2 Other Asian 
and 3 Other White. 
 
All 96 staff and all 70 volunteers are trained in Restorative Approaches/ Restorative 
Justice. 53 are trained to facilitate Restorative Justice conferences. 
 
AssetPlus 
AssetPlus is a new, nationally imposed, assessment and planning interventions framework 
developed by the Youth Justice Board (YJB) to replace Asset and its associated tools. 
AssetPlus has been designed to provide an holistic end-to-end assessment and 
intervention plan, allowing one record to follow a child or young person throughout their 
time in the youth justice system. 
 
CDYOS’ target date for implementation is 2 September 2015. Implementation is a 
significant undertaking and a Practice Improvement Officer (PIO) has been allocated, full-
time, to lead the implementation with the Countywide Manager. In addition, a team of 5 
staff (Practice Improvement Officers (PIOs) and Case Managers) have been allocated to 
deliver training for all staff throughout July, September and October. Implementation is 
supported by the YJB. 
 
‘CDYOS have been very positive in their approach and preparations, despite some 
challenges brought about by the timing of ‘go live’. The capacity of the Change Lead has 
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been increased to support the process. A thorough training plan is in place. ….The 
AssetPlus Business Change Adviser (March 2015) confirmed progress is excellent and 
there are no risks identified at this point.’ (YJB, March 2015) 
 

Partnership Arrangements 

Outcome:  Effective partnership arrangements are in place between YOT statutory 
partners and other local partners that have a stake in delivering local youth justice 
services, and these arrangements generate effective outcomes for children and young 
people who offend or are at risk of offending.   

 
Partnership Arrangements 
Partnership arrangements in place to deliver effective and efficient youth justice services in 
County Durham include: 

 Partners (Police, National Probation Service and Health) have maintained their 
specialist staff and financial contributions to the service for 2015/16 

 Durham County Council as lead partner 

 The Management Board consists of statutory partners plus  broader membership 
(Office of the Durham Police and Crime Commissioner, HMCTS, CRC, Public Health, 
SEND) 

 Seniority of Management Board members 

 Management Board members are proactive, working both within and outside the 
Board, to support the work of the service 

 Partnership work to support the development of a range of projects and initiatives 
e.g. SLCN Strategy; work with RSPCA, Fire and Rescue Service, Police re 
development of additional intervention programmes; Positive Futures re interventions 
directory. 

 Police officers and Police staff in CDYOS  are now responsible for the collection of 
forensic samples and for fingerprinting all young people who attend the Police station 
on a voluntary basis for a Youth Caution or Youth Conditional Caution 

 
Effective Partnership Work 
CDYOS has strong partnership work with an extensive range of partners at both strategic 
and operational level. Partners include:  
 Criminal Justice  (Police, Probation, Courts) 
 Community Safety (DCC, Health, Fire and Rescue)  
 Children and Families Partnership (DCC, Health, Police, VCS) 
 Local Safeguarding Children Board 
 MAPPA 
 Health (CDDFT, CCGs, NECS, TEWV, NTHFT) 
 National Probation Service (NPS) 
 Durham Tees Valley Community Rehabilitation Company (CRC) 
 Think Family/Stronger (Troubled ) Families 
 Local Criminal Justice Board 
 
Strong partnership resourcing in CDYOS is formalised by HR Service Level Agreements 
with partners in regards to seconded staff (NPS, Police, CCGs, Think Family).  HR Service 
Level Agreements (SLAs) are reviewed annually. 
 
The Service operates a range of protocols with partners (including courts, health, Children 
and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS), Children’s Services (former children’s 
social care) which are regularly reviewed. 
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Commissioned Services 
CDYOS commissions its specialist Speech and Language Therapy provision from North 
Tees and Hartlepool Foundation Trust. This has ensured the secondment of a Band 7 
Clinical Lead Speech and Language Therapist to CDYOS for Phase 3 of our innovative 
and successful SLCN Strategy. The post is jointly funded (0.75fte CDYOS/0.25fte 
NTHFT). Arrangements are in place until end September 2016 and, working closely with 
partners, we hope to extend current arrangements until March 2017. This supports our 
work to reduce re-offending. 
 
CDYOS is currently working with CAMHS to commission an 0.6fte Band 7 CAMHS nurse 
secondment to CDYOS for the remainder of 2015/16. This will be jointly funded (0.4fte 
CDYOS/0.2fte CAMHS).This is in addition to the CAMHS input in CDYOS via the Liaison 
and Diversion Service two year pilot in partnership with TEWV; and will replicate the 
learning from our SLCN strategy for young people’s emotional wellbeing. 
 
Stronger (Troubled) Families 
CDYOS is an active partner in the successful delivery of the Stronger Families programme 
in County Durham. Agreement was reached for the secondment of a Think Family Mentor 
to work full-time within CDYOS, supporting staff in ensuring we ‘Think Family’. 
 
In addition, CDYOS Volunteer Programme supports at least 50 families (Stronger 
Families) each year, from across the range of agencies acting as lead professional. 
 
Resettlement after Custody 
As a result of our multi-agency approach to resettlement, 100% of young people leaving 
custody had appropriate accommodation sourced and available prior to release in 
2014/15. CDYOS works closely with Housing and Children’s Services to ensure young 
people are effectively resettled. 
 
No young people were remanded to the secure estate in 2014/15 as a result of 
inappropriate accommodation. 
 
Information Sharing 
Partnership information sharing protocols/ agreements work very well and ensure holistic 
assessment, intervention and outcomes for young people who offend.  Staff have access 
to a range of case management systems/ databases in CDYOS offices, including: 
 All Police intelligence systems inc. PNC, Sleuth, Blue Delta, Red Sigma, Vicman 

(Police) 
 SystmOne (Health) 
 ICS/SSID (Safeguarding/ Children’s social care) 
 ONE (Education) 
 Capita (Education) 
 CareWorks (Youth Justice case management system) 
 
Police intelligence systems are available to a group of vetted and suitably trained staff in 
CDYOS, in addition to Police Officers and Police staff.  
 
The range of case management systems/databases in CDYOS allows staff and 
secondees to access critical, real-time information regarding the young person/family to 
support management of risk and vulnerability, and ensure holistic assessment and 
information sharing to improve outcomes for young people in the youth justice system.   
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In addition, Careworks is available in house for:  
 Emergency Duty Team (EDT)  
 All magistrates courts in County Durham for CDYOS access.  
 
Key New Partnerships 
Key new partnerships/joint work include: 

 The Royal British Legion – reparation work 

 Children’s Speech and Language Therapy Services, North Tees and Hartlepool 
Foundation Trust, formerly County Durham and Darlington Foundation Trust –  
Speech, Language and Communication Needs Strategy 

 British Dyslexia Association – speech language and communication needs 

 Safe Durham Partnership –  strategic lead for partnership work on Integrated 
Restorative Practice 

 The Prince’s Trust – accreditation of core work 

 Colleges, training providers, VCS, Improving Progression of Young People Team – 
Intensive Employability Programme 

 Safe Durham Partnership, NPS, CRC, Police, PCC – TR developments (2014/15) 

 Office of the PCC – young victims of youth crime 

 RSPCA – Paws4Change programme 

 Durham Constabulary Armoury – Air Guns programme 

 Fire and Rescue Service – Firebreak programme 

 Positive Futures partners – range of programmes available 

 The Open Awards – accreditation of core work 

 Labelled/Patchwork People (community interest company) – training and 
employment pathway 

 Checkpoint –  partnership diversion programme for low level adult offenders 
 
‘Relationships are excellent with the Police and OPCC, Health, NPS/CRC which can be 
seen from allocated resources, financial contributions and engagement in the 
Management Board. The YJB … has a high level of confidence that whatever the final 
budget is for 15/16 that services will be arranged to focus on the key priorities and CDYOS 
will continue to be in a strong position to deliver high quality services.’ (YJB, March 2015) 
 
Reducing Re-offending 
The impact of early intervention via pre/out of court work and robust case management 
post court is evidenced by: 
 82.9% reduction in first time entrants (FTEs) – from 1129 in 2007/08 to 193 in 

2013/14 
 reducing all offences committed by young people by 46.8%  - from 2464 in 2010/11 to 

1312 in 2014/15 
 reducing the number of young people offending by 51.5% from 1270 in 2010/11  to  

616 in 2014/15  
 reducing alcohol related offences by 53.1% and the number of young people 

committing alcohol related offences by 41.1% (2010/11- 2014/15)  
 77.2% reduction in the number of young people in the MoJ cohort between 2007/8 

and 2012/13 (from 2145 to 489) 
 
National Recognition 
National recognition of CDYOS’ work includes: 

 Winning the Youth Justice Award, Children and Young People Now Awards – three 
times in four years (2010, 2012, 2013) 
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 Being awarded Investing in Volunteers  (IiV) status (January 2013) – the first Durham 
County Council service to achieve IiV status 

 Being runner up in the Howard League Community Programmes Awards 2010 
(Children and Young People category); and being shortlisted in 2012 and 2013 

 Being highly commended in the LGC Awards 2011 (Children’s Services) 

 Being awarded two Butler Trust Commendations: in 2011 (Strategic Manager - for 
contribution to diverting young people from the criminal justice system) and in 2012 
(one of our volunteers for over 10 years’ service in CDYOS). CDYOS is the only YOS 
in the country to have been awarded two commendations from The Butler Trust 

 A visit from HRH The Princess Royal, Royal Patron of the Butler Trust (Sept 2011) as 
follow up to the Strategic Manager’s Butler Trust Commendation  

 Our fully integrated Out of Court System being included as national best practice in 
the Out of Court Disposals Guidance (MoJ/YJB, 2013) 

 SDP Restorative Practice – runner up Howard League Community Programmes 
Awards (RJ Category) 2014 

 

Risks to Future Delivery Against Youth Justice Outcome Measures 

 
CDYOS Quality Assurance (QA) Framework 
CDYOS has implemented a comprehensive QA Framework which covers all QA work 
undertaken by line managers in CDYOS, one element of which includes a robust audit 
programme and quarterly thematic audits. Thematic audits for 2015/16 include: 

 CSE      (Quarter 1) 

 Alcohol (Quarter 2) 

 Emotional wellbeing/mental health ( Quarter 3) 

 Vulnerability (Quarter 4)  
The outcome of audits is shared with the service management team and staff, Children’s 
Services and the Management Board to drive forward service improvement. 
 
CDYOS Management Development Programme, focussing on improving the quality of 
service delivery, commenced in 2014. Another new development which commenced in 
2014 and will continue during 2015/16 is a series of professional discussion forums for 
staff and managers. These are on a range of subjects identified through our QA framework 
and /or by staff themselves. To date areas covered include: risk management, vulnerability 
management and CSE.  
 
Peer Review 
CDYOS is well engaged with the YJ Peer Review process and sector led improvement. 
The Strategic Manager is an accredited YJ Peer Reviewer and is actively involved in the 
process, participating in the Peer Reviews of other youth offending services nationally. 
 
CDYOS has been accepted for a YJ Peer Review (October 2015). The focus will be on 
practice and partnerships to reduce re-offending.  This will inform our Service 
Improvement Plan 2016/17. 
 
Diversity 
CDYOS is committed to meeting the needs of the young people, families and victims with 
whom we work. All staff have undertaken specialist diversity training for youth offending, 
SLCN training and, in addition, case managers have undertaken specialist diversity 
training for assessments. Diversity issues are a specific category on the checklist used by 
managers to countersign assessments and intervention plans. 
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Risk Action to Mitigate Risk 

Remands to Youth Detention 
Accommodation (RYDA) – financial risk 
to local authority 

 Reducing Remand Bed Nights Strategy 

 Robust monitoring systems/management 
oversight 

 Fully staffed weekend and Bank Holiday 
court rota with dedicated management 
cover 

 2 full time Bail Coordinators 

 Senior Management oversight/leadership 

 Bail supervision and support programme 
 

Future budget efficiencies/reduction in 
partner contributions 

 Review service restructure  

 Review impact  of remote working (inc. 
QA systems /VfM) 

 Management Board planning to mitigate 
risk 

 Explore new ways of working 

 Further expand role of volunteers 

 Future business planning in view of 
AssetPlus 

Maintaining/improving performance 
against the 3 YJ outcomes and  delivery 
of a quality service in face of on-going 
real reductions in budget 

 Implement SIP 2015/16 

 CDYOS Quality Assurance  
systems/processes 

 Audits 

 Ongoing  self- assessment against HMIP 
Thematic inspections 

 Impact of Early Help Strategy 

 Explore new ways of working/innovation 

 Continue focus on national outcome 
measures 

Continue to reduce re-offending in 
context of very challenging cohort as a 
result of impact of fully integrated pre 
court/out of court system 

 Reducing Re-offending by Young People 
Strategy 

 Reducing Offending by Looked After 
Children Strategy 

 SDP Integrated Restorative Practice 
Strategy 

 Speech, Language and Communication 
Needs Strategy 

 Further develop interventions/resources 
including for girls and healthy relationships 

 Liaison and Diversion Pilot (TEWV) 

 Reducing Re-offending Cohort 

 
Robust management and governance will continue to ensure that CDYOS improves 
outcomes for young people in the youth justice system and reduces re-offending.  The 
Service is well placed to build on the progress and improved performance of the last 8 
years.   
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‘CDYOS continues to demonstrate success in reducing FTEs and tackling re-offending. 
Custody rates are improving. The feedback from the HMIP SQS has re-shaped some of 
the YOS priorities, but much of this work was already planned as the YOS is very aware of 
any areas requiring improvement. Progress against the SQS improvement plan is very 
good, as is the progress against the Service Improvement Plan. 
 
The … Youth Justice Plan 2014/16 has an outstanding list of achievements which are a 
real credit to the partnership work in Durham, and the workforce which have delivered 
these achievements. 
 
The developments around Speech Language and Communication difficulties are highly 
professional and potentially ground breaking. 
 
With evidence of robust governance overseeing the work of an exceedingly professional 
and effective leader, I would expect this service to continue to progress in 2015/16 and 
beyond.’   (YJB, March 2015) 
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 Appendix 1 
 

CDYOS Management Board Membership and Approval of Strategic Plan  
 

Name Role / Agency Approval of the Plan 

Carole Payne 
(Chair) 

Head of Children’s Services, 
Children and Adults Services, 
Durham County Council 

 

Stephen Watson 
Deputy Chief Constable, 
Durham Constabulary 

 

Carina Carey 
Local Area Lead – Durham, 
National Probation Service 

 

Hazel Willoughby 

Head of Services 
Co Durham and Darlington, 
Durham Tees Valley Community 
Rehabilitation Company (CRC)   

Emma Thomas 

 
Joint Commissioning Manager – 
Children NHS NECS, 
(on behalf of ND and DDES  
CCGs) 
 

 

Natalie Robinson 
Youth Lead Legal Advisor 
Co. Durham and Darlington 
HM Courts and Tribunals Service 

 

Christine Usher 

Planning, Analysis and Provision 
Manager, Improving Progression 
of Young People Team,  
Children and Adults Services,  
Durham County Council 
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Name Role / Agency Approval of the Plan 

Gill O’Neill 
Consultant in Public Health 
Children and Adults Services 
Durham County Council 

 

Alan Reiss 
Chief of Staff 
Office of the Police and Crime 
Commissioner  

Jane Le Sage 

Strategic Manager SEND and 
Inclusion 
Children and Adults Services 
Durham County Council  

Gill Eshelby 

Strategic Manager, 
County Durham Youth Offending 
Service,  
Children and Adults Services, 
Durham County Council  

Dave Summers 

Countywide Manager, 
County Durham Youth Offending 
Service,  
Children and Adults Services, 
Durham County Council  

 

 
The plan has also been approved by Nicola Bailey, Chief Operating Officer, ND and 
DDES CCGs. 
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Appendix 2 
 

County Durham Youth Offending Budget 2015/16  
 

Agency Staffing Costs 
Payments in 
Kind 

Other 
Delegated 
Funds 

Total 

Local Authority 
  

1,977,050 1,977,050 

Police Service 153,991 72,000 128,000 353,991 

National Probation Service 107,919 
 

54,058 161,977 

Health Service 149,573 
 

50,267 199,840 

Police and  Crime Commissioner  
  

160,872 160,872 

YJB – Youth Justice (YOT) Grant 
  

753,377 753,377 

Other Funding (Stronger Families) 
  

35,000 35,000 

Total 411,483 72,000 3,158,624 3,642,107 

     
 CDYOS also has a budget of £126,643 for specific projects as detailed below. 

 

     
YJB - Remand Grant 

  
46,218 46,218 

YJB – Restorative Justice Maintenance Grant 
  

2,000 2,000 

YJB – YRO Unpaid Work Grant   15,791 15,791 

     

     

     
Total CDYOS Pooled Budget 

   
3,706,116 
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Appendix 3 
 

Service Improvement Plan 2015/16 
 

Priority 

1) Improving how we communicate with young people and the interventions we 
complete with them 

  Continue to improve CDYOS response to the speech, language and 
communication needs of young people 

  Expand the use of volunteer mentors for families under the Stronger Families 
process. 

  Continue to expand range of intervention programmes delivered through the 
Delivery Team. 

  Improve our work in respect of CSE 

 Implement AssetPlus 
  Improve our work in respect of emotional and mental health through the 

secondment of specialist staff into CDYOS 

 Undertake a programme of themed audits, identified through our QA 
processes 

  Review and amend the AIM procedures 

2) Putting victims, including young victims, and Restorative Justice at the heart 
of everything we do 

  Achieve the RSQM (RJC Quality Mark) for our whole service approach to 
restorative justice 

3) Targeting our resources on those young people committing the most offences 
  Improve our joint working with colleagues in the Looked After system to further 

reduce Offending by Looked After Children 
  Embed the panel monitoring process and premium programme of intervention 

for young people in the re-offending cohort 
  Extend the Transfer to Local Authority Accommodation under PACE protocol 

to include those 17 years and detained outside of PACE 
  Implement the action plans developed as a result of our auditing programme 

 Develop a protocol for the transfer of young people to the CRC and NPS, 
including implementation of the Y2A Portal 

 Ensure that the management information provided/available is meeting the 
needs of operational managers 

4) Ensuring we have robust quality assurance and staff management processes 
in place and a skilled management team to manage these processes 

  Expand the Management Development Programme to include all CDYOS 
managers 

  Amend the Management Oversight Policy and QA Framework to reflect 
improvements in practice and new processes 

  Improve the links between case auditing and staff development and 
supervision 

5) Ensuring we listen and respond to what young people and their families are 
telling us 

  Achieve Investing in Children status 

6) Ensuring volunteering, by both adults and young people, is a key component 
of the work we undertake with young people and victims 

  Extend the use of volunteers in mentoring for young people and families 
  Extend young people's volunteering opportunities 
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7) Ensuring that case management systems and administration support 
provides the highest quality support to staff and managers in the delivery of 
services to courts, communities and young people 

  Develop and implement Data Retention procedures 
  Develop use of the case Management System as the primary source of 

information for case management and quality assurance processes 
  Ensure that performance measures for administration are embedded in 

practice 
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Appendix 4 
 

CDYOS Structure 2015/16 
 
 

Team Mgr.  

North Case 

Mgmt.

Team Mgr. 

South Case 

Mgmt.

Team Mgr. 

Wrap 

Around 

Team

Team Mgr. 

Delivery 

Team

1 FTE (1) 1 FTE (1) 1 FTE (1) 1 FTE (1)

Community 

Safety 

Officer

Community 

Safety 

Officer

Performance 

Improvement 

Officers

Volunteer 

Co-

ordinator

Community 

Safety 

Officer

Business 

Manager

1 FTE (1) 1 FTE (1) 2 FTE (3) 1 FTE (1) 1 FTE (1) 1 FTE (1)

5 FTE Social Workers (5) 3.8 FTE Social Workers (4) 2 FTE Education Officers (2) 1 FTE Reparation Officer (1) 0.8 FTE Grade 7 Admin.Officers (1)

1 FTE Probation Officer (1) 1.8 FTE Probation Officer (2) 1.2 FTE Case Mgmt. Co-ordinators (2) 3 FTE Nurses (3) 1 FTE ISS Officer (1) 2.8 FTE Grade 5 Admin. Officers (3)

4 FTE Pre Court Officers (5) 3.8 FTE Pre Court Officers (4) 1 FTE Systems Imp. & Devpt. Officer (1) 2 FTE VLO (2) 1 FTE Pos. Futures Officer (1) 2 FTE Grade 4 Admin. Officers (3)

1 FTE Police Officer (1) 1 FTE Police Officer (1) 1 FTE Family Support Officer (1) 16.4 FTE CDYOS Workers (18) 1 FTE Grade 4 Bus. Support Officer (1)

1 FTE Police Staff (1) 1 FTE Police Staff (1) Total 2.2 FTE (3) 2 FTE Bail Co-ordinators (2) 5.8 FTE Grade 3 Admin Officers (6)

2 FTE Case Manager (3) 3 FTE Case Manager (3) 1 FTE Intensive Employability Total 18.9 FTE (20) 1.0 FTE Apprentice (1)

Programme Officer (1)

Total 14 FTE (16) Total 14.4 FTE (15) 1 FTE Speech & Language Therapist (1) 1 FTE Family Mentor (seconded) Total 13.4 FTE (15)

Total 12 FTE (12)

Total 1 FTE (1)

70 

Volunteers

Strategic Manager 1 FTE (1)

Countywide Manager (Operations & 

Service Delivery)  1 FTE (1)
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Appendix 5 
 

CDYOS Statutory Functions  
 

Provision of: 
• Supervision of Courts Orders (Community and Custody) in line with National 

Standards for Youth Justice 
• Youth Conditional Caution Supervisions 
• Court staffing (Youth, Crown, Remand Courts including Saturday and Bank Holiday 

working) 
• Bail Supervision functions 
• Appropriate Adult service for Police interviews (PACE) 
• Pre-Sentence Reports for Courts 
• Community Volunteers (Referral Order Panels) 
• Recruit, train, manage, supervise, and deploy volunteers to carry out statutory 

functions 
• Referral Order Panel Reports 
• ‘Prevention’ services to prevent youth crime 
• Anti-Social Behaviour escalation supervision  
• Service to victims of youth crime 
• Delivery of court-ordered reparation to community and victims 
• YJMIS data / management info to Youth Justice Board / Ministry of Justice 

regarding youth justice cases 
• Parenting Orders imposed in the Youth Court (Criminal Matters) 

 
Management of: 

• Sex Offenders (Assessment, Intervention and Moving On (AIM)) – young people 
under 18 

• Children remanded into Youth Detention Accommodation 
• Remands into Youth Detention Accommodation (RYDA) 

 
Duty to: 

• Comply with National Standards for Youth Justice (accountable to Ministers) 
• Comply with arrangements for multi-agency public protection (MAPPA) 
• Cooperate with MAPPA/LSCB/SDP (CSP) 
• Provide and support a Management Board 
• Produce and deliver an annual Youth Justice Plan 
• Provide assistance to persons determining whether Youth Cautions or Youth 

Conditional Cautions should be given 
• Cooperate with Children’s Services to improve wellbeing of children and young 

people in County Durham 
• Cooperate regarding safeguarding and public protection incidents in the community 

(YJB) 
 
Additional Functions: 

• Provision of Out of Court Disposals (service delivery) 
• Provision of Think Family / Stronger Families 
• Manage safeguarding and risk management inherent in all the above  
• Team Around the Child (TAC) / Team Around the Family (TAF) 
• Assessment, Planning Interventions, Supervision (APIS) 
• Offending Behaviour Programmes (OBPs) 
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Appendix 6 
 

Glossary 
 

Abbreviation Meaning 

AIM Assessment, Intervention and Moving on 

APIS Assessment, Planning, Intervention and Supervision 

ASB Anti-Social Behaviour 

CAMHS Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service 

CCG(s) Clinical Commissioning Group(s) 

CDDFT County Durham and Darlington Foundation Trust 

CDYOS County Durham Youth Offending Service 

CRC Community Rehabilitation Company 

CSP Community Safety Partnership 

DCC Durham County Council 

DDES Durham Dales, Easington and Sedgefield CCG 

DTO Detention and Training Order 

FTEs First Time Entrants (to the Youth Justice System) 

HMCTS Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service 

HR Human Resources 

IiV Investing in Volunteers 

ISS Intensive Supervision and Surveillance (alternative to custody) 

LAC Looked After Children 

LCJB Local Criminal Justice Board 

LSCB Local Safeguarding Children Board 

MAPPA Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements 

MoJ Ministry of Justice 

NECS North East Commissioning Support (Health) 

NTHFT North Tees and Hartlepool Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 

NPS National Probation Service 

OPPC Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner 

PCC Police and Crime Commissioner 

PCD Pre Caution Disposal (April 2013 onwards) 

PNC Police National Computer  

PRD Pre Reprimand Disposal (May 2008 – March 2013) 

QA Quality Assurance 

SDP Safe Durham Partnership (CSP) 

SIP Service Improvement Plan 
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Abbreviation Meaning 

TEWV Tees, Esk, and Wear Valleys NHS Foundation Trust (Mental Health) 

TR Transforming Rehabilitation 

VCS Voluntary and Community Sector 

VfM Value for Money 

YJB Youth Justice Board 

YOS Youth Offending Service 

YOT Youth Offending Team 
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Contact Details: 
 
 

 
Gill Eshelby 
Strategic Manager 
 
Dave Summers 
Countywide Manager (Operations and Service Delivery) 
 
County Durham Youth Offending Service 
County Hall, DURHAM, DH1 5UJ 
Telephone:  03000 265999 
 

 

 
clearcutcommunication@durham.gov.uk 
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Cabinet 
 

15 July 2015 
 

Early Help Strategy  
 

 

 
 

Report of  Corporate Management Team  

Rachael Shimmin, Corporate Director Children and Adults Services  

Cllr Ossie Johnson, Portfolio Holder for Children and Adult 
Services 

 
 
Purpose of the report 
 
1. The Early Help Strategy for Children Young People and Families in County 

Durham was endorsed by the Children and Families Partnership in June 2014.  

This report aims to update Cabinet on work that has taken place since June 2014 

to embed the strategy across the partnership. 

2. Early help is an approach. The need for early help can occur at any point in time. 

Central to this approach is a focus on increasing independence for families and 

communities, supporting and building resilience. It is a way of thinking and 

working that views children, young people and their families as equal partners 

with an emphasis on doing ‘with’ rather than doing ‘to’. 

3. The strategy refers to early help both in the context of the early years of a child’s 

life (including pre natal interventions) and early in the emergence of a problem at 

any stage in their lives.  

4. It incorporates the concepts of ‘protection/treatment’, ‘early intervention’ and 

‘prevention’ and the importance of anticipating problems and taking action to 

prevent these.  Our workforce must be supported to assertively identify, help and 

support our children, young people and families at the earliest opportunity to stop 

their needs developing and enable them to meet positive outcomes. 

5. The Early Help Strategy takes into account the individual needs of the whole 

family including social, educational, physical and mental health and wider impacts 

such as social and health inequalities and material disadvantage 

6. The strategy shares the vision of the Children and Families Partnership that ‘All 

children, young people and families achieve and succeed’. The strategy’s 

core objective is to help deliver this vision by ensuring that County Durham has 

an effective and consistent early help offer across its partnership. 
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The Ambitions of the Early Help Strategy 

7. Underpinning this vision are three main ambitions; 

� We will work collaboratively- Early help will be everyone’s business 

� Children, young people and families will get the right help at the right time. 

� We will provide help that we know works 

One Year on- Programmes of work and Key Achievements  

8. Almost a year on, significant progress has been made. Early Help has started to 

be recognised in everyday practice as crucial to achieving positive outcomes for 

children and their families. Early Help is now written into many policies, plans and 

strategies across the Durham partnership. 

Ambitions and Strategic Actions 

9. Each Ambition from the strategy has key strategic actions to ensure the ambitions 

are achieved. Progress against each of these ambitions and their aligned 

strategic actions are mapped out below. 

10. Ambition 1-We will work collaboratively- Early help will be everyone’s 

business 

11. Strategic Action 1 - We need to ensure there are clear pathways to share 
information and identify families early so we are able to work in genuine 
collaboration to get the best offer of support at the right time to the right families.  

 
12. Early Help Forums are now up and running across the County. The forums will 

be used as a line of communication between the LSCB and front line 
practitioners. The purpose of the forums as set out in the terms of Reference is; 

 

� To provide the opportunity for practitioners across partner agencies to share 
information about good and poor practice so that they can learn lessons, make 
improvements and contribute to improving outcomes for children and their 
families 

� To provide the LSCB and the Children and Families Partnership with a 
practitioner’s perspective in relation to how effective the Early Help Strategy, 
Think Family approach and safeguarding arrangements are working in 
Durham 

� To ensure that where issues of concern are not resolved at a local level these 
are escalated to the LSCB so they can provide challenge where appropriate. 

13. There are three locality based Early Help Forums which align with Durham 
Constabulary Boundaries of North South and East, the forums will run bi-monthly 
in each area the first round of which were held in January 2015. 
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14. Although Membership is still being developed the first round of forums were well 
attended by a wide range of agencies and representation was received from 
CDDFT, Durham Constabulary, TEWV, some key 3rd sector partners and a wide 
range of DCC services such as Children’s, Neighbourhoods and RED. 

 
15. Work with the schools Communities of Learning has started to ensure our schools 

are fully on board with these forums and representation is expected at the March 
forums. 

 
16. These forums now need to grip the delivery of early help across the partnership 

and ensure there is accountability for early identification of children, young people 
and families who need early help support. 

 
17. The 0-19 Pathway  The new single assessment practice guidance underpins the 

work across children’s services and are now in use alongside a range of practice 
tools. New practice standards are in development and an engagement toolkit and 
risk assessment is now published on the LSCB website which specifically 
highlights risk and encourages information sharing on a multiagency level for 
families who are refusing help and support. 

 
18. Durham’s LSCB website has updated guides and protocols to help practitioners 

understand the arrangements for information sharing within County Durham. The 
website is public and information is accessible by all. 

 
19. Strategic Action 2 - We need to embed the Think Family ethos across our 

partnership so that the well-being of children and young people can be properly 
addressed by ensuring that the voice and needs of the child are heard and clearly 
informs our work alongside assisting parents. 

 
20. Workforce Development  The Think Family Partnership has developed a robust 

work force development plan since the introduction of Stronger Families 
(Durham’s response to the national Trouble Families Programme) since its 
introduction in 2011.  

 
21. The Partnership Board will continue to use Stronger Families to drive and embed 

Durham’s Early Help and Think Family ethos.  
 

22. The work delivered by the Think Family Mentoring Service has included direct 
workforce development and training with a broad range of practitioners across the 
County Durham Partnership including 1:1 mentoring, case file audits, family 
monitoring data collection and extensive learning networks, courses, 
qualifications and engagement events.  

 
23. The Think Family Workforce Development Programme won the national CYPS 

Now Staff Development award in 2014. This programme was developed and is 
being delivered in partnership with a range of local key partners and is governed 
by a sub group of the Think Family Partnership. 

 
24. Integrating Strategies Early Help and Think Family themes are now clearly 

visible in many plans and strategies across the Partnership and as phase 2 of the 
national troubled families programme gets under way these will be revisited to 
ensure they reflect the new criteria.  
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25. Think Family is now a cross cutting theme of the County Durham partnership and 
this work is now aligned with the Think family Partnership. Think Family Services 
and it’s partnership board now need to now focus on driving culture change 
across the partnership and ensuring ‘early help’ and ‘think family’ become part of 
everyday thinking and practice. 

 
26. Ambition 2 - Children, young people and families will get the right help at 

the right time. 

27. Strategic Action 1 - We will use a single but proportionate assessment model 
across all levels of need and assessment.  Help and assessment will be offered in 
tandem so that families are not waiting for early help and support. 

 
28. Strategic Action 2 - We will, never do nothing. We will use our staircase model to 

adopt a ‘step up- step down’, ‘Think Family’ approach so that families move 
smoothly between services and a seamless offer of support is received at the 
right level at the right time 

 
29. The Single Assessment and practice guidance launched across children’s 

services in April 2014 it replaced the Pre CAF, CAF, Initial and Core 
Assessments. The assessment aims to allow for a smother seamless route for 
families through services as need escalates or reduces. It will enable a 
consistently high quality assessment and care plan for the whole family and will 
reduce duplication of work between services. 

 
30. Although the assessment is now embedded across Children’s Services this is 

only the beginning of its journey and there is still a long way to go to ensure this 
process is as effective as it can be.  

 
31. Durham’s MASH launched in March 2015.  This partnership arrangement will 

ensure that effective information sharing and communication is achieved at the 
point of referral. It will allow practitioners to have a fuller picture as to what service 
is best suited to offer a child, young person or family based on their need. 

 
32. Never Do Nothing is now in practice and is endorsed by the Local Safeguarding 

Children's Board for County Durham. Never do nothing is  a safeguarding 
standard for voluntary and 3rd sector organisations to promote good practice in 
the safeguarding of children and young people in County Durham through 
empowering people to know what action to take when faced with a safeguarding 
concern. 

 
33. It provides guidance for individuals; staff, volunteers, carers, etc as well as 

providing a framework for delivery of safeguarding within any organisation, within 
any sector – so that no-one is left in any doubt as to what action to take when 
they have a concern about the welfare of a child or young person in County 
Durham. 

 
34. Ambition 3- We will provide help that we know works 

35. Strategic Action 1- We will ensure our commissioning strategies are aligned. 
 
36. Early Help and Think Family are now common themes in most commissioning 

strategies within children’s services. An Early Help commissioning strategy is 
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being developed by colleagues in Public Health which will act as a foundation for 
all future commissioning in Children and Adults Services. 

 
37. Further work across the Durham Partnership must now continue to ensure Early 

Help becomes a key priority when all services are being commissioned.  There is 
still a long way to go in this area to ensure that our services are coordinated but 
there are some good examples already such as; 

 

� The strong partnership work to prevent Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE). This 

work has had a focus on early help and will be established with a preventative 

and coordinated approach to tackle CSE at the earliest possible opportunity. 

� The joint funding of a full time mentor post between Children’s Services, 

Public Health and the CDFT to really drive Early Help and Think Family within 

Health Visiting and School Nursing services. 

� The Well Being Model has led to the commissioning of 10 early help resilience 

workers in The One Point Service by Public Health to deliver Strengthening 

Families Programmes at an early and preventative stage. 

� The Innovations Programme will bring significant investment into early help. 

 
38. Strategic Action 2- We will audit our current activity and reshape what we offer 

to match the needs of our families to prevent children from experiencing harm, 
neglect and poor outcomes. 

 
39. Service reshaping  Children’s Services have commissioned a range of early help 

such as FIP, Pathfinder, Pre-birth, One Point and Assessment and Intervention. 
All these services have helped reshape Children’s services and have laid a 
foundation to start develop both culture and practice change. The DFE innovation 
programme will now enable us to accelerate this transformation across the 
County. 
 

40. Multi agency audits continue to be driven by the LSCB and a new audit process 
within children’s services was introduced in June 2014. These audits help inform 
and develop practice across our partnership.  
 

41. Multi agency audits will play a part in the Early Help Forums and some targeted 
pieces of work in underperforming areas are likely to commence within 2015. 
 

42. Strategic Action 3 - We will be outcome focussed. Services will demonstrate and 
monitor what difference they have made to the lives of the children and families 
who use them. 
 

43. Traditionally many services including children’s have focused performance 
measures around quantitative data and processes. Currently within Children’s 
Services only the Stronger Families programme formally tracks outcomes for 
individual families on a large scale although recently the One Point Service has 
introduced a formal system to track family outcomes. 
 

44. A new outcomes Framework is being developed which will encourage 
practitioners and services to look at wider outcomes for the whole family and 
enable analysis of what difference our support and interventions make to families. 
It will measure genuine and sustainable change for families and emphasise the 
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importance of gaining the views of children and their families when producing 
care plans and packages of support. 
 

45. The Framework was originally produced for the Stronger Families Programme in 
partnership with a wide range of services. The framework has been nationally 
recognised as an exemplar piece of work by the DCLG who have since shared 
the framework with all local authorities across the country. This will now be further 
developed in Durham with the ambition to embed it in to everyday practice within 
Children’s Services and sharing this practice with all partners working with 
families in Durham. 

 

Outcomes 

46. The Early Help Strategy has six overarching outcomes that we expect to be 

delivered if the key ambitions and strategic actions are successfully implemented; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

47. There is a long way still to go to achieve these outcomes but there have been 

some key achievements and evidence of impact since the Early Help Strategy 

was implemented. 

Fewer Looked After Children 

48. An Early Help ethos can be implemented even at the highest end of need and our 

Looked After and Young People’s Services now have had a 73% increase in 

adoptions and Our Looked After Children rate has reduced by 8% (50) since 

2012. This is a huge achievement and the graph below (fig.1) shows that this 

goes against both local and national trends. 

a. Fig. 1 

1) Fewer Looked After Children 
2) Fewer children subject to a Child Protection Plan 
3) Fewer re-referrals in to statutory services and services at level 4 and 5 

of our continuum of need 
4) More children young people and their families achieving positive 

outcomes 
5) A greater number of families identified early and receiving help through 

our universal, preventative and early help services. 
6) A greater number of children being ‘ready for school’  
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49.  

 

Fewer children subject to a Child Protection Plan 

50. As at 31st December 2014 there were 360 children subject to a Child Protection 

Plan, which equates to a rate of 35.9 per 10,000 population.  This is an 

improvement from the same period of the previous year (44.9).   

51.  

 

Fewer re-referrals in to statutory services and services at level 4 and 5 of our 

continuum of need 

52. The Children in Need re-referral rate for Quarter 3 2014/15 is 23.5%. This is 

better than the 2014/15 target of 28.0% and is an improvement from 27.4% in 

2013/14. 
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a.  

More children young people and their families achieving positive outcomes 

� We now have the lowest ever levels that Durham has seen for young people 

who are NEET (6.4%) 

� We have successfully claimed for 90% of our target families for Phase 1 of the 

Stronger Families Programme and are confident that we will have 100% by 

the end of the programme. This means, so far, we have ‘turned around’ 1,185 

families against the national measure of poor school attendance, 

unemployment, youth crime and adult ASB alongside a wide range of local 

criteria such as health, housing and domestic abuse.  The successful delivery 

of Phase 1 meant that in October 2014 Durham was invited to be one of 50 

early starters for phase 2 of the national programme. 

 

A greater number of identified early and receiving help through our universal, 

preventative and early help services. 

53. The Early Help Strategy described a projected proportionate service delivery in 

Durham-How we would hope to see activity in Durham. This is shown in the graph 

below (Fig 2.) 

54.  

55. The graph shows if we deliver early help successfully across all of our partners 

we would expect a proportionate decrease in families receiving support the higher 

up the level of need they go with the largest cohort being at level 2 and the 

smallest at level 5. It should be expected, that numbers reduce, as need 

increases. 
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56. This model would not only have significant cost saving implications but it would 

mean we have successfully supported more children, young people and families 

to achieve positive outcomes  and prevented them from moving up the continuum 

of need. 

57. The graph below (fig 3) shows the progress we have made to achieve this ideal 

model of practice. 

 

58.  

A greater number of children being ‘ready for school’  
 
59. Data for the 2013/14 Academic Year shows that 56.7% (3,089 out of 5,447) of 

pupils in the Early Years Foundation Stage achieved a Good Level of 
Development.  

 
60. Performance is far better than that achieved in the 2012/13 Academic Year 

(41.9%) and exceeds national (52%), regional (45%) and Statistical Neighbour 
(47%) averages (2012/13 Academic Year). 

 
 

61. 2012/13 62. 2013/14 63. Indicator 64. 2014/15 

65. 2014/15 

Annual 

Target 

66. Not 

Reported 

67. 41.9 

(2012/13 

Ac Yr) 

68. Early Years 

Foundation 

Stage 

Profile - 

Number of 

pupils 

achieving a 

69.  
70. 56.7% 

71. (2013/14 

Ac Yr) 

72. 48 

(2013/14 

Ac Yr) 
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of 

Developme

nt 

 

Governance 

73. The delivery of an effective early help offer is not the responsibility of a single 
agency. It requires a Think Family approach owned by all partners working with 
children, young people and families.   
 

74. Durham’s LSCB is responsible for the governance of the Early Help Strategy. 

Scrutiny is also provided by the Children Young People and Families Partnership 

via the Think Family Partnership, and other sub groups of this governance 

arrangement. 

75. Early help now needs to become much more of a partnership responsibility and 

the newly formed, LSCB  Early Help Sub Group, needs to now grip this piece of 

work and ensure the strategic actions are genuinely implemented and achieved 

across all of our services. This group will need to ensure that the early 

identification of families who need help and support becomes everyone’s 

business. 

76. This sub group will also govern the Early Help Forums which are set out earlier in 

this report. 

Summary  

77. This report recognises that substantial progress has been made against all 

actions and ambitions. It also acknowledges that there is still a long way to go to 

fully implement the early Help Strategy. 

78. This report highlights where that future work needs to focus on the following key 

areas; 

� Early Identification of families who need help, support and intervention. 

� An emphasis on neglect and its early identification at all levels of need. 

� Engagement with schools  

� A tight grip of the governance of the Early Help Strategy 

� Continuation to drive and embed an ‘early help’ and ‘think family’ culture 

across our partnership 

� A focus on significant and sustained outcomes for families 

Recommendations 
 

79. That Cabinet receives this report and acknowledge the progress made and the 
planned future developments. 
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Contact:   Carole Payne, Head of Childrens Services Contact: 03000 268657 

 
Background Papers- The Early Help Strategy for Children, Young People and 
Families in County Durham 2014 
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Finance – 
The traditional model of waiting until problems become apparent, paying for 
programme delivery and assuming good outcomes will follow is no longer enough.  
Early Help is an approach which offers a real opportunity to make lasting 
improvements to the lives of our children, to forestall many persistent social problems 
and end their transmission from one generation to the next. 
There is a potential for significant savings to budgets across Children and Adult 
Services and more widely across the County Durham Partnership using this invest to 
save approach. 
 
Staffing –  
Early Help is everyone’s business; all staff must incorporate an early help approach 
to their day to day work ensuring that at every occasion children, young people and 
their family’s needs are addressed at the earliest opportunity.  
 

Risk – It is essential that risks are assessed and acted upon swiftly so that children 
and young people are safeguarded. 
 

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty - Not applicable 
 
Accommodation - Not applicable 
 
Crime and Disorder –  
Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour can be prevented and reduced if there is early 
intervention 
 
If we offer help earlier and more effectively rather than intervening after children and 
young people have become involved in violence and crime we can prevent it 
happening in the first place. 
 
Human Rights – Not applicable  
 
Consultation – Not applicable  
 
Procurement - Not applicable 
 
Disability Issues –  
Applies equally to children, young people and families. 
 
Legal Implications - Not applicable 
 
 

 Implications                                                                                 Appendix 1 
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Cabinet

15 July 2015

Treasury Management Outturn 2014/15

Report of Corporate Management Team
Don McLure, Corporate Director Resources
Councillor Alan Napier, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Finance

Purpose of the Report

1 To update Cabinet with the annual Treasury Management report for the year 
ended 31 March 2015.

Background

2 The regulatory framework of Treasury Management on the Council’s cash 
management, loans and investments requires that the Council receive, 
comment upon and agree Treasury Management review reports.  Treasury 
Management is the management of the Council’s investments and cash flows, 
its banking, money market and capital market transactions; the effective 
control of the risks associated with those activities, and the pursuit of optimum 
performance consistent with those risks.  

3 It is concerned with how the Council manages its cash resources and its 
scope covers borrowing, investment and hedging instruments and techniques.  

4 Risk is inherent in all treasury management activities and it is necessary to 
balance risk against return on investment.

5 As well as meeting the regulatory framework, this report also incorporates the 
needs of the ‘Prudential Code’, which can be regarded as being best 
operational practice, to ensure adequate monitoring of the Council’s capital 
expenditure plans and prudential indicators (PIs).  The treasury strategy and 
PIs for 2014/15 were agreed by the Council as part of the Medium Term 
Financial Plan 2014/15 – 2016/17 on 26 February 2014 and have been 
updated since as part of the Medium Term Financial Plan 2015/16 to 2017/18 
report that was agreed by the Council on 25 February 2015.

6 The report also supports the objective in the revised Chartered Institute of 
Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Code of Practice on Treasury 
Management and the Communities and Local Government Investment 
Guidance.  These state that Members should receive reports and scrutinise 
the Treasury Management service as part of good governance and best 
practice.

7 During 2014/15 the minimum reporting requirements were that the full Council 
should receive the following reports:
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 an annual treasury strategy in advance of the year (County Council 26 
February 2014)

 a mid-year treasury update report (County Council 3 December 2014)
 an annual review following the end of the year describing the activity 

compared to the strategy (this report) 

2014/15 External Influences

8 Financial year 2014/15 continued to be the challenging investment 
environment of previous years with low investment returns, although levels of 
counterparty risk had subsided.  The original market expectation at the 
beginning of 2014/15 was for the first increase in Bank Rate to occur in 
quarter 1 of 2015 as the unemployment rate had fallen much faster than 
expected through the Bank of England’s initial forward guidance target of 7%.  

9 In May 2014 however, the Bank revised its forward guidance.  A combination 
of very weak pay rises and inflation above the rate of pay rises, meant that 
consumer disposable income was still being eroded and in August 2014 the 
Bank halved its forecast for pay inflation for the whole of 2014 from 2.5% to 
1.25%.  

10 Expectations for the first increase in Bank Rate therefore started to recede as 
growth was still heavily dependent on buoyant consumer demand.  

11 During the second half of 2014 financial markets were caught out by the 
halving of the oil price and the Swiss National Bank announcing that it would 
no longer hold the Swiss Franc (CHF) at a fixed exchange rate with the Euro.  
Fears also increased considerably that the European Central Bank (ECB) was 
going to do “too little too late” to ward off the threat of deflation and recession 
in the Eurozone.

12 By the end of 2014, it was clear that inflation in the UK was going to head 
towards zero in 2015 and possibly even become negative.  In turn, this made 
it clear that the Monetary Policy committee (MPC) would have great difficulty 
in starting to raise the Bank Rate in 2015 while inflation was around zero and 
so market expectations for the first increase receded back to around quarter 3 
of 2016.  

13 Gilt yields were on a falling trend for much of the last eight months of 2014/15 
but were then pulled in different directions by increasing fears after the anti-
austerity parties won power in Greece in January  Developments since then 
have increased fears that Greece could be heading for an exit from the Euro.  
While the direct effects of this would be manageable by the European Union 
(EU) and ECB, it is difficult to quantify what the potential knock on effects 
would be on other countries in the Eurozone once the supposed “impossibility 
of a country leaving the Eurozone” had been disproved.  

14 A further downward pressure on gilt yields was the announcement in January 
2015 that the ECB would start a major programme of quantitative easing, 
purchasing Eurozone government and other debt in March 2015.  
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15 On the other hand, strong growth in the United States (US) caused an 
increase in confidence that the US was well on the way to making a full 
recovery from the financial crash and would be the first country to start 
increasing its central interest rate, probably by the end of 2015.  

16 The UK would be closely following it due to strong growth over both 2013 and 
2014 and good prospects for a continuation into 2015 and beyond.  However, 
there was also an increase in concerns around political risk from the general 
election in May 2015.

Treasury Position for the Council

17 The Treasury position for the Council across 2014/15 is shown in the table 
below:

18 Investments increased by £86m across the period as a result of re-profiling of 
the capital programme, a lower than anticipated use of reserves and new 
borrowing.  

19 To take advantage of favourable interest rates, new borrowing of £25m for 42 
years at 4% was raised during the year.

Capital Expenditure and Financing

20 The Council undertakes capital expenditure on long-term assets.  These 
activities may either be:

 Financed immediately through the application of capital or revenue 
resources (capital receipts, capital grants or revenue contributions), which 
has no resultant impact on the Council’s borrowing need, or

 If insufficient financing is available, or a decision is taken not to apply 
resources, the capital expenditure will give rise to a borrowing need. 

 

31-Mar-14 Rate/
Return

Average 
Life 

31-Mar-15 Rate/
Return

Average 
Life 

£m % years £m % years
Total Debt 437 4.49 457 4.45
Capital 
Financing 
Requirement 
(CFR)

607 636

(-) Under 
Borrowing

-170 -179

Total 
Investments

152 0.71 0.3 238 0.71 0.35

Net Debt (total 
debt less total 
investments)

285 219
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21 Actual capital expenditure forms one of the required prudential indicators.  
The table below shows actual capital expenditure in 2014/15 and how this 
was financed.

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Budget

2014/15
Actual

£m £m £m
Non-HRA Capital Expenditure 107.110 149.253 117.214
Non-HRA PFI and Finance Lease 2.480 3.419 2.172
HRA Capital Expenditure 45.698 46.717 42.826

Total capital expenditure 155.288 199.389 162.212
Resourced by:
Capital receipts 8.150 10.879 12.976
Capital grants 91.643 80.998 75.390
Capital reserves and Revenue 35.378 31.194 29.049

Unfinanced capital expenditure 20.117 76.318 44.797

Overall Borrowing Need

22 The Council’s underlying need to borrow to finance capital expenditure is 
termed the Capital Financing Requirement (CFR).

23 The CFR results from the capital activity of the Council and what resources 
have been used to pay for the capital spend.  It represents the 2014/15 
unfinanced capital expenditure (see above table), and prior years’ net or 
unfinanced capital expenditure which has not yet been paid for by revenue or 
other resources.

24 Part of the Council’s treasury activities is to address the funding requirements 
for this borrowing need.  Depending on the capital expenditure programme, 
the Corporate Director Resources’ treasury management team organises the 
Council’s cash position to ensure sufficient cash is available to meet the 
capital plans and cash flow requirements.  

25 This may be sourced through borrowing from external bodies (such as the 
Government, through the PWLB or the money markets), or utilising temporary 
cash resources within the Council.

26 The Council’s non HRA capital finance requirement (CFR) is not allowed to 
rise indefinitely.  Statutory controls are in place to ensure that capital assets 
are broadly charged to revenue over the life of the asset.  The Council is 
required to make an annual revenue charge, called the Minimum Revenue 
Provision (MRP), to reduce the CFR.  This is effectively a repayment of the 
non-HRA borrowing need (there is no statutory requirement to reduce the 
HRA CFR). 

27 The Council’s 2014/15 MRP Policy, as required by the Department of 
Communities and Local Government (CLG) guidance was approved as part of 
the Treasury Management Strategy Report for 2014/15 on 26 February 2014 
and updated on 25 February 2015.
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 The Council’s CFR for 2015/16, as agreed in February 2015, is shown 
in the following table, and represents one of the key prudential 
indicators.   

CFR 
31-Mar-14

Actual
31-Mar-15
Estimate

31-Mar-15
Actual

£m £m £m

Opening balance 603.431 607.260 607.260
Add unfinanced capital 
expenditure (as above)

20.117 76.318 44.797

Less MRP/VRP -16.018 -16.055 -15.730
Adjusted for:
HRA non-dwelling 
impairment/revaluation losses

-0.270 0.132

Housing Stock Transfer -236.933
Closing balance 607.260 430.590 636.459

28 At the time that the revised 2014/15 budget was reported to County Council in 
February 2015, it was anticipated that the Housing Stock Transfer would take 
place in March 2015.  However, the transfer of Housing Stock did not take 
place until 13 April 2015 and is therefore not reflected in the calculation of the 
Actual 2014/15 CFR.

29 The borrowing activity is constrained by prudential indicators for net borrowing 
and the CFR, and by the authorised limit.  In order to ensure that borrowing 
levels are prudent over the medium term the Council’s external borrowing, net 
of investments, must only be for a capital purpose.  This essentially means 
that the Council is not borrowing to support revenue expenditure.  

30 The authorised limit is the “affordable borrowing limit” required by section 3 of 
the Local Government Act 2003.  The Council does not have the power to 
borrow above this level.  

31 The operational boundary is the expected borrowing position of the Council 
during the year.  Periods where the actual position is either below or over the 
boundary is acceptable subject to the authorised limit not being breached. 

32 The table overleaf demonstrates that during 2014/15 the Council has 
maintained gross borrowing within its authorised limit. 
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2014/15
(original)

£m

2014/15
(revised)

£m

Authorised limit 759.000 484.000
Operational boundary 706.000 431.000
Maximum gross borrowing position 458.659
Average gross borrowing position 457.517

Investment Strategy

33 The prime objective of the Council’s Investment Strategy is to ensure prudent 
investment of surplus funds.  The Council’s investment priorities are therefore 
the security of capital, liquidity of investments and, within those objectives, to 
secure optimum performance.  The Council has regard to the CLG Guidance 
and the CIPFA Treasury Management Code when making decisions.

34 Therefore the primary principle governing the Council’s investment criteria is 
the security of its investments, although the yield or return on the investment 
is also a key consideration.

Selection Criteria

35 The criteria for providing a pool of high quality investment counterparties are:

 Banks 1 – the Council will only use UK banks and have, as a minimum, 
the following Fitch, Moody’s and Standard and Poors credit ratings 
(where rated):

Fitch Moody’s Standard 
and Poors

Short Term F1 P1 A-1
Long Term A- A3 A-

 Non UK Banks 1 – the Council will only use non UK banks which have, 
as a minimum, the following Fitch, Moody’s and Standard and Poors 
credit ratings:

Fitch Moody’s Standard 
and Poors

Sovereign Rating AAA AAA AAA
Short Term F1+ P1 A1+
Long Term AA- Aa3 AA-

 
(N.B. Viability, Financial Strength and Support ratings have been 
removed and will not be considered in choosing counterparties.)  

 Banks 2 – Part nationalised UK banks – Lloyds Banking Group and 
Royal Bank of Scotland. These banks can be included if they continue 
to be part nationalised or they meet the ratings in Banks 1 above.
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 Banks 3 – The Council’s own banker for transactional purposes if the 
bank falls below the above criteria, although in this case balances will 
be minimised in both monetary size and time.

 Bank subsidiary and treasury operation -.  The Council will use these 
where the parent bank has provided an appropriate guarantee or has 
the necessary ratings outlined above. 

 Building societies. The Council will use societies which meet the 
ratings for banks outlined above:

 Money market funds 

 Enhanced money market funds (EMMFs) 

 UK Government (including gilts and the Debt Management Account 
Deposit Facility [DMADF])

 Other local authorities and parish councils.

Time and Monetary Limits applying to Investments

36 The time and monetary limits for institutions on the Council’s Counterparty List 
are as follows (these will cover both Specified and Non-Specified 
Investments):

Long Term 
Rating

Money Limit Time 
Limit

Banks 1 higher quality AA- £50m 2 years

Banks 1 medium quality A £35m 1 year

Banks 1 lower quality A- £25m 100 days

Banks 2 category – part-nationalised n/a £60m 2 years

Banks 3 category – Council’s banker A- £25m 3 months

DMADF/Treasury Bills AAA unlimited 6 months

Local Authorities n/a £10m each 5 years

Money Market Funds AAA £20m each 
(overall £100m)

liquid

Icelandic Deposits Update

37 The County Council had £7m deposited across the Icelandic banks Glitnir 
Bank hf (£4m), Landsbanki (£2m) and Kaupthing Singer and Friedlander Ltd 
(£1m), which all collapsed financially in October 2008.

38 The Council’s recovery position at 31 March 2015 is as follows:

 Glitnir: a full distribution was made in March 2012, however an element 
of the distribution was in the Icelandic Kroner currency, which was 
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placed in an escrow account in Iceland due to currency controls 
currently operating in the country.  As a result, this element had been 
subject to exchange rate risk, over which the Council had no control.  
Following a currency auction in February 2015, the Council has 
repatriated this money and is no longer a creditor of Glitnir.  In total the 
Council received £4.136m against its £4.000m investment.

 During 2013/14, the Council sold its claims against the insolvent estate 
of Landsbanki through a competitive auction process.  The proceeds of 
the sale were paid in Pounds Sterling and were received in February 
2014 so the Council is no longer a creditor of Landsbanki.  In total the 
Council received £2.032m against its £2.000m investment.

 Kaupthing Singer and Friedlander: 82.5% of the outstanding balance 
has been repaid.  85.75% recovery is anticipated in the long run.

Kaupthing Singer and Friedlander Ltd 

39 The current position on actual amounts received and estimated future receipts 
are as shown in the table.  The Council has recognised an impairment of £3k 
in 2014/15 based on it recovering 85.75p in the £ as was anticipated at 31 
March 2014.  The phasing of the repayments has been amended in 2014/15 
to a more prudent expectation of the likely repayment.

Date Repayment
%

Received to 31 March 2015 82.50
Due 31 December 2015 1.50
Due 31 December 2016 1.75

40 Recoveries are expressed as a percentage of the authority’s claim in the 
administration, which includes interest accrued up to 7 October 2008. 

Glitnir Bank hf 

41 Glitnir Bank hf is also an Icelandic entity.  Following steps taken by the 
Icelandic Government in early October 2008 its domestic assets and liabilities 
were transferred to a new bank (new Glitnir) with the management of the 
affairs of Old Glitnir being placed in the hands of a resolution committee. 

42 The Icelandic Supreme Court’s decision to grant UK local authorities priority 
status was followed by the winding up board made a distribution to creditors in 
a basket of currencies in March 2012. 

43 An element of the distribution is in Icelandic Krona which has been placed in 
an escrow account in Iceland and earned interest of 3.4% up to 22 June 2012 
and thereafter was earning 4.2%.  This element of the distribution had been 
retained in Iceland due to currency controls currently operating in Iceland and 
as a result was subject to exchange rate risk, over which the Council had no 
control. 

44 Following a decision of the Icelandic Supreme Court on 25 September 2013, 
the Winding up Board of Glitnir had to apply the Central Bank of Iceland’s 
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(CBI’s) official selling rates as at the date of the distribution when calculating 
the value of payments being made to Creditors in Icelandic Kroner (ISK).  
Previously, the exchange rate as at 22 April 2009 had been applied to all 
distributions made.  The impact of this decision is that there was on-going 
uncertainty in relation to the sterling value of any future distributions.

45 The total amount of ISK held in escrow on behalf of Glitnir Creditors is around 
ISK 8.9bn (the equivalent of around £47m) excluding interest earned since 
March 2012.  

46 The LGA, who work on behalf of the Local Authorities with Icelandic deposits, 
have discussed the potential options for converting the ISK into another 
currency and repatriating it to the UK.  

47 It is important to note that Creditors, like the Council were unable to access 
the escrowed ISK unless and until:

 the Central Bank of Iceland (CBI) approved the requests which had 
been made by the winding-up boards (WUBs) to exempt the escrowed 
ISK from the capital controls so that the ISK could be paid from the 
escrow accounts to each individual Creditor (i.e. into an ISK account in 
each Creditor's name) or 

 the capital controls are lifted.  The date on which the controls will be 
lifted remains unknown but the Icelandic government has recently 
announced that it is taking steps towards that goal.  Currency auctions 
are one of those steps. 

48 The CBI periodically holds a currency auction to allow parties to:

(i) purchase ISK solely for the purpose of long term investment in Iceland; 

(ii) purchase Iceland treasury bonds; and 

(iii) purchase EUR (i.e. an outflow of ISK) in exchange for ISK.  

49 The auctions are part of the CBI's strategy for an "orderly" removal of the 
capital controls.  (i) and (ii) above result in an inflow of foreign currency into 
Iceland. (iii) enables holders of ISK to exchange their ISK for EUR.  

50 The part of the auction that is relevant to Local Authority Creditors is (iii), the 
sale of ISK in exchange for EUR.  In past auctions, the CBI has sought to 
match the inflow of foreign currency with the outflow of foreign currency.  
Given that the demand for foreign currency usually outstrips the supply of 
foreign currency in the CBI's auctions, previous auctions have resulted in a 
relatively low level of foreign currency outflow.

51 The consensus among most foreign creditors of the insolvent banks is that 
when the capital controls are ultimately lifted there is a very real risk that the 
value of the ISK will fall against other currencies.  There is uncertainty as to 
when the capital controls will be lifted, although there is speculation in recent 
Icelandic media reports that this may happen during the course of 2015.
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52 The CBI is currently reviewing ways in which it can relax the capital controls in 
a way that will not negatively affect Iceland's financial stability.  Various 
commentators in Iceland have suggested that this is may involve the 
imposition of an "exit tax" (with suggestions of up to 30-40%) on creditors of 
the failed Icelandic banks.  It is not yet known which creditors might be 
affected by any such tax or how any such tax might be applied but it may be 
applied to cross-border capital movement, such as the repatriation of 
escrowed ISK.  If it is, this will have a negative impact on the value of 
Creditors' escrowed ISK.

53 In February 2015 the CBI amended the rules for their currency auctions which 
allowed qualifying creditors, such as UK local authorities to participate.  

54 The LGA administered a process for the sale of the escrowed ISK on behalf of 
local authority creditors.  Local Authorities were required to submit a price for 
the sale of the escrowed ISK to buy Euros.  

55 Through this process, the Council sold ISK 178m which bought €0.890m.  
Including the bank’s fee, the Council paid an all-in rate of ISK 201 for €.

56 The currency auction only accepted amounts in round millions of ISK for sale, 
so after selling ISK 178m and paying fees of ISK 0.890m from the escrow 
account, an amount of ISK 0.279m remains in the Glitnir escrow in Iceland.  
At current exchange rates this is worth in the region of £1,400.  

57 The Council has impaired the value of Glitnir investments in its accounts by 
£0.267m.  This takes account of the change in the exchange rate of the 
investments from 31 March 2014 to the sale of the investment in February 
2015 along with the loss on the sale of the investments and the write off of the 
amount remaining in the escrow in Iceland.  There is now no balance due in 
respect of Glitnir in the Council’s accounts.

58 The Council is no longer a creditor of Glitnir.

Recommendations and Reasons 

59 It is recommended that Cabinet:

 Note the Treasury Management Outturn position for 2014/15.
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Background Papers

a) 15 July 2015 – Cabinet - 2014/15 Final Outturn for General Fund, 
Housing Revenue Account and Collection Fund.

b) 26 February 2014 – County Council - General Fund Medium Term 
Financial Plan, 2014/15 to 2016/17 and Revenue and Capital Budget 
2014/15

c) 03 December 2015 – County Council - Mid-Year Report for the Period 
to 30 September 2014 on Treasury Management Service

d) 25 February 2015 – County Council - General Fund Medium Term 
Financial Plan, 2015/16 – 2017/18 and Revenue and Capital Budget 
2015/16

Contact: Jeff Garfoot Tel: 03000 261946
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Appendix 1:  Implications

Finance
The report details the Council’s cash management, loans and investment activity in 
2014/15.  The report also provides the overall financing of the Council’s capital 
expenditure, along with borrowing and investment income returns.

Staffing
None.

Risk
None.

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty
None.

Accommodation
None.

Crime and Disorder
None.

Human Rights
None.

Consultation
None.

Procurement
None.

Disability Issues
None.

Legal Implications
None.
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Cabinet

15 July 2015

2014/15 Final Outturn for General Fund, 
Housing Revenue Account and 
Collection Fund

Report of Corporate Management Team
Don McLure, Corporate Director Resources
Councillor Alan Napier, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Finance

Purpose of the Report

1 To provide Cabinet with details of the revenue and capital outturn for both the 
General Fund and the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) for 2014/15, plus the 
2014/15 outturn for the Collection Fund in respect of Council Tax collection 
and Business Rates collection.

Background

2 The Council has faced unprecedented reductions in Government grants since 
the 2010 Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) when the expectation for 
local government was a 28% cut in Government grant for the period 2011/12 
to 2014/15.  Since that time the majority of the Chancellor of the Exchequer’s 
March Budget and Autumn Statement announcements have included 
additional cuts to local government funding culminating in the 2015/16 
Spending Round announcement of June 2013 which detailed a further 10% 
funding reduction for local government in 2015/16.  By February 2014, when 
the Council set its budget for 2014/15 it was forecast that Government grant 
to local government would have reduced by over 40% by the end of 2015/16.

3 The Chancellor of the Exchequer also announced the need for a further 
£30bn of public expenditure reductions for 2016/17 and 2017/18.  With £12bn 
expected to be found from Welfare budgets, £13bn will need to be found from 
Government Departments and £5bn from addressing tax avoidance.  It was 
expected that Health, Education and Oversees Aid budgets would continue to 
be protected resulting in increased pressure upon the remaining unprotected 
Government Departments.  It was therefore forecast that the Government 
grant reductions for local government in 2016/17 and 2017/18 will be similar in 
magnitude to those of 2014/15 and 2015/16.

4 Overall it was forecast that the Council would need to save £224m over the 
2011 to 2017 period.  A sum of £113.9m of savings having been realised by 
the end of 2013/14 resulting in a £110.1m savings requirement for the three 
year MTFP (4) period 2014/15 to 2016/17.  
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5 The Council agreed a net revenue budget of £438.765m for 2014/15.  
Factoring in cuts in Government grant, inflation and other budget pressures 
required the delivery of £23m of savings in 2014/15 in order to deliver a 
balanced budget.

6 Quarterly forecast outturn reports have been considered by Cabinet 
throughout the 2014/15 financial year and detailed reports on individual 
service groupings have also been considered by the various Overview and 
Scrutiny Committees.  

7 This final outturn for 2014/15 has been determined as part of the production of 
the Annual Statement of Accounts.  During the process of finalising the 
Statement of Accounts, the Corporate Director Resources will be required to 
make a number of technical decisions in the best financial interests of the 
Council.  Such decisions will be fully disclosed in the Statement of Accounts.

General Fund Outturn

8 This section of the report shows the following:

(i) Cash Limit Outturn for Service Groupings;

(ii) Overall Revenue Outturn for the General Fund with summarised 
Service Grouping commentary;

(iii) Overall Capital Outturn of the General Fund with summarised Service 
Grouping commentary;

Cash Limit Outturn for Service Groupings

9 The overall outturn for the Council is shown in Appendix 2, which shows 
details of how the cash limit outturn for each Service Grouping is calculated.  
Two key elements have been excluded from the Service Grouping outturn 
when calculating the cash limit outturn as detailed below:

(i) Sums Outside the Cash Limit

Some expenditure and income should be excluded from the Cash Limit 
for a number of reasons.  Some of these are detailed below:

 Items not controlled by the Service Groupings e.g. technical 
accounting entries such as Capital Charges and Central 
Administration Recharges actioned at year end.

 Exceptional items and expenditure pressures which were not 
accounted for in the service grouping base budget build and which 
are covered by contingencies or earmarked reserves held 
corporately e.g. Bridge inspections, Waste Disposal inflation and 
redundancy and early access costs linked to restructuring activity to 
achieve Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) savings proposals.
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 (ii) Use of or Contribution to Earmarked Reserves

Sums that Service Groupings have utilised or contributed to Earmarked 
Reserves, have been excluded from their outturn position in order to 
calculate their cash limit position.

10 After taking into account the above exclusions, through tight budgetary control 
by managers and robust delivery of financial savings targets, all Service 
Groupings have generated a cash limit underspend in 2014/15.  

11 The 2014/15 cash limit position for each Service Grouping is detailed in the 
table below:

Planned 
contribution 
to (-) or use 
of reserve

Contribution 
to (-) or use 
of reserve

£m £m £m £m £m

Service Grouping Cash Limit

Assistant Chief Executive -1.005 0.250 0.216 -0.234 -0.773
Children and Adults Services -12.029 1.879 1.580 -0.873 -9.443
Neighbourhoods -2.782 0.130 0.560 -2.984 -5.076
Regeneration and Econ Development -3.007 0.000 1.186 -1.395 -3.216
Resources -3.563 0.358 1.318 -1.970 -3.857

TOTAL CASH LIMIT RESERVE -22.386 2.617 4.860 -7.456 -22.365

Type of Reserve

Opening 
Balance 

as at 
1 April 
2014

Budgetted 
use at 
1 April 
2014

Movement during 2014/15
Closing 

Balance as 
at 

31 March 
2015
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Revenue Outturn

12 Appendix 2 provides a more detailed Outturn position for the Council’s 
General Fund by Service Grouping.  In addition, Appendix 3 provides a 
detailed Outturn position for the Council by type of expenditure and income.  
The table below provides a summary of the Final Outturn position:

Gross Expenditure
Less:
Gross Income 

Net Expenditure
Financed by:

Council Tax
Start Up Funding Assessment
New Homes Bonus
New Homes Bonus – re-imbursement
Section 31 Grant – Small Business Rate Relief
Section 31 Grant – Settlement Funding 

Assessment Adjustment
Section 31 Grant – Retail Adjustment
Education Services Grant
Net use of Cash Limit Reserves
Net Contribution to Earmarked Reserves:
Schools and DSG
Non-Schools
Net Contribution to the General Reserve

£m

168.845
250.444

6.783
0.381
2.397
0.777

1.211
7.531
0.021

-3.558
-45.059

-0.770

£m
1,388.792

-999.789

389.003

Total Financing 389.003

13 The final outturn position for the Council’s General Reserve is detailed below:

Opening Balance as at 1 April 2014

Add:

Net Contribution to the General Reserve in 2014/15

£m

-28.134

-0.770

Closing General Reserve Balance as at 31 March 
2015 -28.904

14 The General Reserve balance carried forward of £28.904m is within the 
Council’s General Reserves policy of retaining between 5% and 7.5% of the 
Net Budget Requirement, which in cash terms is between £20.5m and £31m.  
The £28.904m balance at 31 March 2015 equates to 7.1% of 2015/16 Net 
Budget Requirement.  The main reasons why the General Reserve has 
increased are detailed below:

 Interest and Investment income - £0.437m more than budgeted;

 Interest payable and similar charges  - £4.536m less than budgeted;
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 Education Services Grant - £0.294m more than budgeted;

 Contingencies - £6.598m less than budgeted offset by;

 Section 31 Grant income – £0.716m less than budgeted;

 A budgeted use of General Reserve of £0.933m; and 

 A transfer of £9.500m to the Planned Delivery Programme Grant during 
the year

15 Appendix 4 details the movement on Earmarked Reserves during 2014/15.  
The position at the end of the year is as follows:

Non-
Schools

Schools 
and DSG

Cash 
Limits

TOTAL

Opening Earmarked Reserve 
Balances as at 1 April 2014

Less contribution to (-) / from 
(+) Earmarked Reserves

£m

-112.512

-45.059

£m

-31.051

-3.558

£m

-22.386

+0.021

£m

-165.949

-48.596

Earmarked Reserve 
Balance as at 31 March 
2015

-157.571 -34.609 -22.365 -214.545

Service Grouping Commentary

16 A summary of the outturn for each Service Grouping is provided below.  
Detailed outturn reports will be provided to the relevant Overview and Scrutiny 
Committees.

Assistant Chief Executive (ACE)

17 The 2014/15 outturn for the Assistant Chief Executive’s Service is a cash limit 
underspend of £0.234m.  This takes into account adjustments for sums 
outside the cash limit such as redundancy costs which are met from corporate 
reserves, year-end capital accounting entries and use of / contributions to 
earmarked reserves.

18 The cash limit position compares to the previously forecast position at quarter 
3 of a cash limit underspend of £0.130m.

19 The underspend is a managed position, reflecting the proactive management 
of activity by Heads of Service across ACE throughout the year to remain 
within the cash limit.  The outturn position is accounted for as follows:

 Partnerships and Community Engagement - £45k overspend, primarily 
due to a managed overspend positon on employee related costs.
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 Planning and Performance - £0.810m underspend, primarily due to 
proactive management of supplies and services budgets including a 
managed underspend in relation to resident surveys.

 Policy and Communications - £0.198m underspend, predominantly 
resulting from a £98k managed underspend on employee related costs 
across the service together with an £89k underspend on supplies and 
services budget through tight control of expenditure in this area. 

 The remaining underspend is from additional income generated from 
advertising.

20 Further to the quarter 3 forecast of outturn report, the following items have 
been excluded from the outturn in arriving at the cash limit outturn position:

 £0.414m – relates to contributions to and from earmarked reserves and 
cash limits to support specific projects in 2015/16.

 £1.586m – relates to a range of adjustments associated with capital 
charges, centralised repairs and maintenance and central 
administration.

21 Taking the outturn position into account, including items outside the cash limit, 
transfers to and from earmarked reserves, the cash limit reserve to be carried 
forward for ACE is £0.773m.

Children and Adults Services (CAS)

22 The 2014/15 outturn for Children and Adults Services (CAS) is a cash limit 
underspend of £0.873m.  This takes into account adjustments for sums 
outside the cash limit such as redundancy costs which are met from corporate 
reserves, year-end capital entries and contributions to and from earmarked 
reserves, including a £15.150m contribution to the Demographics / Hyper 
Inflationary Pressures Reserve which will be used across the MTFP 5 period.

23 The cash limit outturn position compares to the previously reported forecast 
balanced position at year end. 

24 The outturn is a managed position, reflecting the proactive management of 
activity by Heads of Service across CAS to remain within the cash limit.  The 
main reasons accounting for the outturn position are as follows:

 Early achievement of a number of future year MTFP management and 
support service proposals, together with the careful management and 
control of vacancies and general budgets across the Adults area of the 
service has created a net underspend for the year of approximately 
£5.4m.

 Net spend on adult care packages was approximately £4.8m under 
budget, which represents circa 5% of the total adult social care budget.  
This area of spend continues to be closely monitored to assess the 
impact of demographic and procedural/operational changes.  Savings 
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have arisen from tighter, consistent and effective application of the 
existing eligibility criteria, reducing the level of care packages 
subsequently commissioned, and the transformational change agenda, 
linked to the provision of social care, will further refine processes. 

 A review of one-off additional funding has identified an in-year 
contribution to the overall cash limit of approximately £1.750m.  It is 
anticipated that this funding will be utilised in part to resource the work 
associated with the outcomes of the work linked to the ongoing 
transformation agenda in social care for children and adults.

 The Education Service was £0.945m under budget in the year.  A 
number of savings have been made across the School Places and 
Admissions Team, Special Education Needs (SEN) and Disability 
teams and Educational Support and Development Teams mainly 
relating to employee related spend through vacancies and the early 
achievement of MTFP savings, reduced supplies and services 
expenditure and additional income.

 Children’s Services was under budget by £3.247m, primarily as a result 
of employee costs realised from proactive management of vacancies 
and early achievement of future years MTFP savings across Children’s 
Care, One Point, Family Pathfinder and the Youth Offending Services. 
This was further augmented by reduced premises spend, supplies and 
services expenditure and achievement of additional income in year.  
The continued effective implementation and operation of the Looked 
after Children (LAC) reduction strategy has been successful in 
containing fostering and residential care costs within budget – this was 
a substantial budgetary pressure in previous years and the outturn 
shows expenditure on placement costs was £0.800m less than the 
previous year and £3.1m less than in 2012/13.

 Central Costs/Other were £14.990m over budget due in the main to a 
contribution to the Demographics / Hyper Inflationary Pressures 
Reserve of £15.150m during the year to offset and delay MTFP 
pressures in future years.  There was also an increase in the provision 
for bad and doubtful debts of £0.164m at year end; offset in the main 
by additional income and a procurement rebate. 

 Secure Services are operated on a trading basis and therefore report a 
breakeven position in terms of the CAS cash limit.  The service 
incurred additional one off expenditure in 2014/15 of £0.185m that was 
funded from the trading reserve at year end.  Similarly, the Continuous 
Professional Development and Education Development Services in the 
Education Service returned surpluses of £42k and £0.203m 
respectively, which have also been transferred to earmarked reserves 
at year end.

 Public Health spending against the Public Health Grant was £48k 
below the grant, producing an underspend at the year end and this has 
been transferred to the earmarked reserve to meet known future 
commitments required in achieving service objectives in 2015/16.
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25 Further to the quarter 3 forecast outturn report, the following items have been 
excluded from the outturn in arriving at the cash limit position at the year end: 

 £3.622m relates to contributions to and from earmarked reserves and 
cash limits to support specific projects in 2014/15 and 2015/16, 
including £0.651m transferred to the Social Care Reserve for use in 
2015/16; £46k transferred to the Continuous Professional Development 
reserve, relating to the trading account surplus at the year end; 
£0.161m transfer to the Tackling Troubled Families reserve which will 
fund planned commitments in 2015/16; £0.140m transfer to the 
Education reserve, relating to trading account surplus at the year-end 
across a number of service areas within the Education service and 
funding related to the SEND Reforms; a £1.483m transfer to a new 
Transformation Reserve for planned future expenditure; a £0.137m 
contribution adjustment to Public Health reserves and a £0.175m 
adjustment to the previously forecast contribution from the Aycliffe 
Secure Reserve.

 £3.920m net contribution to reserves in relation to equal pay, ER/VR 
costs and insurance recharges.

 £33.245m – relating to a range of adjustments associated with capital 
charges, centralised repairs and maintenance and central 
administration recharges.  In the main, this relates to capital charges 
(£31.709m) which is offset in the Revenue Summary, shown at 
Appendix 2.

26 Taking the outturn position into account, the cash limit reserve to be carried 
forward for Children and Adults Services is £9.443m.  There is pre-committed 
planned use of this reserve of £0.187m during 2015/16.

Dedicated Schools Grant

27 The Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) allocation for 2014/15 was £351.413m, 
however due to schools converting to academies and reduction in high needs 
allocations for payments made direct by the Education Funding Agency the 
budget was reduced by £70.140m in year to £281.273m.  This includes both 
the delegated schools budget and the centrally retained DSG budget.

28 The total revised delegated budget for maintained schools (including early 
years’ providers) was £255.179m.  

29 Where schools spent more or less than their delegated budgets, the 
difference either reduces or increases their accumulated balance.  Schools-
related balances were £24.296m at 31 March 2015, a decrease of only 
£0.389m from the previous year and substantially less than the £7.043m 
planned use of balances that was previously forecast, which has been 
attributed to delays in implementing planned capital investments by the 
schools.

30 The level of school balances and the planned use of these sums continue to 
be challenged and closely monitored; particularly those schools with a deficit 
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balance and robust arrangements have been put in to place to monitor these 
in parallel with budget plans developed by the school given the additional 
risks from schools that could potentially become a sponsored academy.  

31 There has been greater scrutiny and challenge being put into schools budget 
plans to identify and address areas of concern and risk to the Council and this 
is an ongoing process.  Whilst the vast majority of schools continue to be well 
managed and are financially sound, termly updates have been required from 
all maintained schools on their projections for the year, with reports also 
provided to School Governors.  The Council has worked constructively with 
schools to address any concerns and, where appropriate, taken action to 
ensure the risk to the School and the Council is mitigated. Given that the 
planned and actual use of schools balances in year varied significantly there 
is still some work to do to improve financial planning within schools and we 
will prioritise this in the coming year.

32 At 31 March 2015 there were 9 schools with a deficit balance carried forward 
totalling £1.779m, 16 schools holding a surplus balance carried forward of 
less than 2.5% of their overall funding totalling £0.306m and 229 schools with 
surplus balances of more than 2.5% of their overall funding totalling £25.701m  
This can be compared with the position at 31 March 2014 when there were 6 
schools with a deficit balance carried forward totalling £0.960m, 12 schools 
holding a balance less than 2.5% of their overall funding and 240 schools with 
balances of more than 2.5% of their overall funding.  Total net schools 
balances at 31 March 2015 were £24.244m, compared to £24.684m at 31 
March 2014.

33 The pressure areas for the centrally controlled element of the DSG in 2014/15 
have been within the post 16 high needs provision and the capitalised repair 
and maintenance.  This has been offset by underspends within early years 
provision; school improvement; High Needs Special Education Needs and 
Disabilities (SEND) children’s placements in maintained, academy and 
independent special schools; and the Education Service Team dealing with 
SEND children.

34 The overall outturn position for the centrally retained element of the DSG 
shows an underspend of £3.998m.  The earmarked reserve relating to 
centrally retained DSG carried forward at 31 March 2015 is £10.365m, of 
which £1.493m is earmarked for Schools relating to the Growth Fund, school 
improvement and rates, £3.296m relates to early years provision, £0.711m for 
outstanding commitments for the capital programme and the balance will 
support continuing High Needs pressures in 2015/16.

Neighbourhood Services 

35 The 2014/15 outturn for Neighbourhood Services is a cash limit underspend 
of £2.984m.  This takes into account adjustments for sums outside the cash 
limit such as redundancy costs which are met from corporate reserves, year-
end capital accounting entries and use of / contributions to earmarked 
reserves. 

36 The cash limit outturn position compares to the previously forecast Quarter 3 
position of a cash limit underspend of £1.105m. 
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37 The underspend is a managed position, reflecting the proactive management 
of activity by Heads of Service across Neighbourhoods to bring spend within 
the cash limit. The main reasons accounting for the outturn position are as 
follows:

 Direct Services - an underspend of £2.200m.  This was mainly due to 
Building Services generating an increased surplus of £1.000m, from a 
higher than anticipated workload throughout the year.  There were also 
savings of £0.700m in Admin Buildings and Depot running costs, one-
off VAT refunds of £0.200m relating to Catering and Trade Refuse, and 
an underspend of £0.440m throughout the service relating to the early 
delivery of 2015/16 MTFP savings.

 Highway and Design Services – the trading areas of this service 
generated increased surpluses of approximately £2.500m in year due 
to higher than anticipated workloads and increased productivity, but 
these surpluses were largely offset by increased policy led expenditure 
on highway maintenance in relation to Category 1 and Category 2 
defects, along with increased general maintenance around patching, 
drainage and footways, increased expenditure on Bridge Inspections, 
and increased gully cleansing activity in year.  Taking these managed 
overspends into account, there was an overall cash limit underspend of 
£0.100m within Technical Services in the year.

 Culture and Sport – the Library Service was £0.380m underspent due 
to savings associated with employees, as a result of a restructure 
linked to MTFP savings and also savings in energy costs in year.

 Projects and Business Services - an underspend of £0.250m resulted 
from additional income from power generation in Strategic Waste 
(£0.100m) and there were also managed savings in employees and 
supplies and services of £0.150m across the service.

38 Further to the quarter 3 forecast outturn report, the following items have been 
excluded from the outturn in arriving at the cash limit: 

 £3.866m – relates to a net contribution to earmarked reserves and 
cash limits to support specific projects in 2015/16, including a £1.500m 
contribution to earmarked reserves to support one off expenditure in 
Culture and Sport; a £2.600m contribution to earmarked reserves in 
respect of Highways, Waste Disposal, and Environmental Health; and 
a £0.300m contribution from earmarked reserves in respect of 
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance, and Street Cleaning.  

 Approximately £1.800m of the Reserves movement is due to newly 
identified operational issues which require addressing in 2015/16.  
These include essential investment in equipment, health and safety 
initiatives in depots, repairs to playgrounds and footpaths, and 
drainage inspections.  In addition a reserve of £0.800m has been set 
up relating to funding that is held on behalf of County Durham Sport. 

 The movement on Reserves also includes a contribution of £0.755m to 
the Winter Maintenance Reserve that was established at the end of 
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2013/14.  This contribution represents the underspend on Winter 
Maintenance activities during 2014/15, and reflects the relatively mild 
conditions that were experienced during the last winter.  In previous 
years, any overspends on Winter Maintenance were treated as outside 
the cash limit, but in future it is expected that the Winter Maintenance 
Reserve (now £1.755m) will be utilised when severe winter events 
occur and the annual budget, which was increased by £1.300m in 
2014/15, is insufficient to meet the unavoidable costs in this area. 

 £1.802m net contribution to reserves in relation to ER/VR costs, Job 
Evaluation Settlement and Insurance recharges.

 £23.953m relates to a range of adjustments associated with capital 
charges, centralised repairs and maintenance and central 
administration recharges.  In the main, this relates to capital charges 
(£20.251m) which is offset in the Revenue Summary, shown at 
Appendix 2.

39 Taking the outturn position into account, the Cash Limit Reserve to be carried 
forward for Neighbourhood Services is £5.076m.  There is pre-committed 
planned use of this reserve of £80k across the MTFP 5 period.

Regeneration and Economic Development (RED)

40 The 2014/15 outturn for Regeneration and Economic Development is a cash 
limit underspend of £1.395m.  This takes into account adjustments for sums 
outside the cash limit such as redundancy costs which are met from corporate 
reserves, year-end capital accounting entries and use of contributions to 
earmarked reserves.  

41 The cash limit outturn position compares to the previously forecast position of 
a cash limit underspend of £1.320m.

42 The outturn is a managed position, reflecting the proactive management of 
activity by Heads of Service across RED throughout the year to remain within 
the cash limit. The outturn position is accounted for as follows:

 Strategy Programmes and Performance - £84k underspend, resulting 
from managed savings on employee costs due to vacancies, maternity 
leave and staff working reduced hours.

 Economic Development and Housing - £90k managed underspend, 
primarily due to MTFP savings made early in the housing solutions 
service, offset by additional spend in economic development on 
supporting apprenticeships.

 Planning and Assets - £0.290m underspend, consisting of a £0.641m 
underspend in the Planning Service and a £0.351m overspend on the 
Assets function.  The underspend in the Planning Service primarily 
results from increased planning and building control fee income, from 
the management of vacant posts and other efficiency savings on 
running costs.  The Assets Service experienced income pressures, 
mainly from Newgate Street in Bishop Auckland, the Brackenhill Centre 
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in Peterlee and Millennium Square in Durham City where budgeted 
rental income was not achieved in year.

 Transport and Contract Services - £0.907m underspend.  Included in 
the outturn is reduced car parking income in year of £0.192m, offset by 
savings in the subsidised bus services contracts of £0.373m and 
additional Care Connect income of £0.228m, plus other general 
efficiency savings across supplies and services budgets totalling 
£0.498m.

 Central Costs – £24k underspend due to minor variances across a 
number of budget headings

43 Further to the quarter 3 forecast outturn report, the following items have been 
excluded from the outturn in arriving at the cash limit:

 £0.970m – relates to contributions to and from earmarked reserves and 
cash limits to support specific projects in 2015/16

 £8.574m – relates to a range of adjustments associated with capital 
charges, centralised repairs and maintenance, central administration 
and concessionary fares

44 Taking the outturn position into account, the Cash Limit reserve to be carried 
forward for Regeneration and Economic Development is £3.216m.

Resources 

45 The 2014/15 outturn for Resources is a cash limit underspend of £1.970m.  
This takes into account adjustments for sums outside the cash limit such as 
redundancy costs which are met from corporate reserves, year-end capital 
accounting entries and use of / contributions to earmarked reserves. 

46 The cash limit outturn position compares to the previously forecast position at 
quarter 3 of a cash limit underspend position of £1.439m.

47 The underspend is a managed position, reflecting the proactive management 
of activity by Heads of Service across Resources throughout the year to 
remain within the cash limit.  The outturn position is accounted for as follows:

 Corporate Finance underspent by £0.321m. £0.178m of this relates to 
the early achievement of MTFP savings and adjustments required to 
offset budget pressures in 2015/16, with a further £68k relating to 
managed underspends against employees.  There was also increased 
income of £45k for VAT services and £30k from SLA income (including 
academies) achieved in the year. 

 Financial Services was underspent by £0.452m, consisting of planned 
underspending of £0.256m in respect of the early achievement of 
MTFP savings and adjustments required to offset budget pressures in 
2015/16.  There were also a managed underspend against employees 
(£0.143m) resulting from the careful management of vacancies and a 
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net underspend in other areas, with cost increases more than offset by 
increased income from SLAs, grants and contributions. 

 Human Resources was underspent by £0.272m, with a £0.371m saving 
from staff vacancies from the service restructure linked to MTFP 
savings in 2014/15 and 2015/16, partly offset by costs incurred in 
support of the restructure. 

 ICT Services was underspent by £12k, including a £0.100m 
underspend on employees from the early achievement of MTFP 
savings and £0.139m from overachieved income, offset by a £0.118m 
overspend on direct revenue funding of capital and debt write-offs plus 
a £71k underspend on the Digital Durham project.

 Internal Audit was underspent by £78k primarily from a £54k managed 
underspend position on employees, through tight management and 
control of staff vacancies and secondments in anticipation of 2015/16 
MTFP savings.

 Legal and Democratic Services was underspent by £0.759m, including 
£0.135m from the early achievement of future years MTFP savings, 
£0.170m from vacancy savings, £0.240m on supplies and services 
(including £86k on barrister and legal fees) and increased income of 
£0.121m (including £70k for Registration Services).

 Service Management was underspent by £75k, through income 
generated from providing services to Northumberland County Council 
under a collaborative arrangement. 

48 Further to the quarter 3 forecast of outturn report, the following items have 
been excluded from the outturn in arriving at the cash limit outturn position:

 £0.665m – relates to contributions to and from earmarked reserves and 
cash limits to support specific projects in 2015/16

 £3.717m – relates to a range of adjustments associated with capital 
charges, centralised repairs and maintenance and central 
administration recharges.

49 Taking the outturn position into account, including items outside the cash limit 
and transfers to and from earmarked reserves, the cash limit reserve to be 
carried forward for Resources is £3.857m.
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Resources - Centrally Allocated Costs (Corporate Costs)

50 Centrally Allocated Costs were £45k under budget in 2014/15.  The outturn 
has been adjusted to take into account adjustments for the use of / 
contributions to earmarked reserves.

51 The outturn position compares to the previously forecast under budget 
position of £48k.  The net under budget includes under budget positions on 
bank charges (£71k), audit fees (£72k), subscriptions (£15k) and an ANEC 
refund (£16k), which are partly offset by an unbudgeted payment to NECA 
(£80k) and an over budget on expenses associated with raising loans (£49k).

52 Further to the quarter 3 forecast of outturn report, the following item has been 
excluded from the outturn in arriving at the cash limit outturn position:

 £0.118m – relates to a contribution to the Welfare Assistance Reserve 
to support specific projects in 2015/16

Central Budgets 

Interest Payable and Similar Charges

53 The Revenue Summary at Appendix 2 shows a net £4.536m underspend at 
year end against this heading.  This saving has been achieved due to lower 
than forecast interest rates on loans and delayed borrowing decisions due to 
higher levels of cash balances than forecast. 

Interest and Investment Income

54 There has been an overachievement of investment income of £0.437m which 
is due to the higher than anticipated levels of cash balances held during 
2014/15.  This is due in the main to lower than expected use of reserves and 
re-profiling of capital expenditure originally anticipated to be expended in 
2014/15.  The improved position is also a result of investing £20m with the 
Royal Bank of Scotland in a two-year stepped deposit account, which is 
attracting higher interest rates of 1.1% for the period 15 December 2014 to 14 
December 2015, and 1.5% from 15 December 2015 to 15 December 2016.

Education Services Grant

55 The outturn reflects net additional grant income of £0.294m which was due to 
the actual grant notification being higher than the amount budgeted for in 
2014/15.
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2014/15 Capital Outturn

General Fund Capital Programme
56 The original General Fund (GF) capital budget for 2014/15, taking into 

account the budgets approved by Council on 26 February 2014 and 
adjustments for re-profiling of underspends at 2013/14 year end was 
£188.633m.  This was agreed by Cabinet on 16 July 2014. 

57 Throughout the year, the Capital Member Officer Working Group (MOWG) 
has continually reviewed progress in delivering the capital programme to take 
into account changes in planning and delivery timescales and analysis of 
changes in demands on resources.  Regular updates to the capital 
programme were reported to and approved by Cabinet as part of the quarterly 
budgetary control reports in year.  Requests for re-profiling capital programme 
underspends at 31 March 2015 have also been considered by MOWG.

58 The following table summarises the revised capital budgets, taking into 
account revisions considered by MOWG and agreed by Cabinet throughout 
the year, together with the outturn position for each service area.  The table 
also details the action that has been taken with regard to re-profiling and other 
budget adjustments at year end, which were approved by MOWG on 22 May 
2015.

General Fund Capital Programme 2014/15

Service

Revised 
2014/15 
Budget

2014/15 
Outturn Variance

Additions / 
Deletions 

From 
Budget Reprofiling

£m £m £m £m £m
Assistant Chief Executives 3.565 1.585 1.980 0.027 -2.007
Children and Adults Services 46.894 41.601 5.293 1.524 -6.818
Neighbourhoods 39.119 33.978 5.141 0.916 -6.057
Regeneration and Economic Development 36.554 33.252 3.302 0.065 -3.367
Resources 7.179 6.798 0.381 0.107 -0.487

Total 133.311 117.214 16.097 2.639 -18.736

59 In addition to underspends requested to be carried forward into 2015/16 to 
fund the completion of capital scheme / programmes, the variances in the 
table above also include some overspends on projects that span multiple 
financial years, which resulted from acceleration of project delivery 
timescales.  In such instances the 2015/16 budgets have been reduced to 
offset the increased activity in 2014/15.  All re-profiling considered by MOWG 
has now been reflected in the 2015/16 revised capital budget.

60 The Capital Programme is financed via various funding sources including 
grants, capital receipts, revenue contributions, contributions from reserves 
and borrowing.  The financing of the 2014/15 Outturn is detailed in the 
following table.
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Financing – General Fund Capital Programme 2014/15

2014/15 
Outturn

£m

Grants 56.708
Direct Revenue Financing
      DSG 4.281
      Other 13.482
Capital Receipts 11.630

Borrowing 31.113

Total 117.214

Financed by

Service Grouping Commentary

61 The primary reasons for the net capital underspending of £16.097m (circa 
12% under budget at year end) are set out below:

Assistant Chief Executive (ACE)

62 The underspend of £1.980m within ACE is mainly due to:

 Members Budgets – Underspend £1.649m. 
Elected Members are encouraged to invest their annual allocation 
within each financial year.  Current guidance states that uncommitted 
funds may be carried forward but not beyond an elected Member’s 
term of office.

 Community Buildings - Underspend £0.239m. 
Progress on the community buildings capital works programme has 
been delayed to allow time for the completion of new lease agreements 
for the buildings before works commence. 

 AAP – AAP Area Budgets - Underspend £92k. 
Each AAP is encouraged to invest their annual allocation within each 
financial year.  Current guidance states that uncommitted funds may 
only be carried forward where a clear spending plan has been 
identified.

Children and Adults Services (CAS)

63 The underspend of £5.293m for CAS is mainly due to:

 BSF Schemes – Underspend £0.593m.
Milestone payments for work at Consett Academy have been delayed 
and some outstanding final accounts on historic projects have yet to be 
resolved.
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 Devolved Formula Capital – Underspend £1.857m.
Work has been delayed as awaiting individual schools to finalise capital 
investment plans.

 School Related – Underspend £2.361m.
Mainly due to delay in the receipt of final accounts.  Officers prudently 
earmarked the sum of £0.454m to meet the cost of emergency works, 
which did not arise 2014/15.  The demolition work at the Greenland 
Community School has been delayed due to the filming of ‘Inspector 
George Gently’.

 Public Health – Underspend £0.236m.
Primarily related to grant related expenditure payable to Livin on 
completion of a residential project.  The project awaits completion but 
confirmation from the grant making body that the Grant provision can 
be carried forward to 2015/16 has been received.

 Other areas – Underspend £0.246m.
Investment in schemes associated with Children’s Residential Homes 
and Learning Disability Service provision has been reprofiled into 
2015/16.

Neighbourhood Services 

64 The underspend of £5.141m for Neighbourhood Services is mainly due to:

 Direct Services – Underspend £2.515m. 
This is primarily due to the supplier revising the delivery date of 
vehicles ordered by the Authority during 2014/15 with delivery now 
expected in 2015/16.

 Culture and Sport – Underspend £0.217m.
The underspend in this area is due mainly to the following factors:

o Wharton Park (£44k) - The demolition of Wharton Park house 
came in below tender and the construction programme was 
revised and will progress in 2015/16.

o Newton Aycliffe CAP (£64k) - This scheme includes the 
demolition of an adjacent building not owned by the Council, 
which was delayed.  It is anticipated that construction work will 
continue in 2015/16.

o DLI Museum Collection Restoration Scheme (£50k) - This 
scheme has been delayed due to the accommodation review 
currently being undertaken by Neighbourhood Services and has 
been reprofiled into 2015/16.

 Projects and Business – Underspend £1.135m.
Mainly due to an underspend on the Stanley CAP project, which was 
programmed over two years.  The majority of the construction work will 
now be completed in 2015/16.
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 Technical Services – Underspend £1.274m
The outturn position is due to the following factors:

o The underspend of £0.254m relating to Bridges is due to work 
on a number of structures being reprogrammed into 2015/16 as 
a result of on-going issues with land negotiations or further 
investigatory work.  An additional underspend of £55k is due to 
a number of completed schemes for which the final account will 
be processed in 2015/16.

o Overall, Street Lighting schemes were underspent by £0.220m 
as several schemes were reliant on the Northern Grid 
Programme to underground their overhead network.  In addition, 
there were savings on a number of schemes where costs were 
lower than projected as well as the use of trenchless technology, 
which reduced disruption and led to the actual charge being 
lower than the original estimate.

o Highways – Final accounts for completed work are awaited and 
also the Speedvisor rotation costs within Traffic and Community 
Engagement were lower than originally planned.  Work on the 
AAP schemes will continue into 2015/16.

Regeneration and Economic Development (RED) 

65 The underspend of £3.302m for RED is mainly due to:

 Economic Development and Housing – Underspend £2.579m. 
Primarily the outturn position is due to the following factors:

o Progress on the multiyear Gypsy Roma Traveller sites project is 
ahead of schedule with an associated additional expenditure of 
£0.462m being incurred earlier than initially expected.

o Under spend on the Disabled Facilities (DFG)/Financial 
Assistance schemes (£1.281m) where 120 DFG’s were 
committed but payment had not been processed by 31 March 
2015 and 138 Decent Home loans which were being processed 
but not finalised by the year end. 

o Housing Renewal also experienced an underspend of £0.570m 
resulting in part from weather conditions delaying the Group 
Repair work at Craghead and the rescheduling of the 
environmental improvement project at Easington into quarter 1 
of 2015/16. 

o Underspend at Durham Gate of £0.320m relates to the retention 
of final payments prior to the resolution of ongoing legal issues.

o Town centre underspent by £0.377m.  In the main, this is due to 
longer than anticipated negotiations relating to Peterlee North 
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East Industrial Estate and in-year savings against several town 
centre renewal initiatives.

o Required revision in delivery schedule involved with St Johns 
Square in addition to retention payments at Thornley Community 
Centre led to a combined underspend of £0.132m.

o Final contract retention payments associated with the Barnard 
Castle Vison projects have led to an underspend of £95k.

o Savings from completed Customer Access Points have resulted 
in an underspend of £0.131m on the first phase of the Office 
Accommodation project.

o On-going design and feasibility works connected with the new 
build programme associated with NETPARK await final 
completion leading to a £0.132m in year underspend.

 Planning and Assets – Underspend £0.179m.  
Primarily this is due to delays in reinstatement works awaiting 
completion (as at 31 March 2015) at Cobblers Hall together with 
retention payments on energy efficiency / boiler optimisation schemes 
leading to an underspend of £0.142m.  This combined with 
underspends of £37k on the Structural Maintenance budget (which is 
part of a two year rolling programme) led to the noted underspend of 
£0.179m.

 Transport – Underspend £0.544m. 
Land acquisition issues delaying the start of construction at Villa Real 
and longer than initially anticipated negotiations regarding the provision 
of a new Bus Station in Durham are the primary causes of the in-year 
underspend of c£1.54m offset, in part, by progress ahead of schedule 
on the purchase of Peterlee Bus Station, c£0.5m.

Resources 

66 The underspend of £0.381m for Resources is mainly due to:

 ICT - Underspend £0.277m
A delay in the installation of the Desktop Mailing equipment due to 
issues with supply led to this underspend.  In addition, there was an 
underspend relating to Digital Durham due to existing BT infrastructure 
being available in  the first phase of the contract rather than having to 
install new equipment as originally planned. However, it is anticipated 
that in the later phase of the contract new infrastructure will be 
required.

 Finance - Underspend £0.104m 
The underspend on the acquisition of the new Civica Pension system is 
attributable to two separate factors:

o It was expected that the web installation would commence in 
January 2015 and payments would be due from that date.  This 
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has now been delayed with the implementation expected to start 
in June/July 2015.

o Due to failures in performance of the Fire section of the new 
system, payment of invoices has been withheld until Civica 
carries out the work required to bring the system up to the 
satisfactory standard.  This work is progressing and it is hoped 
that payment can be made in the near future.

Capital Receipts

67 Income from the sale of assets (Capital Receipts) are utilised to support the 
capital budget.  The 2014/15 budget for income from Capital Receipts was 
£10.229m.  The final outturn position is shown in the following table:

Source Sum Received
£m

Land Sales 8.419
Land Sales via Durham Villages Regeneration Limited 0.758
VAT Shelter – Livin 1.156
VAT Shelter – Derwentside Homes 0.556
VAT Shelter – Teesdale 0.075
Preserved ‘Right to Buy’ Sales 0.573
Vehicle Sales 0.092
Total 11.629

Less: Income Budget 10.229

Surplus 1.400

68 Total receipts have exceeded the budget by £1.400m.  Consideration will be 
given to utilising this surplus to finance current ‘Self Financing’ capital 
schemes to enable the revenue savings to be utilised to support the MTFP.

Housing Revenue Account (HRA) – 2014/15 Revenue and Capital Outturn

Revenue Outturn

69 Appendix 5 shows the outturn position on the HRA, showing the actual 
position compared with the original budget. In summary it identifies a surplus 
of £17.879m in year, which takes into account the impact of the stock transfer 
on 13 April 2015.  The following table summarises the position:
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2014/15
2014/15 

Final
Housing Revenue Account Budget Outturn Variance

£000 £000 £000
Income
Dwelling Rents -64,558 -64,834 -276
Other Income -1,371 -4,431 -3,060
Interest and Investment Income -105 -112 -7

Total Income -66,034 -69,377 -3,343

Expenditure
ALMO Fees 16,799 16,799 0
Repairs, Supervision and Management Costs 12,019 13,043 1,024
Depreciation 7,872 7,337 -535
Interest Payable 12,627 10,501 -2,126
Revenue Contribution to Capital Programme 16,717 3,818 -12,899

Total Expenditure 66,034 51,498 -14,536

2014/15 Surplus transferred to balances 0 -17,879 -17,879

70 In summary, the main variances with the budget are explained below and 
relate to the figures and corresponding notes shown in Appendix 5:

a) Dwelling Rents: £0.276m increased income – this results from a 
lower than anticipated void rate and less Right to Buys being 
completed in year;

b) Other Income (Charges for Services): £3.009m additional income – 
this primarily results from additional NWA water commission plus a 
repayment of ALMO reserves (£2.728m) back to the Council in 
advance of the stock transfer on 13 April 2015;

c) Repairs and Maintenance: £0.167m over budget – this results from 
higher than anticipated responsive repairs in the Durham City Homes 
area during the year;

 
d) General Supervision and Management: £1.438m over budget – this 

results from £60k under budget from savings on vacant posts and 
premises costs at Durham City Homes offset by £1.259m one off 
additional costs incurred in setting up the new Housing Company which 
was previously agreed to be met from existing revenue savings. In 
addition, £0.239m was spent on Welfare Reform initiatives, which were 
charged to the HRA and always planned to be met from HRA reserves;
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e) Depreciation and Impairment: £0.535m under budget – resulting 
from less impairment being incurred on HRA non dwelling assets at 
year end;

f) Changes in Bad Debt Provision: £0.565m under budget – this 
results from lower than anticipated arrears, due to the delay by the 
Government in introducing Universal Credit and the work carried out by 
the three providers in maintaining rent arrears at a consistent level;

g) Interest Payments: £2.126m under budget – this results from a lower 
interest rate and lower outstanding loan debt than originally anticipated, 
due in part to the re-profiling of the capital programme in year;

h) Revenue Support to Capital: £12.899m under budget – resulting 
from an increased reliance on borrowing to finance the capital 
programme at the year end, which was then subsequently written off at 
stock transfer.

71 The final position on the HRA Reserve as at 31 March 2015 is £26.078m.  

HRA Capital Outturn

72 The original HRA capital budget for 2014/15 approved by Council on 26 
February 2014 was £50.489m.  

73 As with the General Fund Capital Programme, throughout the year, the 
Capital Member Officer Working Group (MOWG) has continually reviewed 
progress in delivering the HRA capital programme, to take into account 
changes in planning and delivery timescales and analysis of changes in 
demands on resources.  Regular updates to the capital programme were 
reported and approved by Cabinet as part of the quarterly budgetary control 
reports in year.  The budget was reviewed throughout 2014/15 with the 
revised budget being £46.717m. 

74 The following table summarises the revised capital budgets, taking into 
account revisions agreed by MOWG and Cabinet throughout the year, 
together with the outturn position for each service area.  The table also details 
the action that has been taken with regards to re-profiling and other budget 
adjustments at year end, which were approved by MOWG on 22 May 2015.

Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme 2014/15

Service

Revised 
2014/15 
Budget

2014/15 
Outturn Variance

Additions / 
Deletions 

From Budget Reprofiling
£m £m £m £m £m

HRA 46.717 42.826 3.891 -3.891 -                

Total 46.717 42.826 3.891 -3.891 -                
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75 The following table summarises the recommended financing of the HRA 
capital programme spend in 2014/15:

Financing – Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme 2014/15

Financed by
2014/15 
Outturn

£m
Grants 18.682
Direct Revenue Financing 3.818
Capital Receipts 1.346
Major Repairs Allowance 7.468
Borrowing 11.512
Total 42.826

76 The 2014/15 outturn capital expenditure was £42.826m against a revised 
budget of £46.717m, resulting in a £3.891m underspend for the year.  

77 The underspend of £3.981m for the HRA is mainly due to:

 £3.5m underspend on capital works in the East Durham Homes 
(EDH) area.  
There are contractual payments outstanding for work completed in the 
EDH area, which are currently being evaluated and validated by EDH 
and the Council.  A provision to meet this payment will be made from 
available HRA reserves carried forward into 2015/16 and is anticipated 
to be within the original budget allocation.

Collection Fund – Council Tax and Business Rates

78 The Collection Fund accounts for two main income streams – Council Tax 
and Business Rates.  

Council Tax

79 Council Tax is charged for all residential dwellings in bandings agreed by the 
Valuation Office Agency, which is part of Her Majesty’s Revenues and 
Customs (HMRC).  Exemptions, reliefs and discounts are awarded dependent 
upon the state of the property, its use and occupiers’ personal circumstances. 
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80 The in-year collection rate in 2014/15 was marginally below the target set for 
the year but is a considerable improvement (0.36% points over the in-year 
performance achieved in 2013/14).  The improved in-year performance is in 
the context of a year on year increase in collectable debt of c£7.456m, 
because of the 1.99% council tax increase, the increase in new housing 
development and a decrease in the amount of Council Tax Reduction being 
claimed.  This improvement has been achieved through more automation of 
the 2014/15 recovery schedule used to target non-payers.  A detailed review 
has also been undertaken during 2014/15 analysing the collection rates 
relating to various classifications of premises, such as empty property, to 
ensure optimal targeting of resources to further improve the collection rate.

81 The in-year collection at 31 March for the last three years including the current 
year are shown below:

Billing Year Position at 31 March
Each Year 

%
2014/15 95.8
2013/14 95.4
2012/13 95.0

82 The current overall collection rate for 2013/14 (position as at 31 March 2015) 
council tax is now 97.71% and for 2012/13 council tax is now 98.48%.  The 
Council continues to recover Council Tax from earlier years and currently, the 
collection rate for all years excluding the current year is 99.18% which is line 
with our medium term financial plan forecasts. 

83 The income shown in the Council Tax Collection Fund is the amount 
collectable from Council Tax payers in the long run, rather than the actual 
cash collected in the year the charges are raised.  Likely bad debts are 
accounted for by maintaining a bad debt provision.  The amount estimated to 
be collectable is estimated each year by reference to the actual council 
taxbase for all domestic properties in the county (schedule of all properties, 
discounts and reliefs) with an allowance for non-collection, currently 1.5%.

84 Due to changes in the number of properties (including new build and 
demolitions), eligibility of discounts and reliefs during the year, the actual 
amount collectable increases or decreases from the estimate on a dynamic 
day to day basis.  In addition, income is received and adjustments for 
previous billing years take place during each accounting year.  All of these 
adjustments mean that the actual amounts collected will always differ from the 
estimate.  Such differences at the end of each accounting year, after taking 
into account the calculated change required in the ‘bad debt’ provision, 
determines whether a surplus or deficit has arisen, which is then shared 
proportionately between the Council and its major preceptors Durham Police 
and Crime Commissioner and County Durham and Darlington Fire and 
Rescue Authority.
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85 At 31 March 2015, the Council Tax Collection Fund is in a surplus position, as 
shown in the table below.  Durham County Council’s share of this surplus is 
£0.412m.

£’000

Net Bills issued during Accounting Year 2014/15 266,363

LCTRS and previous year CTB adjustments -52,221

Calculated change in provision for bad debts required and 
write offs

-1,873

Net income receivable (a) 212,269

Precepts and Demands on the Fund
Durham County Council (including Parish/Town Councils) 179,295
Durham Police and Crime Commissioner 20,592
County Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue Authority 11,893

Total Precepts and Demands (b) 211,780

Net Surplus / (-) Deficit for year (a) – (b) 489
Surplus Brought Forward from 2013/14 2
Year end surplus 491

86 At 15 January in each year, the Council is required to estimate the 
surplus/deficit on the Collection Fund Council Tax Account and notify the two 
major preceptors of this for inclusion in the budget setting process for the 
following year as an additional income or expenditure item.  

87 At 15 January 2015 the estimate was for a break-even position on the Council 
Tax Collection Fund for 2014/15 and this is what was declared.  The actual 
surplus at 31 March 2015, £0.491m, will be carried forward to 15 January 
2016 and will be taken into account in estimating the surplus/deficit at 31 
March 2016, which will need to be taken into account for 2016/17 budget 
setting.

88 Over the past three years, the Council Tax provision for bad debts has been 
increasing steadily.  This managed approach has been necessary to minimise 
the risk of the Council Tax Collection Fund does not move into deficit whilst 
securing the robustness of the levels of provision held.  The provision is 
forecast to reach the targeted level originally envisaged, but the method of 
calculation applied currently differs to that applied to Business Rates and 
Sundry Debtors provisions for bad debts.  

89 A further review of the provision has now been undertaken to bring it into line 
with that used to calculate Business Rates provision, based on that used for 
Sundry Debtors with amendments that take account of the differing billing 
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model within the Collection Fund and this is reflected in the figures in the table 
above.

Business Rates

90 Business rates have been levied on all non-domestic properties since 1990.  
Prior to 2013/14, the Council acted simply as a tax collector for Central 
Government, with all amounts receivable, debtor and creditor balances and 
provisions owing to or from Central Government.  The Council remained 
largely unaffected by changes in business rate yield or liabilities in each year.

91 2013/14 was the first year of the new Business Rates Retention Scheme 
whereby the Council now has a real vested budget interest and stake in the 
level of business rate yield, as income generated from Business Rates is now 
shared between Central Government (50%), Durham County Council (49%) 
and County Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue Authority (1%).  For the 
first time, therefore, it is not only the accuracy and timeliness of bills levied 
and collected that is monitored and audited, but the level of income 
anticipated for the year is important and new monitoring procedures have 
been devised for this purpose.

92 Bills raised, exemptions and reliefs awarded are examined together with local 
knowledge of anticipated changes in reliefs such as Mandatory Charitable 
Relief and Discretionary Rate Relief on a monthly basis to enable a 
comparison with the January 2014 estimate that was used for budget setting 
purposes.  In January 2015 an in-year surplus of £4.302m was forecast, 
netting to a surplus of £1.020m after taking into account the deficit brought 
forward from 2013/14.  Of this, Durham County Council’s share was £0.500m, 
which was taken into account in the 2015/16 budget setting process.  

93 The following table shows the Business Rates Collection Fund outturn at 31 
March 2015:
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 £’000

Net rate yield for 2014/15 including previous year adjustments 114,793
Estimate of changes due to appeals lodged and future appeals -2,493

Estimated losses in Collection – Provision for Bad Debts and 
Write-offs

-473

Additional income- allocation of Deferred Rates 2012/13 446

Net income receivable (a) 112,273

Agreed allocated shares:
Central Government (50%) 55,051
Durham County Council (49%) 53,950
County Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue Authority (1%) 1,101
Recoupment of Previous year’s deficit -3,247
Cost of Collection Allowance and Renewable Energy (paid to 
Durham County Council)

612

Total fixed payments (b) 107,467

Net surplus for year (a) – (b) 4,806
Deficit (-) brought forward from 2013/14 -3,282

Estimated year end surplus 1,524

94 Income was increased as a result of Central Government agreeing to include 
the balance of the Deferred Rates Scheme of £0.446m, from 2012/13, in the 
Business Rates Accounts for 2014/15.

95 During 2012/13, businesses could choose to spread the retail price index 
increase (3.2%) of their bill over three years.  The bills were issued for the 
whole amount due, but part of the bill was not collectable during the billing 
year. 

96 Billing Authorities were compensated in 2012/13 by a reduction in the cash 
payable to Central Government of the whole amount of the rates so deferred.  
This was done by an adjustment of the audited annual collection return known 
as the ‘NNDR3’ return.  Normally, this would have been repayable in 2013/14 
and 2014/15 with the deferred rates being added back into the amount 
payable to Central Government.  For Durham County Council, deferred rates 
amounted to £0.446m, provision having been made for the repayment of this 
amount.

97 However, although Central Government could have recouped the whole of the 
deferred rates, the decision was taken to include this in the Business Rates 
Retention Scheme in 2014/15, resulting in shareholders benefitting from a 
one-off receipt.  Durham County Council’s share of the deferred rates element 
is £0.219m based upon this decision.
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98 The in-year surplus of £4.806m offsets the deficit brought forward from 
2013/14, leaving a residual balance of £1.524m at 31 March 2015.  Any 
surpluses or deficits at 31 March in any year are shared proportionately 
between Durham County Council, Central Government and County Durham 
and Darlington Fire and Rescue, Durham County Council’s share being 49%.  
At 31 March 2015, Durham County Council’s share of the surplus is £0.747m.  
However, the increase in income is matched by a decrease in expected 
Section 31 grants related to Business Rate reliefs.

99 The Business Rates Retention Scheme has not changed the actual business 
rates charged to ratepayers and therefore is not expected to have a 
detrimental effect on collection rates.  However, the payment profile has 
changed during 2014/15 because from 1 April 2014 businesses are statutorily 
allowed to request the right to spread their payments over 12 months rather 
than ten.  The major Business Rates Payers (supermarket chains etc.) have 
all opted to take up this opportunity to re-profile their cash flow.  However, 
robust collection procedures have ensured that the challenging collection 
target of 96.5% has been exceeded by 0.7 percentage points.

100 The in-year collection rates in at 31 March for the last three years, including 
the current year, are shown below:  

Billing Year 31 March
%

2014/15 97.2
2013/14 96.4
2012/13 96.0

101 The current overall collection rate for 2013/14 (position as at 31 March 2015) 
business rate liabilities is now 98.57% and for 2012/13 business rate liabilities 
is now 99.25%.  The Council continues to recover Business Rates from earlier 
years and currently, the collection rate for all years excluding the current year 
is 99.5% which is line with our medium term financial plan forecasts.  

Section 31 Grant - Small Business Rate Relief

102 Small Businesses, those occupying properties with a rateable value of under 
£12,000, benefit from relief on their rates payable providing they meet certain 
qualifying criteria.  The Government has awarded local authorities a special 
‘Section 31’ grant to cover their share of the shortfall in business rates that 
these small business ratepayers would otherwise have paid had the relief 
scheme not been in place.

103 Small Business Ratepayers with properties with rateable values up to £6,000 
are currently being granted full relief instead of the 50% relief awarded under 
the previous scheme, and properties with rateable values between £6,000 
and £12,000 have a tapered relief applied to them ranging from 100% down to 
0%, but in all cases double the standard relief.

104 The Section 31 grant has been calculated as 50% of the extended small 
business rate relief awarded.  Under rules governing the share of Business 
Rates income, the Local Share of the grant is therefore calculated as 25% of 
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the total relief granted, with 98% of that figure accruing to Durham County 
Council and 2% to County Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue Authority.  
A factor is then applied to compensate for the 2% increase cap placed on the 
increase in Business Rates as part of the Autumn Statement 2013 measures.

105 The Government has only agreed to pay Section 31 grant for the additional 
Small Business Rate Relief in respect of 2014/15 business rates bills and 
adjustments to the Small Business Rate Relief on 2013/14 bills.  Any 
adjustments that relate to bills for years prior to this are dealt with as part of 
the normal Rate Retention shares.  At 31 March 2015, the gross Small 
Business Relief awarded against 2014/15 Business Rates bills and 
adjustments to 2013/14 bills is £9.887m, and on this the Council will receive 
£2.386m in Section 31 Grant, including the capping adjustment.

Other Section 31 Grants

106 In the Autumn Statement 2013, additional Business Rate Reliefs were 
announced for 2014/15, for which Section 31 Grants would be payable.  
These included one for properties empty from new, reoccupation of long-term 
empty properties and an additional relief for small shops.  Durham County 
Council will be recompensed for any retained rates foregone because of 
reliefs given in this regard.  

107 When assessing the outturn income from Business Rates, due regard must 
also be given on the effect that changes in estimated reliefs will have on the 
Section 31 grants.  At 31 March 2015, the shortfall in Section 31 grants 
(including Small Business Rate Relief) was £0.773m, similar to the share of 
the estimated Collection Fund - Business Rates surplus, giving overall a net 
surplus of £25k.  

108 Whilst the shortfall in Section 31 grants is accounted for in 2014/15, the 
surplus on Business Rates retention is accounted for in 2015/16, in terms of 
the estimated surplus that was used for budget setting, and in 2016/17, for the 
balance.

Provision for Appeals

109 Ratepayers have the right to appeal against the rateable value of their 
properties which are assessed by the Government’s Valuation Office Agency.  
The level of appeals being lodged and the time taken to settle them can have 
a detrimental and unpredictable effect on the income for any one year.  In 
order to manage this, we have made a provision in our Business Rates 
Collection Fund for the repayment of rates already billed due to potential 
successful appeal outcomes.  If successful, the appeal may result in a 
reduction being applied to all bills issued from 1 April 2010 for that property.

110 Only appeals submitted up to 31 March 2015 can be backdated to 1 April 
2010 now.  From 1 April 2015, appeals submitted up to 31 March 2017 will 
only be backdated to 1 April 2015.  For these reasons, the provision for 
appeals has been increased to take account of the higher risk.  At 31 March 
2015, it is estimated that the provision for Appeals would need to be 
increased by £2.493m in 2014/15 and this was factored into the accounts.
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Recommendations and Reasons 

111 It is recommended that Cabinet note:

(i) the reduction in the Cash Limit Reserves of £21k in the year.  These 
sums will be held as Earmarked Reserves and be available for Service 
Groupings to manage their budgets effectively. 

(ii) the closing General Reserve balance of £28.904m.

(iii) the closing balance on Earmarked Reserves (excluding Cash Limit 
Reserves) is £192.180m of which £34.609m relate to school and 
Dedicated School Grant balances.

(iv) the closing Housing Revenue Account balance of £26.078m.

(v) the position for the Collection Funds in respect of Council Tax and 
Business Rates.

112 It is recommended that Cabinet approve:

(vi) the capital budget carried forward of £18.736m for the General Fund is 
moved into 2014/15 and that Service Groupings regularly review 
capital profiles throughout 2014/15 reporting revisions to MOWG and 
Cabinet as necessary.

Background Papers

(a) Cabinet – 10 September 2014 – Forecast of Revenue and Capital Outturn 
2014/15 for General Fund and Housing Revenue Account – Period to 30 June 
2014 

(b) Cabinet – 19 November 2014 - Forecast of Revenue and Capital Outturn 
2014/15 for General Fund and Housing Revenue Account – Period to 30 
September 2014

(c) Cabinet – 18 March 2015 - Forecast of Revenue and Capital Outturn 2014/15 
for General Fund and Housing Revenue Account – Period to 31 December 
2014

Contact: Jeff Garfoot Tel: 03000 261946
                      Paul Darby              Tel:    03000 261930
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Appendix 1:  Implications

Finance
The report details the financial outturn for the Council for 2014/15 for Revenue and 
Capital.  The report covers General Fund and Housing Revenue Account for both 
Revenue and Capital and the outturn position for General and Earmarked Reserves 
at 31 March 2015, plus the Collection Fund outturn, covering both Council Tax and 
Business Rates.

Staffing
None.

Risk
The figures contained within this report have been extracted from the General 
Ledger, and have been scrutinised and supplemented with information supplied by 
Budget Managers and Service Management Teams. The outturn has been produced 
taking into consideration all spend in year and year end accounting requirements 
and standard / recommended accounting practices.  This should mitigate any risks 
with regards to challenge over the accuracy and validity of the financial outturn 
position of the Council as reported.

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty
None.

Accommodation
None.

Crime and Disorder
None.

Human Rights
None.

Consultation
Budget Managers and Service Management Teams have been consulted on and 
contributed to the contents of the report and the accounting entries contained within. 

Procurement
None.

Disability Issues
None.

Legal Implications
The outturn contained within this report has been prepared in accordance with 
standard accounting policies and procedures.
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Appendix 2:  General Fund Revenue Summary 2014/15

Original 
Budget 
2014/15

Cash Limit 
Reserve

Contribution to 
/ Use of 

Earmarked 
Reserves

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Assistant Chief Executive 10,200 10,874 11,812 938 -1,586 0 414 -234 234
Children and Adults Services 275,231 259,176 209,110 -50,066 30,999 0 18,194 -873 873
Neighbourhood Services 109,765 110,602 78,036 -32,566 23,953 -39 5,668 -2,984 2,984
Regeneration and Economic Development 42,653 44,077 50,286 6,209 -8,574 17 953 -1,395 1,395
Resources 14,447 12,515 13,597 1,082 -3,717 0 665 -1,970 1,970

Cash Limit Position 452,296 437,244 362,841 -74,403 41,075 -22 25,894 -7,456 7,456

Contingencies 7,706 6,272 0 -6,272 0 0 6,500 228 -228
Centrally Held Budgets 0 1 -1,528 -1,529 1,546 0 0 17 -17
Corporate Costs 3,924 3,182 3,019 -163 0 0 118 -45 45

NET COST OF SERVICES 463,926 446,699 364,332 -82,367 42,621 -22 32,512 -7,256 7,256

Capital charges -50,474 -49,501 -2,405 47,096 -44,515 2,581 -2,581
Gain/Loss on Disposal 0 0 -2,581 -2,581 0 -2,581 2,581
Interest and Investment income -1,441 -1,441 -1,878 -437 0 -437 437
Interest payable and similar charges 38,444 38,291 33,755 -4,536 0 -4,536 4,536
HR Accrual 0 0 -2,220 -2,220 2,220 0 0

Net Expenditure 450,455 434,048 389,003 -45,045 326 -22 32,512 -12,229 12,229

Funded By:
Council tax -168,844 -168,844 -168,845 -1 -1 1
Use of (-) / contribution to earmarked reserves -8,140 16,105 48,617 32,512 32,512 -32,512
Start up Funding Assessment -250,409 -250,409 -250,444 -35 -35 35
New Homes Bonus -6,784 -6,784 -6,783 1 1 -1
New Homes Bonus - Re-imbursement -390 -390 -381 9 9 -9
Section 31 Grant - Small business rate relief -2,194 -2,194 -2,397 -203 -203 203
Section 31 Grant - Settlement Funding Assessment Adj -1,703 -1,703 -777 926 926 -926
Section 31 Grant - Retail Adjustment -1,204 -1,204 -1,211 -7 -7 7
Education Services Grant -7,237 -7,237 -7,531 -294 -294 294
Use of Cash Limit Reserve -2,617 -7,455 -21 7,434 7,434 -7,434
Use of (-) / contribution to General Reserves -933 -3,933 770 4,703 4,703 -4,703

 
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 326 -22 32,512 32,816 -32,816

Cash Limit 
PostionVariance VarianceSums outside 

the cash limit

Cash Limit Adjustments

Revised 
Budget

Service 
Groupings 

Final Outturn
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Appendix 3:  General Fund Revenue Summary by Expenditure / Income for 2014/15

Agreed 
Budget

Sums 
Outside 
the Cash 

Limit

Cash Limit 
Reserve

Contribution to / 
Use of 

Earmarked 
Reserves

£'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Employees 483,046 498,071 511,765 0 13,694 -2,416 0 4,493 15,771 -15,771 0
Premises 49,510 55,383 61,701 0 6,318 -5,737 0 35 616 -616 0
Transport 46,657 46,212 43,901 0 -2,311 0 0 -10 -2,321 2,321 0
Supplies & Services 114,270 120,865 156,171 1,814 37,120 -2,198 17 1,318 36,257 -36,257 -29 
Agency & Contracted 260,165 260,641 266,571 3,276 9,206 145 -39 5,518 14,830 -14,830 -12 
Transfer Payments 206,771 205,626 216,325 0 10,699 0 0 -70 10,629 -10,629 0
Central Costs 94,797 83,824 67,723 0 -16,101 -8,172 0 10,613 -13,660 13,660 0
DRF 0 0 9,413 0 9,413 0 0 0 9,413 -9,413 0
Other 12,637 2,065 18,597 0 16,532 65 0 -19 16,578 -16,578 0
Capital Charges 50,474 49,501 4,986 0 -44,515 44,515 0 0 0 0 0

GROSS EXPENDITURE 1,318,327 1,322,188 1,357,153 5,090 40,055 26,202 -22 21,878 88,113 -88,113 -41 

Income
         - Specific Grants 539,986 544,166 586,265 2,037 44,136 -5,301 0 -1,592 37,243 -37,243 30
         - Other Grants & conts 25,830 37,471 36,785 0 -686 -123 0 -498 -1,307 1,307 0
         - Sales 5,367 5,154 9,288 0 4,134 -264 0 -87 3,783 -3,783 0
         - Fees & charges 104,308 105,646 111,264 32 5,650 -8 0 51 5,693 -5,693 -32 
         - Rents 5,470 5,448 6,521 0 1,073 0 0 -12 1,061 -1,061 0
         - Recharges 174,150 175,821 231,249 0 55,428 -10,723 0 -1,151 43,554 -43,554 0
         - Other 6,996 8,056 14,468 2 6,414 0 0 -845 5,569 -5,569 -2 

Total Income 862,107 881,762 995,840 2,071 116,149 -16,419 0 -4,134 95,596 -95,596 -4 

NET EXPENDITURE 456,220 440,426 361,313 3,019 -76,094 42,621 -22 26,012 -7,483 7,483 -45 

Cash Limit 
Carry Forward 

(including 
Corporate 

Costs)

                         
Original 
Budget 
2014/15

Service 
Groupings 

Final Outturn 

Variance - 
Corporate 

Costs

Cash Limit Adjustments

Corporate 
Costs Variance Cash Limit 

Position
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Appendix 4:  General Fund Earmarked Reserves as at 31 March 2015

EARMARKED RESERVES AND CASH LIMIT 
RESERVES

SERVICE 
GROUPING

2013/14 
CLOSING 
BALANCE

USE OF 
RESERVES 

CONTRIBUTION 
TO RESERVES 

TRANSFERS 
BETWEEN 

RESERVES

TOTAL 
MOVEMENT ON 

RESERVES

2014/15 
CLOSING 

BALANCE AS 
AT 31 MARCH 

2015

£,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000 £,000
1 ACE AAP/Members Reserve ACE -3,276 0 -428 5 -423 -3,699
2 ACE Grant Reserve ACE -230 39 -3 0 36 -194
3 ACE Operational Reserve ACE -132 8 0 0 8 -124
4 Social Care Reserve CAS -8,514 659 -6,230 750 -4,821 -13,335
5 Community Safety Reserve CAS -6 6 0 0 6 0
6 Aycliffe Young People's Centre Reserve CAS -1,387 185 0 0 185 -1,202
7 Continuing Professional Development Reserve CAS -993 0 -42 0 -42 -1,035
8 Education Reserve CAS -987 0 -1,402 -51 -1,453 -2,440
9 Tackling Troubled Families CAS -1,557 0 -470 0 -470 -2,027

10 Transformation Reserve CAS 0 0 -1,483 0 -1,483 -1,483
11 Special Projects Reserve CAS -60 23 0 0 23 -37
12 Public Health Reserve CAS -4,992 9 0 0 9 -4,983
13 Neighbourhoods AAP Reserve NS -38 0 -2 0 -2 -40
14 Customer Services Reserve NS -387 14 0 0 14 -373
15 Direct Services Reserve NS -3,675 1,242 -610 0 632 -3,043
16 Env. Health and Consumer Protection Reserve NS -516 97 -581 0 -484 -1,000
17 Culture and Sport Reserve NS -1,962 386 -1,617 0 -1,231 -3,193
18 Strategic Waste Reserve NS -425 177 -1,548 0 -1,371 -1,796
19 Technical Services Reserve NS -1,619 300 -1,603 0 -1,303 -2,922
20 Transport Asset Management Programme Reserve NS -318 0 0 0 0 -318
21 Business Growth Fund Reserve RED 0 0 0 -913 -913 -913
22 Economic Development Reserve RED -1,401 288 -373 0 -85 -1,486
23 Planning Reserve RED -1,173 0 -250 0 -250 -1,423
24 North Pennines AONB Partnership Reserve RED -637 308 0 0 308 -329
25 Employability and Training Reserve RED -644 186 0 0 186 -458
26 RED Regeneration Reserve RED -1,628 0 -429 713 284 -1,344
27 Housing Regeneration Reserve RED -61 0 -349 0 -349 -410
28 Housing Solutions Reserve RED -1,079 228 -16 0 212 -867
29 Restructure Reserve RED -729 66 0 0 66 -663
30 LSVT Reserve RED -100 0 0 100 100 0
31 Transport Reserve RED -329 42 0 0 42 -287
32 Funding and Programmes Management Reserve RED -131 0 -9 0 -9 -140
33 Resources Corporate Reserve Resources -2,219 104 -349 1,480 1,235 -984
34 Resources DWP Grant Reserve Resources -928 50 -1,052 0 -1,002 -1,930
35 Resources System Development Reserve Resources -1,291 451 0 0 451 -840
36 Resources Housing Benefit Subsidy Reserve Resources -2,198 253 0 1,200 1,453 -745
37 Local Council Tax Support Scheme Reserve Resources -1,031 0 0 0 0 -1,031
38 Resources Land Search Fees Reserve Resources -1,000 0 0 0 0 -1,000
39 Resources Legal Expenses Resources -200 0 0 0 0 -200
40 Resources Elections Reserve Resources -1,036 0 0 0 0 -1,036
41 Resources ICT Reserves Resources -730 0 -141 0 -141 -871
42 Health Promotion Access Catalogue (HPAC) ReserveResources 0 0 -259 0 -259 -259
43 Human Resources Reserve Resources 0 0 -65 0 -65 -65
44 Cabinet Reserve Corporate Fin -220 0 0 220 220 0
45 Corporate Reserve - Demographic Pressures Corporate Fin -10,850 3,150 -15,150 -750 -12,750 -23,600
46 Equal Pay Reserve Corporate Fin -17,405 3,685 -394 0 3,291 -14,114
47 Insurance Reserve Corporate Fin -13,057 0 -2,544 0 -2,544 -15,601
48 Performance Reward Grant Reserve Corporate Fin -1,308 264 0 0 264 -1,044
49 MTFP Redundancy and Early Retirement Reserve Corporate Fin -16,256 5,378 0 0 5,378 -10,878
50 Office Accommodation Project Support Reserve Corporate Fin -1,000 0 -7 0 -7 -1,007
51 Planned Delivery Programme (PDP) Reserve Corporate Fin 0 0 -13,000 -7,000 -20,000 -20,000
52 Capital Expenditure Reserve Corporate Fin -2,797 0 0 -5 -5 -2,802
53 Office Accommodation Capital Reserve Corporate Fin 0 0 -8,000 0 -8,000 -8,000

Total Non-Schools Reserve -112,512 17,598 -58,406 -4,251 -45,059 -157,571

Cash Limit Reserves

54 Assistant Chief Executive -1,005 250 -234 216 232 -773
55 Children and Adults Services -12,029 1,879 -873 1,580 2,586 -9,443
56 Neighbourhood Services -2,782 668 -2,984 22 -2,294 -5,076
57 Regeneration and Economic Development -3,007 0 -1,395 1,186 -209 -3,216
58 Resources -3,563 480 -1,970 1,196 -294 -3,857

Total Cash Limit Reserves -22,386 3,277 -7,456 4,200 21 -22,365

Total Non-Schools Earmarked Reserves -134,898 20,875 -65,862 -51 -45,038 -179,936

Schools' Balances
Sch 1 Schools' Revenue Balance CAS -24,684 389 0 51 440 -24,244
Sch 2 DSG Reserve CAS -6,367 0 -3,998 0 -3,998 -10,365

Total Schools and DSG Reserve -31,051 389 -3,998 51 -3,558 -34,609
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Appendix 5:  Housing Revenue Account 2014/15 Outturn Position

Annual Final
Budget Outturn

£000 £000 £000
Income

Dwelling Rents -64,558 -64,834 -276 a)

Non Dwelling Rents -1,024 -1,075 -51
Charges for Services and Facilities -347 -3,356 -3,009 b)

Total Income -65,929 -69,265 -3,336

Expenditure

ALMO Management Fee and Outsourced Contract 16,799 16,799 0
Repairs and Maintenance 4,462 4,629 167 c)
Supervision and Management - General 4,061 5,499 1,438 d)
Supervision and Management - Special 436 424 -12
Rents, Rates, Taxes and other Charges 410 422 12
Depreciation and Impairment of fixed assets 7,872 7,337 -535 e)
Increase/Decrease in bad debt provision 988 423 -565 f)
Debt Management Costs 175 175 0

Total Expenditure 35,203 35,708 505

Net cost of HRA services per Authority I&E Account -30,726 -33,557 -2,831

HRA services share of Corporate and Democratic Core 1,085 1,085 0
Net Cost of services but not allocated to specific services 402 386 -16

Net cost of HRA Services -29,239 -32,086 -2,847

Interest Payable and Similar Charges 12,627 10,501 -2,126 g)
Direct Revenue Financing [Balancing Item on HRA] 16,717 3,818 -12,899 h)
Interest and Investment Income -105 -112 -7

[Surplus]  / Deficit for the year on HRA services 0 -17,879 -17,879

Variance
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Cabinet 
 

15 July 2015 
 
Historic and Ceremonial Regalia and 
Property of the Charter Trustees 
 

 

 
 

Report of Corporate Management Team 

Don McLure, Corporate Director Resources 

Councillor Alan Napier , Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Finance 

Councillor Simon Henig, Leader of the Council 

 
Purpose of the Report 

1 To advise Cabinet of progress in negotiating an agreement with the Charter 
Trustees in relation to the contents of the Town Hall in Durham and to seek 
Cabinet approval to entering into an agreement to conclude those 
negotiations 

Background 

2 On 19 January 2011, Cabinet considered a report referring to the Charter 
Regulations 2009 (“the regulations”) and upon how, under those regulations 
the Charter Trustees were created to maintain and preserve the historic rights 
and privileges associated with local authority districts which became part of a 
larger Local Government area as a result of Local Government 
Reorganisation.  The Durham City Charter Trustees are such a body and after 
Local Government Reorganisation, negotiations took place to agree the 
ownership of the various items of historic interest in the Town Hall. 

3 Cabinet was advised in the report that property which was of historic and 
ceremonial nature and which related to the Charter Trustees vested in them 
under the regulations, but pending agreement about the other items, they 
remained the property of Durham County Council. 

4 The report of January 2011 was brought to Cabinet against the backdrop of 
concerns expressed on the part of the Charter Trustees as they were then 
constituted about the Council’s ultimate intentions for the property.  The report 
was also presented at a time when it was clearly envisaged that there would 
be a Community Governance Review in relation to the former Durham City 
area and the potential for a Parish Council to be created.  Against that 
background, the report presented two options to Cabinet, one being to 
transfer all the property to the Charter Trustees (which was their wish), or a 
second option, which was to agree to retain the property in the Town Hall with 
the Council retaining all but historical and ceremonial regalia. 
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5 Cabinet confirmed that it was not proposing to transfer any property other 
than that identified in background papers as ceremonial and historic Charter 
Trustees.  It further authorised the Corporate Director Resources, with advice 
from the Head of Legal and Democratic Services, to negotiate an agreement 
with the Charter Trustees whereby the property held by the Council was 
preserved in the Town Hall.  Cabinet further agreed that if such an agreement 
could not be reached, the Corporate Director Resources was to agree to the 
appointment of a suitable person to decide on this matter, but this proved not 
to be necessary. 

6 On 21 January 2014, after considering a report of its working group on the 
asset register, the Charter Trustees expressed a willingness to agree written 
terms whereby property other than historic and ceremonial regalia; items 
identified as belonging to the Guilds and items identified as belonging to the 
Freemen, be preserved in the Town Hall in trust and in perpetuity for the 
benefit of the community and the people of Durham City. 

7 Following this, negotiations have taken place and a draft agreement drawn up 
which is attached at Appendix 2.  Under the agreement, the Charter Trustees 
agree to retain the historic and ceremonial regalia in the Town Hall and the 
Durham County Council agrees to retain its property in the Town Hall.  Neither 
party is to remove property permanently from the Town Hall without the 
permission of the other party.  There are a few amendments to the schedule 
of property originally identified in January 2011.  The Charter Trustees have 
requested a small number of photographs to be transferred to them and the 
original inventory did not include the chains of the Mayor and Deputy Mayor, 
both of which are historic ceremonial and therefore belong to the Charter 
Trustees. 

8 The Charter Trustees have indicated that they are content to enter such an 
agreement.  The agreement is recommended as largely embodying the terms 
agreed by Cabinet for negotiation in January 2011, and meets the desire of 
the Charter Trustees and Cabinet to keep the property within the Town Hall. 

Recommendations and reasons 

9 Cabinet is recommended to authorise the Corporate Director Resources to 
enter into the agreement, appended as a draft at Appendix 2. 

Background Papers 

10 Report the Cabinet: 19 January 2011, entitled Historic and Ceremonial 
Regalia and Property of the Charter Trustees 

 

 

 

Contact:  Colette Longbottom  Tel: 03000 269 732  
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Appendix 1:  Implications 
 
 
Finance - The agreement involves the Council insuring properties in the Town Hall, 
the costs of insurance and curating the property in the Town Hall. 

 

Staffing - none specific with this report 

 

Risk - none specific with this report 

 

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty - none specific with this 
report 

 

Accommodation - none specific with this report 

 

Crime and Disorder - none specific with this report 

 

Human Rights - none specific with this report 

 

Consultation - none specific with this report 

 

Procurement - none specific with this report 

 

Disability Issues - none specific with this report 

 

Legal Implications – within the body of the report 
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Appendix 2:  Draft Agreement 
 
THIS DEED is made the                        day of                              2015  

 

BETWEEN: 

 
1. THE COUNTY COUNCIL OF DURHAM of County Hall Durham DH1 5UL (“the 

County Council”) and 

 

2. THE CHARTER TRUST FOR THE CITY OF DURHAM of 17 Claypath, 

Durham DH1 1RH (“the Trust”) 

 

 

WHEREAS: 

 

(A) Consequent upon the Local Government and Public Involvement in 

Health Act 2007 (“the Act”) The City of Durham Council ceased to 

exist on the 31
st
 March 2009 and on the 1

st
 April 2009 the property and 

assets of the former City of Durham Council vested in the County 

Council. 

 

 

(B) The Charter Trustee Regulations 2009 (the Regulations), amongst 

other matters, regulate the vesting of items of historic property being 

any charter, insignia, plate or other property of historic and ceremonial 

nature held by a predecessor council (other than land and buildings and 

any property held for the purpose of any statutory function) in charter 

trustees.  

 

(C) The Trust was formed as a Charter Trust pursuant to provisions 

consequent upon the Act and with the object (inter alia) of continuing 

the status of the City of Durham and the position of Mayor. 

 

(D) The parties have now reached an agreement  as to which assets should 

remain the property of the County Council and which should be held 

by the Trust and the parties enter into this Agreement to give effect to 

the said agreed terms. 

 

 

IT IS HEREBY AGREED between the parties as follows:- 

 

1. Those assets listed in the Schedule marked in red in the column headed “Council” 

(“the County Assets”) are the property of the County Council and shall remain its 

property. 

 

2. Those assets listed in the Schedule headed “City Silver Cabinet” are the property 

of the County Council and shall remain its property. 

3. Those assets listed in the Schedule marked in blue in the column headed “Trust” 

(“the Trust Assets”) being of an historical and ceremonial nature peculiar to the 

City of Durham shall be and become the property of the Trust to be held by it 
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pursuant to the terms of its Charter, pursuant to regulation 3 of the Regulations 

and pursuant to any enactment or future regulations with respect thereto. 

 

4. The County Council hereby releases all and any interest it may have in the Trust 

Assets to the Trust absolutely to be held by the Trust pursuant to regulation 3 of 

the Regulations and any subsequent enactment with respect thereto. 

 
5. The Trust hereby agrees and declares that it shall hold the Trust Assets as assets of 

the Charter Trust and apply or use the same for the benefit of the Trust and its 

objectives. 

 
6. The County Council agrees to place and retain the County Assets in the Town 

Hall of the City of Durham and not to dispose or otherwise permanently remove 

the County Assets from the Town Hall in the City of Durham without the written 

consent of the Trust (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed). 

 
7. The Trust agrees to place and retain the Trust Assets in the Town Hall of the City 

of Durham and not to dispose or otherwise permanently remove the Trust Assets 

from the Town Hall in the City of Durham without the written consent of the 

County Council (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed). 

 
8. The County Council agrees to curate the Council Assets and the Trust Assets and 

insure the same to their proper value and/or where appropriate their reinstatement 

costs and to produce to the Trust if requested written evidence of such insurance. 

 
9. The Trust further agrees that whilst the Trust Assets pass to the Trust pursuant to 

regulation 3 of the Regulations as aforesaid in the event of the Trust ceasing to 

exist the Trust Assets shall revert to the County Council or shall pass in 

accordance with such further regulations as may then be enacted with respect 

thereto or in accordance with any order made pursuant to a Community 

Governance Review as defined in the Local Government and Public Involvement 

Act 2007 as amended.   

  

 

 

 

 

This document has been executed as a deed and is delivered and takes effect on the date 

stated at the beginning of it 
 

 

 

 

 

THE SCHEDULE 
 

As attached 
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EXECUTED as a DEED (but not delivered 

until the date of it) by the affixing of THE 

COMMON SEAL OF THE COUNTY COUNCIL 

OF DURHAM By Order: 

 

Authorised Sealing Officer 

(A permanent Officer of the County Council 

 

 

 

 
SIGNED as a deed by (full name of person  

signing) a duly appointed trustee authorised  

to execute this deed for and on behalf of    

THE CHARTER TRUST     

FOR THE CITY OF DURHAM    Signed…………………………………….. 

  

in the presence of:     

Witness signature: 

 

Witness full name: 

 

Witness address: 

 

 

 

Witness occupation:  

 

 

 

 

SIGNED as a deed by (full name of person  

signing) a duly appointed trustee authorised  

to execute this deed for and on behalf of    

THE CHARTER TRUST     
FOR THE CITY OF DURHAM    Signed…………………………………….. 

  

in the presence of:     

Witness signature: 

 

Witness full name: 

 

Witness address: 

 

 

 

Witness occupation:          
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The County Council of Durham and The Charter Trust for the City of Durham Appendix 
No.2 Schedule to Asset Agreement 

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

35 Burlison Gallery Oil Lord Adolphus Vane-Tempest 26 
    

36 Burlison Gallery Oil White Cat 20 
    

37 Burlison Gallery Oil John Lloyd Wharton of Dryburn, Durham Came       
from 
County      
Hall 

    

38 Burlison Gallery Oil Smoky Chimneys 28 
    

39 Burlison Gallery Oil Venice (Copy after JMW Turner) 292 
    

40 Burlison Gallery Oil Unveiling of the Statute of the 3rd Marquis of Londonderry in 
Durham 
Market Place,02/12/1861 

17 
    

41 Burlison Gallery Oil Clement Burlison 16 
    

42 Burlison Gallery Oil View of Durham looking towards Crook Hall 15 
    

43 Burlison Gallery Oil The River Tees near Wynch Bridge 14 
    

44 Burlison Gallery Oil Durham 19 
    

45 Burlison Gallery Oil View of Durham Cathedral from Crossgate  Peth 18 
    

46 Burlison Gallery Oil Frans Snyders (1579-1657)  (After Anthony Van Dyck) 278 
    

47 Burlison Gallery Oil Francesco  Maria della Rovere, Duke or Urbino (1490-1538)  
(Copy 
after Titian) 

288 
    

48 Burlison Gallery Oil Anthony Van Dyck self portrait (copy after Van Dyck) 285 
    

49 Burlison Gallery Oil An Italian Girl 293 
    

50 Burlison Gallery Oil Matilda Lyle (copy after earlier painting) 23 
    

51 Burlison Gallery Oil The Tribute Money (copy after Titian) 281 
    

52 Burlison Gallery Oil Madonna della Sedia (copy after Raphael) 289 
    

53 Burlison Gallery Oil Venice by Sunset 291 
    

54 Burlison Gallery Oil Houghall Milk Boy 22 
    

55 Burlison Gallery Oil Durham Town Hall, Main Hall 25 
    

56 Burlison Gallery Oil Madonna with Child with St. Catherine and a Rabbit (copy after 
Titan) 

294 
    

57 Burlison Gallery Oil Madonna with Child with St. Jerome 290 
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Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

58 Burlison Gallery Oil Cain and Abel 279 
    

59 Burlison Gallery Oil Mrs Homers Dog 21 
    

  
Council Chamber Chair Mayor's Chair 

      

  
Council Chamber Chair Deputy Mayor's Chair 

      

174 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting John Fawcett 82 
    

177 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting William Ewart Bradley 85 
    

180 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting Robert Alderman McClean 88 
    

181 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting Alderman PJ Waite MP 89 
    

182 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting John Fawcett 90 
    

183 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting Rev W Hartwell 91 
    

184 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting Robert Wharton 92 
    

185 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting The Rev DR Draine 93 
    

186 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting Lord Crewe Bishop of Durham 94 
    

188 Council Chamber Decorative  gold framed painting Dr Fenwixk JP 96 
    

175 Council Chamber Framed Painting King Charles 1 83 
    

176 Council Chamber Framed Painting Queen Henrietta Maria 84 
    

187 Council Chamber Gold Framed portrait King William III 95 
    

179 Council Chamber Ships bell HMS Witherington's Bell 87 
    

189 Council Chamber Timber block Timber "Judges" Block 97 
    

191 Council Chamber Timber document  holder Timber document  holder 99 
    

190 Council Chamber Timber Hammer Timber "Judges" Hammer 98 
    

178 Council Chamber Wall mounted shield Wall mount crest HMS Witherington Shield and insignia 86 
    

114 Crush Hall Oil Painting of the Count 123 
    

101 Crush Hall Statue Statue of Count Boruwlaski 119 
    

100 Crush Hall 
  

Wood cup New 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 
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102 Crush Hall 
  

Framed drawing of Count 124 
    

103 Crush Hall 
  

Counts cane 125 
    

104 Crush Hall 
  

Counts violin and bow 126 
    

105 Crush Hall 
  

Counts gloves 127 
    

106 Crush Hall 
  

Chair displaying  violin 128 
    

107 Crush Hall 
  

Counts slippers 129 
    

108 Crush Hall 
  

Counts shoes x 2 130 
    

109 Crush Hall 
  

Counts gold ring 131 
    

110 Crush Hall 
  

Counts hat box 132 
    

111 Crush Hall 
  

Mannequin  of Count with Counts clothes and hat 133 
    

112 Crush Hall 
  

Counts Handkerchief 
      

113 Crush Hall 
  

Framed letter written and signed by the Count 134 
    

115 Crush Hall 
  

6 x Boer War rifles and timber storage frame 120 
    

116 Crush Hall 
  

6 x Boer War rifles and timber storage frame 122 
    

117 Crush Hall 
  

Hand made box for Mayor's collection 309 
    

  
Crush Hall 

  
United Nations Declaration  Human rights 

      

34 Fire Escape Stairs 
  

Pin Architectural Bridge over Pelaw Beck 
      

  
Guild Hall Cloths Ceremonial  Cloths x 2 

      

130 Guild Hall Coat of arms City of Durham coat of arms displayed in a wall mounted timber 
display case with the City seals displayed along the bottom 

41 
    

139 Guild Hall Coat of arms Blacksmiths 58 
    

140 Guild Hall Coat of arms Skinners and Glovers 59 
    

141 Guild Hall Coat of arms Carpenters,  Joiners, Coopers Wheelwrights and Sawyers 60 
    

142 Guild Hall Coat of arms Butchers 61 
    

143 Guild Hall Coat of arms Weavers 62 
    

144 Guild Hall Coat of arms Goldsmiths,  Plumbers,  Pewters, Potters, Painters and Glazers 63 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

145 Guild Hall Coat of arms The Merchant Company 64 
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147 Guild Hall Coat of arms Drapers and Taylors 66 
    

148 Guild Hall Coat of arms Duke and Earl of Northumberland 67 
    

149 Guild Hall Coat of arms Free Masons. Rough Masons, Wallers, Slaters, Paviours, 
Plasterers 
and Bricklayers 

68 
    

150 Guild Hall Coat of arms Barbers, Chirugeons  and Rapers 69 
    

151 Guild Hall Coat of arms Cordwainers 70 
    

152 Guild Hall Coat of arms Right Honourable  Hugh Earl Percy 71 
    

153 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Gallon 72 
    

154 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Half Gallon 73 
    

155 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Duart 74 
    

156 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure imperial Pint 75 
    

157 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Half Pint 76 
    

158 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Gill 77 
    

159 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Half Gill 78 
    

160 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Bushel 79 
    

161 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Peck 80 
    

162 Guild Hall Old Corn Measure Imperial Half Bushel 81 
    

127 Guild Hall Photo HMS invincible montage 38 Gift                
to 

Bodyguard 

  

133 Guild Hall Photo The Queen and Prince Philip 51 
    

129 Guild Hall Plaque Small timber "Open Book" style standing plaque 40 
    

138 Guild Hall Portrait Portrait of the "most noble Hugh Percy Duke and Earl of 
Northumberland" 

56 
    

146 Guild Hall Seal The 1606 Corporate  Seal of the City of Durham 65 
    

118 Guild Hall 
  

6 x Halberds (17th Century) 29 
    

119 Guild Hall 
  

Round headed staff 30 
    

120 Guild Hall 
  

Flat headed staff 31 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

121 Guild Hall 
  

HMS Invincible Shield 32 Gift                
to 

Bodyguard 
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122 Guild Hall 
  

Framed old map 33 
    

123 Guild Hall 
  

Lantern staff 34 
    

124 Guild Hall 
  

Flat headed staff 35 
    

125 Guild Hall 
  

Round headed staff 36 
    

126 Guild Hall 
  

6 x Halberds (19th Century) 37 
    

128 Guild Hall 
  

Charter of Incorporation 1780 (Extract) 39 
    

131 Guild Hall 
  

Charter granted by High Pudsey Bishop of Durham 1179 (1774 
extract) 

42 
    

132 Guild Hall 
  

Photographic Record Book, HMS Invincible 1980 to 2005 
collection 
of images 

46 
    

134 Guild Hall 
  

Wall mounted sword 52 
    

135 Guild Hall 
  

Wall mounted mace 53 
    

136 Guild Hall 
  

Wall mounted Civic sword purple with scabbard 54 
    

137 Guild Hall 
  

Original Scroll granting Freedom of the City to the 1st Honorary 
Freeman 18/12/1885 

55 
    

  
Kitchen cupboard Wigs Recorder and Town Clerks Wigs 

      

14 Kitchen cupboard Architectural drawings 11 architectural  drawings of the parts of the Town hall, Mr PC 
Hardwick,  Reproductions, April 1986       

19 Kitchen cupboard Drawing Freedom of Durham City Casket to Viscount Montgomery, 
Cordingly 
& McIntyre, Chartered  Architects,  The College Durham Dec 
1952 

304 
    

15 Kitchen cupboard Oil Landscape  (3 people on it) (damaged) 287 
    

16 Kitchen cupboard Oil Crucifixion?  (damaged) 
      

32 Kitchen cupboard Old Photo Will Robinson,  Born at Hexham 03/10/1767,  died at Durham 
01/09/1837,  and Alice Forrest Robinson 08/08/1785,  died 
1870 

      

13 Kitchen cupboard Photo Theatre Production 8 
    

26 Kitchen cupboard Photo Mayor 1982 
      

27 Kitchen cupboard Photo Princess Alexander 298 
    

28 Kitchen cupboard Photo Visit by the Queen, Prince Philip and King Olaf 1991 300 
    

29 Kitchen cupboard Photo Princess Alexander,  1969 295 
    

30 Kitchen cupboard Photo Duke of Edinburgh,  1963 296 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

17 Kitchen cupboard Plaque Warship Week 1942 
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21 Kitchen cupboard Plaque Amnesty International, copper plaque 113 
    

22 Kitchen cupboard Plaque Granville Sharp, June 1979 114 
    

25 Kitchen cupboard Plaque 150 Ann Toll Puddle Marters (Reception  cabinet) 
      

31 Kitchen cupboard Print JW Carmichael,  engraved,  Collard, All Saint's Church 
      

18 Kitchen cupboard Shield School Sports 1922, William Smith, Durham City Corporation  
Shield       

24 Kitchen cupboard Stamps Commemorative stamps, donated by NUM for Durham Miners 
Gala 
1983 

117 
    

23 Kitchen cupboard Water Colour Service for the courts (Mayor leaving cathedral) 106 
    

20 Kitchen cupboard Water Colour and Ink Durham Training College 1858, based on an old print, Margot 
R 
Smith 1975 

      

285 Lantern Room DLI Shield DLI Shield 307 
    

284 Lantern Room Framed Black and White 
Photograph 

Restoration  of statue of 3rd Marquess  of Londonderry 305 
    

204 Lantern Room Framed black and white print 3 black and white photographs, Durham Bridges 135 
    

205 Lantern Room Framed black and white print 3 black and white photographs, Millburngate  (old), 
Cathedral/Castle/back Silver Street from Milburngate  
Waterside 

136 
    

206 Lantern Room Framed black and white print 3 clack and white photographs, Market Place (old), Cathedral 
(old) 

137 
    

280 Lantern Room Framed colour drawing Brancepeth  Castle, R W Billings 301 
    

281 Lantern Room Framed colour drawing Durham Castle from Framwellgate Bridge, R W Billings 302 
    

282 Lantern Room Framed colour drawing Finchale Priory, R W Billings 303 
    

283 Lantern Room Framed colour drawing The Chapel at Sherburn Hospital, R W Billings not listed 
    

193 Lantern Room Framed document Copy of document  titled "Borough of Durham Tale of Fees" 102 
    

194 Lantern Room Framed document Copy of the arms of the several companies  in the corporation  
of 
Newcastle  upon Tyne 

103 
    

195 Lantern Room Framed drawing Colour sketch of the City of Durham Costs of Arms 104 
    

196 Lantern Room Framed drawing Colour sketch's of various costs of arms including City of 
Durham 
shields 

105 
    

169 Lantern Room Framed montage Montage including statue of 3rd Marques in the market place 9 
    

163 Lantern Room Framed print Durham Cathedral,  Castle and Framwellgate Bridge view from 
Millburngate 

1 
    

164 Lantern Room Framed print Durham Cathedral and Castle view from Framwellgate 2 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

165 Lantern Room Framed print Durham Cathedral Central Tower view from Old Elvet 3 
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166 Lantern Room Framed print South Bailey viewed through Watergate 5 
    

167 Lantern Room Framed print Durham Cathedral and Castle view from Mount Joy 6 
    

168 Lantern Room Framed print Durham Cathedral and Castle Keep above the city rooftops 7 
    

170 Lantern Room Framed Print "Lawson's  Guns" 10 
    

171 Lantern Room Framed Print HMS Invincible at sea 11 
    

172 Lantern Room Framed Print "Laying the Colours" 12 
    

173 Lantern Room Framed Print HMS Invincible at sea 13 
    

207 Lantern Room Framed wall mounted certificate Certificate  TA 138 
    

199 Lantern Room Head State and Plinth Head statue of Captain Richard W Annand 1914-2004,  and 
plinth wit 
bronze plaque 

h 
111     

197 Lantern Room Large timber wall mounted plaque City of Durham Roll of Honorary Aldermen 107 
    

202 Lantern Room Large timber wall mounted plaque List of Councillors  who have served 10 or more years with the 
City of 
Durham 1972 

118 
    

289 Lantern Room Print St Cuthbert's  Pectoral Cross by J Cleys 45/70 not listed 
    

290 Lantern Room Regimental  Colours II Battalion Light Infantry Regimental  Colours not listed 
    

291 Lantern Room Regimental  Colours II Battalion Light Infantry Royal Standard not listed 
    

272 Lantern Room Ships bell HMS Invincible ships bell 1980 272 
    

286 Lantern Room Timber wall mounted plaque Large wall plaque "Leaders of the Council" 308 
    

203 Lantern Room Wall mounted brass plaque Brass plaque presented  to the City of Durham by the old 
comrades  of 
the 8/11 Battalions  Durham Light Infantry 1908-1971 

121 
    

287 Lantern Room 
  

South West Prospect of the City of Durham not listed 
    

288 Lantern Room 
  

St. Nicolas's Church Market Square City of Durham 1855 not listed 
    

33 Leaders Office Oil Present to Durham City Council, JC Madgin, 900th Anniversary  
of 
Durham Cathedral 1993 

      

  
Main Hall 

  
HMS Invincible Honours Board 

      

245 Main Hall Clock Triangular  wall mounted clock 245 
    

208 Main Hall Coat of arms Francis Dixon Johnson Esq. 208 
    

209 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 209 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

211 Main Hall Coat of arms Thomas Griffiths Esq. 211 
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212 Main Hall Coat of arms I R Mobray Esq. City of Durham 212 
    

213 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 213 
    

214 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 214 
    

216 Main Hall Coat of arms R L Pemberton  Esq. 216 
    

217 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 217 
    

218 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 218 
    

219 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 219 
    

220 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 220 
    

221 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 221 
    

223 Main Hall Coat of arms Marshalls Esq. 223 
    

225 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 225 
    

226 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 226 
    

229 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 229 
    

230 Main Hall Coat of arms Duke of Cleveland 230 
    

231 Main Hall Coat of arms Marque of Londonderry 231 
    

232 Main Hall Coat of arms Baron Brancepeth 232 
    

233 Main Hall Coat of arms Earl of Aiden 233 
    

234 Main Hall Coat of arms Earl of Lambton 234 
    

235 Main Hall Coat of arms Earl Vane 235 
    

236 Main Hall Coat of arms Ravensworth 236 
    

237 Main Hall Coat of arms Earl of Starborough 237 
    

238 Main Hall Coat of arms Ralph Lindsey Esq. 238 
    

252 Main Hall Coat of arms Lord Adolphus Vane-Tempest 252 
    

253 Main Hall Coat of arms Hamilton Russel 253 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

254 Main Hall Coat of arms M Dunn Esq. 254 
    

255 Main Hall Coat of arms E Taylor Smith 255 
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256 Main Hall Coat of arms Edmund E Hopper 256 
    

257 Main Hall Coat of arms John Burrell Esq. 257 
    

258 Main Hall Coat of arms Sire Hedworth Williamson  Bart 258 
    

259 Main Hall Coat of arms John Joirey Esq. 259 
    

260 Main Hall Coat of arms Ralph Stephen Pemberton  Esq. 260 
    

261 Main Hall Coat of arms Lloyd Wharton 261 
    

267 Main Hall Coat of arms Red William Greenwell 267 
    

268 Main Hall Coat of arms Ref George Fox 268 
    

269 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 269 
    

270 Main Hall Coat of arms H Wilkinson Esq. 270 
    

271 Main Hall Coat of arms Unknown 271 
    

274 Main Hall Coat of arms James Brookshaw  Esq. 275 
    

275 Main Hall Coat of arms A Wharton Esq. 276 
    

210 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting William Henderson 210 
    

215 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting James Fowler 215 
    

222 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Robert Twaites 222 
    

227 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Sir Robert Peel 227 
    

239 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait unknown male 239 
    

241 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait unknown male 241 
    

242 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait unknown male 242 
    

248 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait of Charles Stewart 6th Marquis of Londonderry 248 
    

249 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait unknown male 249 
    

250 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting William Boyd Esq. 250 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

251 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait unknown male 251 
    

262 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait unknown male 262 
    

263 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait unknown male 263 
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264 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Large portrait unknown male 264 
    

265 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Robert Burns 265 
    

266 Main Hall Decorative  gold framed painting Stephen Kemble 266 
    

247 Main Hall Gold frame print Portrait of the Queen mother 247 
    

228 Main Hall Gold Framed portrait Hannah Harrison Rushford 228 
    

240 Main Hall Gold Framed portrait Right Hon Farrer 1st Baron Herschell GCB 1874-85 240 
    

243 Main Hall Gold Framed portrait Small framed print of The Queen 243 
    

244 Main Hall Gold Framed portrait Small framed print of Prince Phillip 244 
    

246 Main Hall Gold framed water colour Troops raising union flag on Place Green 
      

224 Main Hall Timber Framed painting William Shields, Mayor of Durham 1824 224 
    

273 Main Hall Wall mounted flag Blue and yellow flag "The Royal British Legion Northern Area 
Durham 
and Cleveland  County x 2 

274 
    

6 Manager's  Office Black & White, Ink Wharton Park New 
    

12 Manager's  Office Books City of Durham, Hutchinson's Vol 1 & 2 
      

11 Manager's  Office Decorative  gold framed painting Empty frame 286 
    

  
Manager's  Office Photograph 13 Photograph's Former Mayor's  Black and White 

      

  
Manager's  Office Photograph 2x Photograph  former Sword bearer Black and White 

      

  
Manager's  Office Books Former Mayoress and Consort's   book x 2 

      

  
Manager's  Office Standard RAF Standard 

      

1 Manager's  Office Life Buoy HMS Invincible Life Buoy 273 
    

4 Manager's  Office Oil Madonna with child (damaged) 289 
    

5 Manager's  Office Oil Portrait of "Italian Girl" (damaged) 280 
    

2 Manager's  Office Print Presenting  of the Colours by 7th Battalion Light Infantry 
14/07/1978 

246 
    

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

3 Manager's  Office Water Colour No name, landscape 27 
    

7 Manager's  Office 
  

County Hospital Wharton Park New 
    

8 Manager's  Office 
  

Conservatory, Wharton Park New 
    

9 Manager's  Office 
  

City Seal Stamp x 3 
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10 Manager's  Office 
  

Count's violin case 
      

76 Mayor's Parlour Clock Ships clock present to the City of Durham on the occasion of 
the visit 
of the HMS invincible 12-16 Nov 1998 

155 
    

92 Mayor's Parlour Coins Framed coins presented  to the City by the delegation  from the 
Chinese Peoples Political Consulate  25 Aug 2005 

141 
    

96 Mayor's Parlour Decanter 2 crystal decanters 
      

90 Mayor's Parlour Glass plate Durham Plate with Cathedral and Sanctuary  Knocker 148 
    

87 Mayor's Parlour Needlework "Goltzschtalbrucke" 
      

86 Mayor's Parlour Pennant Pennant (black with gold trims) and stand Present to the City 
by the 
Krohengen  (Norway) brass band 3 Sept 2005 

142 
    

60 Mayor's Parlour Photo 51 pictures of Mayors 1957 - 2007 158-206 
    

61 Mayor's Parlour Photo HRH The Queen Mother 1987 
      

62 Mayor's Parlour Photo HRH Elizabeth and Prince Philip 1991 
      

63 Mayor's Parlour Photo Princess Alexander  1987 
      

64 Mayor's Parlour Photo King and Queen Sherburn Housing estate 1939 143 
    

65 Mayor's Parlour Photo HRH The Princess of Wales 1987 
      

66 Mayor's Parlour Photo HRH Princess Alexander,  March 1970 146 
    

67 Mayor's Parlour Photo Queen and Duke of Edinburgh,  May 1960 144 
    

68 Mayor's Parlour Photo Duke of Edinburgh,  Oct 1963 145 
    

69 Mayor's Parlour Photo Group photo with Mayor 147 
    

  
Mayor's Parlour 

  
Old Mayor's Hat x 2 

      

  
Mayor's Parlour 

  
Old Councillors  Hat x 1 

      

  
Mayor's Parlour 

  
Mayor's Hat Male x2 

      

  
Mayor's Parlour 

  
Mayor's Hat Female x2 

      

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

  
Mayor's Parlour Plaque Various Plaque x 7 

      

  
Mayor's Parlour Keys Key's to Cities x 2 

      

  
Mayor's Parlour Coins Various Coins x 4 

      

  
Mayor's Parlour 

  
Crystal Vase 

      

70 Mayor's Parlour Photo Presented  to City of Durham of Officers of No 202 SQN 80th 
Anniversary  (1914 to 1994) 

149 
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72 Mayor's Parlour Photo HMS Invincible at sea 151 
    

73 Mayor's Parlour Photo HMS Invincible,  presented  to the City of Durham by Captain 
and 
Ships Company 20th July to 25th July 2000 

150 
    

74 Mayor's Parlour Photo HMS Invincible,  Present to City of Durham, August 1980, 
signed MH 
Rivisary Captain, Royal Navy 

152 
    

75 Mayor's Parlour Photo B/W photo HRH Elizabeth 1960 154 
    

78 Mayor's Parlour Photo B/W photo Prince Philip 1960 157 
    

89 Mayor's Parlour Photo Framed photo of building covered in Ivy 
      

93 Mayor's Parlour Picture "Bridge" print presented  to the City on the occasion of the visit 
of 
representatives from the Taizhou Municipal Government  25 
March 

139 
    

71 Mayor's Parlour Plaque HMS Invincible 
      

77 Mayor's Parlour Plaque 202 Squadron "Semper Vigilante" 156 
    

79 Mayor's Parlour Plaque Durham City 
      

80 Mayor's Parlour Plaque Bronze set of Chinese Bells 
      

82 Mayor's Parlour Plaque Drum and Dance Troupe Trinity College, Kandy, Sri Lanka 
European 
Tour 2008 

      

83 Mayor's Parlour Plaque HMS Invincible,  Presented  to Councillor  JS Anderson,  Mayor 
of 
Durham 1980 - 1981, Sept 1980 

153 
    

84 Mayor's Parlour Plaque HMS Invincible WO & CPO Mess 
      

85 Mayor's Parlour Plaque All China's Women's Federation  - Red Decorative  mounted 
"plate"       

94 Mayor's Parlour Robes Mayor and Deputy Mayor hats and ruffs 
      

95 Mayor's Parlour Robes Mayor and Deputy Mayor's robes 
      

81 Mayor's Parlour Vase Porcelain vase white with floral decoration.  Presented  to the 
City by 
Mr. Takahasi Consult General of Japan 25/04/06 

140 
    

91 Mayor's Parlour 
  

Wooden block with Jesus on it 
      

97 Mayor's Parlour 
  

Crystal bowl 
      

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

192 Old main entrance Stone Plaque Stone wall mounted plaque - "Prison cells, constructed…" 100 
    

98 Old main entrance 
  

Freedom of the City Scroll box (plaque now in Lantern Room), 
in 
glass case 

112 
    

99 Old main entrance 
  

Memorial board 109 
    

277 Passage from Council 
Chamber 

Heralds Heralds 275 
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278 Passage from Council 
Chamber 

Heralds Heralds 276 
    

276 Passage from Council 
Chamber 

Oil The Village Festival 277 
    

279 Passage from Council 
Chamber 

Oil 2 oil paintings unable to identify poss  284  
and 
283 

    

198 Reception Glass display case Wall mounted glass display case with DLI plate 108 
    

200 Reception Large wall mounted display case Large wall mounted display case Containing  3 items - Plate 115 
    

201 Reception Large wall mounted display case Large wall mounted display case Containing  3 items - Miners 
gala 
shield 

116 
    

292 Cellar Seal Sealing Machine 
  

Local 
agreement   

293 Mayor's Secretary Office Seal Mayoral City Silver Seal in small wooden box 
      

294 Mayor's Secretary Office Books Visitor books x 2 
      

  
Mayor's Secretary Office Shield Mayor's Appeal cricket trophies x 3 

      

  
Mayor's Secretary Office Jewels Consort Jewels x 2 

      

  
Mayor's Secretary Office Flag Mayoral Flag 

      

  
Mayor's Secretary Office Photograph HMS Invincible Montage 

      

  
Mayor's Secretary Office Books History of Durham North Carolina USA 

      

  
Mayor's Secretary Office Insignia North Hykenham  Town frames Insignia 

      

295 Robing Room Robes Alderman Robes x23 
      

296 Robing Room Robes Chartered  Trustee Robes x 48 
      

297 Robing Room Robes Bodyguard  Robes and Regalia x 15 
      

  
Robing Room Robes Sword Bearers Robe 

      

  
Robing Room Robes Mace Bearers Robe 

      

  
Robing Room Robes Recorder Robes x 2 

      

Audit 
Ref 

Location Item Description Item ref per 
Inventory  
list 

Trust Council 

  
Robing Room Robes Recorder   Robes x 2 

      

  
Robing Room Robes Chief Executive Robe 

      

  
Robing Room Robes Town Clerk Robe 

      

  
Robing Room Robes Officer Robes x 8 

      

  
Robing Room Wooden pieces Ceremonial  Candle stick and plate 
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298 Leaders Room Painting Durham Cathedral 
      

299 Leaders Room Print Durham Cathedral 
      

300 Opposition  Office Print Small print Durham Scene 
      

301 Mezzanine  Room Books All England Law Reports x 137 
      

302 Mezzanine  Room Books Consolidated Tables and Index x 3 
      

303 Mezzanine  Room Books Annual Reviews x14 
      

304 Mezzanine  Room Books Reprints of Law Reports x 28 
      

305 Mezzanine  Room Books Index x 1 
      

306 Mezzanine  Room Books Durham City Council Minutes x 39 
      

307 Manager's  Office (With 
Mayor at th 

eFlag City of Durham Flag 
      

308 City Silver Cabinet RDC Chain of Office Ref W4 Hanging 
      

309 City Silver Cabinet RDC Jewel of Office Ref W4 - on end of chain 
      

310 City Silver Cabinet Vice Chairman's  Jewel of Office Ref W4 location bottom 
      

311 City Silver Cabinet Past Mayoress'  Jewel Ref W4 location bottom 
      

312 Guild Hall Printed Document Durham Freemen Association  Framed Printed Document  
dated 1833       
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CITY SILVER CABINET       

            

Description Reference Location       

Water Ewer Charles II W1.1 Top shelf, 2nd from left       

William & Mary 1694-5 Punch Bowl W3.1 3rd Shelf Down       

Tankard with Cover, Charles II 1674-
5 

W1.7 Top shelf       

Caudle Cup W2.1 2nd shelf on right at 
back 

      

6 candlesticks W4 2nd shelf       

1/2 pint mug W2.4 2nd shelf       

Rose bowl W1.4 Top shelf       

Seal (Ivory and silver) W3.4 3rd Shelf Down       

2 handle cup 1813-4 W4 3rd Shelf Down       

4 uniform badges W3 Bottom       

Silver epaulette 1769 W3.3 3rd Shelf Down       

Glass decanter HMS Invincible W1 Bottom       

Rose bowl W4 2nd shelf       

Rose bowl W1.7 Top shelf       

Gilt shield W4 Bottom       

Wooden Cigar Box W4 Bottom       

2 medallions W4 Bottom       

Salver Elizabeth II W4 Bottom       

1/2 pint tankard Christening Cup W4 2nd shelf       

Not listed           

Presented to the City of Durham by HMS Invincible Hammer / Barrel ended Gavel, June 2006   

Brass Helicopter 202 Sqn Raf 26/07/1991         

Silver bugle presented by the Rifles February 
2008 

        

Extra items           

Goblet style tankard           

Ornate jug           
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Cabinet 
 
15 July 2015 
 
Update on Office Accommodation 
Programme and release of Aykley Heads 
Strategic Employment Site for Economic 
Regeneration 
 

 

 
 

Report of Corporate Management Team 

Joint Report of Ian Thompson, Corporate Director, Regeneration 
and Economic Development and  
Don McLure, Corporate Director Resources 
Councillor Neil Foster, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Economic 
Regeneration 
Councillor Alan Napier, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Finance 

 

Purpose of the Report 

1 To update Cabinet on proposals to release the Aykley Heads strategic 
employment site to deliver a regionally important regeneration opportunity that 
will provide new jobs and investment in County Durham.   

2 To consider what steps the Council needs to take to secure a new office HQ 
and to progress this objective as part of the office accommodation 
programme.   

Release Aykley Heads for major investment 

3 The Aykley Heads site in Durham City benefits from a superb location with 
beautiful world heritage site views, excellent transport links being within 10 
minutes’ walk to a mainline rail station, and a strong interest base for example 
it has already demonstrated its ability to attract interest by successfully 
competing with other locations to attract Atom Bank. 

4 The site has been identified as the main opportunity to attract private sector 
jobs and address the lack of a commercial business quarter within Durham 
City.  Land is currently identified to provide a significant amount of office floor 
space to attract a range of occupiers who it is anticipated will be a mix of local, 
national, and international businesses. In addition, some ancillary facilities are 
also identified to reflect the opportunity to provide a high quality location that 
complements the surrounding environment.  

5 Approximately 45% of jobs in Durham City are in the public sector including 
central government, health and local government services. This is 
unsurprising given that the city has historically been the administrative centre 
for County Durham. It is imperative therefore that this role is maintained and 
these public sector jobs are safeguarded where possible.  Recent decisions 
by Her Majesty’s Passport Office and National Savings and Investment have 
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seen over 1000 jobs safeguarded in the city and the potential for several 
hundred further jobs to be created.  

6 The objective of attracting new private sector investment to County Durham 
will create opportunities for local people to access improved employment 
prospects and, as part of the overall vision for the city, new homes and 
associated infrastructure will ensure sustainable regeneration is delivered.  

7 As a site, Aykley Heads is a business location of strategic importance within 
Durham City. Through the provision of a highly attractive location it is 
recognised as having the potential to deliver a major employment opportunity 
that will benefit the wider economy and support the rebalancing away from an 
over reliance on public sector jobs through private sector investment.   

8 Durham City itself is an economic asset for the county: the city needs a critical 
mass of employment, a growing population and more visitors to build on its 
strengths and become a city of greater regional, national and international 
significance. A central business core and a housing offer that complements 
economic growth and associated transport, retail, leisure and green 
infrastructure provision underpins the approach. The forecasted increase in 
employment and resident population will in turn lead to unlock other 
developments in and around the city. 

9 Evidence points to Durham City offering the best option to leverage private 
sector investment and support the growth of the employment numbers needed 
in the county. However, whilst Durham City would deliver a step change, it will 
also complement our approach in supporting growth and regeneration across 
all areas of the county. 

10 Aykley Heads is already an established employment location. It is home to 
over 30 businesses in a range of professional and scientific sectors and has 
recently attracted accounting firm Mazars, the NHS and Atom Bank. This 
reflects the growth in professional and health service sectors projected for the 
North East strategic economic plan and the focus of national policy.     

11 Market testing of the site has revealed a substantial demand for office space 
in Durham City and commercial agents reinforced this view and considered 
the lack of commercial space to be a barrier. Agents, developers and 
businesses consulted have all viewed the proposed Strategic Employment 
Site at Aykley Heads as a unique proposition, not only for Durham but also for 
the north of England. 

12 Whilst there are a number of key employment sites around the City, these 
have largely reached capacity. Both Belmont and Meadowfield are nearing 
capacity less than ten years after being available to the market which is 
indicative of a solid demand for office space along the A1 corridor and 
especially Durham City. 
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13 A collation of commercial opportunity by Business Durham recorded 9 office 
enquiries for Durham City in 2012/13 specifically and reported a marked 
increase in 2013/14. This upward trajectory continued into 2014/15 with some 
specific reference to Durham City. Examples of the enquiries received include:  

(a) 55,000 sq.ft requirement for an insurance firm on Aykley Heads 

(b) 1-10,000 sq.ft back office finance operation for a national 
company 

(c) 90,000 sq.ft health related project 

(d) 10,000 sq.ft accountancy firm 

14 It is therefore fair to suggest that the development of Aykley Heads would 
enable opportunities to maximise private sector employment to the benefit of 
the immediate area and wider Durham County. Current employment 
projections for the site range between 2,500 and 6,000 new private sector 
jobs.  The variation in the figures relates to the land that is identified for 
development within the County Durham Plan where we are forecasting 
potentially 6,000 new jobs, with a caveat that should a wider development not 
be supported at this point, then a reduced site could be developed with 
potentially 2,500 new private sector jobs being created. 

15 To enable this site to realise potential and bring forward 2,500 jobs on 
currently available land, the relocation of the Council’s HQ which occupies a 
major part of the Aykley Heads site would be necessary, thereby freeing up 
land for private sector investment. 

Provide a new Durham City HQ for DCC  
 

16 County Hall currently houses 1,865 full time equivalen (FTE) employees and 
is located within the proposed Aykley Heads Strategic Employment Site. 

17 As set out above, the predominant reason for the relocation of County Hall is 
to release the Aykley Heads site and maximise the Council’s covenant, or the 
significant value of the Council’s office requirement, for regeneration. This is in 
keeping with other authorities who have sought to gain economic advantage 
through use of their covenant.  

18 This economic consideration, coupled with the financial burden of maintaining 
what is now an over-sized, inefficient building which is no longer fit for 
purpose, means that a move away from County Hall represents a positive 
route forward for the authority (see appendix 2 for a table of comparable local 
authority activity in relation to new office accommodation projects and costs).  

 
Continued delivery of objectives and projects agreed within the office 
accommodation programme 
 
19 On 2 November 2010, Cabinet approved the initial Office Accommodation 

Strategy together with a confirmed capital budget of £8 million on an ‘invest to 
save’ basis. Specific objectives were to enhance the council’s customer 
services provision through improved Customer Access Points (CAP) via 14 
dedicated facilities and 4 main office centres and also to drive savings through 
the rationalisation of surplus office accommodation. 
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20 The majority of this work has now been completed. In summary, the 
programme has resulted in: 

(a) a reduction to the council’s estate of 31,716m2, an amount 
equivalent to the size of County Hall 

(b) net revenue running cost reductions in excess of £900k per 
annum 

(c) generating anticipated capital receipts estimated to be in excess 
of £7 million 

(d) a net reduction in CO2 emissions of 1828 tonnes 

21 An increased MTFP savings target required further measures be taken in 
relation to the efficiency of office accommodation, with a £350k savings target 
included in the MTFP for 2016/17. The need to drive down operating costs 
further through more efficient ways of working was also prioritised.  

22 Aside from the release of the strategic employment site and delivery of a new 
HQ for Durham City, the office accommodation programme continues to 
rationalise the whole of DCC’s office accommodation. The Council has moved 
to a distributed model and work continues in relation to optimising the office 
accommodation portfolio. 

23 The Council has continually attempted to use its own economic footprint and 
land holdings to support the local economy and clear priority was established 
when the Council and its partners placed economic regeneration at the top of 
its list of corporate priorities. The most relevant strategic objectives emanate 
from the ‘Altogether Wealthier’ Delivery Plan and Regeneration and Economic 
Development Service Plan.  These are to establish: 

(a) A thriving Durham City; 

(b) Vibrant and successful towns; and 

(c) Sustainable neighbourhoods and rural communities. 

24 The priority of stimulating regeneration in Durham City includes image, 
perception, vibrancy and vitality in the city centre and increasing private sector 
investment. Given the progress with managing our office estate to date, the 
backdrop of austerity and the opportunity posed by the Aykley Heads site, the 
time is now appropriate to review the position and look again to the future 
needs of the Council in relation to office accommodation.  

25 Specialist professional support has been obtained to understand the Council’s 
office accommodation property portfolio in terms of current utilisation, 
organisational fit and aspiration. To help define how the future office 
accommodation should be determined, limited consultation has been held with 
some employees including senior managers.  The following vision and key 
drivers were determined from this consultation exercise: 

 
(a) At the heart of this project is a desire to stimulate regeneration 

within Durham City and the wider region; 

(b) Vacating the Aykley Heads site to open up the opportunity for 
private investment and in turn private sector jobs; 
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(c) Retain DCC staff in Durham City; 

(d) Provide contemporary workplace environments that will aid staff in 
providing optimum service to their customers; 

(e) Bring together disparate service areas and in so doing, bring 
about improvement in functionality, collaboration, communication, 
innovation and creativity; 

(f) A desire to facilitate positive change in the way employees have 
been used to working through the adoption of more flexible and 
agile ways of working. 

 
26 Consideration has been given to a number of options in regard to the 

relocation of the HQ with the key objective to secure the strategic employment 
site on Aykley Heads for economic regeneration to the overall benefit of the 
county. In support of this work, the Programme Team and officers have visited 
various other local authorities to understand lessons learned from similar 
programmes.  

 
Current office accommodation position 

27 As part of the above work, the Council’s existing wider office estate was 
reviewed which supported one of the key objectives in maintaining four key 
office locations across the county, termed ‘strategic sites’. These sites satisfy 
key criteria around location, size, condition, quality of accommodation, running 
costs and maintenance. The four strategic sites are: 

(a) Meadowfield Direct Services Depot and offices,  

(b) Spectrum 8 at Seaham,  

(c) Crook Civic Centre,  

(d) Green Lane, Spennymoor.    

 
28 It is therefore proposed that in addition to a new Durham HQ presence, that 

these four sites remain as key office locations for DCC to ensure effective 
delivery of services across the County. 

29 The diagram in appendix 3 illustrates how the management of staff across 
these strategic sites could work.   

30 To supplement the information supplied by the accommodation review and to 
inform decision-making around the release of the Aykley Heads site to 
regeneration activity, an Economic Appraisal has been conducted by an 
independent organisation (ERS Consultancy) to quantify the following:  

 
(a) The catalytic impact of a major new office building being 

developed in the City Centre; 

(b) The indirect spend of DCC employees making better use of city 
centre facilities; 
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(c) The release of the Aykley Heads site for the Strategic 
Employment Site; 

(d) The economic impact of an increase of employee numbers 
around the strategic sites i.e. Meadowfield, Crook, Spennymoor 
and Seaham.  

 
31 The single most important criterion against which success in pursuing these 

objectives has been judged is the employment rate (based on the assumption 
that other indicators of economic and social well-being move in the same 
direction). In this context the focus of the economic impact assessment is on 
prospective net job creation arising from the relocation of staff from the current 
County Hall to other sites (principally in Durham City Centre). 

32 Having undertaken both the accommodation review and Economic Appraisal it 
is clear that the Council has a significant opportunity in relation to the release 
of the Aykley Heads Strategic Employment Site and relocation of the DCC 
HQ.  

33 Not progressing with Aykley Heads as a Strategic Employment Site would 
mean a potential net loss of 2,000 jobs (1,000 through massing on the County 
Hall site; 1,000 lost in the City Centre). i.e. the building footplate as it stands is 
underutilised and provides an opportunity through re development to increase 
utilisation by up to 1,000. If the Council does not move to the City Centre, the 
potential for an increase of 1,000 jobs would be potentially lost along with all 
the associated economic benefit for the City. 

34 Spend in the City Centre is projected to increase by up to £1m a year if the 
DCC headquarters are relocated to a City Centre location.  

35 Some resonant spend around the four strategic sites i.e. Meadowfield, 
Seaham, Crook and Spennymoor would also be of benefit to businesses in 
these areas.  This also serves to consolidate existing spend. 

36 From the strategic business case work that has been done, indicative 
construction and fit out costs for a new HQ have suggested a cost envelope of 
around £50m would be required. ERS Consultancy based their economic 
research on a construction cost of £47.3m and concluded that this would 
translate to an economic benefit of £134.3m to the economy which converts to 
a gross value added (GVA) of £39.4m.     

37 The investment to jobs ratio identified by UK Contractors Group (the primary 
association for construction contractors operating in the UK) states that for 
£1m invested 28.5 jobs are created. Applying this to the construction value of 
the new office HQ (using £47.3m) would result in 1,348 construction jobs. 
These equate to 135 ‘permanent jobs’ in the wider economy. Further benefits 
through indirect/ supply chain jobs (those arising from the spending 
undertaken by construction workers in the wider economy) mean an overall 
impact of 284 FTE jobs within the local economy.  

38 These findings suggest that the most effective route to achieving key 
objectives and delivering value for money for the Council is to progress the 
release of the Aykley Heads site to facilitate regeneration and thereby 
relocating the HQ.   
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Indicative costs  
 
39 Work has been undertaken to assess the actions being taken by other local 

authorities to address similar agendas.  This has shown that early indicative 
costs for a new HQ which is based on staff working differently and adopting 
more modern ways of working including: open plan work space, hotdesking, 
and less cellular offices, would cost around £50m. This estimate is based 
upon a 7 to 10 workstation to employee ratio with approximately 700 
workstations being included in the new HQ building for 1,000 full time 
equivalent employees and will be worked up in further detail as part of the 
outline business case process should members agree to this next phase.  The 
new building would therefore be significantly smaller and more efficient than 
the existing County Hall building.  Comparable costs with similar projects in 
other organisations indicate this to be a fair assessment as shown at 
appendix 2.  

40 In addition to specific office accommodation, County Hall currently houses the 
Durham County Record Office and Archive and also provides Civic Space for 
the use of Members and the public as appropriate. As part of the proposed 
next phase of work to produce an outline business case, the next steps 
required to deliver this are outlined at paragraph 50, and show how it will be 
necessary to undertake a review of required civic space in a new 
headquarters. As part of the proposed next steps process, it is recommended 
that this work be undertaken over the summer months as set out in the 
timetable at appendix 4.  

41 It is highly unlikely that a new archive / county records facility will be located in 
a new build HQ and a separate feasibility study is underway with a view to 
bidding for external funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund to contribute to a 
new standalone facility. If external funding was secured for a new archive / 
county records office, savings would be achieved against the financing costs 
of the facility.  

42 Concurrent to this process it will be necessary to begin a programme that will 
create the necessary environment to enable the implementation of the new 
ways of working for our employees which will underpin the framework of office 
accommodation and technology proposed.   

 
New Ways of Working 

 
43 The review of accommodation is predicated on the implementation of ‘new 

ways of working’ concept which, amongst other disciplines, looks to optimise 
office accommodation by implementing desk ratios which complement the 
working patterns and needs of the various services. This could see the 
Council move towards more open style working, fewer cellular offices, more 
collaborative working styles and less personal and organisational records 
storage. A further report will be brought to Cabinet in the Autumn that sets out 
how the new ways of working proposals would work in practice. 

44 With this in mind, a series of comprehensive utilisation studies have been 
commissioned for the council’s strategic sites. These studies will further 
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explore how the capacity and utilisation of each of the strategic sites could be 
maximised while at the same time introducing measures to increase the 
flexibility of office accommodation and support modern ways of working. In 
parallel to this, work will be undertaken to check employee numbers, patterns 
of work etc. to ensure clarity of employee figures. 

45 This work will inform the development of a programme of works to each of the 
strategic sites and will provide essential baseline information from which the 
council’s organisational fit across the county can be developed. This will also 
assist with the development of any future decant strategy for County Hall and 
for further rationalisation of the Council’s estate.  

46 Appendix 3 illustrates the process linking the development of utilisation 
studies of the strategic sites to the development of the council’s organisational 
fit and development of the next phase of the Council’s office accommodation 
strategy.  

47 Regardless of any decision on the move to a new HQ for the Council; the 
outcome of the above increase in capacity around the strategic sites will act 
as an enabler to asset rationalisation which will result in certain assets being 
determined as surplus. 

48 In addition to the adaptation of more flexible ways of working in relation to 
physical space, it is important to understand how the future use of the 
buildings will be shaped by enhanced use of technology. To facilitate this, a 
flexible working policy has been developed and a more detailed analysis of 
the programme of proposed works will be included in the associated Cabinet 
Report entitled New Ways of Working in the Autumn and referred to above.  

 
Programme next steps 

 
49 In order to progress further and firm up on costs and opportunities it is 

proposed to move to Outline Business Case (OBC) and report back to  
Cabinet on 18 November 2015.  

50 The outcome of the OBC process would include the recommended preferred 
option for the proposed new HQ building including the identification of a site 
which could be a land only site or a land and property site.  This would be 
presented to Cabinet on 18 November 2015 and at that point Cabinet would 
have the opportunity to progress to the next phase of working up the FBC 
including an OJEU procurement process.  A clear programme setting out a 
clear way forward would also be included. 

 
Outline Business Case Scope of Work 

 
51 Aligned with Treasury Green Book methodology for projects of this nature, the 

business case will follow the defined framework set out for OBC stage.  This 
includes the following stages: 

(a) Stage 1 – Determining potential value for money 

(b) Stage 2 – Preparing for the potential deal 

(c) Stage 3 – Ascertaining affordability and funding requirements 
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(d) Stage 4 – Planning for successful delivery. 

 
52 It is expected that at the end of these stages the OBC would be sufficiently 

developed to enable a move to procurement which would be a major part of 
producing a Full Business Case (FBC) for Cabinet consideration in the spring 
of 2016. 

53 As part of next steps, it is proposed that within the OBC process we: 

(a) Carry out a financial appraisal of all feasible options for a new city 
centric headquarters; 

(b) Undertake a review of the civic space working closely with 
Members to ensure the OBC contains a clear and deliverable civic 
brief that meets the needs of Members and the organisation; 

(c) Would identify a land only site or a land and property site; 

(d) Set out a detailed programme with clear actions for an OJEU 
procurement route; 

(e) Determine output specification through the development of an 
employer’s requirements document and corporate standard for 
office accommodation;   

(f) Define the requirements of the commercial strategy identifying 
that the proposed approach is attractive to the market, can be 
procured and is commercially viable.   

Rationalisation of existing office accommodation portfolio 
 

54 The Office Accommodation programme will rationalise all existing office 
accommodation in line with the distributed model and in close consultation 
with Members and services as set out in the diagram in appendix 3. 

Proposed procurement of consultants to deliver the Outline Business Case 

55 It is recommended we engage with professional consultants who have the 
technical skills and experience to complete the outline business case (OBC) 
within 3 months.  Should members agree, towards the end of the OBC 
timeframe in September 2015, it is proposed that there is a degree of market 
testing to explore potential sites and developers for the development of a 
commercial strategy to help ensure the rigidity of the process and to test 
commercial availability and proposition.  

56 The consultants could be engaged through the NEPRO framework and the 
indicative cost is circa £200k to complete up to OBC with a further £400k cost 
to progress to FBC should the Cabinet decision be to proceed in November 
2015.  

Project milestones 
 

57 The high level project plan and milestones are identified below with the 
process of decision making detailed in figure 1. 
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Milestone Date 

Cabinet consider report regarding the Strategic 
Employment Site opportunity and associated HQ 
issues  
Key decision point 

15.07.15 

Cabinet consider report regarding New Ways Of 
Working  
Key decision point 

Autumn 
2015 

Outline Business Case for new HQ to Cabinet and 
approval sought to procure further consultancy 
support to work up a Full Business Case 

18.11.15 

Progress report on Full Business Case for new 
HQ to Cabinet  

Spring / 
Summer 
2016 
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Summary: Figure 1: Summary of Decision Making Process 
 

 

 

 

 

 

DECISION 1  

Strategic sites 

Agree to five strategic sites where the majority of staff will be located: 

1. Durham   

2. Crook Civic Centre 

3. Spectrum 8 , Seaham 

4. Green Lane, Spennymoor  

5. Meadowfield Depot. 

  

DECISION 2 

Drive  

regeneration 

   

Enable regeneration of the Strategic Employment site through the 

relocation of DCC HQ from Aykley Heads.  This will facilitate securing 

finance to regenerate a well serviced employment site with a view to 

securing up to 6,000 new private sector job opportunities (scale 

dependent upon the outcome of the CDP). 

DECISION 3  

Culture change 

Agree to adopt a ‘New Ways of Working’ (NWOW) change programme 

to optimise space in existing strategic sites with an average desk ratio of 

7:10 . NWOW will inform understanding around the specific needs and 

size specification for the new city centre building and support the 

increased use of enabling technology within the Council. 

DECISION 4 

Outline Business 

Case 

Agree to work up the Outline Business Case for a city centre HQ, based 

on an affordable cost envelope of circa £50m, value for money, catalyst 

for the Aykley Heads site moving forward (see decision 2) and supported 

by evidence from other authorities who have delivered similar scale new 

builds with associated benefits.  

DECISION 5  

Market testing 

Agree that we go out to procurement to test the market to clarify 

whether the affordability envelope for the new build, city centre 
option is viable. 
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Recommendations and reasons 
 
58 It is recommended that Cabinet:  

 
(a) Approve in principle the release of the Aykley Heads site as a 

major regeneration opportunity for the county subject to an outline 
business case process and procurement exercise; 

(b) Agree to continue the distributed model of existing Council 
accommodation to maintain the Council footprint across County 
Durham;  

(c) Agree the principle of the relocation of the Council’s Headquarters 
to a Durham City centric site subject to an outline business case 
process and procurement exercise; 

(d) Agree to procure consultants through the NEPRO framework at 
an estimated cost of circa £200k to proceed to Outline Business 
Case with a further £400k to proceed to Full Business Case 
subject to further Cabinet approval in November 2015. 

Contact:  Sue Graham  Tel: 03000 267 821  
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Appendix 1:  Implications 
 
 
Finance –Delegated decisions were taken to engage Deloitte RE to establish a 
strategic business case and the actual cost of this work was £180k.  The 
engagement of Deloitte was carried out through a NEPRO agreement dated 4 July 
2015. 
 
Should Cabinet approve the estimated cost of £200k to engage consultants to work 
up the outline business case through the NEPRO framework, these costs will be 
funded from corporate earmarked general reserves.  
 
Should the programme fully progress to complete all the deliverables included in the 
programme scope, there is also an identified requirement to appoint dedicated posts 
for a 5 year fixed period at an estimated cost of up to £200,000 per annum, 
supplemented by dedicated support from Finance, HR and Legal.  
 
This resource is required to facilitate the delivery of the Phase II Strategy, 
development of the financial business case and support the wider regeneration 
programme.  The budget to cover these costs including the consultancy costs to 
support the Outline Business Case; Final Business Case and OJEU Procurement 
Phase, subject to the project progressing to this phase, will come from corporate 
earmarked general reserves.  
 
Staffing – There will be a requirement to establish a dedicated project team and 
project governance arrangements. All service groupings will need to contribute to the 
successful delivery of the desired outcomes. 
 
Risk – a detailed risk assessment is in progress. A Programme Risk Analysis has 
been undertaken and a Risk Register produced in draft for the programme in 
conjunction with Corporate Risk. Two risk workshops have been undertaken with 
workstream leads to enable aligned robust risk registers be produced for each 
workstream.  
 
Equality and Diversity/Public Sector Equality Duty – The outcome of this work 
will in turn inform the development of the Aykley Heads masterplan as well as 
support the County Durham Plan, both of which will be subject to Equality Impact 
Assessments. 
 
Accommodation – The County Hall Project and associated programmes will 
determine the future for Council’s office accommodation needs and requirements. 
 
Crime and Disorder - None 
 
Human Rights - None 
 
Consultation – the proposals continue to be subject to detailed consultation, as part 
of the finalisation of the County Durham Plan and the Aykley Heads masterplan. 
Stakeholder consultation will be undertaken in line with the communications plan. 
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Procurement – To date, the appointment of consultants has been undertaken to 
develop the strategic business case in conjunction with the procurement team and 
complies with the Council’s procurement policy. A programme procurement protocol 
has been agreed with Corporate Procurement to ensure that agreed routes to 
procurement are adhered to by all workstreams affiliated to the programme.  The 
approach to procurement of the HQ will be defined through the OBC process. 
 
Disability Issues – Equality Act compliance and accessibility will be major 
considerations for suitability criteria of office accommodation.  
 
Legal Implications – Implementing a project of this nature interfaces with a number 
of legal issues, which the project team will need to address throughout the project 
including: 
 
� Employment issues: 

 
� Property issues( including transfers/leases and advice on use of land and 

premissions that need to be sought: 
 

� Planning lawyers issues: 
 

� Procurement (the commissioning of new premises will require a competitive 
procurement exercise) 
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Appendix 2: Comparable local authority activity 
 
Local 
authority  

Project 
name 

Geographic 
size of LA 

Number of 
residents 

Building 
capacity 

Cost Estimated 
savings 

Regeneration opportunity Other Sources 

Northants Project 
Angel 

913 square 
miles 

629,000 2,000 in 
HQ 

£54,000,000 £54m/30 
years 

Project Angel will act as a catalyst for 
further regeneration and private sector 
investment and is part of a wider 
programme of activity 

  FBC 

Will bring a minimum £12m additional 
spend into the town centre per annum 

Visit notes 

Derby one, 
Derby, one 
Council 

100 square 
miles 

248,700 1,900 in 
HQ 

£34,000,000 Unknown Unknown £14m backlog of 
repairs; council also 
spends £600,000 
on renting other 
buildings 

BBC 

Visit notes  

LB Barnet Unknown 33.49 square 
miles 

356,400 Unknown £32,800,000 £40.3m/10 
years 

Civic estate to be used as a regeneration 
tool 

 SOC 

Barnet Council 
website 

York Accommod
ation 
Project / 
Moving On 
Up 

105 square 
miles 

200,000 1,400 in 
HQ 

£32,000,000 £17m/25 
years 

Unknown Size of building 
165,000 sq ft 

BBC 

Visit notes  

York Council 
website 

Other  
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LB Sutton Smarter 
Working 
Sutton 

17 square 
miles 

191,123 1111 on 
861 desks 

15,400,000  Annual 
cashable 
savings of 
£229k per 
annum 
rising to 
£303k per 
annum by 
2018/19. 

Unknown - benefits mainly around 
closure of buildings and related savings 

Total cost £15.4m: 
£12.8m of this for 
the refurbishment 
and reconfiguration 
of the Civic Offices; 
£1.7m for ICT 
infrastructure, 
£0.3m for project 
and programme 
management and 
£0.6m for 
capitalised 
temporary 
borrowing costs. 
These figures would 
be offset by the 
disposal of assets 
estimated at £4.6m 

Council 
website 

Negative economic 
impact of moving 
but not significantly 
enough to not carry 
out the scheme 

Reading Unknown 23.55 square 
miles 

155,700 2:3 desk 
ratio for 
1,000 staff 

£60,000,000 Unknown Relocation of HQ provides the 
opportunity to regenerate a neglected 
area of the town centre 

 local news  

Plans include a mix of residential, 
commercial, retail and leisure areas with 
a network of open areas 

Reading 
Council 
website 
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Rotherham Rotherham 
Renaissan
ce 

111 square 
miles 

258,400 2,240 staff; 
1306 
workstation
s 

£7,000,000 Unknown Demolition of existing offices (for the 
consolidation in new office) will allow for 
town centre sites to be redeveloped eg 
with a supermarket 

Size of building 
172,000 sq ft Cost 
comparison with 
renovation and 
refurbishment of 
existing buildings 
over the same 35 
year period would 
have totalled £85 
million. 

visit notes  

Council 
website 

Doncaster Unknown 219.3 square 
miles 

302,400 1,400-
1,600 staff 

£37,000,000 £650,000/y
ear 

Will sit in the heart of the new civic and 
cultural quarter of the city on a new public 
square, theatre and housing.  

Part funded by 
ERDF (European 
Regional 
Development Fund) 

BBC 

Council 
website 

Council news 
article 

N’land Unknown 1,936 square 
miles 

315,800 775 
workstation
s 

£19,000,000 £13m/25 
years 

Part of a wider programme to regenerate 
Ashington with offices, retail, leisure and 
cultural/community developments and 
improving public spaces 

£10m+ repair bill for 
current HQ 

Economic 
Impact 
Assessment  

Will allow for a housing redevelopment in 
Morpeth 

BBC 

Could bring £50m economic benefit to 
Ashington and Morpeth 

local news  

Rochdale Unknown 62 square 
miles 

204,700 2,000 staff £50,000,000 Unknown Setting up a council employee discount 
scheme for city centre 

181,000 sq foot of 
which 166,000 sq ft 
is office space 

website 

New development is on empty land 
(previously a car park)  

Borough 
profile 

Once existing office is demolished, the 
land will be used for a speculative retail 
scheme, part of a wider town centre 
regeneration programme 

local news  

Planning 
application 
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Coventry Unknown 38.09 square 
miles 

316,900 Unknown £40,000,000 £500,000/y
ear 

Part of £59m masterplan for city centre; 
city centre development will also include 
office space, two hotels, new homes, 
retail space and restaurants 

Repairing and 
refurbishing the 
existing building 
would cost £63m. 

Website 

The 37 acre site could create 7,800 
construction jobs over the next 15 years 
and 13,400 office jobs once completed 

Local news  

Country's 13th largest city with the 47th 
largest shopping centre - this 
development will address and hopefully 
change this 

The scheme could see an increase in 
business rates resulting in £11m a year 

Will support Coventry University's 
ambitious plans for growth over the next 
decade 

Road improvements also planned 
(including a boulevard linking the train 
station and city centre). This will be 
funded by Regional Growth Fund 
(£12.7m).  

Wiltshire Unknown 1,346 square 
miles 

470,981 1200 £24,000,000 £5m/unkno
wn 

Unknown   BBC 

Council 
website 

Stoke on 
Trent 

Unknown 36 square 
miles 

469,000 2000 £40,000,000 £2m/year HQ relocating to be anchor tenant in a 
new central business district.  

140,000 sq ft BBC 

Central Business District could create 
4,500 jobs and add £62m per annum to 
the North Staffordshire economy 

Local news  

local news  
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Appendix 3: Diagrammatical representation of organisational fit 
 
 
This diagram illustrates how additional capacity achieved in each of the Council’s 
strategic sites can potentially contribute to the ‘Organisational Fit’ across the 
Council’s office accommodation portfolio following the provision of a new DCC HQ of 
reduced size. 
 

Number of employees to be 

determined during OBC

Meadowfield Depot

Occupancy: 352

Enhanced Capacity: 461

Spectrum

Occupancy: 301

Enhanced Capacity: 437

Crook

Occupancy: 205

Enhanced Capacity: 357

Green Lane

Occupancy: 627

Enhanced Capacity: 

810

Strategic

Sites

County

Hall

New

HQ

Other

Offices

Comeleon House

Annand House

Seaham Contact 

Centre

Orwell House

Fostering & Adoption

Abbeywoods

Depots

Premises shared with 

Partner Agencies

One Point Hubs

Sure Starts

Coulson Street, 

Spennymoor

Leadership Centre, 

Spennymoor

Archive

Remaining 

460 staff 

move from 

County Hall
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Appendix 4: Civic Facilities Review 
 
Workshop purpose / overview  
Commence the review and briefing process for the future Civic requirements within 
Durham County Council.  
 
Audience  
Members. 
 
Format  
The workshop will comprise the following activity:  
 

• Current provision - a review of what facilities are currently provided.  
• Brief History of County Hall  
• Precedent review (e.g. Redcar experience) and lessons learned  
• Flashcard exercise for key themes – flexibility, innovation, expression, 

formality, quality of finish, display of historic artefacts etc.  
 
Output  
The workshop will inform the civic review which will form part of the Corporate Brief 
Document.  
 
This will incorporate conclusions drawn from the workshop, which will likely include 
(but not be limited to) guidance on the key themes discussed above.  
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Cabinet

15 July 2015

County Durham Climate Change Strategy 
and Delivery Plan-Durham’s Vision for a 
Low Carbon County 

Report of Corporate Management Team
Ian Thompson, Corporate Director of Regeneration and Economic 
Development 
Councillor Brian Stephens, Cabinet Portfolio Holder for 
Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships

Purpose of the Report

1 To inform Cabinet of the progress of the Climate Change Strategy and 
Delivery Plan and seek formal adoption of the documents.  The report also 
includes information on key projects which are developing and progress 
against our main carbon reduction target.

Background

2 In December 2013 a consultation programme and drafts of the County 
Durham Climate Change Strategy and Delivery Plan were presented to 
Cabinet.  Since then a consultation exercise has been undertaken on the 
content of the documents, key indicators have been selected and a 
number of projects have been initiated to achieve the goals.  The 
Environment Partnership’s Climate Change Steering Group has been 
involved and the documents cover the aspirations of both the Council and 
the Partnership.

The Climate Change Strategy

3 The Strategy sets out a clear vision and objectives to establish County 
Durham as a low carbon county. It acts as a bridge between the aims of 
the Sustainable Community Strategy and the Climate Change Delivery 
Plan. Its aims are:

i. to reduce the county’s emissions by 40% by 2020 from 1990 
levels, 

ii. to adapt to a changing climate and ensure that individuals and 
organisations are more prepared for the challenges of a more 
extreme environment.
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4  These aims are assigned in more detail across seven themes:

1. Public Sector Performance

2. Low Carbon Economy

3. Built Environment

4. Natural Environment

5. Transport and Infrastructure

6. Community Engagement

7. Impacts Beyond our Boundaries

The Climate Change Delivery Plan

5 The Delivery Plan takes the strategic objectives and translates them into 
projects and actions.  It details projects that are happening on the ground 
and key actions that are important to making progress in the seven 
themes.  These are drawn from organisations and communities across the 
County and demonstrate action on various aspects of climate change. 

6 The Strategy and Delivery Plan are available from the document library.

Consultation

7 The consultation process involved amongst others, statutory consultees, 
Council Members, the disability partnership, schools and Durham 
University. Opinions and areas of proposed activity were also sought via 
the website and a promotional event in Durham marketplace.

Key responses from the consultation showed:

 The majority of respondents thought that climate change was an 
important issue and our targets and aspirations were appropriate.

 The delivery of the strategy should aim to be as fair and equitable 
as possible and projects need to be inclusive.

 Individuals and communities need to be made aware of the issues 
and be empowered to take action.

 Pupils at Durham schools are aware of the broad issues and think 
climate change is important. There was a mixed response as to 
whether they thought their school was doing work on climate 
change, which given the level of engagement, was surprising, and 
is more likely to reflect observations and communications rather 
than a lack of actual actions.
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8 It was also apparent that climate change is a broad topic and it is difficult 
to engender action across such a wide ranging remit.  Further engagement 
with stakeholders across the document’s themes will focus on aspects that 
are of specific interests to a particular community, considering issues such 
as fuel poverty, flood readiness, transport etc. depending on local needs. 
There is more information on the consultation in Appendix 2.

Recent Durham County Council Projects and Key Developments for 2015-16

9 Since LGR, Durham County Council has become recognised nationally for 
taking a lead in reducing carbon emissions and achieving resource 
efficiencies. It was highly commended in the Low Carbon category in the 
LGC awards in 2012 and 2014 and won the Greenbuild award for 
Behavioural Change in 2014. Examples of progress include:

a) By March 2014, Durham County Council’s Carbon Management 
Plan coordinated actions to reduce our carbon emissions by more 
than 16% compared to our 2008/9 baseline.  Since 2010, the 
reductions achieved have helped to avoid energy and fuel costs in 
excess of £18.5 million compared to the business as usual 
predictions.

b) Following the success of the building mounted solar PV panels in 
2012, the Council is currently developing a solar farm at Tanfield.  
The system, due to be constructed in early 2016, will have around 
15,000 panels and will be used to provide power to our data centre 
and export electricity to the grid. Additional feasibility work to 
identify sites suitable for renewable energy will be taking place in 
2015/16.

c) 99% of the municipal waste collected no longer goes to landfill.  
Waste which isn’t reused, recycled or composted now goes to an 
energy from waste plant and is used to generate energy rather than 
producing methane.

d) For many years the Council has operated a sustainable 
procurement policy, enhancing the environmental, social and 
economic value of many of our contracts.  Of particular relevance to 
climate change is our sustainable timber policy, recognised to Gold 
standard by the World Wildlife Fund.  Deforestation is a significant 
contributor to climate change and by following the policy, we are 
confident our wood comes from sustainable sources.

10 A summary of further achievements across key areas of service is 
included in Appendix 3.

11 Going forward, the County Council and its partners in the Climate Change 
Steering Group will be working on key projects that are detailed in the 
Delivery Plan. A snapshot of these are: 
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a) European Regional Development Fund

Between 2015 and 2020, Durham will be offered approximately £16 
million to support Low Carbon Economy projects.  60% of project 
costs can be funded from Europe and Durham County Council and 
partners are looking to support or deliver projects in areas such as:

 Business Energy Efficiency

 Community Energy

 Biomass Supply Chain

 Green Infrastructure and flood prevention

 District Heating

Working with the NE LEP and partner organisations, a programme 
of potential projects is being prepared for submission once the ESIF 
Operational Programme has been published by Government.  It is 
hoped that projects could be approved by the end of the year.

b) Renewable Energy

The Council is currently investigating the possibility of significant 
investment in renewable technology on its estate and at key 
strategic sites such as Aykley Heads.  These investigations are at 
early stages, but if successful, they will both reduce the carbon 
footprint of the County and bring in substantial revenue for the 
authority.

c) Energy Efficiency

Through the Warm up North regional partnership, the authority will 
continue to seek to address domestic energy use and fuel poverty.   
In schools, there is also an active Schools Carbon Reduction 
programme engaging with pupils across the County and 
encouraging energy efficiency.

In 2015/16 Durham County Council will be beginning a programme 
to work on community buildings involved in asset transfers to help 
groups improve the energy efficiency of their buildings.  

d) Flooding and Adaptation

A partnership approach is being promoted that delivers both 
physical improvements and community resilience to extreme 
weather events, prioritising those most at risk.
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Climate Change Steering Group

12 The group is currently making the transition from that which prepared the 
Strategy and Delivery Plan to one that will be more active in delivering 
projects across the County.  

13 The group has decided to prioritise its early projects in the following areas 
which are also identified as Sustainable Communities Strategy objectives:

a) Making communities more aware and resilient to the impacts of 
extreme weather events

b) Making the Council, homes and businesses more energy efficient

c) Improving infrastructure to support sustainable travel.

Main Carbon Reduction Target and Reporting

14 The strategy sets out a Countywide target for reducing carbon emissions:

“By 2020, reduce carbon emissions (from domestic, 
commercial, and transport sources) across County Durham by 
40% from a 1990 baseline.”

15 The longer term target is a 55% reduction by 2031, and there is a national 
target of 80% by 2050 (both from 1990 levels).  Meeting these targets will 
require continual movement away from using fossil fuels in heating and 
electricity generation.

16 The most recent data (see Appendix 4) shows that County Durham has 
reduced its emissions by just over 40% and is on course to meet the 2020 
target.  There is however, a risk that emissions may rise again in line with 
economic trends, and monitoring and review of targets as set out in the 
plan will continue and will be updated when appropriate.  

17 Progress on the Strategy and Delivery Plan will be reported annually to the 
Environment Partnership and RED Strategy Board.

18 The Environment and Sustainable Communities Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee has received regular updates on climate change work and it is 
proposed to continue these arrangements as the Strategy and Delivery 
Plan begin to be rolled out.

Recommendation

19 1) That Cabinet endorses the County Durham Climate Change 
Strategy and Delivery Plan, recognising the ongoing achievements 
the Council is leading on in this area.
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2) That Cabinet continues to support the Environment and Sustainable 
Communities Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s role in monitoring 
progress.  

Background papers

20 Copies of the Strategy and Delivery Plan are available in the document 
library.

Contact: Steve Bhowmick Tel: 03000 267122
           Stephen Beresford Tel:   03000  265539
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Appendix 1:  Implications

Finance – 
Individual projects are likely to have finance implications but many will provide a 
financial return for the authority.  Any significant funding implications will be 
reviewed on their own merits.

Staffing – 
No immediate implications

Risk – 
Failure to address climate change will create increasing risks in the future.

Equality and Diversity / Public Sector Equality Duty – 
Climate change impacts tend to have a greater impact on less wealthy and more 
vulnerable people.  The strategy will help prevent or reduce these impacts.  An 
Equalities Impact Assessment was undertaken on the draft Strategy and 
additional concerns raised through the consultation have been incorporated in the 
final documents.

Accommodation – 
None

Crime and Disorder – 
None

Human Rights – 
None

Consultation –
Carried out in 2014 as detailed in the report. See Appendix 2 for more information

Procurement – 
None

Disability Issues – 
The consultation identified that by not taking action, disabled people are likely to 
be more vulnerable to expected impacts. It also recognised that certain projects 
and schemes can have impacts (both positive and negative) and will need to pay 
particular attention to these issues as they progress. 

Significant projects will undergo Equalities Impact Assessments and this will help 
identify risks and opportunities.

Legal Implications – 
None
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Appendix 2:  Consultation 

An in depth consultation has taken place to develop the documents.  Prior to the 
consultation draft, AAP’s, partners and key organisations were engaged in 
shaping and writing the main themes of the documents.  A consultation plan was 
agreed with the Council’s Consultation Officer Group (COG) which set out the 
following proposals.

A main web based consultation and survey monkey questionnaire took place 
over 8 weeks from the beginning of July till the end of August.  It also involved a 
targeted consultation of key groups such as:
Chamber of Commerce, Federation of Small Businesses, Business Durham, 
Durham Local Food Group, Housing Associations, Parish Councils, AAP’s, Faith 
in Community group, Humanist group, O&S-Environment and Sustainable 
Communities, Durham Community Action, Civil Contingencies Unit, and the 
Environment Agency.

In addition, specific consultations/workshops were held with key stakeholders.  
These included:

 Durham University-a staffed stall was used to attract opinions of students 
at the University library

 Schools-a comprehensive consultation was held with a number of schools.  
More details are provided below

 The Disability Partnership via DCC Equalities team-a workshop was held 
at County Hall.

 Member training seminar-Climate Change in your Community.

These workshops took the most relevant sections of the consultation and time 
was spent looking at detailed aspects of climate change relevant to each 
audience. Earlier in the year we also ran an event promoting renewable energy in 
Durham Marketplace to engage with the public on some of the headline 
consultation questions.

There has been on-going engagement with AAP’s throughout the consultation 
and a number of partnership projects are now being delivered.

In total we received almost 100 representations and generally, people recognised 
the importance of the subject and understood the links and issues around climate 
change.  There was acknowledgement that even if they considered themselves 
fairly resilient to the challenges, others in their community could be adversely 
affected.

There was a desire amongst the respondents, that as far as practicable, the 
projects should be fair and inclusive and ensure that those most likely to suffer 
the worst impacts (fuel prices, ill health, risks, etc.) should be prioritised.  Whilst 
national campaigns will be directed by central Government, Durham should try to 
reach sections of the community who will be affected or miss out on 
opportunities.
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Climate Change as a topic can be very broad, and it is natural for people to 
concentrate on aspects that are of interest to them, A central coordinated group, 
such as the Climate Change Steering Group will be vital in bridging the gap 
between national policy and local issues identifying local needs and opportunities 
and work with partners and existing groups to deliver optimum results.

The schools consultation involved over 200 pupils, mainly aged between 12 and 
15 and was co-ordinated by the Council’s OASES team.  It was a combination of 
face to face workshops/forums and survey monkey questionnaires.

The responses from the young people showed an appreciation of the issues 
concerned and a broad understanding of how they can reduce emissions and 
prepare for some of the impacts.  The most surprising result was that only 1/3rd of 
pupils thought their school was helping them learn about climate change, despite 
their other responses indicating that they were well informed.  

The responses were positive and reflected the effort of partners to engage with 
young people and involve them as part of the solution.  It is proposed to continue 
to engage with schools and young people as part of the delivery of the climate 
change programme.
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Appendix 3:  Durham County Council Low Carbon Projects 

A summary of current and recent projects that Durham County Council have 
been involved in:

a) By March 2014, Durham County Council’s Carbon Management 
Plan coordinated actions to reduce our carbon emissions by more 
than 16% compared to our 2008/9 baseline.  Since 2010, the 
reductions achieved have helped to avoid energy and fuel costs in 
excess of £18.5 million compared to the business as usual 
predictions.

b) We have undertaken a review of our estate and implemented a 
programme of installing energy efficiency measures to viable sites.  
These measures have included LED lighting, boiler controls, PIR 
sensors and system optimisations.

c) Renewable Energy Durham County Council has taken over 
management of the 100kW hydro–electric scheme at Freemans 
Reach for the next 35 years.

d) In 2012 the Council installed Solar PV units on 35 buildings with a 
capacity of over 850 kW.  These installations generated 721MWh of 
electricity and generated almost £200,000 income in 2014/15.

e) Following the success of the building mounted solar PV panels in 
2012, the Council has recently received planning permission for a 
4MW solar farm at Tanfield.  The system will have around 15,000 
panels and will be used to provide power to our data centre and 
export electricity to the grid. Additional feasibility work to identify 
sites suitable for renewable energy will be taking place in 2015/16.

f) Biomass boilers have also been incorporated at sites including the 
Green Lane offices, Killhope and a number of schools.

g) Transport. Durham County Council has introduced pool cars 
(including a number of electric vehicles) at its main offices and 
carried out improvements to the efficiency of its fleet of vehicles.  It 
also offers staff incentives such as loans for public transport and a 
salary sacrifice cycle scheme to encourage more sustainable travel. 

h) A new rail station proposed at Horden (Peterlee) will improve 
access for passengers on the Durham Coast Line and will 
contribute towards modal shift and reduce the area’s dependence 
on the car for travel.  

i) Durham County Council is carrying out a programme to upgrade 
more than 41,000 street lights across the county. This will replace 
existing light fittings with the latest light emitting diode (LED) lights 
which will reduce energy consumption by up to two thirds, alongside 
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a dimming programme. The programme is part of the Street 
Lighting Energy Reduction Project which will reduce carbon 
emissions and save almost £24 million over 25 years.

j) Housing.  From April 2014 to March 2015 there were a total of 
2042 referrals to Warm up North across County Durham, leading to 
423 energy efficiency measures being installed in 404 properties.

k) Engagement.  Officers will be working with members of the 
community groups who have taken over buildings as a result of the 
asset transfer process to help the new managers understand 
energy issues and help them reduce their energy costs.

l) Durham has been delivering a successful Eco-Schools programme 
for many years and has over 100 schools taking part.  It also runs a 
schools carbon reduction programme working with schools directly 
to lower their carbon emissions. To date the programme has 
achieved an impressive 12% reduction in emissions from primary 
schools.

m) The Council has supported local groups such as Chilton and 
Oakenshaw in developing their own local groups looking at energy 
projects

a) Waste. 99% of the municipal waste collected no longer goes to 
landfill.  Waste which isn’t reused, recycled or composted now goes 
to an energy from waste plant and is used to generate energy 
rather than producing methane.

n) Procurement. For many years the Council has operated a 
sustainable procurement policy, enhancing the environmental, 
social and economic value of many of our contracts.  Of particular 
relevance to climate change is our sustainable timber policy, 
recognised to Gold standard by the World Wildlife Fund.  
Deforestation is a significant contributor to climate change and by 
following the policy, we are confident our wood comes from 
sustainable sources.
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Appendix 4:  Recent Performance on Emission Reduction

Graph showing annual progress on emission reduction in Durham.  The 1990 
baseline is approximately 5,000 kT, and the 2020 target is 3,000kT.

The increase in emissions in 2010 and 2012 were common across local 
authorities and were due to a number of factors such as cold winters and an 
increase in coal being used by power stations to generate electricity.
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‘Our actions over the coming decades could create risks 
of major disruption to economic and social activity, later 
in this century on a scale similar to those associated with 
the Great Wars and the economic depression of the first 
half of the twentieth century’
HM Treasury (2006), The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, Cambridge University 
Press 
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1. Foreword (to be written by CCSG Chair and 
portfolio holder)

Tara Duncan
Chair of the County Durham Climate Change Steering Group

Councillor Brian Stephens
Portfolio Holder for Neighbourhoods and Local Partnerships
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Background
Climate change and sustainability are central themes in our ambition to create a better, 
more vibrant economy and society for County Durham.  

The climatic system is extremely complex, however there is undisputable evidence 
and overwhelming scientific consensus that the climate is changing and that the main 
cause can be attributed to human activity.  Even discounting the climate change 
argument, the strategy is still about effective and efficient use of non-renewable and 
unsustainable resources, including energy and materials.

These challenges also come at a time when the economy is facing severe constraints, 
therefore we must ensure any investments have a real long lasting benefit to the 
residents and businesses of the County. The Council and County Durham Partnership 
have signed up to extremely challenging targets to reduce emissions, not just from 
Council services but from across the County as a whole.

The aim of this strategy is to create an overarching vision and high level objectives 
which set out where we want County Durham to be by 2020.  The publication of this 
strategy is only the beginning.  The Sustainable Energy Action Plan and our Climate 
Change Delivery Plan will detail how we will deliver on our vision.  

Climate change is one of the most important issues we must address. How we and our 
partners deliver on these challenges will impact upon our economic competitiveness. 
By creating sustainable communities that are resilient to climate impacts will help to 
attract businesses and jobs to the County.  We still have a long way to go, but through 
continued partnership working, between communities, business and the public sector 
we want County Durham to become a thriving, resilient and engaged low carbon 
community. 
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2.   How to Use the Strategy
Realising that tackling issues such as climate change requires actions from 
organisations outside the Council, the County Durham Partnership was set up to bring 
together the key strategic organisations from around the County and co-ordinate 
actions to deal with priority cross cutting issues.  Its Sustainable Community Strategy 
highlights climate change as one of its main areas of work and has commissioned this 
Climate Change Steering Group to direct work in this area.

The Climate Change Strategy sets out the clear vision and objectives of the County 
Durham Partnership that will take us to a low carbon County and help us to meet the 
challenges posed by changes to the climate.  It provides the vital link between the 
Sustainable Community Strategy and the Climate Change Delivery Plan.  The strategy 
sets out seven key themes which we consider to be essential in creating a low carbon 
and resilient County.  Each key theme has a vision and a series of high-level 
commitments that will form the basis of the Delivery Plan. The development of this 
strategy will also provide a framework to ensure future strategies and action plans by 
the Council and its partners embed climate change and sustainability actions 
throughout.

Delivery Plan

The County Durham Climate Change Delivery Plan contains actions based around 
each thematic area, in order to deliver the key commitments outlined within the 
strategy.  The Delivery Plan will be updated regularly and will include short and 
medium term actions, with existing plans and strategies feeding into it.  These actions 
will be monitored and reviewed by the Climate Change Steering Group and then 
reported to the Altogether Greener Partnership and the Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee in the Council.  

Climate Change Steering Group

The Climate Change Steering Group is made up of representative from the public, 
private and community sectors. It will bring together a range of experts from across 
the County and coordinate Partnership work on a variety of climate change actions.

Audience 

Whilst the strategy has been developed by the Climate Change Steering Group on 
behalf of the Environment Partnership, the targets cannot be achieved in isolation.  
Only by working in cooperation with local communities, businesses and other 
statutory organisations can we ensure that emissions are reduced and we are resilient 
to the effects of a changing climate.
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3. Policy Drivers
The Sustainable Community Strategy (SCS) is the overarching plan for County 
Durham.  It informs all other strategies developed by the Council and its partners. The 
SCS has the following ‘Altogether Greener’ objectives:

 Deliver a cleaner, more attractive and sustainable environment
 Maximise the value and benefits of Durham’s natural environment
 Reduce carbon emissions and adapt to the impact of climate change
 Promote sustainable design and protect Durham’s heritage

Within the climate change objective there are the following priorities:
 To support communities to deal with the increased frequency of extreme 

weather events, e.g. flooding, by changing how they think and encouraging 
them to act now.  We will undertake a co-ordinated approach to increase 
environmental awareness and encourage householders and businesses to 
reduce energy consumption and limit CO2 emissions as well as adapt to 
climate change.

 To address and reduce incidences of ‘fuel poverty’ by increasing the take-up 
of households energy efficiency improvements through the ‘Warm Up North 
Scheme’ without up-front cost as these are paid back via energy bill savings as 
part of the government’s green deal scheme.

 To facilitate a programme of energy efficiency in our business community 
buildings and schools to reduce energy costs, cut carbon and increase comfort. 

In 2010, the Council and the Altogether Greener Partnership agreed a target to reduce 
CO2 emissions across County Durham by 40% by 2020 (based upon 1990 levels). 
This includes emissions from the domestic, business, commercial and transport 
sectors. This is a challenging target, as it is above the Government target set in the 
Climate Change Act which sought a 34% improvement. Nonetheless, we feel it is 
important for the County to aim for such an ambitious target and are confident it is 
achievable considering our expertise and resources. 

The Council is a signatory of the EU Covenant of Mayors; and as such, there is a 
requirement on the Council to reduce emissions by at least 22% (based upon 2005 
data).  Attaining these targets will provide economic opportunities, reduce health 
inequalities and create sustainable communities.

Looking further ahead, we will move towards a 55% reduction by 2031 and aim to 
meet the national 80% target by 2050 (both from 1990 levels).

At the national level, the Carbon Plan: Delivering our Low Carbon Future sets out 
policy towards 2050 with milestones and direction of travel in key sectors.  It seeks to 
guide the transition to a low carbon economy and decouple economic activity from 
carbon emissions.
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3.1 The County Durham Plan
Whilst the saved policies of the existing Local Plans currently provide the decision 
making framework for the purposes of planning application decision making, the 
emerging County Durham Plan will provide a consistent countywide approach to 
deliver the ambitions of the County.    The emerging plan seeks to quantify the 
development that the County will require by 2030 in terms of housing, employment 
land, retail, infrastructure and services.  The County Durham Plan encourages 
sustainable development as a means of growing the county’s economy, supporting the 
wellbeing of communities across the County, and protecting and enhancing the 
environment.  The County Durham Plan can make a major contribution mitigating 
and adapting to climate change by shaping new and existing developments in ways 
that reduce carbon emissions and positively build community resilience to problems 
such as extreme heat or flood risk.

It can address the causes and effects of climate change by: 
 focusing employment and housing growth together, in key locations, thus 

reducing the need to travel
 ensuring new development facilitates access on public transport, cycle and 

foot
 requiring new and refurbished buildings to minimise carbon emissions in 

construction and use and maximise the benefits of sustainable design.
 supporting the transition to a low carbon economy by encouraging and 

enabling the use of low and zero carbon technologies and transport.
 protecting the natural and green environment, enabling it to help mitigate the 

impacts of climate change
 encouraging the efficient, effective and environmentally sensitive use of the 

County’s natural resources particularly energy, water, soils, minerals and 
waste.

 establishing policies for managing renewable energy, providing certainty to 
developers 

 promoting sustainable drainage systems in new developments helping the 
County adapt to the impacts of climate change and extreme weather 
conditions.

 Ensuring that new development is located away from areas of flood risk and 
encouraging appropriate building design.

These aspirations are in line with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
and associated Planning Practice Guidance (PPG).  The environmental role of these 
documents seeks to contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and 
historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use 
natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to 
climate change including moving to a low carbon economy.
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4. The Issues
Climate Change is likely to be one of the most challenging issues for the next 10 years 
and beyond. Although it is an issue which will have significant global consequences, 
there will still be considerable impacts for County Durham that we will need to be 
prepared to address.  In 2010, Climate North East commissioned studies into the 
economics of climate change, which revealed that failing to adapt and to build 
resilience will obstruct the ability to realise the economic opportunities from both 
mitigation and adaptation. 

The studies revealed that the total Expected Annual Damages of climate change 
impacts without adaptation for significant impacts (e.g. heatwaves or flooding) by 
2050 will be approximately £600m per annum for the North East. Furthermore, the 
adaptation costs are estimated at around £80-100 million per annum (by 2050), giving 
a cost benefit ratio of 7 to 1 in favour of adaptation. 

Long-term climate changes mean that by the 2050’s:1

 Rainfall patterns will change with increases of up to 21% in Winter and 
reductions of up to 37% in Summer, with an overall reduction of 10%;

 Average seasonal temperatures will increase, with extreme hot temperatures 
increasing by around 3°C and heatwaves likely to occur more often;

 There will be a reduction in the number of frost days and a major reduction in 
winter snowfall of around 45% to 83%; and

 Average sea levels will rise by around 0.3m with an increase in sea surge 
levels of a further 0.3m. 

Based upon such evidence, the long-term impacts and issues for County Durham are 
likely to include:

Higher risk of disruption 
due to weather events

Soil subsidence Increase in insurance costs

Increase in air 
conditioning costs

Higher risk of skin cancer Loss of native plant and 
animal species

Increased risk of grassland 
and forest fires

Higher levels of road 
maintenance

Higher risk of Summer 
excess deaths

County Durham must also be in a position to take advantage of the opportunities that 
climate change may bring.  Such opportunities, if managed carefully, can bring about 
long-term benefits:

Business relocation, due to 
excellence in building 
performance and water 
scarcity issues elsewhere

Increased potential for 
tourism

Reduced Winter deaths 
because of milder winters

Greater potential for 
outdoor lifestyles

1 Climate Change Action Plan for the North East
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The annual temperature changes in County Durham have recently been assessed 
through the examination and analysis of historical data supplied by Durham 
University2.  The following graph demonstrates how temperatures have changed in 
Durham City from1850 to 2010. Mean annual temperatures have increased from 
8.0˚C in 1850 to 9.5˚C in 2009 (with a steep drop to 8.3˚C in 2010 due to the 
exceptionally cold Winter in this year).  This matches national trends showing that 
warming is occurring.

2 A report to investigate historical climate change in County Durham and explore future implications for climate 
change adaptation in the region (2011) – Andrew Telford, Durham University Student
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5.  2020 Vision

“By 2020 County Durham will be a thriving, resilient and 
engaged low carbon community”. 

Headline Objectives-

Reducing our 
Emissions
County Durham will 
reduce CO2 emissions by 
40% by 2020 from 1990 
levels, ensuring year on 
year reductions.

We will reduce the 
demand for energy, 
ensure homes and 
businesses are energy 
efficient and will 
promote alternative low 
carbon forms of energy 
generation.

Over time the strategy will evolve and we will look to revise the objectives as we 
progress.  The interim carbon target will be to reduce CO2 by 55% by 2031, before 
matching the UK target of an 80% cut by 2050.

6.  Key Themes
In order to achieve our vision and Objectives the Climate Change Strategy has been 
divided into seven themes.  These themes are to help explain the areas where work 
will be focussed and as there are considerable cross-overs between themes, they 
should not be viewed in isolation.   

10

Adapting to a 
Changing Climate
County Durham will be 
a highly resilient place 
to live.  

We will build upon the 
County Council’s 
Adaptation Action Plan 
and ensure that 
individuals and 
organisations are more 
prepared for the 
challenges of a more 
extreme environment.
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Public Sector Performance

Vision:
County Durham will have a strong and flexible public sector, working together to 
ensure emissions are reduced on an annual basis, and resilience is embedded into 
services.

Issues:
At a time when the economy is fragile, Durham County Council, health delivery 
organisations, Durham University, and all partners must provide leadership.  
Reducing demand and energy consumption, whilst investing in new low carbon forms 
of energy will not only save money and potentially jobs, it will also help to stimulate 
growth in the low carbon economy and prove to residents that the public sector can 
work together in an integrated way for the benefit of communities.

The public sector must also show leadership by ensuring that procurement is 
sustainable, in that local and registered products and services are recommended 
wherever practical and that these are embedded into contracts, that waste is dealt with 
in the most sustainable way and that recycling levels are maintained and improved 
upon.

Outcomes:
Durham is a county where partners work together to reduce environmental impact and 
eliminate waste. Sustainability is recognised as an overarching ethos which pulls 
together all the three strands of environmental protection, social inclusivity and 
economic regeneration.

 
We will:

 Continue to set and achieve CO2 reduction targets for public sector partners 
activities and report on our performance annually.

 Ensure that corporate strategies take account of climate change and how it will 
impact on service delivery 

 Mainstream sustainable procurement into public sector purchasing activities, 
minimise wastage, and promote sustainable options across the public sector 
supply chain.

 Reduce the amount of waste going to landfill and increase the amount being 
recycled 

 Reduce water consumption across the public sector estate.
 Encourage waste reduction and reuse initiatives, both domestically and 

commercially.
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Low Carbon Economy

Vision:
County Durham will be known for its thriving low carbon economy, and helping to 
encourage innovation, new products and services. It will be a leading location for 
green business growth capitalising on the key strengths of the area.

Issues 
Unpredictability of energy supply and prices can create challenges and uncertainty for 
the economy.  This will impact upon all sections of society but especially energy 
intensive users which will be penalised for their consumption and bear the brunt of 
low carbon taxation. These users may leave the UK, thereby reducing CO2 emissions 
but conversely increasing the importation of embedded carbon through imported 
goods.  This could in turn lead to a loss of jobs as an unintended consequence 
following the migration of energy intensive industries.

Rural communities currently have less choice or access to lower cost utilities and 
infrastructure, making many people in such areas fuel poor.  Industry and consumers 
often lack awareness of microgeneration technologies and the benefits of energy 
efficient products and innovative ways of working.  Bringing such technologies 
within reach of all residents is a key issue that needs to be addressed.

Access to low cost capital to embed innovation, research and development and 
implement efficiency measures and micro-generation must be a key driver.  The lack 
of public programmes to accelerate infrastructure development for new and emerging 
sectors may also be an issue in the future.

There are also a plethora of opportunities for all sectors should they take up the 
challenge.  The future proofing of businesses, through energy efficiency, innovative 
technologies and processes will help give County Durham businesses a competitive 
edge. 

We will aim to lead the way on technology innovation with the Council, the colleges, 
the University and businesses collaborating on low carbon infrastructure, supply chain 
development, whilst helping to safeguard local expertise, jobs and apprenticeships in 
emerging sectors. 

Outcomes:
County Durham will have numerous green jobs and be an expanding centre of 
excellence for training and enterprise, ensuring that by 2020 sustainability is 
embedded within business.  

Efficiency and energy reduction will be core activities within all businesses. Business 
will be more efficient and will regularly carry out energy efficiency checks.

Technology Innovation Centres including Durham University and the region’s HE 
and FE institutions will continue to be at the forefront of research and development in 
low carbon technologies, and working with  the County’s businesses to support the 
sector.
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Over 26% of the County’s electricity consumption will be made up from low carbon 
and renewable energy sources with 6% of the County’s heat being generated by low 
carbon/renewable sources. 

We will:
 Work to help decarbonise the electricity grid, through appropriate positive 

renewable energy planning.
 Help ensure that future development is appropriately located to services and 

facilities and as such avoids unnecessary emissions associated with travel.
 Work with small and medium sized enterprises (and landlords) to help reduce 

core costs through the promotion and installation of energy efficiency products 
and advice.

 Work with small and medium sized enterprises (and landlords) to help ensure 
businesses are fully adapted to impacts of more extreme weather.

 Work with employers to encourage graduates to remain within the County in 
new and emerging sectors.

 Link in to regional climate change schemes, ensuring we have a co-ordinated 
approach throughout the region. 

 Ensure we maximise the use of European funding to achieve our ambitions.
 Investigate and promote, where applicable the use of external incentives in 

order to encourage and grow green businesses. 
 Promote green tourism and local sustainable food.
 Promote micro generation schemes across the County aiding individuals, 

community groups and businesses to access capital through the Green Deal 
and alternative sources.

 Develop our first district heating scheme. 
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Built Environment

Vision:
County Durham will have a strong and resilient built environment, with high quality, 
innovative and above all, sustainable development adding to the vibrancy of towns 
and villages.

Issues:
Effective planning is one of the key elements required to mitigate and adapt to the 
challenges of climate change.  Energy efficiency, low carbon and renewable energy 
policies will need to play a very significant role in achieving sustainable development, 
much of which will be addressed through the County Durham Plan.      

The biggest challenge for County Durham is in ensuring current homes, businesses 
and public buildings are as energy efficient as possible.  Increased resilience to the 
impacts of climate change must also be planned and implemented in those most 
vulnerable places and communities. Failure or reluctance to mitigate and adapt the 
built environment to impacts could result in the County being disadvantaged. 

The density, layout and mix of the built environment can have a significant effect 
upon many other issues such as transport, health, and community development.

Fuel Poverty remains an issue for many households in poorly-insulated houses or 
those with less efficient heating systems.   

Outcomes:

New and refurbished buildings across Durham will be as energy efficient as possible 
in both construction and use, helping to provide warmer homes, eradicate fuel 
poverty, and reduce cold related illness. 

Facilitated by planning policies, a greater proportion of the County’s energy needs 
will be met from appropriate renewable sources.  The towns, villages and the City of 
Durham will be resilient to the impacts of climate change.  

The design of the built environment will help reduce the need to travel, and the 
relative attractiveness of the private car will be minimised by improving the 
accessibility of facilities and services.          

  
We will:

 Encourage energy efficiency in new and refurbished buildings
 Improve the energy efficiency of Durham County Council’s own buildings
 Support better energy efficiency in existing private properties
 Ensure new buildings are resilient to the impacts of climate change
 Mitigate flood risk, drought and extremes of temperature in the urban 

environment
 Support the development of renewable energy in appropriate locations
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 Improve the accessibility of facilities and services
 Support transport by modes other than the private car      

Natural Environment

Vision:
County Durham will have a comprehensive and sustainable network of multi-
functional green spaces and corridors throughout the County that, whilst being 
accessible to the public, connect and enhance bio-diverse habitats, enhance the quality 
of place and serve to ensure the County is more resilient to extremes of weather.

Issues:
The natural environment in every aspect is fundamental for life.  The protection and 
enhancement of these systems is essential as they provide places to relax and enjoy; 
places that are safe transport corridors for walkers and cyclists; and places that 
provide our food.  They are also places that provide habitats for a diverse range of 
species; places that help to mitigate issues such as flooding or provide shade and 
shelter during periods of high temperatures and they even help to mitigate climate 
change by providing areas that store carbon (such as peatland habitats).  The system 
must, however be maintained and expanded upon to ensure such areas are resilient to 
climate impacts, such as flooding, heatwaves and increased risk of invasive species 
and disease.

Outcomes:
By 2020 the County will have an interconnected green infrastructure network, linking 
habitats and providing space for residents to relax and enjoy.  It will be adaptable and 
resilient to likely impacts, and will play an important role in an integrated approach to 
mitigating and adapting to climate change.

We will:
 Work with neighbouring authorities and groups to create interconnected 

habitats and ecosystems.
 Protect and enhance green spaces maximising multi-functionality and 

connectivity of habitat networks and improve or enlarge existing areas.
 Work to reduce the negative impacts of developments on the natural 

environment.
 Prioritise the creation of appropriate new habitats in Green Infrastructure 

projects and other new developments. 
 Aim to ensure the Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) and Biodiversity 2020 aims 

and objectives are met.
 Support the implementation of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS), 

particularly in connection with new built development.
 Utilise the advantages of the natural environment to improve our resilience to 

the impacts of climate change.
 Encourage developers to contribute towards the enhancement of 

environmental infrastructure enabling development schemes to adapt to 
climate change.

 Assisting habitats/species to adapt to climate change by:
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 Ensuring that actions taken across the County do not restrict 
species/habitat movement in response to climate change. 

 Understand and implement the most effective adaptation measures for 
County Durham's habitats and species.

 Protect, conserve and enhance designated areas and all other high quality 
habitats.

 Work with partners to increase carbon sequestration by developing additional 
carbon sinks and protecting and restoring existing areas.

 Support work on the Water Framework Directive and encourage water 
conservation measures Countywide.

 Ensure that any forthcoming biodiversity mitigation proposals improve 
appropriate habitats local to the development. 

 Deliver landscape scale projects to deal with issues on a broad scale.
 Work with the Local Nature Partnerships and the Coastal, Heritage and 

Landscape Partnership to deliver projects of mutual benefit
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Transport and Infrastructure

Vision:
County Durham will aim to reduce CO2 emissions from transport, through the 
promotion of travel choices and alternatives to private car travel, ultra low carbon 
vehicles, walking, cycling and more integrated travel planning. 

Issues:

Currently 23% of all emissions come from the transport sector and reducing this, 
whilst ensuring economic growth, will be a significant challenge. The County’s 
dispersed settlement pattern means that the majority of its residents do not live, work, 
shop or spend recreational time all in one place. Commuting to work and school make 
up a large proportion of all traffic, particularly during morning and evening peak 
times. New development should be located in areas to give people more choice 
around using sustainable forms of transport on a daily basis. Accessibility is a major 
challenge for the Local Transport Planning process as people need to have the 
opportunity to make realistic travel choices that allows access to employment, 
education, shopping, health and all other necessities of daily living. 

While we have to be realistic, we also have to be ambitious. Modal shift is a major 
goal of the emerging transport policy in the County. Active Travel in particular, 
provides a major opportunity in the County to reduce reliance on the private car. The 
County has set out its ambitions for cycling in the County Durham Cycling Strategy 
and Action Plan 2012-2015 and these ambitions will be incorporated into the 
emerging North East Transport Plan. Cycling Super Routes that connect 12 major 
towns are prioritised for investment, and will facilitate modal shift for commuters.

With regard to public transport, the Council are actively seeking to increase the 
attractiveness of both bus, rail and community transport options. Bus travel is by far 
the most used form of public transport in County and the ambition is that by working 
in partnership with operators, the Combined Authority and Nexus, existing services 
will not only be maintained but will eventually be improved. Work is also ongoing to 
develop more rail options with the new station at Horden (Peterlee) and the re-
opening of the Leamside Line, which will increase passenger and freight services 
from the County into Tyne and Wear.

Emerging policy in North East Transport Plan and in the County Durham Plan is 
consistent with the national planning policy framework by recognising that transport 
solutions will vary from urban to rural areas. Because of the rural nature of the 
County, local policy promotes solutions such as alternative fuel vehicles and car 
sharing by requesting car sharing bays and electric charging points in car parks with 
justification for this in the Parking and Accessibility Guidelines which states that cars 
are often the only practical choice for residents in some part of the county. 
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Outcomes:

By 2020 the County, as a result of the goals, objectives and actions taken from the 
North East Local Transport Plan and the County Durham Transport Delivery Plan, 
will be beginning to see improvements in emissions from transport, especially in 
Durham City.  There will be an increased number of cycle ways and footways, and 
the associated infrastructure will be in a condition that meets the challenges from the 
extremes of weather.  

We will:
 Aim to reduce dependence on the private car, especially for short journeys.
 Promote alternative travel choices, flexible working arrangements, car sharing 

and active travel as an alternative to driving.
 Improve the existing transport infrastructure in order to reduce journey times 

and therefore CO2 emissions.
 Aim to reduce emissions from public sector fleet vehicles through attitude 

change, driving techniques and purchase of low carbon vehicles and car club 
vehicles.

 Work with public transport operators to use more fuel efficient vehicles and, 
where possible, improve services and make them more accessible at the right 
times. 

 Work with rail operators to improve access to the local rail network, especially 
in East Durham.

 Aim to reduce energy use associated with street lighting.
 Working with partners to make transport information more accessible.
 Ensure electric car charging points are rolled out across the County.
 Reduce the impact of travel on air quality.
 Ensure high speed broadband is delivered across the County.
 Ensure infrastructure is resilient to climate change.
 Support the provision of community transport services.
 Investigate the feasibility of speed reduction in appropriate areas.
 Invest in the improvement of existing rights of way and create new and 

attractive routes.

Community Engagement

Vision:
County Durham is a highly engaged and proactive area, with the Council and its 
partners delivering upon priority actions.

Issues:
Whilst many of the commitments in this strategy relate to public sector led objectives, 
engagement with communities is integral to the successful delivery of a low carbon 
future. We need to encourage behavioural change that will protect and enhance the 
environment and quality of life in County Durham and work to embed this across 
communities.
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Effectively communicating climate change requires careful understanding of people’s 
motivations and barriers as well as thoughtful planning. We need to understand what 
drives people to make changes in their lives.

Outcomes:
By 2020 County Durham residents will be well informed of the issues around climate 
change and whilst we appreciate there may not be universal agreement over the 
causes of climate change we hope to have an acknowledgment of the need to reduce 
emissions, adapt to climate changes and appreciate the potential benefits to 
themselves and the wider County.

We Will:
 Highlight the benefits to residents of all ages of engaging in inclusive learning 

about climate change and taking practical action.
 Develop practical community led carbon reduction initiatives.  
 Provide leadership whilst working with AAP’s and voluntary groups to take 

the challenge forward.
 Enable access to funding streams in order to deliver on community priorities 

that contribute to tackling climate change.
 Identify and pro-actively engage with more vulnerable groups on both 

adaptation and mitigation measures.
 Work to ensure that major climate change schemes are delivered in a fair and 

equitable way and not just for a limited proportion of the residents of Durham. 
 Work with community groups across Durham to increase the number of 

community owned renewable energy schemes
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Impacts Beyond our Boundaries

Vision:
Residents of County Durham are aware of the impacts that are faced by communities 
outside of the County.  We will endeavour to ensure that climate related impacts are 
not increased as a result of County Durham operations.

Issues:
The actions of the residents, business and the public sector in Durham will have 
impacts upon areas and communities outside of County Durham.  These impacts can 
be positive or negative and are based on complicated relationships across the globe.  
From issues such as promoting local produce and how this impacts upon developing 
nations, the impacts of our actions can have far reaching and potentially unforeseen 
consequences.   

Exactly how we balance the use of local products and materials with support for 
communities in developing nations, through Fair Trade programmes has been the 
subject of much debate. We must therefore ensure we have a fair and equitable policy, 
promoting the use of local sustainable materials and produce, whilst also promoting 
‘Fair Trade’ and equivalent sustainable products, when items cannot be purchased 
locally.

Local food and produce must be supported as this aids the local economy, social 
cohesion and is generally less carbon intensive than importing goods and services.

Many of the issues concerning climate change are beyond the scope of a single 
authority or Partnership and will require co-operation to resolve.

Some aspects of conventional climate change reporting do not include the whole 
range of impacts.  Concentrating on just the ‘in-use’ emissions rather than how much 
energy/CO2 is used in its manufacture could ignore a significant contributor to climate 
change.

Outcomes           
We will aim to have a collective approach to climate change issues with a broader 
understanding of the impacts and opportunities. When products are not available 
locally, Fair Trade and associated sustainability classifications should be a standard 
requirement for purchases.  

We Will
 Be aware of and consider the impacts of our decisions beyond the County 

boundary.
 Work with neighbouring authorities on regional and sub-regional projects.
 Incorporate indirect carbon emissions into our work where practicable.
 Promote Fair Trade and other sustainability classification where products 

cannot be purchased locally.
 Work across Europe developing international programmes that share best 

practice. 
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 Respond positively to requests to share information and expertise to 
communities outside of County Durham and indeed outside of the UK.

7. Indicators
Key performance indicators are centred around reducing emissions and adapting to 
climate change.  There are also a number of associated indicators that give a broader 
indication of the work in this area. These are detailed in the Climate Change Delivery 
Plan.

The current position regarding carbon emissions in Durham is summarised in the 
following graph:

8. Conclusion
The vision and objectives within the strategy are intended to benefit our local 
environment and the people that live and work in it. In publishing this document, we 
aim to set the standard for future action to alleviate the effects of climate change, to 
raise awareness among local people about the issues at stake, ensure sustainable 
development and work in partnership with the local community to develop a more 
sustainable future for the County.

Partnership working is an integral element that runs through the Strategy, such is the 
importance that we place upon it.  The Area Action Partnerships as well as the Town 
and Parish Councils are key partners in delivery of this strategy at a community level. 
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To realise the vision, the document and its aspirations will need to be embedded in 
documents and partnerships beyond those immediately engaged with climate change 
issues.  Engaging with people, partnerships, and organisations of all shapes and sizes 
will enable key elements of the document to be delivered.

The Climate Change Steering Group, which is independent and has a strategic focus, 
will monitor and challenge the Council and other key Partners on its delivery of the 
strategy, as will Members through Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 
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Introduction 

Climate change is not only a massive threat to the global environment; it is also perhaps the 
greatest economic challenge facing us in the twenty-first century. It demands an urgent and 
radical response across the developed and developing world - UK Department of Energy 
and Climate Change, 2010 

The County Durham Climate Change Delivery Plan is the partner document to 
the County Durham Climate Change Strategy and expands on the key issues 
and projects that are happening in the County.  It highlights some of the 
excellent work that is happening in communities and some of the partnerships 
that are working in the field.  It will constantly evolve as projects change and 
hopefully will act as an inspiration for many of the people and groups in the 
County.   
 
The first few chapters set the scene and provide more background information 
on the subject and this is followed by an in-depth look at the objectives and 
themes that we are working on. 
 
County Durham 
 
County Durham is a socially, economically and physically diverse area, 
covering some 862 square miles (2233 square km) and home to nearly half a 
million people in 12 main towns and more than 300 smaller settlements, many 
of which are former colliery villages.  The historic city of Durham is home to 
the world-famous Castle and Cathedral, which together form a designated 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. The County contains many other culturally 
significant sites including Beamish Open-Air Museum, The Bowes Museum 
and Durham University, one of the UK’s highest ranked universities. 
 
The county plays an important role in the economic success and stability of 
the North East.  It contains key transport links to Tyne and Wear and to Tees 
Valley, with the A19 and A1 (M) motorway, as well as the East Coast main 
line railway running through it, providing infrastructure vital to local 
employment and the regional economy.  The NETPark development at 
Sedgefield is one of the UK’s fastest-growing science parks. 

 
Around 90% of the population lives in the east of the county, predominantly 
the former Durham coalfield.  The more sparsely populated western Dales 
form part of the North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  County 
Durham has a distinct local culture and sense of local community, particularly 
in the smaller settlements, which remain proud of their industrial and coal 
mining heritage. 
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Climate Change in County Durham 
 
County Durham has a long history of involvement with fossil fuels and more 
recently, work relating to climate change.  Throughout the industrial 
revolution, it was the coal mines of Durham that fuelled much of the country’s 
industry and powered the steam engines.  Of course, at the time the full 
impact of the emissions were not known and it is only in recent years we have 
learnt the unintended consequences of our fossil fuel driven economy. 
 
The last 25 years have seen a remarkable transformation and Durham can 
boast some excellent examples of innovative, practical and, most important of 
all, successful developments to mitigate and adapt to a changing climate.  Our 
schools have won prestigious awards for their environmental work and our 
coastline has recovered from its industrial past, is now classified as a Heritage 
Coast, and hosts unique species, breeding grounds and important habitats.  
Nevertheless there is still a huge amount of work to do and we are a very 
diverse County.   In 2007 Teesdale was reported as being amongst the most 
carbon intense places in the UK per head of population.  Given the rural 
nature of this area and the dispersed nature of the pre-1900 housing, this is 
not surprising but resolving these issues will be part of the process as we 
move towards our 2020 and 2050 targets. The nature of the County means 
that we must be creative and adaptable, the solutions and opportunities that 
suit one community will not necessarily work elsewhere. 
 
In 2012 the County generated 2,951,400 tonnes1 of CO2 from its housing, 
commercial and transport sectors, which is around 5.7 tonnes for each of the 

                                                 
1
 DECC data on Emissions within the scope and influence of a Local Authority 
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half million people in the County.  In 2005 Durham produced 3,490,000 
tonnes, or 7 tonnes per person.  To meet the UK’s commitments and avoid 
the most catastrophic effects of climate change we need play our part and 
reduce this to approximately 1.5 tonnes per person by 2050.   
 
This ambition represents a significant transformation in how we live our lives 
and provide services.  Some of these changes will be at a national level, such 
as, by reducing the amount of carbon used to generate electricity in our power 
stations, whilst some require actions at a local level. It is these local actions 
that this Delivery Plan will focus on. 
 
The headline figure is only part of the picture and does not cover all our 
climate change impacts.  Individually, we also have responsibility for 
emissions generated in the manufacturing and disposal of the goods and 
products used in our lifestyles.  These emissions are particularly difficult to 
quantify and are not counted in the carbon saving data published by the 
Government.  Despite the difficulty in monitoring these emissions, their 
importance cannot be disregarded and the Delivery Plan will highlight a 
number of projects that focus on this area, particularly in the Impacts Beyond 
our Boundaries section. 
 
Even if we meet our targets on reducing carbon emissions, there are likely to 
be impacts arising from the increased carbon in the atmosphere.  As a 
forward thinking Partnership we will seek to identify these impacts and act to 
adapt our county to minimise the negative aspects and where possible use 
any positive changes to maximum benefit. 
 
We appreciate that not everyone is convinced about the science behind 
climate change, the causes of it, and the resulting impacts.  This document 
will not answer those questions but for anyone who is still unconvinced there 
are a number of resources available to find out more.  These are referenced 
in Appendix 4. 
 
As to whether our climate is changing, the following graph shows temperature 
trends for the County since 1850 and clearly shows that our climate has 
changed significantly during this period.  This data is taken directly from local 
monitoring stations and gives an excellent picture of what has happened in 
Durham in the last 160 years. 
 

                                                                                                                                            

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/local-authority-emissions-estimates 
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Graph 1:  
Graph showing mean annual temperature for County Durham 1850-2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The graph shows that average annual temperatures have increased from 
8.0˚C in 1850 to 9.5˚C in 2009 (with a steep drop to 8.3˚C in 2010 due to the 
exceptionally cold winter in this year).  This matches national trends showing 
that warming is occurring.  It is also worth pointing out that the average 
temperature of 2010 (where we had the particularly harsh winter) is broadly 
comparable to the average temperature in 1910-this was normal 100 years 
ago. 
 
 
If current predictions are accurate we can expect the graph to take a dramatic 
upturn and we will need to build resilience into our services and lifestyles to 
prepare for the resulting impacts. 
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Who’s involved? 
 
An issue as far reaching and complex as climate change cannot be addressed 
by a single organisation.  Durham has taken the approach of embedding 
climate change issues within the County Durham Partnership as well as the 
local authority. The following paragraphs outline the structure of the 
Partnership and origin of the Strategy. 
 
 
County Durham Partnership Structure 
 

 
 
County Durham Partnership 
 
The County Durham Partnership (CDP) is the strategic group charged with 
promoting and developing Durham and ensuring its various organisations act 
in a co-ordinated manner.  The Sustainable Communities Strategy2 sets out 
their long term vision for the future of County Durham and identifies key 
priorities for the area. Its membership includes the Chairs of the various 
thematic sub groups and senior representation from public sector 
organisations, business groups and the voluntary and community sector.  The 
County Durham Partnership is made up of a number of strategic sub groups 
looking at specific areas of work. 

                                                 
2
 http://www.countydurhampartnership.co.uk/Pages/CDP-SustainableCommunityStrategy.aspx 
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County Durham Environment Partnership. ‘Altogether Greener’ 
 
The Environment Partnership3 is one of the thematic groups that form part of 
the County Durham Partnership.  It is primarily concerned with delivering 
environmental protection and improvements throughout the County and is 
made up of representatives from a number of prominent organisations 
working on environmental issues.   
 
Climate Change Steering Group 
 
The Climate Change Steering Group is one of the groups reporting into the 
Environment Partnership. Its priorities are mitigating against and adapting to 
climate change as well as encouraging a low carbon Durham.  It is this group 
which is primarily responsible for producing and delivering the Climate 
Change Strategy and Delivery Plan.  Its membership comprises key 
individuals in organisations with a remit concerning climate change and 
includes representatives from the public, private and voluntary sector across 
areas such as health, education, and business. 
 
Residents of County Durham  
 
We want the Strategy and Delivery Plan to engage with and be shaped by the 
residents, groups and business of the County.  To make the Plan a success 
the actions need to be taken on board across the County and groups and 
organisations will need to work together to make the savings possible and 
adapt to changes.   
 
Partnership Structure and Strategic Documents 
 
 

                                                 
3
 http://www.countydurhampartnership.co.uk/Pages/EnP-AboutUs.aspx 
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Climate Change Documents  
 
The Climate Change Delivery Plan is part of a series of documents produced 
for County Durham to achieve our aims on climate change in Durham.   
 
The County Durham Climate Change Strategy  
 
The County Durham Climate Change Strategy is the parent document to this 
Delivery Plan and outlines the high level strategic direction County Durham is 
taking to meet the challenge of climate change.  This Delivery Plan builds on 
the Strategy and provides further detail on the major themes. 
 
The County Durham Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) 
 
The first Sustainable Energy Action Plan was produced in 2010.  It takes the 
high level targets and assigns carbon sources and savings to categories and 
projects as required by the Covenant of Mayors4.   
 
Durham County Council is currently revising the SEAP to take account of the 
County Durham Plan.  
 
 The County Durham Climate Change Delivery Plan  
 
This document. It takes the high level vision and objectives and demonstrates 
how they are being addressed through projects.  It cannot be totally 
comprehensive of every action being delivered across the County but aims to 
show major initiatives and prospective actions. 
 
Durham County Council Climate Change Adaptation Action Plan 
 
In 2010/11 Durham County Council performed a strategic review of its major 
operations and assessed them against the significant risks associated with a 
changing climate.  The Adaptation Action Plan was produced to help the 
Council adapt and build in resilience to its services.  This will be used as a 
starting point for other key organisations to evaluate their own services 
against the impacts of climate change.  
 
Other Documents 
 
It is recognised that with a complicated subject such as climate change, 
certain aspects will also appear in other documents.  For example, within the 
County Durham Partnership there will be a significant cross-over and common 
objectives with the work of the Altogether Wealthier and Altogether Healthier 
groups.  We will look to integrate further with these groups and identify areas 
of mutual benefit or potential conflict of interest. An indication of documents 
influencing or influenced by the climate change work can be found in 
Appendix 5. 
  

                                                 
4
 http://www.covenantofmayors.eu/index_en.html 
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Progress to date 
 
The following graph shows the changes to overall carbon emissions between 
2005 and 2012 (the most recent data).   
 
Table 2.Graph showing Emissions from County Durham 
 

 
 
 
 
The data shows good progress but there is uncertainty as to how much of this 
is due to the economic downturn.  It is likely that as the economy returns to 
growth, emission rates could level out or even rise if action isn’t taken to 
decarbonise our economy. 
 
In 2010 and 2012 the graph shows the emissions levels increasing a little.  
These reflect a national trend primarily due to a particularly cold winter and a 
more carbon intensive mix in power stations (more power from coal power 
stations).   
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2020 Vision 
 
“By 2020 County Durham will be a thriving, resilient and 
engaged low carbon community”.  
 
 

Headline Objectives 

 
 
Reducing our 

Emissions 
County Durham will 

reduce CO2 emissions by 

40% by 2020 from 1990 

levels, ensuring year on 

year reductions. 

 

We will reduce the 

demand for energy, 

ensure homes and 

businesses are energy 

efficient and will 

promote alternative low 

carbon forms of energy 

generation. 

 

 
How will the Vision be achieved? 
 
Partnership working is an integral element that runs through the Strategy; 
such is the importance that we place upon it.  The Area Action Partnerships 
as well as the Town and Parish Councils will be key partners in delivery of this 
strategy at a community level.  The Climate Change Steering Group, which is 
independent and has a strategic focus, will monitor and challenge the Council 
and other partners on the delivery of the strategy, as will County Councillors 
through the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.  
 
Although the Climate Change and Sustainability Team in Durham County 
Council is responsible for co-ordinating the strategy, it should be stressed that 
it is a responsibility of all teams, partners and ultimately the residents and 
businesses of Durham to deliver on the actions. 
 
The Climate Change Strategy has identified seven key themes that will enable 
us to achieve the vision and objectives.   

Adapting to a 

Changing Climate 
County Durham will be 

a highly resilient place 

to live.   

 

We will build upon the 

Council’s Adaptation 

Action Plan and ensure 

that individuals and 

organisations are more 

prepared for the 

challenges of a more 

extreme environment. 
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1. Public Sector Performance 
2. Low Carbon Economy 
3. Built Environment 
4. Natural Environment 
5. Transport and Infrastructure 
6. Community Engagement 
7. Impacts Beyond our Boundaries 

 
 
These themes will cover the majority of actions that will be taking place 
however, given the nature of the work, there will inevitably be times when 
projects cut across themes.  In these instances we shall endeavour to allocate 
the project to the most appropriate theme. 
 
The remainder of this Delivery Plan is devoted to these themes and each 
provides a description of the actions and key projects and initiatives in the 
County.   
 
The table of actions in each theme shows a list of issues that are felt to be 
significant and they should be seen very much as a portfolio of work that the 
group wishes to address.  In some cases, the work is very much in its infancy 
and may not develop for a number of years, but it is felt important to include it 
for completeness.  In this regard, the Steering Group would welcome contact 
from groups who feel they can contribute to the actions and help with delivery. 
 
The section following the seven themes goes into more detail about the 
projects that the Council and the Steering Group will be concentrating on in 
2015-16.   
 

Issues to bear in mind whilst reading the document 

 
The primary focus of the Delivery Plan is to address carbon emissions that 
are specified and measured in accordance with our commitments-this is 
essentially to meet the criteria set by the national Government and to meet 
the Covenant of Mayors requirements.  Whilst there are slight differences 
between the reporting requirements of these measures, both cover a similar 
range of factors, namely the carbon produced by energy use in electricity, 
heating, hot water, and transport.  For more information on the carbon targets, 
see Appendix 1. 
 
These measures obviously exclude the significant emissions associated with 
our lifestyles and, for example, the purchasing or consumption of goods from 
outside the County.  Whilst the Climate Change Steering group recognises 
the significance of these impacts and will highlight good practice in addressing 
them, because of the limitations of time and resources, it will not be 
attempting to quantify or directly reduce these emissions. 
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 Public Sector Performance 

It's not a choice between our environment and our economy; it's a choice 
between prosperity and decline - President Barack Obama (2009) 

 
Vision:  
County Durham will have a strong and flexible public sector, working together 
to ensure emissions are reduced on an annual basis, and resilience is 
embedded into services. 
 
 
Outcomes:  
Durham is a county where partners work together to reduce environmental 
impacts and eliminate waste. Sustainability is recognised as an overarching 
ethos which pulls together all the three strands of environmental protection, 
social inclusivity and economic regeneration. 
 
Public Sector Actions  
 

Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 
Further Details or 
Projects 

Demonstrate 
political 
commitment 
to acting on 
climate 
change 

Endorse the Climate 
Change Strategy and 
Delivery Plan 

all appropriate 
Climate Change 
Steering Group 
members (CCSG)   

  
Sign up to Climate 
Local initiative  

Durham County 
Council (DCC) 

DCC has signed up to 
the initiative-
complete 

Establish 
baseline 
information 

Maintain details of 
County Durham's 
emissions DCC 

DCC to compile the 
information 

  

Monitor and update 
our vulnerability to 
climate impacts   DCC/CCSG 

Assess key services 
for vulnerability to 
impacts from climate 
change 

Improve the 
awareness 
and 
knowledge of 
climate 
change issues 
for public 
sector staff  

Provide training to 
decision makers and 
staff all public sector 

DCC Members 
training in climate 
change and Warm 
Up North provided in 
2014. Further 
engagement planned 
for 2015 
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Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 
Further Details or 
Projects 

  

Identify and 
implement ways for 
finance to actively 
support climate 
change action all public sector 

Funding being 
sought. See Key 
Projects for details 

Monitor and 
report on 
actions and 
progress 

Publish emission data 
at organisation level all public sector 

DCC and Durham 
University data 
published on their 
internet pages 

  
regularly review 
targets and objectives all public sector   

Incorporate 
climate 
change issues 
into decision 
making 

Ensure that mitigation 
and adaptation are 
factored into key 
decisions DCC/all 

Ensure a Sustainable 
Procurement policy 
is followed. DCC’s 
procurement policy 
is to be updated in 
2015/16 

      

Ensure that key 
policies and projects 
are assessed against 
sustainability criteria 
(e.g. SEA/EIA) 

Reduce the 
carbon 
emissions 
from the 
public sector 
estate and 
transport 

Develop and deliver 
carbon management 
plans all public sector 

 DCC and Durham 
University 
Management Plans 
being reviewed 

  

Raise awareness of 
carbon savings to staff 
through behaviour 
change all public sector 

DCC-Updates 
provided through 
staff bulletins and via 
Eco-champions.  
Durham University 
has active 
communication with 
staff and students 

  
Deliver climate change 
work in schools  DCC and others 

Continue the Eco-
schools programme 
and seek funding for 
additional work 

 

 
Key Projects 
 
Durham County Council-Carbon Management Plan 
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Durham County Council has adopted a Carbon Management Plan which is 
the central document co-ordinating carbon reduction programmes for council 
operations. 
 
Since the baseline year of 2008/9 the Council is on-track to achieve a 22% 
reduction in emissions by the end of 2015.  This will be achieved through a 
number of programmes such as replacing older equipment, heating and 
lighting improvements, and renewable energy generation.   As of 2013-14 it 
has made savings of 16%.  
 
 
Durham University-Carbon Management Programme 
 
Durham University’s first Carbon Management Plan ended on the 31st July 
2014 and planning is now underway for the second phase which will run from 
2014-2020. The plan will include emissions from electricity, gas, business 
travel, waste, water and refrigerant gases and the targets being developed.  
 
Both the first and the second Carbon Management Plans have a mix of 
projects. These projects include both physical modifications to buildings and 
infrastructure and the promotion of positive environmental behaviours 
amongst staff and students.  
 
A recent example of some of the work from the Carbon Management Plan 
includes the ‘Fume Cupboard Energy Reduction Scheme’ which incorporated 
both physical modifications to equipment as well as changing the behaviours 
of the users.  As a leading research establishment there are inherent energy 
needs in carrying out its work and the energy use in fume cupboards play a 
significant part of their total emissions.  The University reviewed their 
operation and needs and identified that both system changes and behavioural 
adjustments could make noticeable changes. 
 
The Chemistry department piloted a scheme to re-engineer the systems and 
introduced automatic switch off of to certain fume cupboards at low use 
periods (weekends/out of term).  A new lab user protocol was introduced to 
supplement this and between them the changes are estimated to save 138 
tonnes of CO2 per year. 
 
Another project in the Carbon Management Plan focussed on the Catering 
Operations. Durham University’s catering operations have set out to make 
their operations socially, economically and environmentally sustainable.  It 
aims to provide quality food with full provenance, challenge industry standards 
on sustainability and ensuring that needs of future generations can also be 
achieved. 
 
As part of the project it: 

o Encouraged behavioural change in catering staff so that catering 
equipment was only switched on when needed. 

o Changed menus to reduce CO2 emissions- 
o Chose food that required less cooking/utility use 
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o Developed a local and sustainable food supply chain-reducing 
delivery miles and supporting the local economy 

o Achieved the MSC (Marine Stewardship Council) accreditation 
which allows students to choose an accredited sustainable fish 
choice for their meal, protecting endangered or at risk species. 

 
Read more about Durham University’s Carbon Management Programme at 
https://www.dur.ac.uk/greenspace/cmp/  
 
Solar Photovoltaic Installations  
 
In 2011 and 2012 Durham County Council installed 850kW of solar 
photovoltaic panels onto 36 of its most suitable buildings. These panels 
should offset around 375 tonnes of CO2 per annum. 
 
In 2015 onwards it will continue to investigate how it can facilitate similar work 
on schools, and the wider community sector. 
 
Spennymoor Town Council has also installed 180m2 of solar panels onto 
the Town Hall roof.  The Town Hall had been having increasing problems with 
water ingress through the roof and took the decision to install solar PV panels 
whilst the roof was being renewed.  This harmonising of work means that the 
system is likely to cover their costs in less than 9 years. 
 
Renewable Energy  
 
Durham County Council is currently reviewing its wider estate for the potential 
to develop additional renewable energy.  A number of sites could be feasible 
to progress and preliminary investigations are underway. 
 
County Durham Waste Strategy 
 
Durham County Council has a statutory responsibility for collecting and 
disposing of municipal waste produced from residents within County Durham. 
Included within its Municipal Waste Management Strategy are targets for 
diverting waste from landfill and increasing reuse, recycling and composting 
performance.  The delivery of these targets is supported through the National 
Waste Management Plan for England, the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF) and National Planning Policy for Waste (NPPW).  
 
Disposing of waste in landfill, particularly organic waste, generates significant 
volumes of greenhouse gasses such as carbon dioxide and methane, and 
these represent a noticeable contribution to overall emissions.  Recycling 
materials such as steel and aluminium means more of these limited resources 
are available for the future and saves energy as new raw materials are not 
extracted. 
 
By 2020 our targets are to reuse, recycle or compost approaching 50% of 
household waste and recover at least 75% of Municipal Solid Waste.  
Achieving these targets will mean that emissions from landfill will be 
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minimised and more rare resources will be conserved. This will ensure the 
Council meets its obligations under the European Waste Framework Directive 
to drive sustainable waste management up the Waste Hierarchy, with 
disposal as the last resort.   
 
In 2013 Durham County Council entered into waste contracts to ensure that 
almost all municipal waste collected is diverted from landfill.  Instead of being 
buried, waste that is not reused, recycled or composted, is now taken to a 
new energy from waste plant at Teesside.   
 
The most recent data shows that over 99% of the municipal waste from 
County Durham is diverted from landfill, and the Energy from Waste (EFW) 
plant generates enough electricity to power 17,000 homes. This places us 
well ahead of our diversion (recovery) target. 
 
As well as council led initiatives there are numerous organisations supporting 
these objectives, including the various furniture re-use groups and community 
groups such as the Teesdale Conservation Volunteers. 
 
WOW Bus/Legacy Gyms 
 
Durham County Council’s Leisure Services has ran a ‘Wellness on Wheels’ 
bus and Legacy Gyms project.  This bus comes with a small gym inside and 
visits villages for 6 week periods providing fitness facilities direct to the 
community, reducing the need to travel.  If there is sufficient demand and local 
interest, a legacy gym can be incorporated into existing local buildings such 
as village halls.  This community run facility enables the health and fitness 
benefits of a gym to be delivered locally, reducing the need to travel and 
supporting the retention of local facilities. To date 16 legacy gyms have been 
provided in towns and villages around Durham, reducing emissions from 
travel to the gym, enabling more people to access fitness facilities and 
increasing usage of community buildings. 
 
Eco-Schools and Schools Carbon Reduction Programme 
 
Durham has been running a successful Eco-Schools programme for many 
years and now has over 100 schools taking part.  It has also ran a schools 
carbon reduction programme to work with schools directly to lower their 
carbon emissions. To date the programme has achieved a 12% reduction in 
emissions from primary schools. 
 
Durham County Council Climate Change Adaption Action Plan 
 
This document, produced in 2011-12 is the result of a comprehensive 
assessment of the Council’s key services and functions.  It highlights the 
areas that the authority needs to concentrate on to ensure service continuity 
based on the most likely impacts from climate change. 
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Low Carbon Economy 
 

Anyone who believes in indefinite growth on a physically finite planet is either 
mad or an economist - Sir David Attenborough 

Vision:  
County Durham will be known for its thriving low carbon economy, and 
helping to encourage innovation, new products and services. It will be a 
leading location for green business growth capitalising on the key strengths of 
the area. 
 
Outcomes:  
County Durham will have numerous green jobs and be an expanding centre of 
excellence for training and enterprise, ensuring that by 2020 sustainability is 
embedded within business.   
 
Efficiency and energy reduction will be core activities within all businesses. 
Business will be more efficient and will regularly carry out energy efficiency 
checks. 
 
Technology Innovation Centres including Durham University and the region’s 
HE and FE institutions will continue to be at the forefront of research and 
development in low carbon technologies, and working with  the County’s 
businesses to support the sector. 
 
Over 26% of the County’s electricity consumption will be made up from low 
carbon and renewable energy sources with 6% of the County’s heat being 
generated by low carbon/renewable sources. There will also be en expansion 
of community owned renewable energy schemes. 
 
The transition to a low carbon economy will take considerable effort in 
supporting existing businesses in making a transition to low carbon but also 
ensuring that any new businesses adopt a low carbon approach from the 
outset.   
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Low Carbon Economy Actions 
 

Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 
Further Details or 
Projects 

Promote a 
low carbon 
economy 

Work with the Local 
Enterprise 
Partnership to 
ensure low carbon 
growth is key to 
economic 
development 

DCC/ County 
Durham 
Partnership   

  
Develop the area's 
digital infrastructure 

DCC/ County 
Durham 
Partnership 

Digital Durham 
project 

  

Work to provide 
opportunities 
through the Green 
Deal for local 
businesses and job 
creation DCC   Warm Up North 

 

Support new 
technological 
innovation in fields 
related to climate 
change mitigation 
and adaptation 

Business Durham, 
Durham 
University, 
Durham Energy 
Institute  

  

Provide support to 
low carbon 
businesses and help 
develop markets 

DCC/ Business 
Durham    

  

Ensure information 
is available so 
consumers are 
aware of the best 
energy 
efficiency/renewable 
option for them DCC 

Business Energy 
Efficiency 
Programme 

Support 
local 
businesses 
to become 
more energy 
efficient and 
install 
renewable 
energy 

Raise awareness of 
benefits and 
incentives 

DCC/ Business 
Durham   
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Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 
Further Details or 
Projects 

  

Help businesses feel 
confident enough to 
make the investment 
in energy efficiency 

DCC/ Business 
Durham   

Build 
business 
resilience to 
climate 
change 

Help businesses 
understand the risks 
associated with 
climate change DCC 

signpost existing data 
and services  

  
Hold awareness 
raising events  DCC   

  

Promote businesses 
offering adaptation 
measures 

DCC/ 
Environment 
Agency   

Promote a 
sustainable 
and resilient 
food supply 
chain 

Implement the 
Sustainable Local 
Food Strategy for 
County Durham 

Durham 
Community 
Action 

Some funding for 
future work has been 
secured-additional 
sources being 
investigated 

  

Support sustainable 
food purchase 
options various 

farmers markets, 
food co-ops 

  

Support community 
growing projects and 
encourage more 
people to grow food 
at home or in 
allotments various   

Promote 
sustainable 
businesses 

Recognise and 
promote initiatives 
such as the Green 
Tourism Award 

DCC/ Business 
Durham   

  

Deliver the County 
Durham 
Environment Awards DCC   

 
 
Key Projects 
 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) 
 
From 2015 to 2020, County Durham has the potential to access up to around 
16 million Euro’s for work on Low Carbon Economy development.  A number 
of projects are being proposed and are included in various sections of this 
document.  
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Low Carbon Business Programme 
 
Durham County Council is working to develop a package of support for small 
businesses within Durham. The programme is aimed at reducing business 
energy costs for local enterprises and both reducing carbon emissions and 
increasing business resilience to energy price rises. 
 
The project is initially intended to run from 2015 and will look at running 
business to business workshops and seminars, providing case studies of 
improvements by business type and raising awareness of financial options 
such as the Green Deal.  The support will come through two projects 
 
Business Energy Efficiency Project (BEEP) 

 The production of communication material targeted at businesses, 
outlining measures they can take to reduce their energy bills along 
with the creation of an on-line micro site to reinforce the energy 
efficiency message and signpost action and support.  A number of 
case studies will be included showing actions small businesses in 
Durham have taken to reduce their bills. 

 
Durham Energy Efficiency Loyalty Scheme (DEELS) 

 A Durham loyalty scheme will be developed. This would encourage 
local manufacturers, suppliers and installers of energy efficiency 
and renewable energy technologies to offer reduced prices or 
special offers to local businesses and residents of Durham.  In 
return they would be supported through promotional material and 
publicity through the scheme. 

 
This is one of the projects that could link into the ERDF funding. 
 
Digital Durham 
 
This project looks to extend high speed broadband across the whole of 
County Durham which could have significant effects on enabling the more 
rural areas to develop businesses closer to, or at home.  It should allow those 
who are in currently less connected communities to access better services 
and promote teleworking/teleconferencing, which can reduce mileage.  By 
September 2016 the programme aims to deliver superfast broadband to 96% 
of premises in the County, 98% will have fibre optic service and all properties 
will have a connection of at least 2Mbps.  So far the programme is about 50% 
complete and over 50,000 homes and businesses are now able to access 
fibre. 
 
County Durham Food Strategy 
 
Durham Community Action has prepared a County Durham Local Sustainable 
Food Strategy in partnership with interest groups, the health sector, local 
authorities and industry representatives.  The Strategy is using “Food that is 
produced and consumed in or near County Durham that is healthy for people 
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and the planet, and supports our local economy” as the working definition of 
sustainable local food.  Further funding bids have been prepared and a 
number have been successful in allowing projects to be developed. 
 
Whilst it is anticipated that the Food Strategy should assist in reducing overall 
global emissions, it is recognised that certain actions may increase the 
recorded carbon emissions in Durham.  As well as delivering global carbon 
savings, it will also strengthen the local economy and provide health and 
wellbeing benefits to residents. 
 
Biomass Supply Chain development 
 
The Council is investigating the possibility of an ERDF bid to develop the 
biomass supply chain across the County and using woodland owned by the 
authority as a potential fuel source.  
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Built Environment  

We are like tenant farmers chopping down the fence around our house for fuel 
when we should be using Nature's inexhaustible sources of energy — sun, 
wind and tide. ... I'd put my money on the sun and solar energy. What a 
source of power! I hope we don't have to wait until oil and coal run out before 
we tackle that-Thomas Edison, 1931 

 
Vision:  
County Durham will have a strong and resilient built environment, with high 
quality, innovative and above all, sustainable development adding to the 
vibrancy of towns and villages. 
 
Outcomes: 
New and refurbished buildings across Durham will be as energy efficient as 
possible in both construction and use, helping to provide warmer homes, 
eradicate fuel poverty, and reduce cold related illness.  
 
Facilitated by planning policies a greater proportion of the County’s energy 
needs will be met from appropriate renewable sources.  The towns, villages 
and the City of Durham will be resilient to the impacts of climate change.   
 
The design of the built environment will help reduce the need to travel, and 
the relative attractiveness of the private car will be minimised by improving the 
accessibility of facilities and services.   
         
Built Environment Actions  

Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 

Further 
Details or 
Projects 

Use the planning 
system to 
promote energy 
efficiency and a 
low carbon 
community 
which is resilient 
to the impacts 
of climate 
change 

Establish planning 
policies that 
support a low 
carbon 
community DCC 

These will be 
included in the 
County 
Durham Plan 
and cover 
topics such as, 
but not limited 
to, renewable 
energy, 
sustainable 
transport, 
energy 
efficiency, 
housing and 
green 
infrastructure.   
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Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 

Further 
Details or 
Projects 

  

Ensure that 
building 
standards on 
energy efficiency 
and other climate 
change issues are 
properly enforced DCC   

  

Showcase 
exemplar low 
carbon buildings all   

  

Work with 
developers to 
ensure new sites 
are built to be 
resilient to the 
impacts of 
climate change DCC   

Assess planning 
policies and 
strategies 
against 
sustainability 
criteria 

Ensure the 
County Durham 
Plan undergoes 
formal 
Sustainability 
Appraisal 

DCC/Environment 
Agency 

A full 
sustainability 
appraisal has 
been carried 
out 

Ensure climate 
change and low 
carbon issues 
are considered 
in planning 
decisions 

Train Council 
Members on the 
planning 
committee in 
climate change 
and energy issues DCC 

 Current 
members have 
been trained.  
Review as 
planning 
committee 
changes 

Work with 
households to 
promote energy 
efficiency and 
reduce fuel 
poverty 

Use the Green 
Deal, ECO, public 
health and capital 
funding to 
maximise 
domestic energy 
savings DCC  

  

Promote Feed In 
Tariffs (FIT’s) and 
Renewable Heat 
Incentives (RHI’s) 
to the domestic 
sector DCC    
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Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 

Further 
Details or 
Projects 

  

Ensure the most 
vulnerable 
residents are 
aware of grants 
and options for 
financial and 
energy savings via 
the DCC Warm 
Homes Campaign 
and Warm Up 
North DCC/Health Sector 

Work is being 
coordinated 
by the County 
Durham 
Energy and 
Fuel Poverty 
Partnership 

 

Support 
individuals and 
groups to reduce 
emissions and 
adapt their 
homes and 
businesses to a 
changing climate DCC/ various  

 

 
Key Projects 
 
County Durham Energy and Fuel Poverty Partnership 
 
The County Durham Energy and Fuel Poverty Partnership (EFPP) brings 
together a wide variety of key strategic partners to coordinate energy 
efficiency and fuel poverty actions across County Durham households. 
 
The EFPP is responsible for monitoring the delivery of the actions set within 
the HECA Report, the Affordable Warmth Action Plan and the Warm up North 
programme and maintains key links to the Climate Change Steering group 
 
Warm Up North 
 

Warm Up North is the regional approach to the Government’s Green Deal 

Initiative.  The Warm up North Partnership has four objectives:- 

 
 To promote social wellbeing in the North East, by lowering the 

levels and impact of fuel poverty and contributing to public health; 
 To promote economic wellbeing in the North East and promote the 

green economy by safeguarding and creating employment, skills 
and the economic capacity of the area; 

 To improve the energy efficiency of domestic properties and 
publicly owned non-domestic properties across the North East; 

 To reduce carbon dioxide emissions from domestic and publicly 
owned non-domestic properties across the North East. 
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Energy Efficiency Schemes 
 
Durham has delivered a number of projects to improve domestic energy 
efficiency and reduce fuel poverty in Durham.  Recent progress includes: 
 
In 2012-13 County Durham had the highest take up of Warm Front Scheme 
energy improvements for vulnerable households within the North East region.  
There were a total of 476 energy efficiency heating improvements including 
gas boiler replacements were carried out as part of the scheme at a value of 
£637,535. 
 
A project in partnership with Durham Community Action to support collective 
procurement of fuel oil to help reduce fuel poverty. 
 
Targeting off-gas settlements for alternative solutions to their heating needs. 
 
Running a series of community consultation events on the Green Deal with 
the County Durham Residents Association. 
 
County Durham has had the highest uptake of Carbon Emissions Reduction 

Target (CERT) funded insulation measures in the North East region with over 
the period 2008- 2013 with over 54, 000 homes insulated 
 
 
Promote FITs and RHI to domestic and commercial properties 
 
Durham County Council will promote the opportunities for domestic and 
commercial properties to take advantage of the incentive schemes.  The Feed 
in Tariff (FIT) and Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) are the 2 primary financial 
incentives to encourage the installation of renewables in properties.  In 
addition to reducing energy demands this will encourage local employment 
and generate additional income that can offset costs or strengthen the local 
economy.   
 
 
Durham City Hydro Electric Scheme 
 
As part of the Freemans’ Reach site in Durham City, a 100kW hydro electric 
plant was installed on the River Wear, a first for a city centre location.  The 
renewable energy from the scheme will generate up to 75% of the energy 
requirements of the site 
 
District Heating at Key Sites  
 
As part of a strategic approach to planning across Durham City, Durham 
County Council is conducting feasibility studies in the potential for district 
heating schemes at key development locations.  If these prove viable, they 
could enable key areas to be powered from a low carbon source.
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Natural Environment 

By 2030 the demand for resources will create a crisis with dire consequences. 
Demand for food and energy will jump 50% by 2030 and for fresh water by 
30%, as the population tops 8.3 billion - Warning from Prof John 
Beddington, UK Chief Scientist, addressing SDUK 09 conference (March 
2009) 

Vision:  
County Durham will have a comprehensive and sustainable network of multi-
functional green spaces and corridors throughout the County that, whilst being 
accessible to the public, connect and enhance bio-diverse habitats, enhance 
the quality of place and serve to ensure the County is more resilient to 
extremes of weather. 
  
Outcomes:  
By 2020 the County will have an interconnected green infrastructure network, 
linking habitats and providing space for residents to relax and enjoy.  It will be 
adaptable and resilient to likely impacts, and will play an important role in an 
integrated approach to mitigating and adapting to climate change. 
 
Natural Environment Actions 
 

Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 

Further 
Details or 
Projects 

Promote 
biodiversity, 
greenspaces 
and green 
infrastructure 
that helps the 
area adapt to 
climate change 

Work with the Coastal, 
Heritage and 
Landscape Partnership 
to identify 
opportunities to 
protect the natural 
environment from 
climate change CCSG   

  

Identify climate risks to 
critical species/habitats 
and work to protect 
them from climate 
impacts 

CCSG/Coastal, 
Heritage and 
Landscape 
Partnership   

 

Support individuals and 
groups wanting to 
improve their local 
environment and 
highlight examples of 
good practice CCSG/ various  
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Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 

Further 
Details or 
Projects 

 

Take prompt action to 
control spread of 
invasive species 
resulting from climate 
change. 

Environment 
Agency/various  

Conserve and 
improve areas 
with a high 
embodied 
carbon 

Work with partners 
and landowners to 
protect and restore 
peatlands as a 
functional ecosystem 
and address the issue 
of erosion 

North Pennines 
AONB   

  

Work to identify, 
protect and conserve 
other significant 
carbon sinks 

DCC/ Coastal, 
Heritage and 
Landscape 
Partnership   

Promote the 
resilience of the 
natural systems 
through the 
planning system 

Ensure Habitat 
Regulation 
Assessments (HRA) are 
completed on all 
appropriate plans and 
strategies that could 
have an impact on a 
European Designated 
Wildlife Site. DCC   

  

Through Green 
Infrastructure 
Implementation Plans, 
identify and develop 
opportunities to 
support environmental 
adaptability   DCC   

  

Promote the use of 
SuDS (Sustainable 
Drainage Systems) and 
other measures of 
flood resilience. 

DCC/Environment 
Agency/ 
developers 

 The North 
East 
Combined 
Authority has 
begun work 
on a guidance 
document on 
SuDs for 
developers  

Utilise the 
natural 
environment to 
assist County 
Durham adapt 

Examine existing 
environments and their 
potential/preparedness 
for climate change 

DCC/ other 
organisations 
with open spaces 

E.g. check 
parks/gardens 
for shade or 
flood 
alleviation.  
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Action Detailed Action Key Organisation 

Further 
Details or 
Projects 

to climate 
change 

Suitable 
planting 
regimes 

 
Key Projects 
 
Local Nature Partnerships 
 
There are two Local Nature Partnerships operating within County Durham.  
The Three Rivers Partnership covers the lowland and coastal areas whilst the 
Northern Upland Chain covers the area across upper Tees and Wear dale 
and the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.  
 
These partnerships act as strategic bodies co-ordinating work on the natural 
environment and are able to address issues at a landscape scale so are 
particularly important in addressing climate related issues.   
 
Peatland Programme-North Pennines Area of Outstanding Beauty 
 
The Peatland Programme is run by the North Pennines Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty and aims to conserve and enhance the internationally 
important peatland resource within the North Pennines and to promote 
peatland conservation at local, national and international levels.  
 
Natural England recently estimated that England's peatlands store around 584 
million tonnes of carbon and there are 900 square kilometers of peatland in 
the North Pennines.   
 

 Restoration-Drain (Grip) blocking.  In the past peatlands have been 
drained to make them more economically productive however this has 
caused damage to the fragile habitats.  By blocking these drains the 
peat can be restored and the ecosystem recovered. 

 
 Promotion of best practice-educating land owners about the benefits 

of the peatland and helping them manage the land in a sympathetic 
manner. 

 
 Celebrating-Peatlands are a globally important ecosystem, however 

their roles in planetary carbon dioxide regulation, water provisioning 
and as a habitat are not widely appreciated.  

 
 Research-increasing knowledge of carbon storage and erosion and 

land management techniques to improve the habitat.  
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The Programme has recently been awarded £500,000 to continue its work in 
restoring badly eroded peat in the AONB. 
 
Durham Heritage Coast 
 
Durham’s Heritage Coast is a changing environment and hosts numerous 
important and rare species.  Adapting to changes in the natural environment 
from erosion, leading to the potential loss of key habitats, and managing 
increased recreational access are key challenges to ensuring the continuation 
of the unique coastline.  
 
Lower Wear Catchment Plan 
 
A programme of projects led by the Environment Agency aimed at bringing 
the lower Wear Catchment area up to the standards required by the Water 
Framework Directive.  As part of this, there are numerous schemes such as 
river clear ups and gulley improvements which should help reduce the 
incidents of flooding downstream.  It is also looking into issues with combined 
sewers and drains which tend to cause significant pollution during and after 
flood events.  
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Transport and Infrastructure 

The world we have created today as a result of our thinking thus far, has 
problems which cannot be solved by thinking the way we thought when we 
created them - Albert Einstein 

 
Vision:  
County Durham will aim to reduce CO2 emissions from transport, through the 
promotion of travel choices and alternatives to private car travel, ultra low 
carbon vehicles, walking, cycling and more integrated travel planning.  
 
Outcomes:  
 

By 2020 the County, as a result of the goals, objectives and actions taken 
from the North East Local Transport Plan and the County Durham Transport 
Delivery Plan, will be beginning to see improvements in emissions from 
transport, especially in Durham City.  There will be an increased number of 
cycle ways and footways, and the associated infrastructure will be in a 
condition that meets the challenges from the extremes of weather.   
 

 
Transport and Infrastructure Actions 
 

Action Detailed Action 
Key 
Organisation 

Further Details or 
Projects 

Encourage 
sustainable 
transport 

Promote 
sustainable 
transport in 
accordance with 
the National 
Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF), 
the emerging 
Transport Plan for 
the North East and 
the relevant Local 
Plan. DCC 

 Access to sustainable 
forms of transport 
must be integrated 
into the design of 
new developments. 
All future 
development should 
be planned to 
maximise 
opportunities for 
walking, cycling, 
public transport, car 
sharing and electric 
vehicles. 

  

Encourage 
developments and 
organisations to 
develop and 
implement Travel 
Plans DCC   
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Action Detailed Action 
Key 
Organisation 

Further Details or 
Projects 

  

In accordance with 
the NPPF, give 
preference to 
developments with 
good sustainable 
transport options 
or potential DCC   

 

Ensure new 
developments 
provide priority 
parking 
opportunities for 
car sharing and 
those using 
Alternative Fuel 
Vehicles. DCC 

Electric vehicle 
charging 
infrastructure and car 
sharing bays will be 
required where 100 
parking spaces or 
more are being 
provided. The detail 
of how this policy will 
be delivered is 
covered in the County 
Durham Parking and 
Accessibility 
Guidelines. 

Work towards a 
low carbon 
transport system 

Promote the use of 
low carbon 
vehicles and 
transport DCC   

  

Develop the 
necessary 
infrastructure to 
enable low carbon 
transport DCC 

Charging posts, public 
transport facilities 

Deliver a more 
resilient transport 
network 

Assess the 
vulnerability of the 
transport network 
to likely climate 
impacts DCC 

Partially complete 
through Resilient 
Roads Mapping 
project. 

  

Develop 
contingency 
planning for the 
travel network DCC   

Raise awareness 
and knowledge of 
sustainable 
transport options 

Deliver various 
campaigns 
targeting different 
sectors-
commuting, social, 
school, business 
etc. DCC   
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Action Detailed Action 
Key 
Organisation 

Further Details or 
Projects 

  

Develop a 
Transport Plan for 
organisations or 
main buildings 

all CCSG 
partners   

  

Ensure main public 
buildings promote 
sustainable 
transport options 
for visitors 

all CCSG 
partners with 
public 
buildings   

 

 
Key Projects 
 
Transit 15 
 
This project is intended to address congestion hot-spots on several key public 
transport corridors that radiate from Durham City.  Various aspects of the 
project have begun to be implemented which should improve bus timetable 
reliability.  This is designed to increase public confidence in services making 
them a more realistic choice for some journeys and thereby reducing 
emissions from private car use. 
 
Local Sustainable Transport Fund – Local Motion 
 
The Department for Transport’s Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LTSF) 
programme is intended to boost the local economy through addressing 
congestion.  Traditionally there has always been a positive correlation 
between economic growth, congestion, and carbon emissions.  The LSTF 
initiatives are intended to break that connection. 
 
The Local Motion project is aimed at non-sustainable journeys associated with 
school travel, leisure, travel to work and business journeys themselves.  In 
Durham, the project area is Bishop Auckland, Shildon and Newton Aycliffe. 
 
By encouraging a shift to sustainable modes wherever possible and 
practicable, network congestion should be reduced thereby allowing essential 
transport to operate more freely and efficiently.  The project also includes 
delivering the Safe and Fuel Efficient Driving (SAFED) programme to 
businesses. 
 
Additional funding (£840,000) has been secured to deliver Local Motion to 
Work in Crook, Willington, Spennymoor, Ferryhill and West Cornforth, building 
upon the successes and experience gained in the existing Local Motion 
project. 
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Expanding the South Durham Local Motion project into these new 
communities is the next stage of delivering our long term vision for 
sustainable transport in County Durham. It continues a scalable approach of 
delivering changes in travel behaviour that will continue to be developed over 
a number of years. Beyond March 2016, projects will focus on sustainable 
travel to work in and around Durham City to support planned major growth in 
jobs and housing as part of the Durham Local Plan. European Structural and 
Investment Funds totalling £7.5m have been secured towards sustainable 
transport and will used to support this future work. 
 
Street Lighting Upgrade 
Durham County Council is carrying out a programme to upgrade more than 
41,000 street lights across the county. It will replace existing light fittings with 
the latest light emitting diode (LED) lights which will reduce energy 
consumption by up to two thirds, alongside a dimming programme. 
 
The programme is part of the Street Lighting Energy Reduction Project which 
will reduce carbon emissions and save almost £24 million over 25 years 
 
Local Sustainable Transport Fund-Safe and Fuel Efficient Driving  
 
This 4 year project is run in partnership with Darlington Borough Council and 
aims to provide training to organisations who need to travel as part of their 
business. The training is aimed at improving the skills of employees and 
improving the safety and fuel efficiency of their driving.  In the past year over 
230 people have been trained and on average each trainee has shown a 27% 
improvement in fuel efficiency with the potential to save 1 tonne of carbon per 
year if the training is carried over into their regular business travel.   
 
Local Sustainable Transport Fund – Walk to school 
 
This has the same funding background and overall aims as the LSTF Local 
Motion Project but this element is being delivered in partnership with Living 
Streets and is focused on specific programmes in schools.  Target areas are 
based around the Transit 15 corridors. 
 
An additional year’s funding has been secured and the project will be focusing 
on walking at a community level rather than just engaging schools in the 
coming year. 
 
Plugged in Places 
 
Electric vehicles are now a viable transport alternative for many and the 
market share is expected to  increase over the next few years.  Electric 
vehicles generate carbon based on their power source rather than at the point 
of use so the emissions depend on where the electricity comes from. 
 
Home charging will be the preferred choice for some drivers, but the re-
assurance of publically accessible charging points adds confidence for 
drivers.  Durham County Council has partnered with Charge Your Car and 
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through funding from Plugged in Places has added to the extensive network 
of charging points throughout the North East.    
 
Commonwheels Car Club in Durham City 
 
The Car Club provides a flexible alternative to owning a vehicle- members can 
hire a car on a short term basis and pick one up from several locations around 
the city.  At the moment there are 4 cars available in the city.  Several car club 
members have either got rid of a second car or managed to do without one 
altogether.  Adapting to ‘social’ car use tends to have a knock on effect of 
reconsidering other journeys; adopting a more sustainable, and low carbon 
alternative instead of automatically using a car. 
 
Newton Aycliffe to Shildon Cycleway 
 
A cycle route along the historic rail corridor from Shildon to Newton Aycliffe 
has been built and now provides a direct link for walkers and cyclists.  The 
provision will address long-term trespass problems and provide a legitimate 
route for those wanting to walk and cycle this relatively short distance.   
 
Initial indications show that the route has been warmly welcomed by users 
commuting between the two locations on foot and by bike, as well as 
accommodating recreational use. 
 
New Railway Station at Horden (Peterlee) 
 
A new station at Horden (Peterlee) will improve access for passengers on the 
Durham Coast Line. It will connect areas of high population with areas of 
employment (such as the Tees Valley and Tyne and Wear conurbations) as 
well as making East Durham more attractive for inward investment. The 
proposal has been evaluated and found to be commercially viable and a 
funding package for the new station is now being developed. 
 
The new station, along with proposed increased services on the Durham 
Coast Line, will contribute towards modal shift and reduce the area’s 
dependence on the car for travel. 
 
Bishop Auckland Station Improvements and Extra Services on Bishop 
Line 
 
The renovation of this station will increase the numbers of people who can 
access the rail network.  The increasing rail passenger numbers will include a 
proportion who will make a switch from less-sustainable car use as well as 
opening up employment opportunities for residents. As part of a new rail 
franchise for the area, the future rail operators of the Bishop Auckland to 
Darlington Line will increase services to every hour by 2019. There will also 
be 3 extra services on a Sunday by 2017.  
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Rolling Stock-All rolling stock on the Bishop and Durham Coast Line will be 

subject to refurbishment to new or nearly-new standards by 2020. This will 

increase the attractiveness of rail travel and contribute towards modal shift. 

Electricity Demand Management-  
 
Northern Powergrid are working with Newcastle University, DCC, local 
schools and the Weardale Area Action Partnership to deliver a customer 
engagement project to reduce electricity demand at peak time (therefore 
reducing the maximum supply needed).  It will encourage and reward 
volunteers who offer to keep their high demand household goods (TV’s, 
washing machines etc.) idle during peak demand periods.   
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Community Engagement 
 

Nobody made a greater mistake than he who did nothing because he could 
only do a little - Edmund Burke, Whig MP for Bristol 1774-80 

Vision:  
County Durham is a highly engaged and proactive area, with the Council and 
its partners delivering upon priority actions. 
 
 
Outcomes:  
By 2020 County Durham residents will be well informed of the issues around 
climate change and whilst we appreciate there may not be universal 
agreement over the causes of climate change we hope to have an 
acknowledgment of the need to reduce emissions and use resources 
efficiently, adapt to climate changes and appreciate the potential benefits to 
the community and the wider County. 
 
Community Engagement Actions 

 

Action Detailed Action 
Key 
Organisation 

Further 
Details or 
Projects 

Promote 
community action 
on reducing carbon 
emissions 

Share expertise 
and advice with 
community groups  

County Durham 
Community 
Energy/ all 
partners   

  

Advise on funding 
and provide grants 
for community 
organisations 
looking to develop 
carbon reduction 
projects 

DCC/ North 
Pennines AONB   

  

Look to develop a 
network of 
community groups 
to assist each other 
with similar 
projects CDCE 

Also include 
work to 
develop a 
community 
renewables 
register  

Work with local, 
regional and 
national interest 
groups to raise 
awareness of, and 
to mitigate and 
adapt to, climate 
change   all partners 

Partnership 
with VONNE 
to develop 
regional 
community 
energy 
project 
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Action Detailed Action 
Key 
Organisation 

Further 
Details or 
Projects 

Foster greater links 
between climate 
change, fuel 
poverty and health 
promotion 
strategies   DCC/Health 

Wide ranging 
-active 
lifestyles, fuel 
poverty, 
benefits of 
green spaces  

Work with health 
authorities to 
increase 
understanding of 
the local health 
impacts of a 
changing climate   DCC/Health  

Improve the 
resilience of our 
communities to 
future climate 
impacts 

Identify 
communities at risk 
and develop 
actions 

E.A./Civil 
Contingencies 
Unit (CCU)   

  

Develop and 
deliver resilience 
seminars for areas 
at risk 

Civil 
Contingencies 
Unit/E.A. 

 A number of 
events have 
already been 
held 

  

Support 
community groups 
wishing to increase 
their resilience E.A/ CCU/DCC 

 Flood 
Wardens and 
on-going 
engagement 
events 

Ensure health and 
social care 
providers are 
resilient to climate 
change impacts 

Identify and work 
to minimise the key 
risks to these 
services 

Health 
Sector/CCSG   

  

Identify and train 
key staff in likely 
impacts and in 
adapting their 
service Health/CCSG   

  

Look to develop 
contracting 
arrangements with 
external providers 
that include 
requirement to 
have business 
continuity plans 
(flood/heat waves 
etc.) Health/CCSG   
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Key Projects 
 
 
Community Energy  
 
Various communities across Durham have begun taking steps to generate low 
or zero carbon power in their area.  Groups have begun investigating the 
possibilities of generating electricity from hydro, wind and solar and heat from 
biomass district heating networks.   
 
This area of work is receiving particular interest at both a national and local 
level.  Over the next few years we will be looking to develop more support and 
advice for communities or groups looking to invest in energy generation. 
Nationally the Government is allocating funding and support to this area of 
work and the Council and other key organisations are looking to support pro-
active local groups. 
 
Members of the CCSG are working on projects within Durham and the North 

East to help communities develop their own energy projects. 

 The group is working on a regional project with the Voluntary 

Organisations’ Network North East (VONNE) and Community Energy 

England to secure European funding for this area of work. 

 The Climate Change Steering Group has helped Chilton and 

Oakenshaw develop their own community groups to tackle various 

climate change issues.   

 
Oakenshaw Wind Turbine 
 
This project, initiated by the local community association, has resulted in the 
installation of a 70m high wind turbine on farmland near the village.  The 
community group has worked with the landowner and residents to secure a 
successful project and is being rewarded with an annual donation which will 
be used to support local projects. 
 
Engage with community and interest groups. 
 
As mentioned throughout this document, the scale of the work required to 
reduce our emissions and adapt to climate change is beyond the scope of any 
single organisation.  To make the changes required it will take many 
organisations and individuals working together at all levels.  To achieve this, 
existing and new community and interest groups will be involved and 
encouraged to incorporate climate change issues into their work.  Some 
groups are naturally aligned to the aims of the strategy whilst others may not 
have recognised the contribution that they could make.  To make the plan a 
success across the County, various methods will be used to engage with the 
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different groups from presentations at meetings to documents advising on 
best practice/awareness raising.   
 
ShocFlood 
 
A programme run by Climate Change Schools Project and the Environment 
Agency through schools to raise awareness of flooding in communities using 
schools as a hub. 
 
Providing Funding for Sustainability and Climate Change Projects in 
Durham 
 
The Council can provide a grant fund (for example through the AAP’s) to 
assist groups looking to develop sustainability projects in their areas.  Projects 
may also be eligible for other funding streams such as the County Durham 
Foundation and the SITA Trust.  Many of the funding options can be used for 
both mitigation and adaptation measures.   
 
Affordable Warmth Action Plan 
 
Whilst not designed to reduce carbon emissions, this Action Plan aims to 
protect the most vulnerable people from the increasing cost of heating their 
homes. 
 
Action under the Plan can provide much needed improvements in heating 
systems and provide a coordinated approach to energy needs in the domestic 
sector.   
 
Education and awareness 

It is important to help people realise the potential impacts of climate change 

and what individuals and groups can do.  Whilst free technical and financial 

support is more limited than it used to be, there are still sources available. The 

CCSG will endeavour to ensure that the people of Durham are as well 

informed as possible.  In particular it will: 

 Continue to raise awareness in schools through support for the Eco-

Schools programme 

 Develop exemplar projects and act as an initial contact for people 

wishing to develop their own schemes. 

 Work to ensure that residents and groups are aware of national and 

local schemes and opportunities as they develop. 

 
Environment Awards 
 
The County Durham Partnership runs this annual environment competition 
which highlights a number of excellent projects delivering environmental 
benefits across the County.  Categories including Climate Change, Built 
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Environment, Volunteer Group and Schools and Colleges can all demonstrate 
and reward excellence in climate change projects. 
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Impacts Beyond our Boundaries 

Forget about making poverty history. Climate change will make poverty 
permanent - Nazmul Chowdhury, Practical Action, Bangladesh (2009) 

 
Vision:  
Residents of County Durham are aware of the impacts that are faced by 
communities outside of the County.  We will endeavour to ensure that climate 
related impacts are not increased as a result of County Durham operations. 
 
 
Outcomes  
We will aim to have a collective approach to climate change issues with a 
broader understanding of the impacts and opportunities. When products are 
not available locally, fairly traded and associated sustainability classifications 
should be a standard requirement for purchases. 
 
Impacts Beyond our Boundaries Actions 
 

Action Detailed Action 
Key 
Organisation Further Details or Projects 

Work with 
neighbouring 
authorities and 
organisations on 
larger projects   all 

Regular meetings held and a 
number of opportunities for 
cooperation have been 
identified 

Look to incorporate 
indirect carbon 
emissions in 
partnership 
organisation decision 
making   all 

Explore opportunities, for 
example in procurement 
following the Social Value Act 

Promote appropriate 
sustainability 
accreditations and 
local groups   all 

Support local groups-
Fairtrade,  Food Groups and 
co-ops 

Work across Europe 
to develop 
international 
programmes that 
share best practice. 

Deliver and build 
upon the Renergy 
project DCC 

A project to highlight best 
practice in renewable energy 
development for 
communities.  The main 
project is now complete and 
it has now moved on to 
communicating the findings 
to local groups and officers. 
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Key Projects 
 
 
 
Renergy 
 
Durham County Council has been involved in a European project set up to 
communicate and transfer best practice between European partners in energy 
efficiency and renewable projects.  The project has looked at enabling action 
within communities and Durham is highlighting work in Oakenshaw, Chilton 
and the business community as its three main areas of work.  The project is 
now coming to a conclusion and is now working to disseminate best practice 
from the various partners.  The project has been 75% funded from European 
sources. 
 
European Regional Development Fund and other EU Funding Streams 
 
Members of the Climate Change Steering Group will be looking at the 
opportunities presented by the ERDF and other European funding streams.  
The existing partnerships will provide an excellent starting platform for bids as 
many contacts are already in place.  
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Actions in years 2015-17 
 
In 2015 and 2016 the Climate Change Steering Group and Durham County 

Council will be aiming to make significant progress on the following actions 

from the plan: 

Action Project Main themes 
affected 

Detailed action 

Demonstrate 
political 
commitment 

 Public Sector 
Performance 

Obtain 
widespread 
commitment from 
partners and key 
organisations. 

Establish 
baseline 
information 

 Public Sector 
Performance 

 

Identify and 
implement 
means of finance 
to actively 
support climate 
change action 

European Rural 
Development Fund 
(ERDF)/(European 
Social Fund (ESF) 

all Work in 
partnership to 
develop bids for 
European 
funding for 
climate change 
projects 

Reduce the 
carbon 
emissions from 
the public sector 

Develop and 
deliver carbon 
management plans 

Public sector 
performance, 
Built 
Environment, 
Transport and 
Infrastructure 

 

 Deliver climate 
change work in 
schools 

various Continue the 
Eco-Schools and 
Schools Carbon 
Reduction 
Officers 
programmes. 
Ensure schools 
have the 
information they 
need to manage 
their emissions 

Promote a low 
carbon economy 

Support new 
technological 
innovation in fields 
related to climate 
change mitigation 
and adaptation 

Low Carbon 
Economy 

Prepare ERDF 
bids 

Support local 
businesses to 

Develop an ERDF 
project to promote 

Low Carbon 
Economy 
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become more 
energy efficient 
and install 
renewable 
energy 

business energy 
efficiency 

Promote a 
sustainable and 
resilient food 
supply chain 

Implement the 
Sustainable Local 
Food Strategy for 
County Durham 

Low Carbon 
Economy 

 

Promote 
Sustainable 
Businesses 

Deliver the County 
Durham 
Environment 
awards 

All  

Use the planning 
system to 
promote energy 
efficiency low 
carbon 
community which 
is resilient to the 
impacts of 
climate change 

Embed relevant 
policies within the 
County Durham 
Plan 

Built 
Environment 

 

    

Conserve and 
improve natural 
areas with a high 
embodied 
carbon 

Support the 
Peatlands Project 

Natural 
Environment 

 

Promote 
biodiversity, 
greenspaces and 
green 
infrastructure 
that helps the 
area adapt to 
climate change 

Work with the 
Coastal, Heritage 
and Landscape 
Partnership to 
protect the natural 
environment from 
climate change 

Natural 
Environment 

 

 Promote the use of 
SuDS (Sustainable 
Drainage Systems) 
and other 
measures of flood 
resilience 

Built 
Environment, 
Natural 
Environment 

 

Work towards a 
low carbon 
transport system 

Promote the use of 
low carbon 
vehicles and 
transport 

Transport and 
Infrastructure 

 

 Develop the 
necessary 
infrastructure to 
enable low carbon 

Transport and 
Infrastructure, 
Built 
Environment 
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transport 

Raise awareness 
and knowledge 
of sustainable 
transport 

Deliver various 
campaigns 
targeting different 
sectors-
commuting, 
school, business 
etc. 

Transport and 
Infrastructure 

 

Work with local, 
regional and 
national interest 
groups to raise 
awareness of, 
and mitigate and 
adapt to, climate 
change 

Develop an ERDF 
project for 
community energy 

Community 
Engagement, 
Low Carbon 
Business 

 

Improve the 
resilience of our 
communities to 
future climate 
impacts 

Develop and 
deliver resilience 
seminars for areas 
at risk 

Community 
Engagement, 
Built 
Environment 

 

 Support 
community groups 
wishing to increase 
their resilience 

Community 
Engagement 

 

Work across 
Europe to 
develop 
international 
programmes that 
share best 
practice 

Ensure the findings 
from the Renergy 
project are shared 
and developed 
across Durham 

Impacts Beyond 
our Boundaries, 
Community 
Engagement, 

 

 

In 2015 and 2016 the Climate Change Steering Group will be concentrating its 

efforts in three main Project areas: 

a) Making communities more aware of and resilient to the impacts 
of extreme weather events 

b) Making the Council, homes and businesses more energy 
efficient 

c) Improving infrastructure to support sustainable travel 
 

A more detailed plan for these short term project areas will be devised in 
forthcoming group meetings. 
 

Indicators  
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The main indicator for progress is the amount of emissions produced across 
the County.  There are also a number of tracker indicators that give an 
indication of performance against issues related to climate change.  These 
are mainly annual datasets and will be reported on that basis.  
 
Carbon emissions generated across County Durham 
 
Carbon emissions by sector- 

 Domestic; 

 Transport; 

 Industrial/commercial. 
 
Amount of renewable energy generated in County Durham 
 
Carbon Emissions generated by key organisations-DCC, Durham University 
 
Number of domestic properties countywide receiving energy efficiency 
measures  
 
Delivery of flood resilience programmes. 
 
Number of communities engaged with the Flood Warden programme 
 
Number of community groups engaged with in a year 
 
Number of schools taking part in Eco-Schools and Schools Carbon Reduction 
Programmes 
 
Number of properties in Fuel Poverty 
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Appendix 1-Carbon Targets 

 
Throughout the document we’ve tried to keep the issue of carbon targets as 
simple as possible to ensure the basic message is clear.  This Appendix goes 
into more detail as to where the data, targets and figures have come from. 
 
Over time Durham County Council has committed to two targets on carbon 
reduction which have been adopted by the Steering Group.  One is based on 
national aspirations and the other from a European initiative-the Covenant of 
Mayors. The Climate Change Steering group has retained both targets 
because, whilst they are similar in nature, they differ slightly in how they 
record emissions and grant access to additional support networks.   
 
40% saving from 1990 levels. 
 
1990 is a common baseline year for carbon emission targets and is often 
referred to, particularly at the international level.  The data available at the 
time was quite general and tended to be at a national scale, so it can be 
difficult to apportion the volumes and emissions at the time to Durham.  Using 
a carbon calculator tool, we have taken Durham emission data from 2005 
(when accurate figures became available) and extrapolated it back to 1990.  
Between 1990 and 2005 there was a considerable drop in carbon emissions 
as much of the County moved away from coal fires and boilers and connected 
to the gas network.  There was also a shift away from heavy industry and new 
legislation meant higher standards of insulation in buildings. 
 
We calculate that emissions from within the present County Durham boundary 
would have been approximately 5,000,000 tonnes of CO2 in 1990. 
 
The 40% reduction target therefore requires us to reduce these emissions to 
3,000,000 tonnes by 2020.  The most recent data is for 2012 where County 
Durham was responsible for producing 2,951,000 tonnes.  On this basis, we 
have technically reached the 40% target but we are aware that some of the 
reduction factors may be linked to the current economic situation.  We will 
continue to monitor emissions and strive to keep them below this level as the 
economy recovers.  
 
 
22% saving from 2005 levels.   
 
In 2005 the Government introduced a performance management indicator for 
local authorities- ‘National Indicator 186 Greenhouse gas emissions from a 
local authority area’.  At the same time it also started collecting accurate data 
from the various sectors that contribute to these emissions at a local level.  
The data is available on the DECC website.   
 
Durham County Council signed up the Covenant of Mayors, a European 
initiative to support carbon reduction and in doing so elected to target a 22% 
reduction based on 2005 emissions. 
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In 2005 County Durham was responsible for 3,490,000 tonnes and by 2012 
this was 2,951,000, which shows a 15% reduction over 7 years. The target of 
a 22% reduction means the total emissions need to be reduced to 2,722,200 
tonnes by 2020. 
 
Whilst we are not looking at reductions on a per capita basis, it is worth noting 
that during the same time our population has increased.  In 2005 our 
emissions were 7 tonnes per person whilst by 2012 was 5.7.  Looking at the 
figures on a per capita basis our emissions over this time have reduced by 
19%. 
 

Appendix 2 Durham County Council Sustainable 
Energy Action Plan (SEAP) 
 
The SEAP is being developed in conjunction with the County Durham Plan.  
When it is complete, it will link the Climate Change Strategy and Delivery 
Plan.  
 

Appendix 3 Glossary/Abbreviations 
 
 
AAP: Area Action Partnership 
CoM: Covenant of Mayors 
CO2: Carbon Dioxide, a gas that causes climate change.  Often used as a 
general term to cover all greenhouse gases rather than being strictly carbon 
dioxide emissions. 
CCSG: Climate Change Steering Group.  Part of the Altogether Greener 
Environment Partnership 
DCC: Durham County Council 
DECC: Department of Energy and Climate Change 
DEFRA: Department for Environment, Food, and Rural Affairs 
FIT: Feed in Tariff, a scheme that pays people for generating renewable 
electricity 
Green Deal: the most recent incentive to encourage people to invest in energy 
efficiency improvements. Acts as a long term loan where repayments should 
be less than the savings on utility bills 
RHI: Renewable Heat Incentive. A scheme that pays people for generating 
heat from renewable/low carbon sources. 
SuDs: Sustainable Drainage Systems 
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Appendix 4 Additional Reading 

 
Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-of-energy-climate-
change 
 
The Carbon Plan: Delivering our low carbon future 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-carbon-plan-reducing-
greenhouse-gas-emissions—2 
 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
http://www.ipcc.ch/ 
 
Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 
http://www.defra.gov.uk/ 
 
Environment Agency (E.A.) 
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/ 
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/137557.aspx 
 
Association of North East Councils (ANEC) 
http://www.northeastcouncils.gov.uk/ 
 
Climate NE 
http://www.climatenortheast.com/ 
 
Energy Saving Trust (EST) 
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/ 
 
 

Appendix 5 Associated Documents 

 
This appendix highlights some of the key documents which are connected to 

the work of the Climate Change Strategy.  Given the scope of the work this list 

should not be seen as exhaustive and will evolve over time. 

Durham County Council Documents. 

The Council Plan 

RED Service Plan 2014-17 

The County Durham Plan 

Durham County Council Carbon Management Plan 

Air Quality Action Plan 

Housing Strategy 
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Affordable Warmth Strategy 

Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 

Joint Health and Well Being Strategy 

 

County Durham Partnership Documents 

Sustainable Community Strategy 

Altogether Greener Action Plan 

Altogether Wealthier Delivery Plan 

 

Natural Environment 

Land of the Three Rivers Local Nature Partnership-Terms of Reference 

North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Management Plan 

 

River Management/Flooding 

Climate Change Adaptation on the River Wear-Environment Agency 

River Wear Catchment Flood Management Plan-Environment Agency 

 

ClimateNE 

Summary of Climate Change Risks for North East England 

Economic Implications of Climate Change-North East Study 

Climate Change Action Plan for North East England 

North East Declaration on Climate Change 

The North East England Climate Change Adaptation Study 
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For further information relating to the Strategy or Delivery Plan, please contact 
 
Sustainability and Climate Change Team 
Regeneration and Economic Development 
Durham County Council 
County Hall 
Durham 
DH1 5UQ 
 
Tel: 03000 265545 
Email: climate.change@durham.gov.uk 
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